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PREFACE
The intention of the dissertation is to conduct a 
critical examination of certain selected writings from 
the approximate period spanned by the second century of 
the Christian era to discover what interpretation was 
given to the Figure of the Servant of the Lord in the 
Christologies which the works represent. While the 
analysis of Isaiah’s Servant Figure represents a well- 
trodden path in theological inquiry, the interpretation 
of the early Church has rarely been dealt with, and in 
most cases represents a broad survey, as opposed to a 
detailed study of a few selected writings. Such a study 
was suggested by Principal Matthew Black, and it was 
considered that it would build on the survey of the 
literature of this period that Adolph von Harnack made 
some forty years ago, in which Harnack concluded that 
the Christological understanding in respect to the title 
7zatj gzqu changed in the early Church.
In this Thesis it is proposed, firstly, to determine 
whether such a modification of the interpretation of the
ii
Lord’s TTaij did, in fact occur. Secondly, through an 
analysis of the writers’ Christological bias, the attempt 
will be made to discover the source of this change, or 
factors of influence which affected it. The subject is 
introduced by a review of articles and studies which pertain 
to this particular inquiry. This is followed with a brief 
survey of Christian literature in the sub-apostolic period 
up to the time of Justin, and thereafter those authors 
whose works constitute our primary interest are considered.
To clarify the results of our examination, and as conclusive 
evidence in evaluating the findings of this period, a study, 
of Origan’s Christology in respect to the 77«Tj is appended.
The format and style of this Thesis is in accordance with 
the principles set forth in A Manual for Writers of Term 
Papers, Theses, and Dissertations (Rev. ed.), by Kate L. 
Turabian (Chicago: University Press, 1955), incorporating 
the following options: Sub-divisions of chapters include 
the centered heading, underlined, and with letter designation; 
the centered heading, not underline d; and the underlined 
heading running into the paragraph* For footnotes,
Turabian’s ’’Method A” (p. lj.5), or the shortened form, is 
followed, except that only the author’s name, the title and 
date are given with the first citation, since the remainder 
of the publishing data is found, in the bibliography.
ill. ,
Further, each chapter is considered as a separate entity 
from the standpoint of footnotes, with-;the full reference 
included for the first citation in that chapter, and foot­
note numbers beginning with each chapter. For cross- 
referencing, the footnote number only is given if the 
reference is to the same chapter, otherwise the'chapter 
designation is also included. Certain specific subjects 
that are too detailed to be treated as a standard footnote 
on the pages of the text are appended at the ends of the 
chapters and designated accordingly. . ' .
It-now becomes the pleasant duty of the writer to acknowledge ..' 
the good offices of those without whom this work would not have 
been brought to completion. To my wife, whose patience during 
three years of intensive effort that allowed a minimum of time 
for family and friends goes no small measure of gratitude.
To Reverend Professor Robin McLaine Wilson, who gave-unselfishly /.', 
of his time,- goes a most sincere expression of thanks. At a 
stage when tangible results of this study were minimal,
Dr. Wilson’s incisive critical comments and encouragement were 
invaluable towards the continued pursuit of the inquiry.
A word of thanks goes also to Professor Robert Davidson, .
■ ' •
whose seminars in Deutero-Isaiah were inspirational as well W
Instructional. It has been a privilege to work under -/',
Principal Matthew Black. At tine s this writer has not escaped -K
iv
that most common ailment of the research student, the 
feeling of being abandoned to one’s fate. However, the 
Principal’s vast learning and constructive critical 
comments at certain crucial stages in this endeavor 
spelled the difference between pursuing a wrong course 
and the uncovering of fresh and stimulating material.
The writer recognizes the mre opportunity that has been 
his, and takes this occasion to express profound gratitude 
for the advice and counsel of the Faculty of St. Mary’s 
College in the pursuit of this study.
There are many others whose contributions have been of 
real assistance. The cooperation of Librarians in four 
states during the time the writer was preparing for 
mission work in Portugal was most helpful. Appreciation 
is also expressed to Mrs. L. Lewis, whose tutoring in 
German and interest in this subject were a valuable 
assistance. Last but not least goes a word of thanks to 
my typists. Mrs. Andrew Crookstan tackled the original 
drafts which were handwritten and practically illegible. 
Mrs. B. Knott took painstaking care with the final draft, 
which has been a source of encouragement as the work drew 
to its conclusion, and Mrs* B* derman, with great patience 
in adverse circumstances, completed the last details♦
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A. Old Testament and Apocrypha
The O.T. literature is cited according to the LXX in 
the edition of H. B. Swete (1887) unless it is expressly 
stated that the quotation is from the translation of 
Aq. (Aquila), Sym. (Symmachus), or 0 (Theodotiou). 
References from the Psalms are given first in the LXX 
numbering and then if it is different, in that of the 
Hebrew Bible /and English translations/.
1. Old
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I Chr. = I Chronicles
II Chr. = II Chronicles
Dan. = Daniel 
Deut. « Deuteronomy ‘
Eccles. = Ecclesiastes
II Esdr* ~ II Esdras (chs.
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B. New Testament
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Acts ~ Acts of the Apostles
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I Oom = First Epistle to the
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II Cor. = Second Epistle to the
Corinthians
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Gal •
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= Epistle to the Ephesians 
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= Epistle to the Hebrews
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Rev. = Revelation to John 
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I Tim. = First Epistle to
Timothy
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Timothy
Tit. = Epistle to Titus
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is used for Biblical literature, (e.g. Ignatius’ 
Epistle to the Ephesians 1.2 ^IEph. 1.2, but N.T. 
Epistle to the Ephesians 2:2 = Eph. 2:2.)
Aq. = Greek version of the O.T. of Aquila
adv. haer. = Irenaeus’ adversus haereses
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viii
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(Vis. = Vision
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Ignatius
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(IRom, = Ignatius’
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• (ISmyr. = Ignatius’
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Epistle to the Ephesians
Epistle to the Magnesians
Epistle to the Trallians
Epistle to the Romans 
Epistle to the Philadelphians
Epistle to the Smyrna e^ ns
Epistle to Polycarp
Mart. Pol. Martyrdom of Polycarp
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(c. Cels.
(comm, in Joh. 
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(de orat.
(de princ.
Pol. Phil.
Philo, sel.:
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into Greek
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1INTRODUCTION
In recent decades much, attention in Christological discussion 
has centered about the two-fold problem of Jesus1 self-under­
standing, and the extent to which the Church has created an 
image of its own in attempting to recall the nature of the 
! Jesus of History’. One of the key factors of interpretation
related to this debate has long been the figure of the Servant
of the Lord from Deutero-Isaiah, and the extent of its influence 
in Jesus’ own understanding of His life and work. Traditionally,^ 
it has been held that Jesus found the clue to His ministry in "'"7
1the prophecy of the Servant. But there are those who hold
3
1 J. Moffatt, The Theology of the Gospels, 1912, p. 1hj.9;
A. E. J* Rawlinson, The New Testament Doctrine of the Christ,
1926, pp• 230 ff.j C. C. Torrey, "The Influence of II-Isaiah 
in the Gospels and Acts”, JBL, 1929, pp- 32-3; R. Otto, The 
Kingdom of God and the Son of Man, trans. Filson 2c Lee, 19 30 
pp. 2^.9' ff-; V- Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice, 1937, 
pp. 39-48; 0. J. Cadoux/ The HisrtoFic Mission of Jesus, 19U3
37-38; H. W. Wolff, Jesaja 33 im Hr Christ entum, 1950 1
55 ff-; 0. H. Dodd, The Old Testament in the New, 1952, : ‘7
9 ff., and in Accor ding to the Scriptures, 1952, pp. 123 ff->.g
A that hat~ the stage to which evidence M!
•a
PP*
pp.
PP. _
where Dodd observes
enables us to go back, Jesus is already thought of as the 
’Servant’ of Isa. 52:13 - 53:12”, whose death in obedience 
to God is for the redemption of many; T. W. Manson, The 
Servant Messiah, 1958, (refs, in Cambridge paperback,~T961 ), 
p . 577 The se are but a few representing this basic position. 
Essential agreement with this position is implied by W. Zimmerli 
and J. Jeremias, The Servant of God, 1957> PP. 98, 10I4.. .
•.'■’.■I
that this traditional claim has been vastly overemphasized, 
if it is not altogether historically false
Wilhelm Bousset developed the thesis that at first Isaiah 
53 had very little influence on the Christian imagination,
2,
1 (con’t)
It must be recognized that xzatj was never in the O.T* 
and late Judaism a Messianic title, but this does not preclude 
the fact that Isa. 53:1 -12 may have been interpreted messian­
ically in the pre-Christian era (as it most certainly was 
later), J. Jeremias, p. 86; C. R. North, The Suffering 
Servant in Deutero-Isaiah, 2nd ed. 1956, p. 17, believes the 
association of the Servant with the Messiah ben Joseph was 
late, and points out that while there was the Christian 
association of the Messiah ben David with the Servant, Isa. 
53:9 was not interpreted of his death; of. Add’l Note II.2.
2 P. C. Burkitt, Christian Beginnings, 19217, pp. 35-39, 
judged that the origin ojT^what may.77be 1 2called the tfouj ©ecu 
Christology" lay with the Greek-speaking believers, and not 
• the earliest Christian circle, the Aramaic-speaking community 
(p. 39), and observed that the only clear use of Isa. 53 in 
any saying that can be actually ascribed to Jesus is Lk.. 22:37 
(p. 37). In this respect, Burkitt was in essential agreement 
with H. J. Cadbury, Beginnings of Christianity I, Acts of the 
Apostles, 1933, P. 3837 who ascribed the origin of the 
connection to Christian tradition "since there is no clear 
reference to the Suffering Servant in the early strata of the 
Gospels"; cf. B. W. Bacon’s art. in JBL, 1929, pp. 59 ff.• 
Bacon emphasized the Servant Christology, but denied that the 
identity, was made by Jesus Himself.
Most recently, M. D. Hooker (Jesus and the Servant, 1959) 
believes there.is insufficient evidence in the Synoptics to 
support the view that Jesus identified his mission with the 
Servant of the Songs (p. 102), and denies that the Servant- 
Christology held any important place in Christian thought of 
the N. T. period (p. 128); cf. J. Knox, The Death of Christ, 
1959, P. 106; and C. K. Barrett, "The Background of Mark 
10:45" in New Testament Essays, Studies in Memory of T. W. 
Manson, 1959, ©d. A* <f. B. iHiggins, pp. 1, 9. .
and that the Servant Christology was a later development 
in the theological formulation of the early church.
Those scholars of a few years ago, who denied that there 
was sufficient evidence that Jesus associated himself with 
the Servant of Isaiah 53* still did not rule out the linking 
of this prophecy by the apostolic church to the events of 
the Passion.^ To-day, the tendency in some quarters is more 
radical, as certain critics find insufficient evidence to 
justify the claim that either Jesus or the apostolic church 
initiated the identity with the figure of the Servant. This 
school holds that Christians of a later period are responsible 
for the doctrinal connection of the Servant Songs to the
W. Bousset Kyrios Christos, zw. aufl. 1921, p. 69. With 
reference to Paul1 s theology, Bousset adds: ’’Paulus zeigt in 
seinen sMmtlichen Briefen keine wesentlichen Spuren von einer 
Beeinflussung durch dieses Kapitel /Isa. 53/u* In Bousset’s 
view, I Cor. 15:3 was unconvincing. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, 
Theology of the New Testament I, Eng. tr. by K. Grobel, 1952, 
p. 31, who believes that the earliest N.T. passages in which 
the Suffering Servant'of God of Isa. 53 represents the 
interpretatio Christiana are Acts 8:32 f., I Pet. 2:22 ff., 
Heb. 9:28, and'that possibly it lies behind Rom. lj.:25. Thus, 
the interpretation Is older than Paul’s writings. For 
Bultmann, the association with I Cor. 15:3 remains in doubt 
(loo, cit.).
So P. C. Burkitt, p. 37$ H* J*. Cadbury, p. 383* although 
Cadbury believed ”it was the knowledge of the Passion, and 
not the interpretation of Isaiah 53* which prodi ced the 
Gospel narrative”.
£Passion of Christ. It must be said that any attempt to 
interpret the sacrifice on the Cross apart from the total 
ministry of our Lord is foreign to the witness of the New 
Testament. Thus, if we consider the relation of any 
prophetic teaching to Christ1 s Passion, we refer not only 
to the events of the cruoifixion, but also the total content 
of His teaching ministry, which was exemplified in His life 
and culminated in His self-offering on the Cross.
As recent spokesman for those who reject the identity of 
Jesus and the Servant, Miss Morna Hooker examined principally 
the canonical writings of the New Testament, with the stated 
purpose of determining if the Servant doctrine was inherent in 
the teaching of Jesus or, if introduced by the Church, when 
this was done. Denying that the Servant Christology was 
important in New Testament thought, Miss Hooker believes that 
the doctrinal association is to be ascribed to the latter
£ ' J Miss Hooker believes the connection was not made before ,
1^0 A.D. (Jesus and the Servant, p. 133)$ but that it nwas 
well established by the time of Origen" (p. I4.) •
On this, see my remarks, chap* II, n. 7^$ and cf. my 
discussion in chap* V, particularly in reference to the - , j
passages in c. Celsum IV.15 and VI.77> pp.^2-. There is no 
evidence to justify a genuine Servant Christology either as . 
being inherited by Origen or developed in his theological 
speculation. 7
R. Bultmann, Theology I, Eng. tr., p. 31# cites such . . .
passages as I Clem. 16.3 f»> and Barn. 5# 2 in evidence of the 
establishment of the doctrinal association, but cf. our 7
findings in chap. I, pp. 65,67^..
6> M. D. Hooker, p. 1•
7part of the second century, if‘not later.1
If upon a more detailed examination of that period which 
is supposed to have created the Servant Christology, the 
indications are that a theological connection between 
Isaiah’s Servant and the ministry of Christ is lacking, we 
are left without explanation of how such an interpretation 
arose, unless It was organic to the earliest Christian 
tradition. If this proves to be the case, it would not be « 
unreasonable to assume that the association began with the 
Lord Himself. Further, if such an intensive examination 
discloses that instead of the sub-apostolic period providing 
evidence of a developing Servant Christology, the theology 
rather is characterized by descriptions of Christ in which 
exalted categories are dominant, then the position of those 
who believe that the Church of this period created the 
doctrine of the Servant becomes indefensible.
We must be on our guard, however, to avoid reading a 
pre-conceived theology into the New Testament, or any other 
body of literature. A contribution of the recent critics 
may be to avoid a facile understanding of Jesus’ identity
' 5
? M. D. Hooker, p. 133*
68with the Servant that makes a misuse of the textual evidence. 
On the other hand, the tendency of radical critics to disclaim 
the influence of Deutero-Isaiah on the life and ministry of 
Jesus is open to severe questioning.7
In a recent very readable examination of the Kenotic motif
throughout the history of the Christian literature, Donald G.
Dawe has pointed out that for some scholars at the close of
the last century the possibilities for discovering Kenotic 
10Christologies in the New Testament were almost limitless.
In attempting to find biblical support for this view, these 
writers would have arranged the entire New Testament into a 
proof text for the Christology of Kenosis. As Dawe observed, 
such an approach attempts to prove too much. Thus, some
L. L. Carpenter’s study, Primitive Christian Application 
of the Doctrine of the Servant, 19£9, la an example. It has 
value as an analysis of the subject in Jewish and primitive 
Christian literature, but finding Jesus presented as the 
Suffering Servant of Deutero-Isaiah in the words of the 
Transfiguration (Mk. 9:7 and parallels, pp* 53 ff •) carries 
the case too far.
9 In the case of the Synoptics, Miss Hooker concludes there 
was nothing in the details of the passion narrative or in words 
or phrases of Jesus to indicate that the ideas expressed "could 
only be derived from relevant passages in Deutero-Isaiah". 
(Jesus and the Servant, pp. 101 ff.)> Obviously, this makes 
the case too narrow; it could be said of many other prophecies 
and parts of the psalms as well.
Donald G. Dawe, The Form of a Servant, 1963, PP> 27-28, 
citing Gottfried Thomasius, August Etarard? and H. R. Mackintosh, 
among others. The inclusion of. the latter in this category we 
find questionable.
favorable results of modern criticism have been to correct the '.,V' 
. tendency of magnifying one doctrinal aspect and imposing it on :
texts where it is not Justified* In addition, historical
criticism has warned against the assumption of a facile under- \
standing of Jesus1 self-consciousness, based on the records we 
11possess* However, we musttreat with equal care the contrary 
position, which is to assume that the record of historical event-4^ 
has been so glossed by interpretation that nothing tangible 
remains which can be considered as a valid account of Jesus1 
life and outlook. Theologically stated, such an approach W;
dictates that In seeking to apprehend the ”Jesus of history’1 ■ W 
we can never penetrate beyond the ”CJhrist of faith”. The logical W 
outcome of such a pre-supposition is to assign all significant 
theological perceptions to the creative thinkers of the early W 
Church, and recent criticism has not been altogether free from
11 •Of. D. G. Dawe, p, 200*
This was manifested in the much disputed problem of Jesus’ 
messianic self-consciousness, which dates back to the time of 
H. S. Reimarus (d, 1768)• The inconclusive results that were 
obtained following the two poles of approach by W. Wrede (Das 
Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien-Zugleich ein Beitrag zum
Verstdridnis des Markus evangeliums , 1901) and A* Schweitzer (The
Quest of the Historical Jesus, Eng* tr. W. Montgomery, 1910) 
Illustrate the difficulty involved in attempting to recover 
accurately an understanding of the historic Person. Hugh 
Anderson’s recent valuable summary of studies on the subject 45 
concludes with a comment that the ”hew quest” at least ”has . 4
brought the historical Jesus again to the forefront of /fc
discussion, and, as some of us believe, He is still the supreme 5? 
mystery and central figure of our historic religion”, (Jesus and 4 
Christian Origins, 196h> p* 31f>)» 4
8this tendency.
Where ’’historical fact” is concerned with a body of 
teaching, especially religious teaching, it is the more 
elusive, since teaching necessarily involves interpersonal 
relationships, and its transmitted content includes the reactions 
of the hearers. Instruction, as when Jesus taught about the ?
Kingdom of God, took place in dialogue* both with His adherents 
and with His enemies. When analysis is made of primitive 
sources giving evidence of this teaching, we need not make a 
commitment a priori to acceptance of the material as objective 
Historic, nor need we follow the other extreme of classifying J
T •' 11 - •" r'n r i t .e*
it as non-historical theology. With Professor James M. Robinson, 
we may view the material as ’’theologically understood history”, 
which takes into account that the primitive kerygma is witness 
to a fact of history, that also embraces the eschatological 
experience of those who receive this testimony.
When we consider the Servant doctrine, it could be claimed 
that the early Christian community framed the relationship with 
Jesus out of regard for fulfillment of prophecy and the need for 
a reasonable apologetic in the face of the seemingly disastrous ? 
events of the crucifixion. If, however, such a position Is \
James M. Robinson, The Problem of History in Mark, 19$7> 
see espec. pp. 12-1$. Regarding the instruction of Jesus,
T. W. Manson observed ” ... both as to matter and method the 
teaching of Jesus is conditioned by the nature of the'audience”, 
(The Teaching of Jesus, 2nd ed> 193$, p* 19). .
maintained, and that the theological perspective originated as .
a result of the reflections of Christian piety, it follows that /
an inquiry of the period which is supposed to have shaped this ; ;
Chris tology will give its own evidence of such a contribution*
Specifically, this means that if the recent critics of a . •j
primitive Servant doctrine are right, in the sub-apostolic
Church we should be able to detect a growing awareness of the. • * -
Servant Christology, or its proposition by one or more Christian f 
authors* On the other hand, if the evidence contained in the 
texts indicates that such a Christology was not advanced by 
Christian interpreters in the sub-apostolic period, but should 
there still be traces of its influence, reason dictates that the •/. 
Christology existed at an earlier period, and later was denied* ; 
A different theological bias would be an adequate reason for , - 
such a reinterpretation* If this is the case, we may be in : 4
touch with an Important change of emphasis that could affect ;
biblical exegesis which concerned itself with problems of 
Christology for generations to come*
In an article written in 1926, Adolph von Harnack advanced the v; 
argument that a theological development in respect to the inter­
pretation of the ambiguous title rralj 0eoo occurred within the 
period spanned from the time of the apostolic writings to the 
early part of the third century* However, according to
9
A. von Harnack, "Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht Gottes’ 
uhd ihre Geschichte in der alten Kirche", SAB xxviii (1926) , . 
pp. 212*38 • ?'A' ’’
1
Harnack, rather than this being a development that signalled
increasing importance of the rnttj -13^. Christology, the period
witnessed a much rarer usage of notj Otou as a title than one 
1 11would expect# * Hamack held that the reason was that rrotj , 
which could be translated both as "son" or child’1, as well as . 
’’servant”, did not exclude the lower connotation. Further, 
he observed that where zrouj as a title did occur, it belonged 
to the liturgical usage, but even the association with the 
prayer formulae was insufficient to perpetuate its retention by 
the Church for more than a few centuries. These conclusions 
remain to be supported or modified in the present study. Some
10 J
1k "Remarking that from the beginning of the history of 
Christianity the "Ebed Yahweh" of Isaiah has been understood as . 
a prophecy of the coming of Jesus, Harnack observes that in 
Christian literature from 60 to 160 A.D. the full title
©tou occurs in only four works (Acts, Did., I Clem, and Mart.
Pol.) for a total of only *1times, while titles such as . <
xptvroj, hu/h.oj. and r<w otou are found during these years
more than 2,000 times, (p. 23k)* Yet we should avoid being 
misled by Harnack1 s analysis based on the occurence of titles, 
for in this period there are numerous quotations from the Servant ;; 
prophecy, although they fall short of providing evidence for a 
genuine Servant Christology in the sub-apostolic era (see, for 
example, the discussion of quotations from II-Isaiah in ;
Justin’s Dialogue, my chap. II).
Oscar Cullmann believes the "Ebed Yahweh" to be one of the 
oldest Christologies (cf. Harnack, p. 213)9 but attributes the v 
disappearance of the rrouj to the interest of the Church in 
expressing its faith in the present Christ, as opposed to Christ 
incarnate, ^vdiich meant Jesus as the present tfopto; of His Churchy < 
(The Christology of the New Testament, Eng. tr. 19^9, pp. 79,81).-
19 1 >A. Harnack, p. 23k* '
16 A. Harnack, p. 238, cf. J. Jeremiaa, The Servant of God, ,
p* 8k,, ■ ............. ~" ...........
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recent discoveries such as the Greek text of Melito’s Homily, 
have provided additional sources in which the Christology of 
the period may be examined, and which were not available in 
Harnack»s time* i
It is interesting to find that the problem apparently had
17occurred to Harnack earlier, near the end of the last century, * 
and at approximately the same time it had been remarked upon by ‘Vv
the eminent New Testament and patristic scholar, Bishop J. B. .
18 ' Lightfoot* In the earlier period, Harnack believed that the
19 €rrcuj sprang from the Messianic circle of ideas, 7 but he later .. v
1 71 Discussing the various titles by which Gentile Christians 
gave expression to the idea that Jesus is the Christ, called of 
God and entrusted with an office, Harnack held that ” rroutj 
(after Isaiah) • •• frequently, united with’Jiyirou/ and with the 
adjectives and rj y . ** seems to have been at the
beginning a usual /title/”* However, he observed with interest 
the fact that it was gradually put into the background and 
finally abolished, being kept longest in the liturgical prayers, 
citing, eg., I Clem, 59.2; Barn* 6,1, 9*2; Did* 9.2,3;
Mart* Pol, 1l|..2O; as well as the Acts passages, 3.:13, 25;
If: 27, 30, (DG I, Eng. tr. by Neil Buchanan from the 3x*& German 
ed. 1893, p. 185 f., fn. 2+) •
18 e ’ 'Commenting on the occurrence of 0 tt <rcu in I Clem* 59#2 
(f.n. on In. 12 f.) J, B. Lightfoot offered: "This designation 
is taken originally from Isa, lj.2:1, quoted in Mt. 12:18 itfou, 
o noujwhere wu/ is ’servant, minister’ (“TZiy ).x ,
Of* Acts 3:13, 265 lj.:27, 30. But the higher sense of tkcj was y
soon imported^into the ambiguous word iron.; : e.g. Ap, Const* 8.I4.O : 
tou juovox*cvouj <rou Tzaidoj 'l^aov Xpwtou Diog, 8, Irenaeus, 
adv* haer. III. 12.5, 6, etc. 5 and probably Mart* Pol. 1U 
6 rob rrcuAoj. • . And so Clement seems to have used the
word here,” (The Apostolic Fathers 1.2, 2nd ed., 1890, p, 171).
a. Harnack, DG I,. Eng. tr., p.185, f.n. i|..
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modified this position, holding that the Ebed of God is in
itself no Messianic designation, but refers to the acceptance 
POof an individual by God into His service. Although not in
21itself a proper Messianic title, the word rrouj with its 
prophetic association commands considerable consequence. As 
a guiding theme for the study of the whole question of the 
early Church’s understanding of relationship between the 
writings of the Hebrew canon and the New Testament, it would 
merit our investigation. But there is the added significance 
related to the Christological controversies on the nature of 
Christ in the succeeding centuries that give the subject 
further import. Harnack’s analysis dealt principally with the 
use of titles, covering a wide range of literature in the sub­
apostolic Church, but without particular enquiry into the 
theology which the works represent. In this study we propose 
to examine in detail only a few writings of the post-apostolic 
period, giving particular attention to the Christological 
interpretation of the Servant prophecy of Deutero-Isaiah.
A. Harnack, "Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht Gottes’..."
SAB xxviii, p. 212: "’Ebed’ Gottes ist also an sich keine i
Messianiache Bezeichnung, sondern besagt nur, das der Betreffende 
von Gott in seinen Dienst genommen 1st."
21 See J. Jeremias, The Servant of God, p. 86, and cf. my 
Add’l Note 11,2. Regarding the vicarious suffering of the 
prophecied figure, in the Jewish belief "a suffering Messiah i 
and a Messiah who should deliver them from their enemies, were . ♦ 
humanly incompatible In the same person", (S. R. Driver,
A. Neubauer, The Fifty-third Chapter of Isaiah according to 
the Jewish Interpreters, II, 1877* P» xl)« . ?
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If such an interpretation Is lacking, it will have significance ; 
for the analysis• Indication of theological trends is important, 
especially where there is marked emphasis on the divinity, or • 
on the humanity of Christ,
For the remainder of our introduction to this study, we may 
direct our attention to several principal questions, First, what 
was the sense of the term tfefq as it was employed in the Septua- 
gint, as a translation for the Hebrew "Tas’, and how is it dis- $ 
tinguished from the other terms associated with ? Further, 
in respect to this distinction, we may inquire whether 7r<Gj was 
employed by later Jewish interpreters in any significant way* ; 
Second, what are the principal themes of the prophecy of 
Deutero-Isaiah? In treating this subject, we will include 
brief mention of some of the problems which the original 
presents. Finally, what are significant passages in the New 
Testament that bear testimony to a Christological interpretation t 
of the Servant prophecy? In the primitive period, we may .
afford to take note of any Indication of theological trends :
that would guide us in the pursuit of our inquiry.' -
In classical usage, the term 7709 occurs With the meaning • .
of ’Servant” or ’’menial1’, as one who performs tasks at the : 
bidding of others,22 nut the sense of ’’son” or ’’child” is . ,
22 Examples are found in Aeschylus, Choephori (OCT ed.
A, Sidgwick, p* 653) and Aristophanes,Hkoharnenses (OCT ed. 
Hall and Qeldart, p< 395)*
also found occasionally. In the religious usage, the word 
study by W. Zimmerli and J. Jeremias is still the most valuable 
in tracing the nuances of meaning for the occurrences in the 
Scriptures.Following Zimmerli’s survey of the Birr ‘ "fziM. 
in the Old Testament, and the LXX translations, Professor 
Jeremias discusses the usage in late Judaism and the Christian >'• 
era, concluding that the title Tnw or noHj was restricted to. W 
divine discourse, and was not a pre-Christian title of the 
Messiah. Generally, In Jewish literature, characterizes
the attitude of subservience, political submission, or the 
sense of belonging to another; it may also refer to a person 
who is at the disposal of another, to carry out his will or 
represent his interests. In religious terminology, it became
23 The secondary meaning is comparatively rare, see 
LSJ, p< 1289. . ■ '
The Servant of God. Eng. tr. of the art. !l7r<xlj 6 ecu " •
from G. Kittel’s TWBNT, 1952.
J. Jeremias, pp<> £0, 86; cf. E. Schweizer, Lordship 
and Discipleship Eng, tr. 1960, p. JLj.9; J. Muilenburg,. 1 
IB V, p. q.12 . there is no credible evidence that '•••.
7the Davidic Messiah and the servant/ were equated before * the 
Christian Era”). See my Add’l Note II«;2.
26 W. Zimmerli, The^Servant og flod* PP* 9-135 cf Gi; A# Smith, 
The Book of Isaiah Vol. Il; p> 2$S
the humble self-designation of worshippers in the divine
presence; and extended to the collective sense, it denoted
the pious, the God-fearers, and^Later, the covenant people,
28Israel* Accordingly, it may serve as either an individual 
or collective designation.
As. a title for especially distinguished figures, two lines
of development are observed: first, the reference is to the
King who has rendered outstanding service to Israel, that
particular King as Yahweh’s servant who has the special duty .
29of saving the people of God out of the hand of their enemies.
27 Moses being an example, of* Ex. 1I|,:31, Num. 12:7#
Deut. 3?2l|.* Moses, as Yahweh’s servant, symbolizes that 
divine history is not exclusive to the heavenly realm, but 
is in contact with the world and creatures. Men’s obedience 
to this divinely appointed representative is symbolic of their 
attitude to Yahweh, W. Zimmerli, p* 19 f• $ of. R. de Vaux, * 
Ancient Israel, p. 8 0.
Isa. I4/I :8, 9; W+sl, 2; U9:3, etc., but see
n. 59 below.
W. Zimmerli, p. 20, citing the pre-Deuteronomic text of 
II Km. (II Sam.) 3218. The distinction in context between . 
the ”Ebed” which referred to the Israelite monarchs and the 
”Ebedn of Il-Isaiah is to be noted. The Isaianio Servant is 
not technically a royal figure, as proposed by J. Morgenstern 
CThe Suffering Servant - a New Solution’^ VT xi /1981/, p. Lf-llp, 
although there is the common element of a special relationship 
to Yahweh existing in both the royal figure, as God’s "Ebedn 
and the ”Ebed” of Il-Isaiah, who is the servant-intercessor.
G. von Rad believes that the Servant has either a royal or 
prophetic function, but that the. emphasis is oh the latter, 
and the principal function of the King (governship) is lacking
Second, from the promise made to Nathan, David is pointed 
out as the pre-eminent leader of the holy people. In the 
Deuteronomic history, David is described as the Ebed of 
Yahweh, with emphasis on his obedience, but the same history 
stresses the fact of divine election, which shows that the 
Davidic Kingship was thus itself a pure gift of divine grace. 
Where the subordination of Individual features to the over­
riding principle of God’s sovereignty becomes especially 
marked is in the figure of the Saviour-King. Although in 
some prophecies there is little or no trace of this figure, 
in others it occupies an important place, with emphasis on 
his mediatorial function. This concept achieves great 
profundity in the oracles of Second Isaiah: where the 
mediatorial position is based on voluntary atoning suffering 
and achieves its purpose in the acceptance by the group of 
the intercession made for them, a new relationship of covenant 
is made between the individual and God.3° The golden ideal
16
29 (con’t)
(Theologie des Alten Testaments II, p. 271 )• The figure, 
according to John Bright, has features that are priestly and 
royal, but especially prophetic: through him God will 
accomplish His redemptive purpose for Israel and the world,
(A History of Israel, p.3U°)* The force of Isa. 53:12 is the 
Servant’s intercession, certainly a traditional role of the 
prophetic witness, cf. I Km. 7:5> Jer. 7:16; 11:11)., etc.
30 For Davidic kingship as a gift of grace, see W. Zimmerli, 
loo, cit., citing III Km. (I Ki.) 11 :3b-* On the development , 
of the Saviour-King’s role to a mediatorial position between 
the people and God, establishing a new covenant relation,
of. W. Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament Vol. I,
Eng. tr. espec. pp. U^2-5.
: 1?
of the people’s collective response is actualized in Yahweh’s
representative, the flllF ’TZL^), yet at the same time he is
the instrument for the renewal of the covenant.
When the title ~T^ was translated in the Septuagint, the • *
two most important words found were wg and . While
the pattern of distinction is not always consistent, in the 
writings from Judges to IV Kingdoms (II Kings) there seems 
.to be some awareness of a difference of meaning. TTa&} 
represents the category of free or voluntary service to the 
King, as soldiers, or ministers and officials of the state 
who place themselves at his disposal by their own decision,
32whereas JovAoj expresses the position of slavery by ownership.- 
Often, a is a born slave. There are other alternative
renderings for the term'Tnsj, but these are not. important for 
the usage of the Servant prophecy. .
W. Zimmerli, The Servant of God, p. 38- ■
32 W. Zimmerli, p. 37J of. II Km. 9:10, 12,• 19:17,
III Km. 1 sl+7> etc. The term JoDAc/ is used contemptuously 
of Saul in I Km. 22:8. .
3 3 In the Hexateuch as well as th^ group from Judg. to IV Km., 
they include and otpazwv . Ot/reeiyj , used only as a
translation foriiy, occurs often in the Pentateuch (cf.
Gen. 9:25, 26$ 27:37; Ex* 5:1£> 16$ Deut. 5:15; 6:21, etc.)
and in Prov. (13:1 35 17:2$ 19:10, etc.), but not in the Psalms
and only once in Isaiah (36:9). 9 while being used .
frequently in the Pentateuch as a translation for ll^, is not 
found in the prophets • ‘
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Some years ago, K. P. Euler made a study of the Servant 
prophecy in which the. LXX translations for 119 were treated in 
considerable detail.Some of Euler’s observations may serve 
as a guide to the distinction of the words. Basically, the terms 
tfduAoj and belong, to every-day speech, but in attempting to 
express the relationship of man to God from the terminology of 
the profane, they enter the religious sphere. AouAoj , with its 
primary meaning of slave, when referred to a collective group 
or community, meant subjects or tributaries. Although 3‘o'LAoj 
may have been an offensive title at one time, when it was 
introduced into the language of the Hofstil, it simply defined 
the relationship between a ruler and his subjects. Thus the King 
was referred to as zruptoj and the subjects were his cfouAot . The 
contrast between these words, which had a developed usage, has 
considerable impdrt for the choice of terms found in the Kenotic 
Hymn of Philippians 2:6-11
Corresponding to the secular use of <5ou\oj9 a religious usage 
developed. Like the subjects of the King, the worshippers of
K. P. Euler, Die Verkdndigung vom.leidenden Gottesknecht 
aus Jes. $3 ift der griechischen Bibel in-Beitr&ge z. Wissenschaft 
vom Alton u. NeUen Testament 1h (193U)» see' espec• pp# 86-91.
Euler, p. 86: see Lev. 25:l|4> 26:13$ I Km. 2:27;
Judg. 5:11.
See below* pp; $1 ff*
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37Yahweh are sometimes referred to as d'ot/Aot. Euler
' ' 38believed that this terminology influenced the New Testament.
It is of interest to find that the noun, Act, referring to 
Christian believers, seldom occurs in the Apostolic Fathers, 
and very rarely, in the apologists.^
77ot/ , as has been stated, referred to a "servant" or "menial" 
but it also includes the sense of family relationship. Even 
when the reference meaht "servant", the connotation was of a ■ 
more intimate character than was associated with
In the specifically religious sphere, faithful worshippers of 
Yahweh are called His zrotdcj , often with the closer relationship
K. F. Euler, p. 87, cites examples in Deut. 32:36;
IV Km. 10:23; II Chr. 6:23; II Esdr. 5:11; Ps, 33 (3U):23;
88 (89):519 etc,; and Isa, 56:6.
30 Euler, loo. cit.
3° See the so-called II Clem. 20.1, and Hennas, Vis. I. 2, I4.5 
Mand. III, I4.; IV. 1.2; Sim. I. 1.1; V. 5*3, etc., but in 
Sim V. 5*5 we have the unusual reference where the Jol'Aoj of 
the parable is said to be the Son of God, (see p. 56 of 
M. Whittaker’s text in PCS: Die apostollsohen V&ter I, Per Hirt 
dea Hermaa). " ’
^Contrary to Euler’s assertion (p, 87), it does occur. In 
quotations from Isaiah in Justin’s Dialogue we have examples: 
Dial. 25 (Isa. 63:17), and Dial, 123:3 (Isa. U2:19).
K. F. Euler, p, 89. Thus, it was a rrotlj whom Abraham 
entrusted with the mission of seeking the hand of Rebekah for 
Isaac, (Gen. 2lp2 ff.)i •
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Il2being suggested. In the Septuagint rendering of the Fourth 
Servant Song, the subjugation of the ircCij is clearly intended, 
but at the same time it is evident from the context that he has 
been chosen for a particular service.^ In the context of this 
most important passage, therefore, the ttolj terminology contains 
an ambiguity not unlike the TZii; of the Hebrew. Whereas the 
latter could refer to ’servant1 or ’menial1, but also could be 
an honored title, the former contains the sense of both ’servant 
and ’son’. In context, it was the lowly one, but also it was 
the selected one, the one appointed to a particular task*
In considering the later Jewish translations, in comparison 
with Christian usage, It may be observed that Aquila and 
Symmachus render the llV of Isaiah 52:13 by cfooAo;, but Origen
Euler, pp. 89, 90, citing as examples: Lev. 2:555 
I Chr. 175^5 Isa^ 4-1 :8, etc., where Yahweh uses this in 
addressing His worshippers; also it is used in self-identifi­
cation: e.g., Gen. 18:3; 32:10; I Chr. 17:17, etc.
Cf. H. W. Wolff, Jesaja 53 im Urchristentum, p. 255 and 
see A. Harnaok, ’’Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht Gottes’...”
SAB xxviii, p. 213* Harnack adds that the Latin puer lacks the 
Intimate character associated in some circumstances with rratlj 
(loo, oit.), but also he acknowledged that ttcu/ does not exclude 
the lower meaning (p. 234-5 see the change of emphasis in
Irenaeus’ text, my chap. IV pp. 368ff, .
«•
retains the word rraij at this point.^* There appear to be 
polemical considerations on the part of the early Jewish 
translators who wanted to replace the intimacy of the rroCtj 
with the more formal JdvAcj . The significant fact is that if 
ttcCcj at an early date had a certain Chris tological association ; 
in the community of believers, this would be adequate reason for \ 
the Jewish interpreters’ desire for its replacement,^ and the 
substitution here cannot be explained in any other way. This ■; 
supports the fact that the wlj of the prophecy at an early date 
was associated with Christ.
There is another term associated with the which, while '
rare in occurrence in the Septuagint, finds significant usage 
in the New Testament in relation to the concept of the Servant., ' 
Since apostolic times the substantive Jl«kovoj (’’server11, >
’’attendant” or "minister”) has referred to one of the major \
21
See F. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, p. 533. It is doubtful 
that Origen’s choice is based on a theological connection 
between Christ and the Servant, however. In actual fact, 
Origen denies that Christ submitted to any real lowering, 
cf. 0. Celsum IV.15 with I. 5U and VI. 77, and see my 
dis cussion in chap. V. .
Cf. Euler, p. 88: "Dabei scheint auch eine gewisse anti- 
christliche Tendenz vorzuliegen, namentlich bei Aquila, wenn 
bei Stellen, die^eine christologische Deutung zulassen, das 
Vorkommen von naif getilgt wird
With Aquila’s translation probably being not later than 
130 A.D. (IDB I, p. 130),. the antiquity of the Christological 
association is evident.
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.s
orders of ministers in the Church. Its institution is
commonly related to the account in Aots 6:1-6. However, the 
author does not use the noun "deacon” to describe those men
who are chosen to assist in charitable distribution to the 
widows, but rather employs the verb dta/rovelv to describe their 
function of "serving tables",^ which is certainly a menial 
task. It is remarkable, therefore, that Paul uses this term
Jl7
in describing his own ministry, and that on at least one 
occasion it is his choice to describe the ministry of Christ, 
associating it with the announcement of the ideal ruler from 
the line of David. As Professor M. H* Shepherd has pointed out,<S 
attempts to find prototypes of the office of deacon in Jewish 
or pagan sources are but partially successful.^ However, 
there seems to be a liturgical analogy between the Christian
U8
■1
;■ i
M. H. Shepherd, Jr., in the art. "Deacon", IDB I p. 785 f. •
U7 I Cor. 3:5, where the contextual emphasis is to de- 
emphasize Paul or Apollos, and to direct attention to God 
who gives the increase in spiritual nurture; cf. II Cor. 3:6; 
6:l|.; 11:15, 23? Col. 1 :23, 25, in every case in a context
that deals with the Christian call to service, often in the 
face of hardship or suffering. -1
14.8 Rom. 15:8, following with other quotations which include 
a citation of Isa. 11:10.
/ 0
-
^9 M. H, Shepherd,' p< 786. 1
' V'J'" ‘ 5 ,- '5- •.
"deabon" and the who assisted the ruler of a synagogue*
v; Shepherd adds that in both the Septuagiht and in classical 
:X Greek writers, the terra "deacon" has a secular sense of servant,
; . or court official, ‘ Yet Josephus and the Stoic philosopher,
Epictetus, sometimes employ the word in reference to a "servant"' 
of God, giving a certain cosmic and religious dimension to what 
otherwise would be a very ordinary terra. It is most important
/ to observe that the word lacks the ambiguity contained
k in the ttcuj terminology, and leaves no doubt that it refers to . >
the service of a subordinate.
. . ■ Prom these remarks on the terminology related to the usage .of 
the Septuagint, we may now turn to a consideration of the
.7 • . principal themes of the prophecy. While It is true that the 
I God denoted certain individuals in the prophetic
tradition, aimmerli believes that the very anonymity of the 
title as it occurs in Deutero-Isaiah is intended to focus 
attention not on the prophet but on Yahweh, to tfiom he belongs
?0 H. W. Beyer gives examples from Epictetus, Dissertations 
III. 22.69, III* 214.. 6$ in the art. in TWBNT II, pp. 88 ff/. 
Lacking access to Kittel’s TWBNT at this point, the writer was 
dependent on a Portuguese translation of the article, entitled 
"Servir, Serviqo e Diacono", in A Igreja no Novo Testamento,
1965, pp. 269 ff.J for Epictetus, see espec. p. 275> where Beyer 
takes note of the diminishing usage of service to one’s neighbor. 
In Josephus, the word has three senses, (a) to serve at the table 
(b) to serve in the sense of to obey, and (c) to render priestly 
service (p. 276, citing examples from the Antiquities). Beyer 
also cites a rabbinic usage which recalls Abraham who served at 
the table (p, 276, citing the Qidushin 326). .
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as an instrument of His will* Accordingly, the figure of the
servant in itself is of secondary importance, while the emphasis
' 92 • •falls on the cardinal theme of the sovereignty of GodB Thus,
- . -even the suffering of the Servant goes back to the plan and the
will of God. The theme of the universal power and majesty of
the one righteous God is set forth in stark contrast to the
impotency of pagan deities# The writer’s effect is heightened
9k 'by the use of contrasts repeated throughout the oracles.
Similarly, the Servant’s suffering and rejection is set over \
against his future vindication and glory.In a message that 
’ ' , • • 1 
'■■■ essentially beholds with wonder the ultimate purpose of God, :
Deutero-Isaiah’s thought is eschatological:^ he looks beyond
' ■ ■
W. Zimmerli, pp. 26, 27. .
On the centrality of the theme of God’s sovereignty in 
Deutero-Isaiah, see C. P. Whitley, The Exilic Age, 1957> 
pp* 114.0 ff.; J* P. Hyatt, Prophetic Religion, 19M-7> pp. 159 ff.;
G. W. Wade, The Book of the Prophet Isaiah, 1911> PP» lv.iii ff.; 7/ 
J. Muilenburg, IB V, pp* 399 ff•.
0. Maurer, ’’Knecht Gottes und Sohn Gottes im Passions- 
bericht des Markusevangeliums” ZTK £0 (1953) P*
Por example, in Isa. 1|.O, cf. v.18 with v.20; v.22 with
v.2h; in Isa. h5# cf. v*9 with v*11 f. ♦
Isa. 53: cf. v.3, 7 with v.12.
J. Muilenburg, ,IB V pp. 399 f., I4.IO-I4.12, and comments
in the exegesis/ e.g.^ p. 627; cf. G. von Rad, Theolo^iedes 
A1 ten Testaments II> pp* 25U> 259, J. Bright, A History of Israel, 
P. 339 f.. ‘ ,
j . .,-y<<
•A. ' /■B
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the exigencies of history to God who controls it, and to 
the end of history which finds its meaning in God. Only 
in this perspective can the suffering of the righteous 
Figure make any sense.
As to the identity of the Figure, scholarly debate over 
the past century has failed to arrive at a satisfactory 
answer. Nearly every conceivable possibility has been 
suggested as a model for the Servant Figure, and there is 
little to be gained by reviewing the wide variety of con- . 
flicting opinions which are adequately presented in other . 
sources. It is probable that the Figure Is best under­
stood by employing the principle of "corporate personality"
G. R. North provides a summary grouping of the various 
theories into the historical individual conception, the 
mythological, the collective, and the messianic inter­
pretations (The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah 2nd e d., 
pp. 192-219; of. J. Muileriburg IB V. pp * I|.0b -10 .
For comparative non-biblical~material, see Curt Lindhagen, 
The Servant Motif in the Old Testament, 1950; PP* 6-39. The . 
Scandinavian school (T. e. H* S. Nyberg, Ivan Engnell, with 
others) believe that the language of the Songs Is Influenced 
by the Kingship ideology of the ancient Near-East, see
I. Engnell, "The Ebed-Yahweh Songs and the Suffering Messiah 
in ’Deutero-Isaiah’", BJRL 31 (19lf.8), pp* JJ^ ff.; cf.
S. Mowinckel, who maintains that the immediate source for 
the author’s conception of the Figure was by way of the 
psalms (He That Cometh, pp* 23h ff*).
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' ‘ 98associated with the name of H, Wheeler Robinson.
Adherence to a collective interpretation logically seems 
to follow from this position, but this must be qualified by 
observing that within the fluidity of expression that 
characterizes the portrait of the Servant, the inclusion 
of its application to an ideal, or a representative 
individual who epitomizes the perfect response to divine
99ordinances expected of Yahweh’s people is not ruled out.
H. Wheeler Robinson, The Religious Ideas of the Old 
Testament, 1913 (2nd ed. 1956 )T p, 203 f., cf. pp. 87 'ff.,
.and The Cross in the Old Testament, 1955, PP* 83 ff., 107 f f *. 
H. H. Rowley accepts this as the basis for approaching the . 
interpretation of the Servant, (The Faith of Israel, 1956, 
pp, 118 ff,), Of, also 0, Eissf eldt ,J "The Ebed-Jahwe in , 
Isa. xl-lv in the Light of the Israelite Conceptions of the 
Community and the Individual, the Ideal and the Real0,
ET xliv:1 (1932-33), PP* 261-8.
... It is of interest to find something of the conception
of ’’corporate personality” as a basis for Irenaeus1 doctrine 
of recapitulatio, which constitutes an important part of his 
understanding of the atonement, see my chap, IV, n, 228,
*9C. R. North emphasized this in his conclusion, while 
rightly distinguishing between this future ’’Ideal” (cf.
J. Skinner, Isaiah xl-lxvi, pp. lx f., 268 ff.) and what 
properly should be called the”Messianic” hope of Israel,
The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah (2nd ed.) pp. 215-19.
Cf. C. C...Torrey, The Second Isaiah: A New Interpretation,
1928, who gave a collective interpretation to the qth Song 
(pp. 1 38, 124-0), but an individual Messianio interpretation 
to the 1st and 2nd (p. 12|.2),
It should be added that the position advanced by Johann 
Fischer which singled out two main objections to the collective z 
interpretation, the concreteness of detail In describing the 
Figure’s person and the sharp contrast between the Figure and 
the holy community of Israel, are a case in point for the 
individual interpretation that is not wholly resolved by the
In the light of this oscillation between the collective .
• ;. and individual portraits, there are certain difficulties.
presented when common authorship of the "Songs" with the 
60remainder of Deutero-Isaiah is accepted. To this date 
: ‘ < no solution has been found that completely resolves these 
. . difficulties, but to regard the Figure as a fluid conception
containing both Individual and corporate characteristics 
; ; seems to be in closest accord with the context of the poem
as a whole.
59 (con* t)
fluid nature of the expression, (see Das Buch Isaias tibersetzt
und erklirt, II# Teil; Kapitel I4.O-66, 1939...espec. pp. 10-11).'
Yet it is doubtful that we can answer the problem simply by 
seeing here a "double figure": first the nation Israel, but 
afterwards the Servant who suffers for Israel, as suggested by 
Th. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology 1958, p. 66.
H. H. Rowley believes that from the evidence of the f^th 
Song, "the Servant is at once Israel and an individual, who ;.-
both represents the whole community and carries to its supreme
• point the mission of the nation", summoning the people to this 
mission which is theirs and not merely his, (The Faith of
Israel, pp. 121-2). Rowley holds that in the thought..of the
prophet this is a future individual; if this is correct, the 
view provides a singularly good illustration of the Hebraic 
conception of the solidarity of the community of all generations 
(p. 122; of. J. Pedersen, Israel I-II, 1926, p. 276.).
60 „ B
See J. Muilenburg, IB V, p. 1|D8, who readily admits the 
problem that this presents# Outside the "Songs" the Servant 
is Israel, and specifically once within the 2nd Song (Isa.I|.9:3) * 3" 
Attempts by some to excise the word "Israel" seem to be based . 
on polemical considerations (H. H. Rowley, pp. 120-1). In the -f; 
i|.th Song, where Individual features are prominent, the Servant 
has a mission to the chosen people. < -iS
*
; Regarding the literary relationship of the "Servant Songs” 
to the rest of the prophecy, the problem has challenged the
. imagination of scholars since B. Duhm first published his :-
thesis that the Songs are later compilations which represent
61 ' intrusions into the text. However, we accept the view that 
the "Songs” are essentially part of larger literary units,
and that the structu? e of these units bears characteristics
■ • 62that are displayed elsewhere in Deutero-Isaiah. Accordingly,* 
the isolation of this material from the rest of the poem 
represents a modern grouping, and there is no need to
63consider the Songs as independent later compositions.
' • ’ ' 28 -
B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaia dbersetzt und erkl&rt, 1892, 
suggested that the author lived a century later than Deutero- > 
Isaiah; cf. S. Mowinckel, He That Cometh, pp. 188 ff., 24-2, :
whose criteria for the s e p ar a t e author ship are based on the 
content of the "Songs".
J. Muilenburg, IB V, pp. 4-° 6-8; cf. 0. R. North, 
pp. 156-177. Regarding similarities in characteristics of 
style, see the remarks in Muilenburg’s exegesis, pp. 4.64., • 4-75* 
on unusual words in the l|.th Song not found elsewhere in. 
Il-Isaiah, see pp. 6114. ff. With reference to the subject 
of the literary unity*of Isaiah 4-0 *"55 as a whole, see
. P. A. H. de Boer "Second Isaiah’s Message", QTS XI (1956), .
. pp. 1 ff. .
Reference made hereafter to the "Servant Songs" is a 
designation of convenience (e.g., Ifca.4-2:1-4-5 *'4-9:1-6;' 5O:4-~9 
52:13 - 53:12); it does not imply separate authorship.
W© have remarked on the writer’s eschatological perspective, 
and the centrality of the theme of the sovereignty of God 
which underlies the content of the proclamation of Deutero-
’ Isaiah as a whole. With all of history viewed from this
vantage point, it is clear that to the author the procession
of events is not a fortuity.^ It is Yahweh that is the
Great Actor in human events, if Gyrus is His political agent,
the true instrument of His purpose is His Servant Israel.
Geschichte is Heilsgeschichte because it is under God’s 
66dominion. The whole course of human history is a witness
to His redeeming activity. Yet, the’!return to Yahweh’1 is not
the end in itself; indeed, redemption in this sense has
already been accomplished, and the true purpose of the Servant 
6*7is to be a testimony to God, the Creator and Redeemer. ‘
Yahweh performs the duties of by paying ransom for
His people (Isaiah 4-3:3) I His vengeance is taken on those 
who have violated what rightly belongs to Him (Isaiah I4/I 
4-3:14-; 4-9:7)• As Muilenburg has observed, the new feature
in this prophetic understanding of redemption is its * 
eschatological orientation: release from the Exile is a New
29
Isa. 4-0:22 f.; 4-1:2, 25; 4-5:1-7, et passim. .
J. Bright, p< 339.
66 Isa. 10:1 ff., 11 f.j U9:8 ff.j 51:5,11,22; 53:10 ff.
see
Isa. 4-3:1-12; 4-5.:2-6; 4-6:8-10; 4-9:3,5,7,8;. 52:10,
Muilenburg ’ s exeges is, IB V, pp., 524->. 5U°,. • 566. r
67
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Exodus (Isaiah l+9:8-9; 52:2), the restoration of the land
is the counterpart of the gift of• the land (Isaiah l+/+:26). 
According to Deutero-Isaiah’s theology, it is never ’repent, 
so that you will be saved’, but rather, ’repent, because you
have been saved’, and thereafter you will become more useful 
68In Yahweh’s service.'"'"' Had they been heeded, these words
would never have permitted the development of legalistic
forms of religion which were to characterize Judaism.
The Servant’s very existence he owes to God, the same as
his redemption. The frequent use of the verb tf^Ilby Deutero-g
Isaiah with the sense of ’’create” or ’’fashion”, but also
’’transform”, is employed, as always in the Old Testament, with. 
69God as subject."" God who redeems is also the Creator. The \ 
soteriology of the prophet is both cosmic and personal in its 
application. Because Yahweh has the power to make harmony
out of chaos, 70 and because the ends of the earth are His,
68 See especially Isa. i4±|.s 21-22, cf. 1+0:2.
69 See Isa. 1+0:26, 28; 1+1:20; 1+2:5; 1+3:7; 1+5:7» 8,
et passim, cf. J. Muilenburg, IB V, p. 1+01 .
-K
70 J. Muiienburg acknowledged the &K*lVoii8od, that the 
Babylonian creation epic was familiar to the writer, but in
’W
z
oracles such as 1+0:26, Yahweh is portrayed as infinitely 
greater than M&rduk; there is no comparison between Him 
and the pagan deities (IB V, p. i+1+3) • Of. G. von Rad, p> 255* \
• • •’’I ’'3 J . • . • ’ *1 -A* *' •• • , •* ! • •’*. r'
71the promise to redeem His people is trustworthy♦’ Creation 
and salvation are not separate and distinct acts, but are 
inextricably bound together as ,rthe major realities of the 
Heilsgesohichte”.? 2
As to the means by which this great act of redemption is * 
brought to pass, the oracles culminate in the poem of the 
Servant’s vicarious self-offering. With H. W. Wolff, we 
may afford to ask is the stress in the Fourth Song on the 
Servant’s passion,or glorification?^^ The answer is found 
to be inclusive, rather than exclusive, in the dual themes 
presented: the Servant’s lowliness leads to majesty. As
Wolff states it,
• . • 31
? Qf. G> von Rad, Theologie XI, pp. the Creation
is for II-Isaiah the first of the historical miracles of 
Yahweh and the special testimony of His will for salvation. 
Release from bondage may be the counterpart to the Exodus 
event, as Muilenburg suggests, p# ij,01 ♦
J, Muilenburg, p* ij.02, f.n. 60, citing von Rad’s art. 
in Werden und Wesen des A.T. (1936).
73 H. W. Wolff, Jesaja 53 im Urohristentum, p# 31 •
ik'SSZZ'
Die Niedrigkeit 1st die entscheidende Grundlage 
dieser Botschaft, die alle schon vor Augen haben, 
aber darauf erhebt sich, und eben das will nun 
diese Prophetie in Sicht bringen, die Hoheit. 7U
His passion and his death comprise a unique way, but the 
ultimate goal of that way is victory. The Erhdhung of the 
Servant is announced at the beginning, and the incredulity 
arises not from the descriptions of suffering, but that this 
suffering leads to the highest glorification. With the
/ oscillation between collective and individual interpretations/ 
it can be seen that as this applies to Israel, the range of 
thought includes past, present and future. The primary 
relationship Israel bears to her Lord Is that of Servant.
The worship of Yahweh Is a service ( nvay) to Him. Israel’s 
peculiar relationship to the Holy One, her unique creation, 
her redemption, her very witness to the God who .saves her 
.are understood, as Muilenburg has suggested, in relation to 
the Servant and his Lord* The way of self-abasement as a man 
of sorrows and acquainted with pain is the way of the Servant. 
Above all, the Servant offers himself as a vicarious sacrifice 
for the sins of the nations. Whereas divine judgement was • 
the nation’s due, the Servant has borne it. Within the
;■ 32
H. W. Wolff, loc. cit. Wolff observes that the poem of 
the Servant’s sufferings reads like a hymn of gratitude; it 
is praise for the victorious experience. The introductory 
sentence is the title to the whole prophecy: 11 Behold, my
; servant is victorious11, (Isa. $2:13).
33 .
purposes of God, he has carried their afflictions; their 
grief he has borne in the violence of his death* Yahweh’s 
will prospers in his hand, it is brought to fruition in 
the travail of his soul.'^ He reveals Himself in His 
Servant, who shall be exalted and lifted up.
A case can be made in favor of finding the Servant’s
blessings as primarily focused on Israel.If this is
true, then a central motif in the prophet’s theology has
to dp principally with the renewal of Israel. * 1 ’ However,
even if this be so, as Professor Davidson has pointed out,
Particularism In the context of the Old Testament • 
paradox of mission could not be a merely negative 
separation from the rest of the world, but rather 
a ’being) oneself for the sake of others’. 78
Accepting the distinctiveness of the Jewish community, it is
Isa. $3:10 ff., of. Wolff, p* 26; J. Muilenburg, p. lj.11.
761 The recent article by Prof. Robert Davidson asserts 
that the prophet’s concern is principally for Israel, from 
the first verse to the last, (’’Universalism in Second Isaiah”, 
SJT 16:2 /1963/, see p. 178). Davidson’s analysis gives 
exegetical support to the position of N. H. Snaith and .
P. A. H. de Boer, against the view of other scholars (chiefly 
H. H. Rowley, S. Mowinckel and H. Wheeler Robinson), who found 
a true missionary emphasis in Il-Isaiah; that is, the point 
at which the O.T. faith takes the stand to spread its light 
throughout the world, which is given concrete expression in 
the book of Jonah (Rowley, The Faith of Israel, p> 123).
R. Davidson, p< 179.
R. Davidson, p. 183.
3h
nevertheless difficult to explain away the element of
universalism when Israel is summoned to be "a covenant to
the people, a light to the nations".The Servant is God’s
instrument for enlarging the blessing of the covenant
relation, and the concluding chapter In a magnificent stanza
.affirms the consequences of this service: . .
Behold, you shall call nations that you know not, 
and nations that knew you not shall run to you 
because of the Lord your God ... 80
The principal themes of Deutero-Isaiah have been considered 
in the light of the prophet’s belief in the sovereignty of 
God over His creation, and the eschatological context in 
which the thought of the poems is presented. God who has 
created and sustained His people is their Redeemer, and the 
instrument of His redemption is the Servant. In the Fourth 
Song, this theme reaches a new profundity expressed in the 
vicarious sacrifice of the Servant, where the twijrfi themes 
of his abasement and glorification are held in balance, 
evoking the amazement and incredulity of the hearers. In 
the Servant’s punishment is borne the judgement due to the
* S'-
Isa. cf. lf.9s8 f.. Perhaps, as Prof. Davidson
suggests, particularism and nationalism are not opposites, 
but points of tension in the prophetic faith of pre-exilic 
Israel, and in this faith the world will seek its true 
welfare (Davidson, pp. 1?6-7$ cf* J* Muilenburg, "Abraham 
and the Nations", Inter pre tat i on xix:Ij. (1965), p. 396).
In our view, Il-Isaiah has really added a new dimension to 
Israel’s pre-exilic faith.
Isa*.55:5.80
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nations. The way of the Servant is the way of self-offering 
for others. If both the individual and collective inter­
pretations are true to the prophet’s original intention,
and accepting with C. R. North and H. H. Rowley that the
81 ’■Fourth Song treats of One who is yet to come, the prophecy
• 82has been fully realized in Jesus of Nazareth, and his 
Church is the heir to Israel’s vocation of God’s Servant.
From these remarks on the themes of Deutero-Isaiah’s 
prophecy and the nuances of meaning which the terminology 
of the Septuagint suggests, we may now turn to a consideration 
of the principal passages in the New Testament that give 
testimony to the Servant Christology. Explicitly, the two 
most important references to the words of Jesus are Luke 22:37 
and Mark 10:lj.5« It is recognized that much depends on the 
authenticity of these sayings. Against Bultmarin’s conviction 
that all predictions of the passion are vaticinia ex eventu,®^
Of. North, The Suffering Servant in Deutero.-Isaiah, 
p. 238, and Rowley, The Faith of Israel, p» 122.
ft O It is to be noted that Miss Hooker’s recent critical . 
study does not deny that Jesus fulfilled the pattern of 
which Deutero-Isaiah spoke, but she maintains that we lack 
indication in the N.T. that Jesus associated Himself with the 
prophetic Servant figure, whose vicarious suffering was the 
means by which He would accomplish His vocation of calling the 
nations of the world to worship, (Jesus and the Servant, 
pp. 162-3). .
see Bultmann, Theology I, Eng. tr., p. 29.
it is noteworthy that the words of the Lukan passage go back 
to the Hebrew text, and not to the Septuagint, and that 
nowhere else in descriptions of the passion do the Evangelists 
make explicit use of Isaiah 53* Certainly this would be
■ the case if, by the time of the earliest written gospels, the 
’ Christology of the Ebed was already on the wane. It appears
that it was not widespread in the Church by this time.
In addition, there is unmistakable evidence that, at the
. - beginning, the teaching of Christ as God’s Servant was a hard 
86one to accept, even by Jesus’ most intimate followers. 
Following the Lukan citation, the disciples’ failure to
. : 1 36
Cf. H. W. Wolff, Jesaja f>3 im Urohristentum, p. 57- 
The fact that the saying is peculiar to Luke is of itself 
no reason to question its genuineness.
0. Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, Eng, tr 
p* 61, cf. A* Harnack, ’’Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht . 
Gottes’ • SAB xxviii, pp* 233-U> and B, Lindars, New 
Testament Apologetic, 1961, pp* 77-8, who finds that while 
quotes from Isa? ?3 are not especially numerous in the N.T., 
allusions to it are deeply embedded in the writer&fl work, 
and that it belongs to the earliest thought of the Church.
86 With Jesus’ determination to accept the role of vicarious 
self-offering and deliveranoe into the hands of His persecutors 
the role of Isaiah’s Servant, there is unanimous testimony in 
the Gospels to the disciples’ lack of understanding, cf.
Mk* 9:32 and parallels (Mt. 17:23> Lk* 9:U5)»
The tension between the intentions of Jesus and the 
aspirations of His followers became progressively more acute 
throughout His ministry. Combined with the fears of His 
enemies, in the end it made the cross inevitable, T. W. Manson, 
The Servant Messiah, p*
comprehend that the nature and fulfillment of Jesus1 ministry
is described in terms of the Servant Figure prompts an ' j* * * ’«
ft 7 *immediate and ironical dismissal of the subject. ' There is
no reason to dismiss this passage as "obscure" as Miss Hooker
ftft *has done; indeed, the teaching it contains is of central , 
significance if the followers could but receive it. The 
saying should not be excised from the context, but viewed <
in relation to the total instruction of this farewell discourse, ;
89which opens with the teaching on the marks of ’ true greatness’.>/ 
Both by example and in the instruction to which we have access, /q 
the Lord stressed to believers that leadership in the Kingdom 
was accomplished through^ service, and humble submission to 
the will of God.
• . 37
67 G. W. H. Lampe, "Luke" in Peake, 1962, #733©, and 
cf. T. W. Manson’s comments in The Mission and Message of 
Jesus, by Major, Manson and Wright, 19^0, p. 634. The saying 
about the ’two swords’ should not be subjected to literalism, 
but is indicative of the crisis that is at hand (A. B. Bruce 
in ffGT I, pp, 628-9). The effect of the concluding words 
could be ’there is enough of this misunderstanding’ (Bruce), 
or ’there is to be no further talk of armed resistance’ 
(Manson).
88 M. D. Hooker, p. 86.
897 Lk. 22:2lp-38 is the grouping of this entire discourse, 
cf. S. M, Gilmour, IB VIII, p, 3o1.
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90In this respect, the context of the Logion from Mark is 
similar to that cited in Luke. The discourse in which this 
allusion to Isaiah 53 occurs is extremely important for an >'7^
understanding of what is taught about the form of the Servant. 7-
The Markan section opens with the petition of James and John y|§
to sit at the Lord’s right hand in the Parousia, which is
followed by Jesus’ reply with a reference to His ’true 
91baptism’, which is the Cross. It concludes by defining the'/^J
90 ' 'Mk. 10:lj.2-lj.5, as compared with Lk. 22:2[|--30 (Wm. Manson,
The Gospel of Luke, 1930, p* In our view, a better
appreciation of the similarity is represented by: grouping 
the entire sections, Mk. 10:35-i|5 and: Lk. 22:2lp-38, together.
As Cilmour observes (loo, ci t.), Luke’s tradition 
counsels those already in positions of leadership to demonstrate^ 
graces of humble service, while Mark urges those with ambition 
for greatness to achieve their goal through service.
91 Therefore, the context includes implicit reference to the 
passion, which is the necessary outcome of the Servant’s total 
obedience, and the consummation of His ministry. An under­
standing of baptism that includes this aspect of being 
incorporate into the Lord’s death (Rom. 6:3) is crucial to the 
apprehension and appropriation of the sacrament by the Church, 
see C. F. D. Moule’s remarks in the Festschrift for C. H*. Dodd, 
"The Judgement Theme in the Sacrament'sn, The Background of 
the New Testament and Its Eschatology, ed. Davies and Daube, 
i 956, PP• 4.66-7• This is directly related to the unique 
solidarity of the Christian with his Lord, (cf. Hugh. Anderson, 
pp» 271+ ff.)> but there was a significant departure from , ; 
this understanding in the Second Century Church, from the 
evidence in Melito’s Homily on the Passion, see my chap. Ill,
PP ‘ '
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92form that the apostolic ministry is to take:
• You know that in the world the recognized rulers • 
lord it over their subjects, and their great men 
make them feel the weight of their authority. (NEB).
But that is not the way it ip to be among you;
Rather, whoever wishes to begreat among you, he 
must be’as one who waits on'tables’ /JUnovcs /,
■ and whoever wishes to be first among you must be as a 
’born slave' /tfoTrAoj / to all; For indeed the Son of 
Man came not to be served but to serve and to give 
his earthly life a ransom for many. 93
. The fact that the title "Son of Man" is found with the 
allusion to Isaiah 53 is not surprising, in view of the 
synoptists* preference for the term, and since it always 
occurs in words attributed to Jesus Himself.Against the
92 From the beginning Jesus rejected the Jewish Messianic 
ideal as descriptive of His own ministry. His vocation is 
unreservedly that of the Servant of Yahweh, and this accords 
with the principle biblical revelation of God as sovereign 
to which the Servant is witness (of. n. 52, supra). The 
apostolic mission is the extension of this Servant ministry 
and is marked by humility and service to others, (T. W. Maa son, 
The Servant Messiah, pp© 59-60). It is of significance here 
that the fluidity of the concept embodies the vocation of 
both the Individual and the community, the latter being the 
heir to the Great Servant’s ministry (n. 58 and n. 59 above).
Mk. 1 0:1|2tL|.5* For the choice ofjtanovcj, see above pp. 21 f 
Arguments against the authenticity of Mk. 10:^5 are met by 
O.E.B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to St. Mark /GGT/ 
p. 3U3 f • • The choice of di*kovoj makes mandatory an 
interpretation that is faithful to the Servant concept of the 
original, but which would be ambiguous, by this’ time, if zraij 
were used.
Gf. S. E. Johnson, "Son of Man" in TUB IV, p© i|/l8 f..
G. H. Dodd cites 3 passages employed as "testimonies" which , 
contain the term ’Son of Man’: Pss. 8; 80 (79); and Dan© 7*
The last two refer collectively to Israel, oppressed and :
Uo
opinion that Mark 10:lj.5 is to b© classified merely as 
’Hellenistic-Christian doctrine of salvation1 is the fact 
that the title "Son of Man" is a Semitic phrase, familiar 
to Jewish hearers in spite of its ambiguity, which no 
Hellenistic Christian would be likely to insert into.
tradition.
A few years ago, T. W. Manson held that the Son of Man, 
like the Servant of Yahweh, is an ideal figure that stood . 
for the manifestation of the Kingdom of God on earth in a 
people wholly devoted to their God.^^ This is an apocalyptic
94 (con’t)
humiliated, but later glorified, while the former means
simply ’man1, in all his weakness, yet ’’visited" by God,
(According to the Scriptures, p. 11777 F. W. Beare believes 
in the N. T. it was not a title, but was substituted for the 
title of ’Messiah1, facilitated by the fact that as used by 
Jesus it was a surrogate for the personal pronoun, ’I’ or ’me’,/? 
(The Earliest Records of Jesus, p. 186). I have discussed .•
the historic significance of the title in more detail in .
chap. II, and compared it with Justin’s usage, see pp. 186tv.
Some years ago, F. G. Burkitt stressed the fact that ?
Mark was concerned to show that in the mind of Jesus was not ‘ ■// 
the appropriateness of this or that title (as applied to 
Himself), "but the irresistible sense of vocation0, (Christian 
Beginnings, p. 29). Yet, Burkitt arrived at a different /
conclusion from my own, with respect to the earliest
"Christology" (Burkitt, pp* I4.I ff.).
R. Bultmann, GeschSchte der synoptischen Tradition, p. 1£1|.. /
S. E. Johnson, loo, pit.; cf. J. Jeremias, The Servant
of God, p. 102. . •
See T. W. Manson, The Teaching^ of Jesus, pp. 227 f f., A? 
and cf. "The Son of Man in Daniel, Enoch and the Gospels",
description.- of conditions in the Kingdom. Individually,
the conditions are realized in the chosen representative
who is a pure personification of Israel, but corporately,
His experience embraces that of Israel and is shared by .
the true Israel, accomplishing Its destiny. For Jesus,
the Son of Man, while retaining its apocalyptic association,
was defined in terms of the Servant, and, as is likely,
near* the end of His ministry it had come to absorb other . 
98aspects of the Messianic idea. ' Whether there was a pre­
Christian precedent for the fusion of the Son of Man and
Yahweh’s Servant Is a most difficult question to answer with 
99certainty, But it is noteworthy that by the time of the 
Second Century Church, there is lacking the humble association 
with humanity in the use of the title, Son of Man having
b-1
97 (con’t)
in Studies in the Gospels and Epistles, p* 1l|4; but 0. K. 
Barrett is unconvinced that the Servant of the Lord modified 
the Son of Man concept, "The Background of Mark 10sijJ?” in 
New Testament Essays, 1959, pp* 9 ff.
98 •William Manson, Jesus the Messiah, p. 111 f., W. C. van 
Unnik, "Jesus the Christ0, NTS 8:2 (19o2) p. 106 f., C. H. 
Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p* 119, 0. Cullmann, p* 65,
C, E. B. Cranfield, p* 275, and.cf. my chap* II, n* 110.
F* C. Burkitt deduced from Mk. 9:9-13 that it was Jesus’ 
connection of ’suffering’ and the ’Son of Man’ that puzzled 
Peter and his companions, (pp* 33—M-)*
9977 See F* F. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in theQj$aran Texts, 
1960, pp* 62-66j cf. M. Black, "The Son of Man Problem in 
Recent Research and Debate", BJRL U5:2 (1963), PP* 312 ff.
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become a designation that signified exclusively Christ’s
eschatological glory.Of further interest is the fact
that in Mark, as in other parts of the New Testament, the
Servant association seems to show little evidence of refle ction
on the part of the writers, but rather comprises part of the
tradition handed down to them, which was faithfully recorded,
101although later it may have met increasing resistance.
There is a quotation of Isaiah lj.2:1~h in Matthew 12:18-21,
which follows an account of Jesus’ healing and His command of
silence to His followers* The words echo the heavenly voice
at the baptism of Jesus, containing some variations from the.
10?Septuagint as well as from the Massoretic Text. Here, 
the evangelist proclaims the one greater than the temple who 
nevertheless enjoins His followers to silence* Comparing 
the citation with Matthew 8:17, there is evidence of the
100 See chap* II, pp. 109-92
1 01 0. Cullmann, p* 69, following Christian Maurer, ’’Knecht 
Gottes und Sohn Gottes in Passionsb.erioht des Markus- 
evangeliums”, ZTK $0 (1953), pp* 2 ff.j and see my'chap* II, 
n* 57, and chap* IV, n. 70 and n. 71, where we cite the 
opinion of B* Lohmeyer, P. Bonna* d, and R* H* Puller, who 
deny that Paul makes use of the Servant language except 
where he quotes from earlier tradition.
102 •' These are discussed by G* Bornkamm, C. Barth, and 
H. J* Held, Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew, Eng* tr., 
1963, p* 126, who cite Mt. 3s17 as an adaptation of Mk. 1:11. 
Of. K. Stendahl, The School of St. Matthew, p* 108 f.
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writer’s consciousness that Jesus is exemplifying the role 
of humility, with healing accomplished, like the Servant, 
in bearing the distress of those afflicted. The 
quotation in Matthew 12:18, and Peter’s speeches in Acts, 
are the only occasions in the New Testament when the title * 
zralj , as a terminus technicus, is referred to Jesus. When, 
in the later period, we find Irenaeus quoting Matthew 12:18, 
it is remarkable that the of the quotation is not
rendered by servus, or even by puer, but by filius, which 
has a higher sense.It would seem that a different 
emphasis may be encountered in the sub-apostolic era than 
is witnessed to in the New Testament.
There are other less direct evidences of a primitive 
association of Jesus with Deutero-Isaiah’s Servant figure 
that may be mentioned briefly. The predictions of suffering 
in Mark 8:31> with its parallels, certainly suggest that He 
acts under a complsion that is beyond human comprehension, 
constrained by the Will of God, and that His destiny of 
suffering and rejection, like Isaiah’s Servant, conforms to
jsa. 53is cited in Mt. 8:17J of# Bornkamm, Barth 
and Held, pp. 127-9.
See chap. IV, pp<368ff.
’SSl
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109 'the divine plan* Grouping this saying with Peter’s
confession, which has immediately preceded it, follows 
1 nAnaturally, and it gives important testimony to the Lord’s
understanding of His earthly ministry at this critical stage*
Moreover, in this first prophecy of the passion, the teaching
’ is based on a unique combination of the Son of Man with the
obedient Servant, who accepts rejection, and whose
vocation is to be the organ of God’s redemptive purpose in
the world. It is noteworthy that the teaching has
application to the destiny of the Individual, but also, .
from what follows, it applies to the community, preserving 
109the dual aspect of the prophecy in the original.
10E> 0. E. B. Cranfield offers a very adequate discussion in 
his commentary (pp. 272 ff*), and lists Isa. 53 as one of a 
variety of O.T* passages that lie behind this saying (p. 277)* 
Of. Mk. 9:12; 10:33 f..
1 nA C. E. B. Cranfield, p, 271 > as opposed to Lagrange and 
Turner, who understood it as the beginning of a narrative.
This section is separated, according to the parallel in 
Mt. 16:21, but from Luke^’s testimony, it is connected with 
the prohibition by the ctzrwv found in Lk* 9:22, cf. V. Taylor, 
The Gospel According to St Mark, 1959, p • 377*
107 See Isa. 53:3. Of. Euler, p. 113 f.
108 V. Taylor (p. 378 f.) accepts the combination here of 
the two figures and discusses the differences on wording with 
the parallels, remarking on the fidelity of Matthew and Luke 
to their source* ■ • ' '•• • • '
109 Cf* n* 59 supra*
There is additional implicit evidence to associate the role 
• of the Servant with the passion, which is most strikingly
symbolized in the foot washing at the Last Supper.^0 The
use by the Fourth Evangelist of the title "Lamb of God",
which may have been "Servant of God" in the Aramaic original, /
suggests that the predication zzou/ otou of Jesus belonged to 
111the Aramaic-speaking primitive church*
The imagery of the sacrificial lamb is employed by the .
author of I Peter, and it is worthy of consideration that 
this figure has several associations in its usage in the New 
Testament, all of which have parallels in the descriptions of 
the Servant figure in Isaiah 53* Furthermore, the
110 See Jn. 13:3, of* 0* &• Barrett, The Gospel According 
to St. Johii, p. 360 f: "The primary intention here is to 
emphasize the humility of the Lord and Master, who stoops to 
serve His servants”. Remarking further on this section,
Barrett finds that John has related baptism to the Lord’s 
death (cf. Rom. 6:3), integrating baptism into the act of 
humble love where the Lord’s death was set forth before the 
passion, (p, 367).
111 Jn. 1:29, 36, following C. F. Burney, The Aramaic 
Origin of the Fourth Gospel, 1922, pp* IO4 ff.; cf.
J. Jeremias, The Servant of God, pp* 82-3* The recent 
objections of M. D. Hooker to this theory are dealt with in 
my discussion of the title in chap* III, see p. 2£0 , and 
cf. pp. 2lfoffe
T. W* Manson (On Paul and John, ed. M. Black, 1963, 
p. 125) cited basically' "three things involved in the conception 
of Lamb of God: 1) His patience under suffering - Acts 8:32 
(cf. Isa. 53:7), 2) His sinlessness - I Pet. 1:19
I* •* S' ; ,
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exhortation in the epistle is to emulate the humility and 
submissiveness of Christ, following His example. In this 
context occur references to the Fourth Servant Song.
The language which describes the sufferer here represents 
an interesting combination, deriving partly from Isaiah 53 
and partly from the account of a witness of the Passion.
The testimony from this letter has importance for our study 
In that it quite likely reflects closely the accepted 
belief of the very primitive Christian community. If
Peter’s "turning again" was a strategic point in the origin 
of the Christian church after the crucifixion of Jesus, as 
some sources suggest, then the content of the Petrine
112 (con’t)
(cf. Isa. 53:9, 11), 3) the redemptive power of His death, 
extending to the whole world - Jn. 1:19-36, I Pet. 1:18-21, 
(cf. Isa. 53: 11-12).
With regard to the subtle distinctions in terms, see 
my chap. Ill, n. 9U*
1 Pet. 2:21-25* For I Pet. 2:22, cf. Isa. 53:9; for 
I Pet. 2:2U> cf* Isa. 53:5 f., 12.
C. E. B. Cranfield, The First Epistle of Peter, 195^> 
p. 67. Cranfield ( p. 11) with others, believes the letter 
bears the testimony and authority of Peter, while style and 
expression are to be attributed to an amanuensis, or more 
probably an "interpreter", quite likely Sylvanus, C. Bigg, 
Epistles of St. Peter and St. Jude, ICC, p. 5*
E. G. Selwyn, The First Epistle of St. Peter, 1958, 
p. 22, follows V. Taylor, The Atonement in New Testament 
Teaching, p. I4.8, cf. pp. 38 f * 7 JlS *
iV- >•-)
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tradition has more than casual significance for Church 
116doctrine*1,M The epistle testifies to the association of
Isaiah’s Servant with Jesus’ life and Passion, at a very 
117early stage in Christological thought. 1
Peter’s speeches as they are recorded in the passages of
Acts 3 and 4. provide significant, hut perplexing examples 
of the usage of the title /roffy in reference to Jesus* This
is the only such use in the New Testament outside of 
118quotation* The critical problem for our interest is 
whether at this stage n<*tj meant ’’child”, or ’’servant”, and
there is lack of agreement among students of the New Testament
on this point. 119 Prom a detailed investigation of the early
116 0* Cullmann,.Peter, Eng. tr., P. V. Pilson, 1953, 
pp* 66-68; cf. L. n. Carpenter, Primitive Christian 
Application of the Doctrine of the Servant, p. 90«
117 Miss Hooker regards the second chapter of I Peter as 
’’the earliest definite proof for the full Identification of 
Jesus with the Servant in all its Christological significance” 
(p. 127)5 see 0* Cullmann, loc. cit.
118 Mt. 12:18 cited Isa. 4.2:1 ff.
119 E. Haenchen, Die Apostelgeschichte, 1959, believes all 
four citations refer to God’s7”son", (pp. 165-187). G. H* C. 
MacGregor, IB IX, p. 313 f•9 translates Acts 3*13 by ”his 
servant Jesus”, while remarking on the ambiguity of the 
M* D* Hooker (p. 108) believes the translation must be 
’’servant”, citing the similar usage of the title for David 
(Acts 4-525)5 so also is H. W* Wolff’s interpretation 
(p. 86 f. ). G. W* H. Lampe, in Acts 4-525 end 27, allows 
either ’’servant” or ’’son” (Peake, # 778 1),
> -.a;
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speeches in Acts, J# A. T. Robinson concluded that they
■ 1 20 betray a theology that is by no means homogeneous ♦ It
may be that with the ambiguity of the rroCcj terminology, and 
1 2*1with conflicting estimates of the Christ-event, we have 
here the turning point for the interpretation. '
Further, since the phrases
• * • i6o tcv /7«td<x oSisTGu 'lytrou v 1 22
(••♦ He glorified His servant/child/son Jesus)
and
• •• J to*. Too o vOyMOc zcj •calf otytcu <rov 123
(••• through the name of Thy holy servant/child/son 
Jesus)
certainly appear to belong to liturgical usage, it is clear 
that this influence looms large in importance. Whereas 
Ebed has been inherited from the liturgical formulae of Jewish 
prayers (rr^s meaning "servant”), the Palestinian Christian 
community may have used the term in such a way that it passed
120 J. A. T. Robinson, "The Most Primitive Christology of 
All?", JTS viii:2, (19£6), p# 187.
1 21 J. A. T. Robinson (p. 18^)* With regard to the speeches 
in Acts 3 and 2, he remarks that the language in Acts 3 
suggests it is the more primitive#
122, Acts 3:13
Acts I}.: 30*
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into the higher sense, with latex* wx*itex*s considering it as 
a solemn expression for "son of God".^2^ The anbiguity of 
rroLLf 9 which also suggests intimacy of relationship, did not 
exclude the elevated sense, and therefore was admirably suited 
to this change. .
We find no certainty that the author of Luke-Acts under­
stood the title to mean "son", and the earliest usage from 
the Jewish prayers suggests "Servant", but the point is that 
the way was now open for the change. It therefore becomes a
matter of great interest to make inquiry of the contexts in 
125which the title occurs in the apostolic fathers, as well
as to investigate the terms employed when the Acts passages 
1 26are cited by later interpreters.
Evidence from the Kerygma of the primitive Christian 
community for the Servant Christology may be found in Philip’s
2^ E. Haenchen (p. 165) remarks with reference to Acts 3:13 
"Die christliche Gemeinde hat aus jddischen Gebeten, in denen 
grosse Gottesmdnner, besonders David, "Tiy,, Gottes
genannt wurden, die Bezeichnung notj dbernommen und au^f f 
Jesus angewendet; Lukas hat sie als feierlichen Ausdruck - 
fttr "Sohn Gottes" aufgefaszt,n. Cf. A. Harnack’s comment 
in SAB xxviii (1926), p. 23U*
12^ E.g., I Clem. 59.2 f., Mart. Pol. Did. 9.2,
Diog. 8.9, citing occurrences that bear close relationship 
to the liturgical usage.
126 In particular> Irenaeus, adv. haer., see my 'chap. IV, 
pp.367ff* ...............
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evangelistic appeal to the Ethiopian Eunuch, where the Fourth 
Servant Song is used in explanation of Jesus1 suffering.1 
It is well to remember that in these early days one can 
hardly expect to find more than the simplest explanation of V
the events that had occurred. Metaphysical questions of the / S 
relationship of Jesus to God had not arisen at this stage. y
What is important in Acts 8:32 ff* is the reference to Jesus1 
humiliation that is contained in the quotation from Deutero- 
Isaiah, It will be worth inquiring how this passage is 
handled by interpreters of the second century, in comparison 
with its use here.
In PaulTs preaching, the Servant passages helped to provide 
scriptural warrant for a theological interpretation of the 
passion and triumph. Professor P. P. Bruce has cited some of 
the mor.e important sections which show that the influence of 
the Servant Songs, while not prominent, is nevertheless
? Acts 8:32 ff., cf. Isa* 53:7-8; G. H. G. Macgregor 
IB IX, p. 113 f: observes it is the first time Isa. 53 occurs 
as ”a specifically quoted text for Christian apologetic”.
T. W, Manson believed that the Isaiah passage quoted here , 
had some share in giving rise to the use of ”Lamb” as a 
.title of Christ, (On Paul and John, p, 12U)*
Cf. Melito, Homily 10:28, see chap III, p«26L{. ; and 
Irenaeus, adv, haer. III. 12.8, see chap. IV. p. 3i|-7£*
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1 29unmistakable. However, of all the places in the Pauline 
corpus where the prophet’s portrayal of the Servant can be 
traced, the most impressive is in the Hymn of Kenosis of 
Philippians 2:6-11. If the hymn was earlier than Paul’s 
writing, there can be little doubt that it was incorporated 
into his argument, and it is interesting that, those who 
attribute the hymn to a prior source also find Paul’s use of
1 31the Servant language to derive from more primitive tradition. • 
Attempts by some to sever the relationship of the hymn from 
Deutero-Isaiah’s Servant based on word choice are scarcely 
successful. Most striking is the use of <56u\o$ , where
one would expect to find rrcCij , There is, however, a very 
goodreason for the choice of JduAo; on account of its implicit
See F. F. Bruce’s study in Promise and Fulfilment, 
essays presented to S. H* Hooke, ed. F. F. Bruce, 1963: 
’’Promise and Fulfillment in Paul’s Presentation of Jesus”, 
espec. pp* 42-44- Bruce cites among others: Rom. 5:19, 10:16, 
15j21; I Cor, 15:3; and Phil. ‘ 2:6-11, acknowledging that if 
the hymn of the latter preceded Paul, he certainly has in­
corporated it into his argument.
^3° p. f. Bruce, p. 44-5; of* R. P* Martin, An Early 
Christian Confession, I960, pp0 26 ff. ............. "
See my chap. IV, n. 70, 71, and 74­
1 32 M. Hooker, p* 120 f^. The restrictions she imposes on 
the interpretations of not; and 6ou^oj (Loo* cit.) are not 
justified etymologically. Cf* above, pp* l7ff*
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antithesis with Kpptoj, as Lucien Cerfaux has shown. ^3
The fact is that as Christological reflection developed after
the resurrection, the emphasis was placed on Christ as the
Kupccs of His Church, which is biblical. However, both the
Lord and His Church were exalted beyond the human, as well as
the historic reality. His vocation as Cod’s Servant during
His earthly ministry soon receded into the background, and the 
1 3kChurch, too, risks losing this sense of its vocation. But
in all probabability the Servant Christology was the first
theology of the cross, as 0. Sydney Barr has put it:
... /The Cross/ was Jesus’ self-abnegation which had 
been witnessed and which had re-created the witnesses.
To know him as Servant of others was to know that 
self-sacrificing love is the power of God Himself, 
and the seemingly futile cross as mediating that
. power. (I Cor, 1:18-25). 135
33 Cerfaux, Recueil Lucien Cerfaux, Vol. II, 195^-> 
p. lj.28; and cf. 0. Cullmann, Christology of the New Testament, 
p. 77 f., and C. H. Dodd, According" to the Scriptu'resV p. 118, 
f.n. 1. I have shown above that this antithesis had a 
precedent in the literature of the period, see pp. l8ff ♦
1 3k Paul E. Davies has remarked on the tendency since the 
apostolic age towards excessive emphasis on identity of the 
Church with the exalted body of Christ. But there are those 
N.T. references that show that in "the expansion of its faith 
into the heavenly order the church was held down to the sharp 
realities of this ministry of God’s Servant in the orders of 
life and ministry,” ('Experience and Memory", Interpretation 
xvi:2 (1962), p. 190). Thus the N.T. offered its own 
corrective, but the tendency towards exaltation may have 
begun early.
1 35 0. Sydney Barr, From the Apostles’ Faith to the 
Apostles* 1 Creed, 1961|., p# 123- ........
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There Is scant evidence that Jesus was concerned with 
titles as applied to Himself,"1 On the other hand, there 
is throughout the pages of the New Testament the overwhelming 
consciousness of vocation: His own and that which is 
continued through His Church. Integral to the performance 
of this vocation was His own act of self-abasement, without 
emphasis on who He was, but rather stressing what He must do. 
The evidence set forth thus far indicates that in the .
heritage of His teaching from the most primitive period to 
which we have access, the figure of Isaiah’s Servant was 
regarded as a graphic portrayal of this vocation. The 
passages cited preserved the sense of many of the themes 
found in the original, and differences in wording, where 
they occur, have not altered this effect. It now becomes 
our principal task to discover what usage is made of the 
Servant texts in the post-apostolic period. Where it is 
found to be relevant, the usages of the texts will be 
compared with the contexts in which they were employed 
in. the New Testament, citing harmonies or divergencies 
as they may appear.
See n. 9U above136
CHAPTER I
. . THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS ‘ •
A* General Remarks :
Characteristics of the Sub-Apostolic Literature 
The term "Apostolic Fathers” apparently was first used by .
Severus of Antioch, the Monophysite patriarch of Alexandria 
in the sixth century, who manifested great enthusiasm for 
early Christian literature♦ The word ’apostolic1 applied 
not to those who were apostles, but who were disciples of 
the apostles, and the works as defined by Severus referred 
to literature prior to the time of Irenaeus* Properly, the 
five sub-apostolic writers, Clement of Rome, Barnabas,
Hermas, Ignatius and Polycarp, have been grouped together
2 - since the seventeenth century, but with them it Is appropriate 
to study the Didache, Within this group, since Clement and 
the Didache belong to the earliest period, and since the
Robert M. Grant, The Apostolic Fathers, Vol»I, 19t>4, P-v.
In the famous edition appearing in 1672, J. B. Cotelier 
described those named as the Fathers ”qui temperibus . 
apostolicis floruerunt", (cf. F. L* Cross, The Early 
Christian Fathers, 1960, p« 7)*
&Shepherd of Hermas is generally regarded as a witness to
’’Jewish Christianity” of the era/ it will he convenient to 
begin our inquiry with these three, following the examination
of the others, we will deal with the Epistle of Diognetus, . 
which really belongs to the apologetic literature of the 
second century, and logically leads into the discussion of 
Justin Martyr in the next chapter.
Besides their early date, the writings have several 
characteristics in common. They are relatively short, and 
they tend to raise similar problems, belonging to a period 
in the life of the Church when records are very: scarce. 
Further, as Professor R. M. Grant observes, they wrote "not 
for outsiders but for those within the community of the 
Church”,and he adds:
They are not concerned with speculative theology ... 
They are concerned with it only at the point where 
it influences the life of Christians within the 
community ... None of them betrays more than a 
trace of acquaintance with Greek poetry or philosophy. 
Of history they know equally little, and they think 
about it even less. 5
Re M. Grant, ’’The Study of the Early Fathers Today”, 
Anglican Theological Review (July, 19&2), p* 10, places all 
three works in the category of witnesses to Jewish Christianity 
cf. A. Harnack, DG I Eng. tr., pp« 287-298*
R* M» Grant, The Apostolic Fathers Vol.I, p. vi. *’£
Xbidj Grant, adds that the only possible•exception is 
I Clem.. Cf. J. Quasten, Patrology Vol. I, 1962, p* l|/I. ,
»';■ ■'♦’ it'<! :rXS«£; ryf W"‘-’K:'•”?.."
‘ , 56.
However, in spite of what some may consider to he the
theological limitations of these writers, Grant is concerned
to correct scholarly prejudice against them. Opposing those
who limit their value solely to providing evidence of a
transition from the Hew Testament period, he asserts their
importance as giving evidence of some of the earliest ways in 
6which the Bible and tradition were understood. Also, it is 
noteworthy that they contain some of the most primitive
7 *reflections of Christian life outside the Hew Testament.* 1
In view of the fact that some of the more important early
manuscripts include several of the writings, it would seem 
* 8that many early Christians regarded them as canonical.
It is to tills group of Christians concerned with practical
problems of Church life, and entrusted with the task of
R. M. Grant, pp< 9,12. Against those who believe 
Ignatius was influenced by gnosticism, Grant points out that 
a writer may share an opponent’s terminology while not 
necessarily being influenced by it, and further there is no 
certainty that in the early 2nd century terms used by later 
Gnostics had a technical sense (p. 11).
7 *1 R. M. Grant, p. 30: "They are primary witnesses to the
continuity of Christian tradition and to the diversity 
present within it."
® E.d: Cod. A (5th Cent.) including I Clem., and Cod.& 
(1+th Cent.) containing Barn, and Hermas.
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ministering to congregations which the apostles had founded, 
that we now direct our inquiry on the interpretation of the 
vra7j . We should not expect to find more than the rudimentary 
elements of a formulated Ghristology at this stage, and even
Q '
less answers to the questions posed by the Incarnation.
The opposing factors of Ebionism and Docetism were exerting 
10their influences, and attempts to meet these distortions may 
in themselves have resulted in exaggerated emphases of one 
form or another. Since the fact that Jesus is X^tczcoj, .
important to Jewish Christians, would scarcely be understood 
by the Gentile Christian community, other descriptions .
specifying His uniqueness were needed; among the most 
important which was being wrought out was 6 oloj too eeou.
In place of the paradox which the New Testament asserts 
regarding Jesus’ two natures, the tendency was to grasp at
9 See H. R. Mackintosh, The Doctrine of the Person of Jesus
Christ, p. 123. Cf. R. M. 'Grant," ’commenting on the use..of
pre-Socratic philosophy by early Christian writers up to the 
time of Irenaeus, observed, "no early writer was a strictly 
biblical theologian, in spite of the claims made by some of 
them". (Anglican Theol.Rev., (July, 1962), p. 9.)*
10 Cf. J. jf. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, pp. 139-1M
11 A. Harnack, DG I, Eng. tr., pp. 182+ ff., but see also 
Justin’s use of xTTyof , Add’l Note II. 1; and cf. the tension 
found in Origen between a Christology in which the exalted 
Logos was regulative as opposed-to the Divine Son, pp.lj.53ff.
* ; J* • ' " * J"’* ,
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an understanding of one, while neglecting the other* The
perception that the divinity and humanity are equally
essential and important for the personality of the Redeemer
Christ was ,a depth of insight that this early period did not 
1 2possess* It is not surprising that the predication of
Jesus as true man is rarely encountered in sub-apostolic 
1 3literature.
On the other hand, a development is noticed which bears
an interesting comparison to the New Testament. There, the 
- 1 11teaching of Christ as God, definitively, is not found*
In the first three writings which we will consider, there is
1 2 A* Harnack, p. 195, f,n. 2; and it should be pointed out 
that I Clem* 32.2 really shows little evidence of a theological 
compr eh ens ion of?the two natures. It was Irenaeus late in the 
2nd century who did much to recover the biblical emphasis that 
asserts humanity as well as divinity, see Add1! Note IV* 1 .
1 3 A. Harnack, p* 196, f.n. 1: the expression 
for Christ appears but twice in the Ignatian epistles.
1 Ll Rom. 9:5 is often in this respect a subject for discussion 
but it may be punctuated in several ways. Christ may be
• Power of Cod’ d Cor. 1 : 2Lj.), He received all ’’authority”
(Mt. 28:18, et»passim), He is the presence of Cod’s glory 
tabernacled among us as the divine Word (Jn. 1:1l|., etc.);
He represents in His person Cod’s truth, holiness and goodness 
as Light (O.T.sense) of the world (Jn. 1:9,-9:,5» etc,); those 
who have ’seen’ Him have seen the Father (Jn. 1L|.:9), and 
knowledge of the Father is only through Him (Add’l Note IV.3); 
cf. Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of the 
New Testament, 1961, pp, 63 ff.• But unity between Christ 
and the Father-is asserted (Jn. 10:30). ■
likewise no such statement, although it is inferred in
. • I Clem, 2. It is remarkable that some of the writers of the
second century refer to Christ as God (normally but
, , 1 £rarely o ecoj Ignatius, the homily known as II Clement, -
as .well as Justin (who calls Christ ttumpoi #£o;), and
16especially Melito, among others, speak of Christ as God.
In Melito this is carried to unusual extremes, as we shall 
see in Chapter III. In Irenaeus, there are many examples . 
where Christ is spoken of as God, but theologically, the 
sense is more the assertion of unity In the Godhead, which 
conforms to the New Testament point of view.
It is costly to obscure the fact that in Christ is found 
not only the exceptionality of the divine but also of the 
human. Christ entered the world to effect atonement not by 
being divine, but by being human. In that this truth of the 
necessity of the incarnation is well expressed in terms of 
the Servant, it will repay us to make closer inquiry of these 
writers to determine if the Servant Christology occupied a 
place in their thought. •
. 59;
1 There are three cases in Ignatius where Christ appears 
to be considered as o eeej , or which link Christ and God to 
form a single name, similar to the usage 0co/ rrotvijp (Smyrn. 6.1; 
Tral. 7.1; Smyrn. 10.1), but the textual support is disputed. 
See Virginia Corwin, St. Ignatius and Christianity in.Antioch, 
1960, pp. 131 ff.). • .
1k See H. M. Grant, (Anglican Theol.Rev. July, 1962), p. 9 f.
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B. Clement fs. Epistle to the Corinthians
. Authorship and Date .
I Clement was known apparently to both Ignatius and Polycarp
and probably was used as a liturgical reading throughout much
of the second century.For Jerome, Clement was the most 
' 18Important of the Apostolic Fathers. * Irenaeus believed that
Clement was acquainted with both Peter and Paul, but the ■
opinion that Clement Is to be identified with the collaborator
whom Paul praises in the letter to the Philippians lacks- 
19corroboration.
As to the date of the epistle, the limits are established 
by its use of such New Testament documents as Hebrews and 
Ephesians, giving the terminus post quern. The latest date is 
fixed by evidence of its influence in Polycarp’s epistle to
See Eusebius, H.E. IV. 2J.11, cited by R. M. Grant,
, "The Apostolic Fathers’ First Thousand Years”, CH xxxizU,
(1962), p. 1+22, who adds that such liturgical usage would 
not be allowed for such clearly personal letters as those 
of Ignatius, and probably accounts for I Clem, being 
treated as ’scripture’.
R. M. Grant, p. 1+26.
19 See Eusebius H.E. VI. 3.1J? and cf. Origen, comm, in 
Joh. 6.36; the ref. is to Phil. I4.:3< Tradition also has 
identified him with the Clement spoken of by Hermas,
Vis. II. I4..3. .
• s ’ •*< 1-. <•
20the Philippians. Reference to a recent persecution at
21 • ' •Rome has persuaded the majority of critics that I Clement 
22was composed in 95 or 96 A.D., and we accept this 
approximation#
The Use of the Title 77aq
7Tatj as a Ghristological title outside of quotation occurs 
23only in the great concluding prayer in Clement’s letter. 
Harnack was probably right in his opinion that the prayer is 
not an original creation of Clement, but a variant of the
Roman Church’s prayer, that goes back to the form of the 
2U The expressions used of Jesus•aresynagogue prayers
20M. H# Shepherd, Jr., ’’Clement, Epistles of”, IDS I, p# 6L|.9.
21 I Clem. 1#1.
22 See A. Harnack, Die Chronologie der altchristlichen 
Literfetur bis Euseb I, p. 255, (this work i sr ci't e d here after 
as Harnack, Chronologie) ♦ Cf# G. Kruger, History of Early 
Christian Literature In the first three centuries, Eng. tr., 
C#R. Gillett,*' p. 2lJ; B# H# Streeter, The Primitive Church, 
p# 200 f., and R. M. Grant, The Apostolic' Fathers-1, p #' 36*
For the history of the text, see J# Quasten, p. 5^ *
23 I Clem. 59.2 ff ♦.
22+ A. Harnack, ’’Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht Gottes1... ”,
SAB xxviii, p# 220 f.
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worthy of consideration: ,
59 ♦ 2 . • • del tou rjY®'77*1/^ ou rTOf-t^Oj otv'zov
1Y /ji <ro\j x>p c<rzou ? 2f?
26(through his beloved child/servant Jesus Christ).
J. B. Lightfoot remarked on the similarity of the predicates
used of Christ to those occurring in prayers of other works 
27of this period. ’ He postulated the theory that the higher
sense of was imported into the zroHj terminology and •
08that this was the sense in which Clement used it here. , 
Harnack took a slightly different approach. He believed
that expressions such as we have cited above remind us of 
the old stratum of liturgical types, but that in many 
respects the conclusive prayer of Clement manifests * 28
2*o 0.Gebhardt, A. Harnack, T. Zahn, Patrum Apostolicorum 
Opera, 1871, Paso. X, Pt. 1, p. 98, of. J. B<’; LightfootT,
The Apostolic Fathers, 1889, 1.1, p. 171 ♦
p A
Gebhardt and Harnack, 1.1, p. 99, offer "per dilectum 
puerum suum •(italics mine). '
Lightfoot (loc. cit.) cited Ap. Const. 8.5,1U#39,I|-0,l|.1 , 
Diog. 8 and Mart. Pol. 1Ip. However, on'the date of the 
Ap. Const, see below, n* 29­
28 J. B. Lightfoot, (loc. cit.); the quotation is cited in 
my introduction, n. 18. Cf. Harnack (SAB xxviii, p. 221) who 
believed this question was not answerable at this stage and 
that Clement has simply inherited the formula, possibly 
adding ’the beloved1, but that the designation fails to 
reveal how the Messiah is to be thought of. Yet Harnack 
admits that the Vetus Latina gives Pilius for the passages.
SS
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characteristics of later liturgy, which is suggested by 
’ 29comparisons with the Apostolic Constitutions,, • -What is 
certain is that to a large extent the terminology derives 
from the prayer forms.
Christ is similarly designated as the ’beloved rrou; ’ in a ... 
30reference which follows, and his mediatorial function is cited
as being the One through whom believers are edified, sanctified
and honored. In the third occurrence, the statement is a simple
and direct affirmation to the Gentiles voiced in the prayer:
b/.q a/nxvta eOvrj o-cc <ru et o Gecj
■ /J0VOJ AfOtt *pL<rT<is d rracj crou • 31 .
(Let all the heathen know that you are the 
only Cod and Jesus Christ /is/ your child ...)
It would be most awkward to read “servant” in this context.
This is particularly true since in the trinitarian formula 
of the preceding chapter Jesus Christ is designated /<•<//»toj.
. 63 ,
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A. Harnack, DO I, Eng. tr., pp. 333~8* Modern dating 
puts the Ap. Const. as late as the latter half of the Lj.th 
cent., ca. 38q7 cf• M. S. Enslin, IDB I, p. 173 f.
30 I Clem. 59#3* Gebhardt, Harnack, 1.1, p. 101, translate:
“per Jesum Christum dilectum puerum tuum”.
Gebhardt, Harnack, 1.1, p. 100.
7 Clem. 58.2, interestingly, not olcj at this.point, but 
the genuineness of the wording in ch. 58 is questioned by many 
although accepted by Lightfoot (1:1, p. 399).
Following Harnack, the only usage of otoj (36.Ip seems
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At another point he is called “high priest", which gives 
evidence of a debt to the Epistle to the.Hebrews.33 
Whatever conclusions we may draw from these other designations 
it is clear that' the citations in chapter 59 belong to 
liturgical usage, and that we have to do here with a very 
old source. When it is taken into account that Clement • 
employs not zrotj but a different term when he describes 
figures such as Moses, who are called servants in the house ' 
of the Lord,3^ It is clear that would not be his
normal choice to mean ’servant1.
Use of the Servant Texts and Clement’s Christology 
Unique in the literature of this period is a quotation of
the Fourth Servant Song in a context that speaks of the 
example of Christ’s humility. The quotation follows 
basic ally the Septuagint, which is true also as it occurs
32 (con’t)
to derive from Hebrews (SAB xxviii, p. 220). For other 
uses of nuptcj unmistakably applied to Jesus, see I Clem. 
21.6, 2l|..1, 32. 2, lj.2.1, etc.
33 Clement and Barnabas were the first among the fathers 
to afford a marked trace of Hebrews; see the Table of 
Results published by the Oxford Society, The New Testament 
in the Apostolic. Fathers', 1905.
3^ Employing cf. I Clem. 1|..12, l|.3.1, 5^*3> etc.
in Justin*s Dialogue, The opening words and the identity
they ascribe to Christ are important:
16.1 : Tarrcc vo tyovo'uv t u> v Yo<p e<r?cv o Xptcr'coj, • • •
16;2: To vhrjrr zpov yUEfaAtucruv^j- Tcu Qeou 
6 KOpt-c? '.Irjcrouj K^ccttoj
■' (For Christ is of the humble-minded ones, . •*
The sceptre of the majesty of Cod, the Lord 
Jesus Christ ...)
Clement adds that Christ did not come in the pomp of pride 
and arrogance, but modestly, unassumingly, as the Holy Spirit 
declared concerning him. At this point, he cites Isaiah f>3* 
This might seem to infer that our author was giving evidence 
of a Servant Christology, but there are some important 
distinctions. First, although he has said that Christ was 
of the humble-minded, he nevertheless identifies him as 
the ’’sceptre of the majesty of Cod”. Second, and perhaps more 
important, the reference is cited as a practical example 
to the faithful of humility in daily living, and there Is 
no theological connection to the atoning work of the Creat 
Servant, nor an apprehension of how He fulfilled His task 
and its benefits for man. Such a connection is made when
. J-
zr
Cebhardt and Harnack, I. 1, p. 30.
I Clem. 16.17; of. chs. 17# 18, 19 which are filled 
with more practical exhortations, using David, also, as 
an examp 1 eOf. 0. CulImann, Christology of the New 
Testament, p* 78
4*
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37reference to the Servant’s redeeming act is made in I Peter,
and it is the basis for Paul’s exposition in 1 Corinthians
1 fJ:3* Further there is a nuance in the language of the
Septuagint that permits an understanding of the passage so
that the sin offering can refer to their propitiatory
sacrifice, and not the Servant’s.^ But Christ is not just
an example or ’type of sacrifice, He is The Sacrifice, par
excellence, and it was the Lord’s will that He makes Himself
an offering, to bear the sin of many as is described of the 
39Servant. If He is but our great example, it follows that 
the concept of the means of redemption will be distorted.
Thus Clement’s soteriology and the role of Christ in the 
atonement are incomplete, as Professor Thomas F. Torrance 
has put it,
in the last resort, therefore, Clement is unable >o 
to ascribe saving significance to Christ Himself. '
37 I Pet. 2:21)..
3® I Clem. 16.11 citing Isa. 53:10b: e«v Sues rrtpC
Tta;V77 (if you give /an offering/ for sins...). ,
Of. the use in, Justin, ch. II, n. 86. The later Jewish« 
translators, Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion follow the 
sense of the original at this point.
39 See Iaa. 53:10-12.
T. P. Torrance, The Doctrine of Grace in the Apostolic 
Fathers, 191+8, p. 1+7. Torrance believes Clement by-passes the 
person of Christ and links salvation directly with the Father 
and Creator, of. I Clem. 38.2, Did. 9.3; 10.2, etc. (p. lj.8).
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When compared with other indications of Clement’s exalted 
Christology, this evaluation is substantiated* .
The most striking example is in the second chapter, where 
the writer spe aks in a language that is almost patripassIan. 
Due to the corruptions in the text, it is difficult to follow 
the writer’s•exact intention at this point, but the reference 
to ’God who suffers’ is indicative of Clement’s high 
Christology, and a lack of distinction in persons within 
the Godhead* Elsewhere, as we have mentioned, Christ is 
regarded as High Priest in language reminiscent of Hebrews, 
which is also indicated by the numerous references’ to the 
“blood of Christ”.^ It is clear that liturgical forms are 
dominant in our author’s conception, and that the Christology, 
where it is manifest, witnesses to Christ’s divinity*
Although sacrificial terminology is employed, there is 
lacking a theological appreciation of its benefits.^
Of* Lightfoot, 1.1, p* 399# There is the possibility of 
an important emendation which Lightfoot has commented upon, 
1.2, p. 16 f* Recent authorities substitute top xpur-zob 
as the^ Person to whom the sufferings refer, which attempts 
at revision for the sake of orthodoxy tend all the more to 
single out the deviations of the original.
% 01era* 7,12, 21, et passim* Gf. Lightfoot 1.1, p. 398.
It is similar in Justin, although the apologist explored 
the subject with more thoroughness, see pp. 163 ff.
;’ ■’ ’ , -4 „v '.'" * ' ' •?> ' ,. ”, ' ‘ •■' r- ’ ’ << ■' ' * *
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In Clement, we had the quotation of Isaiah $3> also
the usage of, the title zra?j , Neither of these, however, • 
gave indication of the Christology of the ”EbedI\ The 
citation of the Fourth Servant Song is interesting, hut 
instead of providing a theological understanding of Christ1s 
death and passion, it was simply a proof-text for humility, 
and was cited in a practical exhortation to believers. - 
Moreover, the usage of the title /ratj gave no indication 
that it implied the meaning of servant. Rather, it was 
part of the prayer formula and it is most unlikely that 
it carried an inferior connotation. What could be
determined of Clement’s soteriology seemed meagre in
comprehension with the fullness of this dootrine In the 
New Testament. If Professor Torrance Is correct- in his 
estimate, the linking of salvation to Cod and Creator which 
essentially by-passes the person of Christ^* manifests an 
early deviation towards cosmology, which obscures the personal 
element in the incarnation.
C. The Didache
Date and Characteristics
One of the most important discoveries In the second half of
)|)| T* F* Torrance, pp. I4.8, #2.
- : ~-— ,\.• ■;-« J;;-;-
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the nineteenth century was the finding by Bryennio.s of the 
document later known as Codex Hieroselymitanus in the 
library of the Hospice of the Holy Sepulchre Church at 
Constantinople. The main question of its content centers 
on how far it represents the original ’’Teaching11 
Relationships with other early documents are not clear, 
and it is quite evident that the Didache itself is a 
composite document.^ Comparison with the form found 
in the Apostolic Constitutions VII with the extant 
fragments of the Latin version suggests it is a 
recension of an earlier document, while the terms of 
address offer the possibility of the hand of a redactor. 
Accordingly, there is ambiguity as to the date of the' 
compilation. Some scholars hold that it is a Montanist 
or anti-Montanist production of the late second century, 
but this is not convincing. R. M. Grant agrees with those
Kirsopp Lake, The Apostolic Fathers I (Loeh), p. 305* 
J. Quasten, Patrology I, p* 36.
T« Fo Torrance, p. 36.
E.g., P. E, Vokes, The Riddle of the Didache, 1938,
P. 171. - "
' ■ ‘ :,j.........„ ■ .. •'••,,• ■ >■ < '- . • ;- .
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who see it as a production of Syrian Christianity, although
probably not from Antioch.While Harnack and others would 
cJOplace the date in the first half of the second century, 
there is the strong possibility that the first part, known 
as the “Two Ways",^ may belong to the first century.-^
This section bears a strong similarity to the latter part 
of the Epistle of Barnabas, and he may have used it, or 
vice versa, or ~thefe the two are dependent on a common e/.s:e
source. It is likely that this statement of principles 
on Church conduct (the “Way of Life" and the “Way of 
Death") is based on a pre-Christian Jewish document.^
The second part contains instructions in the practice . ,
of Christian worship, including baptism, fasting, the .
49
50
R* M. Grant, The Apostolic Fathers I, pp. 75-6.
A. Harnack, Chronologic, p. 438, who dates it between 
131 and 160 A.D.; cf, Dibelius in RGG Bd. 1, p. 442, who 
assigns it to a period between the end of the 1st cent, 
and middle of the 2nd, If the version as we know it 
represents a recension of an earlier document, B, H. 
Streeter would put it as early as 90 - 100 A.D., (The . 
Primitive Churbh, p. 279 f•)* '
51
52
Did, 1-6.
K. Lake, p. 306.
53 T, P. Torrance, loc. oit.
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eucharist and the like, and the last section gives an 
eschatological statement Tor the exhortation of believers.
As such, the Teaching can hardly be regarded as a manual 
of doctrine, and there is surprisingly little in its
5kcontent of the main assertions of the Christian faith.
The submergence of the Gospel in a legalistic system
established in terms of law and obedience, reward and
punishment indicates that we have to do with a document
strongly affected by Jewish influence. Significant for
our interest is Torrance’s statement,
If it were not for the fact that the Lordship 
is accorded to Jesus, the Didaohe might well 
be a Jewish document, perhaps Ebionite • •• 55
Paradoxically, and as is frequently the case with Christian 
literature of the period, the document witnesses to a .
revolt against Judaism. Yet it is not at odds so much with 
the spirit of Judaism as with the practice of its
institutions.
T. P. Torrance, pp* 36-9; cf. E. Hatch, The Influence 
of Greek Ideas and Usages upon the Christian Church,
pp. 159, 336, who says there can be no Christian.exp 1 anation
of the unevangelical nomism running through the entire 
writing.
T* P. Torrance, p* 39*
T. P. Torrance, p. 37• Cf. P. Schaff, The Oldest 
Church Manual called the Teaching of the Twelve ApostTes,
10o6, p* 25*
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The Occurrence of TZatj in the Prayers; 
and Theological Limitations of the Didache
In the communion prayers in chapters 9 and 10 the formula
£<.<* ’lyo-ob too rr<x.<.<s6$ crou (through Jesus your child/servant) 
97 'occurs. The expression is stereotyped; only once is the 
98name of Jesus lacking.^ But as H. W. Wolff has observed,
Es kann nicht belegt werden, dass mit dieser
formelhaften ErwMhnung des ’Knechtes1 eine
lebendige Erinnerung an Jes. 53 verbunden ist.59 .
The author of the Didache uses for the most part the title 
’’Lord”, seldom "Son”, or "Jesus Christ". It seems right 
to conclude that the formula containing zrauj goes back to 
a very old custom, as usec^Ln the prayers* We may cite an 
example: '
9. 2: e v <ra , rT&Zpp qjaujo , orrtp
Ctyc&J OfyUTTEAOV AoiVCd TOO 77<XL0oy CTOU q f £ / V OJp L<TGLJ
yf/iv d<ot 'TrjQ’QU too //mlAoj (row (roc q <$6£,a. £(j too) <xJt<Dva/
(We give Thee thanks, our Father, for the holy vine
. of David, Thy child/servant, which Thou didst make 
known to us through Jesus Thy child/servant; to 
Thee be glory for even) .
Did. 9.2, 3; 10.2, 3.
Did. 10.3.
H. W. Wolff, Jesaja 33 im Upohristentum, p. 113, sine© 
the prophecy is not otherwise found in the Didache.
6° Did* 7.1: "... in the name of the Father, and of the 
Son (JtJ) ) and of the Holy Spirit".
61 Did. 9.2. (K. Lake, p. 322).
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As Ernst Haenchen concludes, in agreement with Harnack,
the expression goes back to the ligurgical formula of t /
62 ' 7 
late Judaism* It is extremely doubtful that the 
formula, as it occurs here, has a theological connection 
with the suffering Servant, but there may have been a 
connection, through liturgical us age to the Acts passages.^ 
This is an important illustration of how the title was 
taken over into the prayer formula in the sub-apostolic 
period, when the original meaning of ’’servant” no longer 
applied. The great age of the expression is attested to 
by Harnack,but from what we can deduce from the * 3
E. Haenchen, Die Apostelgeschicht e, p. I4.; cf.
A. Harnack, ’’Die Bezexchnung jesu als’ ‘‘Kne cht Gottes1 .
SAB xxviii, p. 219.
6 3 Haenchen is probably right when he says, ”mit dem 
Gedanken des leidenden Messias hat die Pormel ’’durch Jesus, 
Deinen knecht” in der Didache nichts zu tun”, (p. l+), but 
there is uncertainty as to what period he refers in 
speaking of the ’’suffering Messiah”, (see my Add’l Mote II.2). 
He is likewise correct in finding it unrelated to the thought 
of 11-Isaiah’s suffering Servant figure, but by way of Acts
3 and I4. it may have had a connection through the customary 
usage of the prayer forms.
See the Introduction, pp. Ijjff • The liturgical usage 
tends to ’consecrate’ formulae such as ”In the name of 
Jesus”, cf. L. Gerfaux, Recueil Lucien Cerfaux, 195U, 
p. I4.36 f. .
65 Harnack, pp. 219-20.
r- •• • 'WWt <
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theological content of the Didache, there is no thought of 
Christ as the Servant. -~
We have already mentioned that the principal designation 
for Christ is ’Lord’, hut it would he wrong to conclude from 
this that the writer evinces a /r^to; Christology. While 
there is little d.ouht that deity is ascribed to Christ, 
the person of Christ is not central to the thought of 
the Did ache, and where He is mentioned the context gives
more the thought of Yahweh in the Old Testament, than the 
66redeemer of the Gospels.
Correspondingly, the, Didache is weak in its soteriology,
but as already mentioned, its purpose was not to set forth 
a system of dogma. As Harnack suggested, the majority of 
people of this era may never have raised the question of
how Jesus procured salvation, being satisfied that it was 
6?mediated through Him along with knowledge and faith. 
Without a theological apprehension of the Servant figure, 
and with little or no use of the Old Testament prophecy, 
it is not surprising that the Didache fails to mention
66 T. K. Torrance, p. 39 f»; of. Schaff (loo. cit.),
He may be GodTs Son, but He is called David’s God (Did. 10.6) 
and in Did. 1,6.7 He is called the Lord who comes on the 
clouds (cf. Dan. 7 for the Son of Man). .
67 A. Harnack, DG I, p. 200 f., n. 2.
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the saving work of Christ, except as it occurs by rote 
in the liturgy. Similarly, although there is instruction 
regarding the sacrament, it does not appear to be related 
to the death of Christ. The theology which is manifested 
in the document as available to us is therefore meagre at 
best. Above all, the usages of zzcuj show no indication of 
the Servant doctrine. When the writer mentions "servants" 
or "slaves", the choice of terms is usually 66u A ojJ and 
this word is not applied to Christ.
The Didache provides important witness to early 
catechetical instruction. it bears traces of the struggle 
against Judaism in the primitive period, but its spirit is 
hardly opposed to Jewish tendencies. It has provided no 
evidence that Christ was thought of in terms of Second 
Isaiah’s Servant, and theologically it has failed to 
present the core of the primitive Kerygma: that in the 
Cross of Christ is found the atonement for the sin of man.
D. The Shepherd of Hermas 
Date, Authorship and General Characteristics
Written in the form of an apocalypse, The Shepherd was
68
69
Harnack, loo, cit.;
Did# U.10; 2+. 11 •
cf. T. P. Torrance, p. 2+0.
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occasioned chiefly by the theological problem of sin after 
baptism, and a large part of the book is taken up with the 
subject of forgiveness and repentance which is entrusted 
to an angel whose name the book bears. * 1 Some have held 
that much of the theology of Hermas is drawn from Jewish
apocalyptic, especially referring to pseudo-Enoch and
71pseudo-Esdras.‘ In terms of form, this is probably 
correct, but although the words of Christ are nowhere 
quoted, we observe in the writing traces of the “Two Waysu, 
suggesting that the author, or authors, borrowed from
Barnabas or the Didache, besides making reference to the
72New Testament, ’ and the work may best be classified as 
7Jewish-Christian in content. There is no attempt to
K. Lake, The Apostolic Fathers II, p. 2 f.; 
cf. G. Krttger, p." lj.1 OOandTlV. 3.1-6.
P. Schaff, History of the Christian Church II, 1910, 
p. 68^5 and see Krtiger (p. _ll2)~.
721 In the essays published by the Oxford Society,
The New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers, p. 105, 
Principal J. Drummond found that although the author 
nowhere supplies us with direct quotations from O.T. 
or N.T., he sometimes appears to borrow consciously 
ideas from the N.T., where the reference is veiled 
by intentional change of words.
P. Schaff, loc. cit., cf. J. Armitage Robinson, 
Barnabas, Hermas and the Didache, 1920. If we accept 
Rob ins on1s v i ew,.the the ory of a Jewish manual disappears
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systematize beliefs; the Angel of Repentance (the •
“Shepherd”)■ is the center of attention and the writer 
develops a kind of theology of his own.7^
At one time, it was widely held that Hermas was the
' 79one mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans, ‘but even
patristic sources disputed this,and quite likely it 
77could be that the name Hermas is entirely fictional. ‘
Other opinions differed widely, offering possibilities Z
V"
from a contemporary of Glement, and a presbyter at Rome, 
to the brother of the Bishop in Rome, Pius I, (ca. 1^0 A.D. )78 "• 
It is much more likely a composite work of several authors, 
with the frequent Hebraisms indicating that if they were 
not all Jewish, there had been considerable influence of
7^ See W. J. Wilson, “The Career of the Prophet Hermas” 
HTR xx:1 (Jan. 1927 b P* W* On Reitzenstein* s theory that 
Hermas borrowed his "Shepherd” from Poimandres, see 
R. Reitzenstein, Poimandres 9 190^, pp* 11 ff.> 33 ff*
7^ Rom. 16:1Lj., see Origen, comm, in Rom, 16.14, an& . 
Eusebius, H.E, III.3> but cf. B. F, Westcott, On the Canon 
of the Hew Testament, p. 219 f, • W. J* Wilson (p.T 33, 7)
concludes it is fictional.
76 Tertullian, de pudicitia 20.
77 Gf. Sim. V. 6.
7 P. Schaff, p. 687 f., making reference to the suggestion 
in the Mur at or i an Fragment. Hence, mention of Pope Clement 
in Vis, II ind i o at e s the bo ok was compiled in stages.
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Jewish education and culture.
The date of composition can not be fixed with certainty. •
Obviously, being a composite work, it probably spanned a
period of years. Earlier estimates argued for a date as
early as 95 to 100 A.D. On the other hand, references
to persecution suggest a situation such as prevailed under 
81Trajan, giving a date around 111, or later. A recent
study suggesting three authors for the Shepherd puts the 
Qp
terminus of the writing as late as 170. R. M. Grant
disputes this, believing the work to be not later than
14-0, as the references in the Muratorian Fragment would 
83suggest. We accept an approximation of from 110 to 1/4.0, 
allowing for composition in stages by one or several authors
79 0. Krdger, p. lj.2; cf. J. Quasten, I, pp. 92-3. On 
the influence of Jewish scriptures, see Harnack DG I, p. 17$
ci n
On the strength of ref. to Clement in Vis. II.
Zahn, j^almon and Bigg argued for the earlier date (W. J. 
Wilson, p, 27). B. Streeter, The Four Gospels, 1924, A/h
p. 528, dates it at 100. ....
The persecution is cited in Sim. IX.28. A. Harnack, 
Chronologie, p. 266 f. indicated 110 to 1l{.0, and suggested 
that it was composed at intervals during this period; so 
also is the opinion of T. Zahn, Per Hirt des Hermas.
82 Stanislas Giet, Hermas et les Pasteurs, 1963.
R. M. Grant, p. 8£. Grant agrees with G. KrUger 
(p. 4-5) on a single authorship, but allows that it may have 
been written in stages. Krdger disputes the witness in the 
Mur at or i an Frag. V. 73 f* (p* 4-4-) •
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The Discussion of the "Slave” 
and Remarks on Hermas1 Christology
Of great interest for our study is the parable of the
slave in the vineyard in Similitude V, As Harnack
surmised,the parable does not bear the marks of
Hermas’ own creation, but instead it appears that it
was handed down to him and he was compelled to resolve 
8%what he regarded as a paradox which it contained in 
reference to the Son of God. It will be helpful to cite 
those passages that have significance for the inter­
pretation*
The parable treats of a certain man who had many slaves 
(tfdbAoi ); he selected one who was much valued and 
commanded him to fence the vineyard which he had planted. 
The slave discharged his duties so well that, when the 
master returned, his pleasure was manifested in gratitude 
to the slave, thorn he made co-heir with his son?6 In 
discussing the interpretation of the parable, the writer
A. Harnack, "Die Bezeichnung Jesu als Knecht 
Gottes SAB xxviii, p* 22lj..
Sim. V. $.$.
86 Sim. V. 2.2-8.
comments:
Sim. V, ctf <xv d'ou/Aoj' qv f $ q<rcv, '£ cu
. <**• V >' / J **** f ,G£0<? Zf<X( £ x p Toy ftupcov autou £v Tq Kocp&tCjL. •
(Everyone who was a slave/servant of God, he 
said, and has his Lord in his heart ...)
can ask the Lord for understanding and receive it, being 
able to interpret whatever parable he encounters. This 
part of the discussion is of interest since it confirms 
that the believers are also classed as the Lord* s <f6L,\o<. .
The listener, however, seeks further explanation, and 
receives it. Within this explanation are several very 
important points pertaining to Christology, and the 
identity of the slave, where <SobAo; now refers to an 
individual; *
Sim# V. 5.2 f• s 6 o Kacr^oj otxoj e\rc£v
f (. \ . z -~x t
O 0 £ /r up <- OJ T O U <* yp G u
\ z s Zrcxt cx.Trotp'ctcr&j ex u tcx 
o d£ ocoj to rrveuy-ta 
o <$ £ 6 o u X oj o ut o y
Our primary source is Molly Whittaker’s text in CCS,
Die apostolischen V&ter I - Der Hirt des Hermas, 1956,
*' ■'» tn- ■».   ■« I «■«■■#          ■ » ... -*■■■ i.' ■ ■«■■■■* ~~ L 2~
88 This clause is disputed, occurring only in Vatican I? 
(the Old Latin Vulgate) 5 it is omitted in A (Cod. Athous), 
l2 (the Palestinian Latin) and E (Ethiopic). '
Sim. V# 6.5-7; of. A. Harnack, DC 1, Eng. tr., p. 191.
r <0 zr t ( Ta£ 77<XVTCX
Kat 6u voizt cu<rcx / •
\ il \ •» -1 88To « y'c 0 v £<TT LV'J
ob 0 c ou car T; t V • 89
8l
. (The field is this world; and the Lord of the 
field is the Creator of all things and he who 
perfected and strengthened them, /and the Son 
is the Holy Spirit;/ and the slave is the Son 
of Cod;)
The affirmation of the identity of the cfooAo; as the Son of
Cod is unique in literature of this period. It is not made
again in this writing and it Is notable that he follows with
other statements telling of the Owner of the vineyard
elevating the Son and the angels to His presence, which 
90runs close to adopt ionism. However, the statembnbcannot
be minimized; it is the only occasion where an attempt to
reckon with the paradox of Christ being called Cod 1s Slave
or Servant Is clearly evident, until the writings of 
91Origen. In the thought of the third century exegete,
the problem Is met with the process of logic, but Hermas,
a visionary, makes no such attempt. It is clear from the
context, however, that the idea of Christ as a slave was
questionable if not abhorrent to his way of thinking, and
he immediately cancels the effect of the statement by 
92asserting the authority and dominion of the Son.
90 Sim. V. 6.5-7; cf. A. Harnack, DC I Eng. tr., p. 191.
See Q. Cels. VII. 15 ff., which we discuss below, pp.i4J4.3ff 
92
Cf. Sim. V. 6.1: ”... the Son of Cod is not given a guise 
of a slave, but behold, he is given great authority and • 
dominion”’, (M. Whittaker, p.. 57, In. 5), and see Harnack,
”Die Bezeichnung Jesu als Knecht Cottes...”, SAB xxviii, p. 22I4.
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Noteworthy also in this quotation is the disputed
reference identifying the Son with the Holy Spirit.
Since the authority for this is questionable we can
not press the meaning, but it is significant, when
evaluated with a subsequent reference to the Spirit
in the same parable. There the thinking has a strong
adoptionist flavor. It reads:
... the holy pre-existent Spirit, which 
fashioned all creation, G-od made to live 
in such flesh as He pleased. 93
We may observe an interesting point of contrast with the
thinking found later in a sermon by Melito of Sardis.
Melito, writing near the end of the second century, drops
the emphasis on God who, as sovereign, “made the Spirit
to become flesh", instead stating that
he who made heaven and earth, who in the 
beginning created man, ... who was made 
flesh in a virgin, who was hanged upon a 
tree ...94
In Hermas1 period, the second Person in the Godhead is 
clearly distinguishable, whereas Melito’s language betrays 
a confused theology that runs close to patripassianism.
93
94 
14*1
Sian V. 6.5.
Homily on the Passion 17*30 ff•, 
ff., etc.
cf. 13.27 ff.,
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In concluding our remarks on Hermas, we may give brief
attention to his 1Christologyv in order to further clarify
the context in which the naming of the Son as God?s slave
occurred. We can affirm that the apocalyptic writing
betrays few of the normative elements of Ghristology
foundLn the New Testament. He never uses the appellation
Jesus Christ, nor does he apply the term Logos to Jesus
Christ. We have commented on the tendency towards
adoptionism, and from the passage cited above, it appears '
that the Godhead consists of a two-fold distinction of
persons: God the Father, and the pre-existent Spirit, who 
99is identified with the Son. The flesh, who was Jesus,
was so indwelt by the Spirit that he was elevated to become
the companion of God and His Spirit as a result of his 
96merits. This does violence to New Testament assertions 
of the greatness of the divine act in the incarnation, 
and it is a shallow regard for the necessity of both the 
truly divine and truly human In the atonement of mankind.
Sini. V. 6.5 ff»-> but of. C. Taylor, The Witness 
of Hermas to the Four Gospels, 1892, p. 8? f., who 
believed that due allowance must be made for the incomplete­
ness of the parable, and that the writer was concerned to 
represent’ the Spirit in bodily, human shape.
96 B. J. Kidd, A History of the Church, To A.D. 1+61,
Vol. I (to A.D. 313),..1922, P» 1 h-O. .
8lp
Torrance observed that redemption in the Shepherd is not
effected through the death of Christy but that it is 
97connected with His Person. Similarly, and going hand
in hand with the weakness of the writer*s thought on the
incarnation, divine revelation is not made through Christ, 
98throwing doubt on his true position as Mediator. It is 
all the more remarkable that there are various passages
99that speak of revelation through angels and’ the Church, 
a tendency which may have bequeathed an important 
legacy, and obscured the uniqueness of Christ on Calvary 
as the sole necessity of man*ssalvation.
The occurrence of a reference to the Son as God’s slave 
has been considered, and with the immediate and positive 
affirmation of the Son’s dominion and majesty it was seen 
to give no indication of the Servant Christology. It is 
important that Hermas had quite evidently felt the 
necessity of mentioning this subject which gives evidence
T. F. Torrance, p. 113# of. p. 11£.
Torrance, loc. cit. n. Lj,.
VAs» citing the Church as the old lady,
created first of all things; of. III. 3*31 snd 
Sim. VIII. 13.1.
85 ‘if
that it belonged to an earlier tradition, but was now 
denied. Of interest also, was the fact that the Shepherd 
shows, a weakness in soteriology, and that mediation through 
Christ is submerged in emphasis on mediation through the 
Church and the angels. But the Servant prophecy as applied 
to Christ and His Church provides its own corrective to such 
misplaced emphasis, for it makes no assumption of cosmic 
proportions relating to the Church. Rather it defines the 
Church1s task collectively as the continuation of the work 
of the Great Servant, who came not to be ministered unto, 
but to serve, and to bear the sin of many. If the Church 
would be the true Body of Christ, it may find this identity 
by emulating the Servant’s vocation, and carry the world’s 
sorrow to fulfill its destiny.
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E. The Epistle of Barnabas
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Characteristics and Date
Although the letter originally enjoyed acceptance as part 
of the canon, it was not long before this was disputed, as
•SB
-
-a
we may deduce from other sources, and it clearly does not 
100
give evidence of apostolic authorshipo Basically, the
i
epistle is divided into 'two parts, chapters 1 to 17 being
;ass
100 In the Ipth cent. Cod. it follows the Apocalypse and 
is found before the Shepherd of Hermas. Origen calls it a 
’’catholic epistle” (c. Cels. I. 63) and appeared to rank- it 
among the holy scriptures ("comm, in Rom. 1 • ). Although
mentioned by Hegesippus (Eusebius, H.E. III. 16;-. IV. 22.1),
iB
>= • J.f-g.
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doctrinal in character, while chapters 18 to 21 are 
concerned.chiefly with practical questions of Christian 
morality* In the first section, the typological relation­
ship between the old covenant and the New is developed, 
which has some significance for our Interest; in the second 
are presented practical exhortations employing the theme 
of the "Two Ways’*, suggesting a common source with the .
-•usB
■ ■
Didache. 101
Estimates of the date of composition range from the 
latter part of the first century to the middle of-the 
second. Lightfoot believed it could be as early as 79 A.D., 
while Harnack put It at "130 or 131".10^ Prom internal
100 (con’t) -
Barnabas is not named as the author (cf. Irenaeus, adv. haer. 
III. 3*3, but see also H.E. V.6.21) and Jerome included It 
among the apocryphal writings•
The writer’s generally negative attitude towards the O.T. 
Is the strongest Internal evidence against apostolic author­
ship. K. Lake listed It as anonymous (Vol. I, p* 337), and 
P. Schaff believed the writer was a converted Jew1 from 
Alexandria (p. 677, cf., B. J. Kidd, p. 1^7 f*), while R. M. 
Grant suggests Syriac origin (p. 77)* ♦.
^°\e. J. Goodspeed, criticizing the position of P. E.
Vokes (The Riddle of the Didache), believed that, the docu­
ment known as the Doctrlna underlies both the Did., and Barn» 
along with others, ("The Didache, Barnabas and the Doctrina" 
Anglican Theol. Rev. 27 (191+5) PP* 228-1^7 ).s ’ - - '
Chronologies p* I4.27*102
evidence it appears to have been written after the destruc­
tion of the Jerusalem temple, yet probably before and certainly
103not later than its reconstruction under Hadrian! The 
references to persecution do not establish the time with 
certainty, as there were numerous such occasions during this 
period. Judging from its naivete of style and strongly anti- , 
Judaic character, the tendency is to place it early, and w© 
would accept a dating near the end of the first century.
Quotations from the Old Testament 
With nearly one-fourth of the epistle taken up with Old
Testament quotations, the selection made by our writer is 
of interest. Some believe that the citations give support 
to the hypothesis of a book of Testimonia circulating in the 
primitive Church!0^ What la clear in the content of the 
epistle is the author8© preference for the use of figures 
from the Old Testament as ntypesir of Christ. Significant 
in this respect are the use of the lamb^^ and the figure
Barn. 16.
E. Haenchen (p. lx) cites Windish. referring to passages / 
such as Isa. 66: 1,2 (cf. Acts 7* U9 ±.; • -On the ^Testimony 
Book0 hypothesis, see ch. II, n. 62 and 63.
• 5*2 citing Isae £3: 5,7« The figure of the scape­
goat is employed in Barn. 7 as a .type of Christ at the trial.
, ’; , ■ - “m . „ * , '■ Y ' •“ • . n ' ' ■ ' -A ' --..u-'’ M •.. -■," *» 4 ’•>- ' - - * 4
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that has com© to be known as the Aquedah Isaac# We will find 
traces of the latter In Melito’s Homily^ but the Aquedah in 
Barnabas is a unique occurrence in the literature of this 
period, where itMs theologically associated with the sacri­
fice of Christ.^06 .
With the writer’s interest in pre figurations of Christ in 
the Old Testament, one might expect to find considerable 
reliance on the figure of Isaiah’s Servant. There are sev­
eral undisputed quotations, one of which wo have cited above
containing the Isaianic references to the irpo/btov and the 
/ 107
a/<woj . It is also true that this citation is introduced 
with a reference to the Lord’s sacrifice, which was endured 
that we might be cleansed of our sins. In this respect, the 
use recalls the New Testament treatment in I Peter where the 
prophecy Is regarded as foreshadowing Christ’s passion.
Barn. 7*3> see Add’l Note III. 2: the occurrences in 
Melito are questionable, while a reference In Irenaeus is 
unrelated as a Christological type.
107 Barn. £.2.
108
I Pet. 1:10 ff.j see J. V. Bartlet’s comments In the 
findings published by the Oxford Society (The New Testament 
in the Apostolic gathers, p. II4. f.) We do not suggest that 
the author had I Pet.in mind> and Bartlet classified the 
reference as uncertain. ,
89
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However, the New Testament use of Second Isaiah’s concept 
proceeds from the premise that the Servant’s offering was 
announced as the -xcynj that God has visited on his people, 
whereas in Barnabas the grace was received by the prophets 
enabling them to make the pronouncement00 Moreover, the 
writer follows the citation with a discussion of Christ the 
Judge and Teacher of His people stating that
• . . v iac'tov t^vcxt tAov 110
(.«. He manifested Himself to be a Son of God).
In the first and second chapters of Peter, man is re-
J
deemed by the shed blood of Christ. There Christ is called 
the chief cornerstone, and the New Testament writer empha­
sizes that i^ belief In God ^through Christ, and that t
man’s duty is to fear God, that suffering does not fall 
outside of God’s will, and that the raison d’etre of the
chosen nation is to praise God 111 The emphasis then is on
109 Barn. £.6. T. P. Torrance believes that for.Barnabas 
the act.:. served only to avert death and destruction, and 
that the basis of appeal is on what the believer does, as 
opposed to what has been done for him (pp. 103-Lj.).
110 Barn. £.9C
I Pet. 2:6., cf. 1:21; 2:17; 2:9#111
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God’s sovereignty, which is in the closest accord with the 
original theme of Il-Isaiah. Further, the offering of the 
Servant’s sacrifice is a fait accompli, which enables the 
chosen nation to live victoriously in the midst of suffering. 
Theologically, Barnabas falls far short of these insights. 
Related to our inquiry is the context surrounding the 
affirmation that Christ is the Son of God with the
language recalling the Servant passages, yet the title is 
’’Son”, not ’’Servant”. For Barnabas, the Son of God appeared 
in the flesh, but theologically, the Servant’s sacrifice is 
unrelated to the self-offering of Christ incarnate.
Included in quotations are two occurrences of the word rrcCij 
referred to Christ which are important for our study. The 
first citation follows:
n 'VCj 6 c$i kolc ouju. c voj ytzot; £yycGrct?us 'vtp
✓ 113rra tot k up ecu.
(Who is he that will contend with me? Let him 
confront me; or, who is he who judges me? Let 
him come near the Servant of the Lord.)
The citation is unparalleled in the literature of this 
period. It 'appears to be the strongest assertion of a
112Barn. 5.9, cf. 5.11.
The text is from Gebhardt and Harnack, 1.1, p. ♦ 
Cf. Isa. 50:8.
113
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relation between Christ and Isaiah’s servant that can be 
found outside of the apostolic period. Interesting is the 
insertion of the words tu) /7<xl<5<. ko/mu, which is implied, 
but not explicitly stated in the Septuagint. When the 
reference is found in the Homily of Melito, written near 
the end of the second century, these words are dropped.
With the ambiguity of the * one cannot be sure of the
writer’s intention, but it is significant that in the later 
occurrence of this reference we have the omission of the 
phrase ’the Lord’s 77 oft j .
.The second usage refers to one of the Psalms. Here
Barnabas has mixed a variety of Old Testament passages and
the meaning of wq doubtful.
9.2OJ 7Vj icrzcv 6 0e/\^uv f'rjtr&L etj rov ctttov/tx ;
aKoy a.ftcucrQt'Ccu 'Cf)f rrctLiSoj jligu,
(Who is the one wishing to live forever? Let him 
hear the voice of my servant/child.)
There is no theological connection with the servant fig­
ure here and Barnabas has followed the citations with his
Homily 17« 9-10, see below, pp. 26?ff Jor Barnabas ,
Harnack doubted it was a Jewish interpolation, more likely 
it was Christian. Was it before Barnabas? (See Harnack,
’’Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht Cottes’n SAB xxviii, p. 222.)
115
Gebhardt and Harnack 1.2, p. IpO. Cf. Ps. 33(3U): H f • ' 
In Cod.? , the first part is lacking.
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fanciful interpretation of the number which Abraham cir­
cumcised, rendering any judgement on the writer’s meaning 
in this section highly questionable.
There is a further usage of the term rracj in the plural, 
which is not a Christological reference.. At this point, the 
context makes it difficult to tell with certainty what mean­
ing was attached to rrottj , but since the zrotJcj are identi­
fied with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, it would be logical to 
assume that the meaning here is the distinctive title often
found in the Old Testament that referred to the Lord’s Ser- 
117vants. The title, as it is used, is not an unworthy one, 
but an honored designation, which is often true for the 
occurrence of rrodj in the Old Testament, but lacks the sub­
ordinate aspect which is found in the conception of Deutero- 
Isaiah’s Servant.
From the usages found in Barnabas, it appears that at this 
early time there was still a degree of association of the 
Servant Figure with Christ. The one emended citation is 
extraordinary for the writings of the period, and bears a 
marked contrast with later usage of the text from Isaiah £0:8
116
11?
Barn. 8,3, cf. 8.ij..
This opposes Roberts and Donaldson’s translation of 
"boys” in the ANF, as well as that of J. A. Kleist> S. J., 
in Ancient Christian Writers No. 6 (ed. J. Quastenand J. C. » p. 1+1Plumpe,
‘ S 4 \ , -+. ♦. *4.;<v> •♦«->* **♦' ‘A.’.' V “*■} ‘ ■:/ .1»1 ? 7, /'’ • • -*4:i
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by Melito. However, a theological'a ppr ehension of the 
servant doctrine is not native to our writer’s thinking 
and in comparison with I Peter, there is a significant 
divergency in the way the expressions from Isaiah are 
handled. The traces of reference to the servant are not 
convincing that in Barnabas we have a genuine Servant 
Ghristology.
E. The Epistles of Ignatius of Antioch 
The Date and Importance of the Writings
Eusebius in his fourth century Chronicon placed Ignatius’ 
martyrdom in 10? or 1Q8, but this date appears to be too 
early, judging from what we know from other sources© In­
scriptions on coins and other early documents Indicate 
that the emperor Trajan who sentenced Ignatius to be de­
voured by wild beasts, did not come to Antioch until lll| 
or 11 £ A.D. With Zahn, we would accept the date of 
martyrdom after this, which places the date of the 
epistles in the probable range of ll£ to ll?.117®
11%
^Trajan’s reign was from 98 to 117$-and he did not 
come to Antioch on his Parthian expedition until 111}, or 
115>. Either Ignatius’ martyrdom would follow this, or 
else we must suppose he did not appear before the emperor 
at all, but before a provincial governor, after which he
* A ' ' t - a
The integrity of the Ignat.ian epistles has been 
challenged by some, on various grounds, but it is gen­
erally agreed that the shorter (or, "middle") recension
is genuine and'comprises the closest estimate of the 
118
literary remains of Ignatius* Eusebius knew of seven
Greek letters written by Ignatius and sent to the Roman 
119province of Asia, as well as to Rome and to.Polycarpo
117a(cont1d)
was sent to the Roman arena, (T. Zahn, Ignatii et P
Epistulae, Martyria, Fragments 1876, p. 2I4.8 f*, being Ease 
II in Patrum Apostolicorum'Opera, ed. Gebhardt, Harnack 
and ZahnJ. Cf. A. Harnack, Chronologle, pp. '38I—I4.O65, 
dating the letters between 110 and 1175 but admitting the 
possibility of a later date under Hadrian, before 125$
J, B. Lightfoot, Appstoile. Fathers. 11.1, pp» 1 ffe, pre­
ferred the period of 110 to “elievlng that "twenty 
years at the outside separate the Epistle of Clement to 
the Corinthians from the letters of Ignatius.”
118 Professor Virginia Corwin, in her very thorough 
study of Ignatius1 theology, points out that early 
Protestant critics attacked the genuineness on the 
grounds that the monarchial episcopate did not exist
In the early years of the 2nd 
Christianity in Antioch, I960,
cent., 
p. 6)
(St. Ignatins and
G KrPger admitted 
the genuineness only of the shorter recension, written 
from Smyrna or Troas and Naples on the journey to Rome 
(pp. 30-32). P. Schaff has summarized the .controversy 
(pp.. 660-61].), arriving at the same conclusion (p. 66L|.).
J, B. Lightfoot listed three different forms of the 
appearance of the letters; in his nomenclature the 
"Short” recension was that which was extant only in
Syriac, containing IPol., IBph. and IRorru 
published by Cureton in l8IJ5"p Le listed as 
these plus ISmyr., IMag., ITral., existing 
Greek, but also ’in Latin, Armenian, Syriac 
(Lightfoot, II.1, pp. 70 ff.).
The ’’Middle”, 
containing 
in the original 
and Coptic,
...Eusebius, H.E. III. 38.119
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Later,, probably in the fourth century, the letters were 
extensively Interpolated in what has come to be known as*• h
the "Long Recension”, which existed in Greek and Latin
only. By the end of the seventeenth century, the claims
for validity of this interpolation and six spurious'
120letters had been disposed of.
Related to the interest of our study, the six addi­
tional letters, as well as the interpolations of the 
Long Recension manifest a common doctrinal bias which 
sought to correct what was assumed to be the deviations 
by the true Ignatius. Lightfoot commented, on these 
changes which tended to s often the patripassian effect 
of certain statements in the original* Whereas Ignatius 
had spoken of “the blood of God"y and described "our 
God Jesus Christ” as "conceived in the womb of Mary” 5^^ 
the Long Recension offers "the blood of Christ" and refers
120 ' This was chiefly the result of the work of Vedelius 
of Geneva, Ussher and Voss (see Corwin, p. I}., and cf. G. 
Kruger, p. 30).
121 IEph. 1. in the shorter or "middle" Recension. All 
citatiohT^hereaf ter will be to this version, unless 
otherwise stated.
122 IEph. 18. ,
s- ’
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to ”the Son of God who was begotten "before. the ages’1.
These changes indicate that the language of the original
may have been subjected to literalism, and it is not
surprising that our author became an authority for
Monophysite’writers, however far this may have been from 
123his intent* With no direct evidence of an application
of the Servant doctrine in Ignatius, these tendencies 
towards a high C^istology will be worthy of considera­
tion, as an analysis of them contributes to the comple­
tion of our estimate of the theologicaldevelopment of 
the period. .
Often regarded as coming closest to the apostolic .
thinking as represented in the New Testament, Ignatius
was among the most important of the sub-apostolic writerse
The chief threat to the continuance of his popularity
was probably due to the distortions appearing through 
3 2kinvention and interpolation.* b Witnessing to an atmos­
phere of thought in which the steadying Influence of
123
Cf. Lightfoot II.1, p. 267, remarking that, the 
hand of the interpolator witnesses to the Arian position 
but is not truly Arian nor Sabellian (p.- 271).
121). ,R« M. Grant, ”The Apostolic Fathers* First Thousand 
Years” CH xxxi:l|. (1962), p. L|.29.
'.t IO;. 1M-
S’ '•
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Western Roman culture was diminished, Ignatius’ style 
shows a certain fervour and precipitancy typical of the 
“Asianic" rhetoric of his day.^^ It Is remarkable that
in his exposition of doctrine we find no allegory and
* •! 1pApractically no examples of typology. Lacking quotations 
from the Servant Songs, his work Is important to our 
interest chiefly for what it exhibits of Asian
Christological thought* This could generally be de­
scribed as a ’high1 Christology, as we noted, but his 
work is also Important for Its comparison in the treatment 
of Christ pre-existent with the positions of Justin and 
Melito, in particular, for his thoughts on the relation­
ship of Christ and the Father, and for his Interest in 
Christ’s historical life.
The ostensible basis of the letters was to bring 
greetings to the churches, but doctrinally it, is natural 
to assume that Ignatius is opposing two distinct heresies,
,Lightfoot, II. 1, p. lj cf< R. M. Grant, The Apostolic 
Fathers Vol* I, p. U9*
R. P. C. Hanson, Allegory and Event, p. 101.
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that of the Judaizers, as discussed in Magnesians and 
1 127Philad elphians, and the tendency towards Doeetism. 1 
It will be well to keep these factors In mind as we 
evaluate his theological position as it relates to 
both the cosmic Christ and to Jesus1 humanity.
The Divine and Human in Ignatius1 Christology
Virginia Corwin declares that
Ignatius1 teaching about Jesus Christ starts... 
with the affirmation that real incarnation 
means that he is God in man ♦.. 138
It Is certain that our writer went far to emphasize 
the two natures of Christ, as Torrance puts It, If 
’Son of Man’ represents the union with the race of men,
127 Virginia Corwin affirms that Docetic Christology 
was a lively issue in Antioch and was becoming a problem 
in the Asia-minor churches (p. 91); cf. R. M. Grant 
(p. 5U)> who cites ITral. and ISmyr. as containing the 
writer’s polemic against Doeetism. ;
128 • '(Long Rec.), which Corwin, following 
Lightfoot, believes is justified from patristic references 
from the time of Athanasius on. But the Greek and Latin 
of the Middle Recension offer ytva/uevo/
eeoj • . 9 accepted by Zahn, Bauer, Hilgenfeld
and Funk. Cf. IEph. 7;2» (Corwin, p. 92).
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’Son of God’ represents His relation with the Father. 
However, it may be questioned whether Ignatius’ presenta­
tion of the true humanity implies a particularly vivid 
sense of the reality of history* It is true that ex­
pressions that were familiar to Paul recur in Ignatius’
130descriptions, but Paul does not, like Ignatius, apply 
the words and o’ 0t6j to Christ. Cyril C. Richardson
pointed out that' the use of these terms is not limited 
to references to the Passion, nor solely to discussions
V
of the divinity of Christ, but Richardson believed that
there Is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that/Christ 
131and God are never confused in Ignatius* -We believe 
this to be questionable for the reasons that follow*
' 129
129 T. F. Torrance, p. citing IEph. 20.2.
Torrance believes that Ignatius is conscious of its 
significance in the N. T.; Christ was from eternity 
with the Father (IMag. 6.1), He is God’s only Son 
(IRom. intro.).
. *^3° Typical are ’born of the seed of David’ (Rom. 1:3,
<df IEph. 18.2); ’declared to be the Son of God with 
'power’^( Rom. l:l|., cf. ISmyr. 1.2).
131 C. C. Richardson, The Christianity of Ignatius,
Bishop of Antioch, .1934, Th.D. thesis preserved at the 
Library, Union Theological Seminary in New York. Ref­
erences are to the thesis, p. 63 cf. pp. 66, 69*
The work was published as The Christianity<of Ignatius 
of Antioch, 1935 • .
In eight passages Ignatius applies 0&cj to Jesus
Christ. In five of these, the expression is qualified
‘ 132by the phrase ’our God1. In one case, it is ’Jesus 
Christ the God’ who has endowed the followers with 
wisdom.^33 The three Instances that apply o 0z6j to Christ 
have disputed textual support, but when the expressions
'are compared with other similar occurrences, It would
■ ■ »
'appear that Professor Corwin is correct in surmising that .
' Christ seems to have been for him so fully 
God that there was no point at which he 
hesitated to call him the divine name. I3I4.
; Further, it is most striking that Ignatius only once
‘ ■ ’ . ' • ; ■ ’ ' ■■' •,' • * ’ -'100
*^2 v. Corwin, p. 3135 see, for example, IEph. Intro*, 
18.2; IRom. intro., 3*3> etc.
133 ISmyr. 1.1.
Corwin, pp. 131-2. Lightfoot held that because 
Ignatius used the ’blood of Christ’ and the ’blood of 
God’ as convertible expressions, ”it does not follow... 
that he would therefore speak of Christ as ’God’ ab­
solutely” (Lightfoot II. 2, pp. 29-30). Richardson 
(p. 67) found little, If any, distinction made between
and o 0t6j in classical Greek literature of the 
2nd cent. - \
AC/- ■ ’ '- • t; -*''*■•• A.;,. ' ' - i.;fi'A ' “ '•’• ' '•' ’’ '••• -".--- >.
used o Geoj of God the Father. This is the single 
instance of what is a characteristic usage in Paul 
and the Septuagint. More often, Ignatius speaks of 
Him simply as Oiof.
Although this exaltation of Christ may seem strange for
a writer who struggled against Docetism, It is probable
that Ignatius was In agreement with the docetists in
holding that the deity of Christ must be strongly
asserted, since by it Christ was differentiated from 
, 136other redeemer figures* This fact was Important in 
an era when the middle eastern myths were being widely 
circulated, and it may constitute one of the basic 
elements at the root of the reinterpretation of the 
person.of Christ, in which increasing emphasis on the 
divinity obscures genuine humanity.
' As to whether there are Intrusions of gnostic titles 
in the genuine epistles of Ignatius, this subject has 
been adequately discussed in other sources and there is
.. He urges the Ephesians to live in harmony with
’the purpose of God1. ( ?dt> "IEph. 3*2,
and follows this by;Identifying Jesus Christwith this 
’Purpose1 (or, ’Mind’)*
. ^6 Corwin (p. 133)> who adds, !lIt is no accident, 
then,;that we find the Father and Jesus Christ linked in
102
137no need to repeat it here. " Significantly, however,; , • , r •
/the study by Harald Hegermann has pointed out the fact 
that the exalted Christology represented in the hymn 
in Colossians in the New Testament has been taken over
'a . ' t »
jin the concept of divine manifestations, and forms a 
center of Ignatius pre-existence Christology. *^8 j^p^her, 
there are other evidences of the cosmic style of our 
writer, as when he speaks about the church. Hegermann
136 (cont’d)
so many ways in Ignatius1 thought”
Some have held that Ignatius’ struggle basically was
with one group of heretical teachers, see, for example, 
H. Schlier, Religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu
den Ignatlusbriefen, Beihef t e zur.ZNTW o (1929), esp ec•
p. 109 ♦
137 See H. Hegermann, Die Vorstellung vom 
Schopfungsmittler in hellenfatischen Judentum und
Ur Christ bn turn, in TU Bd. B2 ( 195iTpp . 127 f f * \ cf.
H. Schlier, pp. £-32, and H. W. Bartsch, Gnostiches 
Gut und Gemeindetradition bei Ignatius von 
Antiochian (Beitrage zur Forderung Christiicher 
5’heoiogie, ed. P. Althaus, Bd. 44 > 194-0) who held that 
■the idea of divine unity in Ignatius is derived from 
gnosis (p. 166), and the divine silence is.similar 
gnostic cosmogony (pp. 54 Corwin cited the,ref­
erences to the ’new man’ or the ’perfect man’ and believes 
we cannot conclude from these that Ignatius<is using 
gnostic designations (pp. 111-115)./ A.
138 H< Hegermann, p. 129*
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points out "die Kirche ist fur Ignatius eine himmlische 
.-139 ■
Gross©". Although the heavenly Church is not separated 
from the Church on earth In Ignatius’ view, his mystical 
idea of the celestial community is strange as related to the 
7 consecration by which the bishop understands his own 
martyrdom. Hegermann observes that while Paul under­
; stands his own life offering as baptism in Christ’s pas- 
sion,^° and so changes the sacramental identity into 
.history, Ignatius changes his historic passion in his 
interpretation Into a new consecration. History for him, 
then, becomes a sacrament.’1'^ '
Prom these remarks on his ideas of the Church, we can 
see that the writer’s conception of "history" may be at 
^variance with the current understanding of this term.
,>: . 103
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139 H. Hegermann, p. 187, cf. p. 189. 
and cf. IMag. 6.2. .
See ITral. 3.I
li|.O
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Cf. Gal. 2:20
H. Hegermann, p. 187
•• I?.”- ■. , . ‘ s , .
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There is no doubt that Ignatius wanted to give asser­
tion to Christ’s humanity.1'4-2 Those who denied the flesh 
and blood of Christ, he says> have found a stumbling 
block In the cross,an(3 ^rue believers are those 
united through the true passion, who take refuge in His 
flesh.However, there are other passages that show
the penitent sinner as striving to imitate the One True
IkS - ' 1Passion* This betrays a weakness on our writer’s part 
in apprehending the absolute finality and benefits of 
the offering made on Calvary.
There are other titles that are employed by Ignatius 
that do not conflict with his exalted Christology.
Christ is called High Priest,the mind of God, a s we
lk2 z . v.Corwin (pp. 9k ff*) lists an adequate number of 
citations recalling Jesus’ birth, genealogy, his •
baptism, anvfointment, persecution and suffering that 
show Ignatius’ interest in the life of Jesus ofzNazareth.
Lightfoot, II. 1, p. 373 f., Citing IEph. 18,
IMag. 9, IPhll. 3 etc. ..
ikk • . ; . • •
Lightfoot loc. pit.•, cf. IEph* intro*, IMag. 11, 
iTralj 2, etc. . . - . ■' ’
IRom. 6} see Lightfoot II. 2, p. 2£. .
. Ik6 ,, ; IPhll* 9*1* A . / z ' *'
1U7 11x8have noted, the knowledge of God, indirectly, the 
lawgiver,and the Logos I cannot accept von der
Golz’s position that the Logos is here used by Ignatius 
lf>lin the same sense as it Is found in ihe Fourth Gospel.
More likely, It refers to God’s spoken active Word, which
Is part of the New Testament concept, deriving from the 
152Hebrew usage, hut it lacks the equally Important 
teaching that this Word, seen in its power and a ction,
is now become flesh. 153
IBph. 3.2.
The difference is important.
1U7
II4.8
lEph. 17• This may be compared to the N. T. ex­
position of what constitutes ’knowledge of God’ in particu*
lar, the teaching of the l|th Gospel: It Is never asserted
that man can have it, but he only may obtain it in Christ,
(see my Add’1 Note IV. 3).
IEph. 9.2, IMag. ip.!, ITral. 13.2, cf. Corwin, p.
Ilp9 
106.
150 IMag. 8.2. The idea that the Word proceeds from 
God’s silence refers to the concept that God is unknown 
(cf. Corwin p. 118), or utterly transcendant♦
l£l ’ .See E. F. von der Golz ’’Ignatius von Antiochien als 
Christ und Theologie” TV xiii3 (189U*5)> P* 20
1^2
153
See Add’l Note II.1.
Jn It Il|; cf. I Jn 1: 1 ff<
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It bore a legacy in Justin’s Logos speculation, as we 
shall see. In effect, It tends to depersonalize the 
Saviour so that soteriology is swallowed up in cosomology
It is not surprising that Ignatius uses hut once the
title "Son of Man" and then it is paired with "Son of
God11 Once Jesus is spoken of as o X/>tcrxojr,1^ but
frequently He Is called ’Jesus Christ’. The title
Is normally used to Indicate the relation of Christ to
His Church, while "saviour" certainly is found in con- .
texts that show the author’s concern for the concrete
acts of redemption. Yet, Virginia Corwin has rightly ?
observed ;
for all Ignatius’ certainty that redemption 
comes only In Christ,, there is In the < .
letters no fully developed doctrine of the . .
saving work. 156
Torrance commented that It was surprising that in 
Ignatius, who is the most Pauline of all the Apostolic 
Fathers, we find so,much stress bn attaining to God
155
IEph. 20.2. .
IEph. 18.2. '■
V* Corwin, p. 163.156
. ' ‘ ’ 1•’ \ ' — • i°7?
through a martyrdom in imitation of Christ, and a fail­
ure to see the death of Christ as the f Inal act bring* . 
ing to completion the salvation of mankind.,
With the letters representing an important period in 
the first quarter of the second century, we have com- .
mented on the author’s emphasis and chief concerns for 
an interpretation of the person of Christ. It is re- • 
markable that with a polemic against the docetists, he 
made no use of the Servant Songs, nor did he employ the 
title rr<xij in reference to Christ. The writer clearly 
wished to give expression to Jesus’ humanity, but exalted ; 
categories of thought dominate the description, and there 
Is a consequent weakness in his apprehension of the atone­
ment. The need for stressing the true divinity to give 
assertion to Christ’s uniqueness against the gnostic 
redeemer myths may be held partly responsible, but the 
writer has carried the case too far. The cosmic Christ 
has achieved prominence so that the truth of,the incarna­
tion Is receding into the background.
157 '
T. F« Torrance, p. 138*
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$• Polycarp .
The "Epistle to the Philippians"
The letters of Ignatius provide a suitable introduc­
tion to Polycarp, with one being addressed to him, and 
in Polycarp’s epistle, Ignatius Is kept constantly before 
us, either by mention of his name or in the use of some 
similar expression.1^® Since the publication of P. N. 
Harrison’s study, the theory that the epistle really con­
tains^ two separate letters, composed about twenty years ’ 
apartj has been generally accepted. It removes one 
serious objection to the dating of the Ignatian epistle* . 
with Polycarp’s first letter probably being composed
shortly after Ignatius left Philippi, or at the latest,
1 ^9not long after his martyrdom. The second letter 
consisted of the first twelve chapters, and was written
1$8 zJ. A. Kleist, Ancient Christian Writers No. .6, p. 
69> following P. N. Harrison, Polycarp’s Two Epistle s to 
the Philipp Ians, 1936, see espec. ch Allj., pp. 163 f f.
159 . - . ’ -. -P. N. Harrison; the thesis of the two dates is 
advanced in ch. II,. Harrison believed the 1st//letter 
consisted of Pol* Phil. 13 and possibly Unbeing a 
covering note sent by the Bishop^ofSmyrna who was ; 
then in his i^G’s^ (Harrison, pW 1£>) which would put this 
at about 11? A.D* ; “ • •:<
*-!it <"A?i
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after the name of Ignatius "had become a blessed 
memory." The date of this second epistle would be 
near the end of Hadrian’s reign, if not afterwards•
It is probable that the fusion into one epistle took 
place soon after Polycarp’s death, or around 1$6 A.D. 
In contrast with the spontaneous style of Ignatius,
161
/Si#
Polycarp’s writing is calm and lacking in originality or
speculative interest* 162 Irenaeus, as recorded by
Eusebius, indicates that Polycarp sat at the feet of St.
John, 163 and was appointed to the see of Smyrna by the
apostles.
16U
His life spans the period of the early ;w - ■■
160 P. N. Harrison, (p. 16 cf. 107 ff., 1$$ ff*)# • 
Harnack assigned the period of both Pol. Phil, and Mart. 
Pol. as!between 110 . and l$lj. (Chronologic, p. 388);
Bibellus reckoned the epistle was composed between 110 
and 120. (RGO IV, p. 1333)•
Harrison reasoned that chs. 1-12 would belong at least 
to the third decade of the 2nd cent, when all the churches 
knew of Ignatius’ martyrdom. .
■ '-S,W
161
w&5s• '1-fa
P. N. Harrison, p. 16. Cf. K. Lake, Vol. II, p. 310. 
The history of the MSS is referred to by 0. Kruger (p. 26).
162
Cf. T. P. Torrance, pp. 90-1.
I63
Eusebius, H.E. V. 20.$.
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I6I4. Irenaeus, adv. haer. II. 3«U* Lightfoot (II. 1, 
$67) called; Polycarp the "most venerable of the 
Apostolic Fathers"'. ;c ' •
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Church from the apostolic era to the time of Irenaeus.
) Doctrinally, the letter is chiefly important for its
repudiation of thoroughgoing docetism, the attack princi- 
’ pally being levelled against Marcion.16^ It is strange, 
/therefore, that the writer fails to develop-the thoughts 
;on the incarnation, but clearly the writer does not
provide us with evidence of profundity of thinking on this 
t subject. While he strongly maintains that whoever does
not confess Christ has come in the flesh is, Antichrist,
he seems to regard the Lord’s sacrifice as an example to
;be followed, rather than of itself constituting the 
166finality of man’s salvation. This tends to support 
^Torrance’s thesis that in the final analysis, the writers
of this period failed to grasp the significance of the 
■ death of Christ.^7
Ms?
-.Mft
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165 m • •Pol. Phil. 7* That the attack is directed against 
Marcion is maintained by P. N. Harrison, cf. pp. 172­
206, Irenaeus relates how Polycarp confronted Marcion 
by calling him ”the first-born of Satan”, (adv. haer. Ill 
3*U) •
n Z z. . .
Cf. Pol. Phil. 8 and <?• While the language of
ch. 8 may recall.that of I Peter 2:21 ff. (see P.V.M.
Benecke in the Oxford Society’s publication The;New; 
Testament in the,Apostolic Fathers,-p., 86 f.J there 
is lacking the theological association with Isa. 53*9•
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See T.F. Torrance, p. 137•
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.'V .. 168 iaq .Christ Is "Saviour0, "High Priest", and "Son
of God"* 17^ an<3 often referred to as "Lord”. Signifi­
cantly, in the epistle there is no mention of Christ as
Servant. Generally, it may be seen that,high terminology 
171dominates the writer’s language, ’ and although it \ • 
witnesses to the theology of a period before the middle 
,of the second century, there is a complete absence of 
Christological reference to Isaiah’s servant figure.
; The "Martyrdom of Polycarp" .
Through a letter from the Church of Smyrna to the
Christian community of Philomellum in Greater Phrygia 
:we have an early detailed account of Polycarp’s heroic 
martyrdom.172 The letter bears the signature of a, certain 
sMarciori, and contains its own chronological appendixes.17^
,, A&M.
"U0
Pol. Phil, intro., cf. 1.3.
'Pol,. Phil. 12.2. On the prayer to God<the Father 
and Jesus Christ, the eternal High Priest, cfi Heb. 6:20j 
7:3, 17, ' // ’
170 Pol, Phil. 12.2. / '
» 171 P. Schaff, p. 666.
17^ J. Quasten, Vol. I, p. 77. The datejfof the, martyr­
dom would be in 1^6, under the persecution of Antonius 
Pius.; • ' • > '
; / 17^ Mart. Pol. 21 and 22.
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■ It is generally accepted that this is a genuine'arid . ,
V y ■ ' ‘ • 17U ' ’ ' ■'^contemporary account of Polycarp’s death# ? , .
The account is important to our field of inquiry
.since on several occasions Christ is called the Lord’s
zroij ♦ It is to be noted, however, that all of the .«•■<./• * , ■ , * 
occurrences are found in the prayers, the first two ,
/ being in the prayer of chapter II4-, while the last is
yin doxology of the treatise in chapter 2.0. It Is"' -
£ likewise significant that in each case, qualifying words
. are appended. The prayer of chapter lU opens as follows: •
/ ' Iq.l c ©coj , o o y : 5
dp of my too /rott to! freuJoj arou *Tq<r6u
X^»<<rtob TZtxT/?^ . • . 175
; (Lord God Almighty, the Father of Thy be­
. loved and blessed child/son Jesus Christy..).
'The prayer continues with the assertion that through Christ 
has been granted the knowledge of the Father./ It concludes
T.Zahn, Patrum Apostolicorum Opera .II,/p. l^U; cf.
• Lightfoot II. 3, p. 387, who translates lf’Thy. Son1, rather 
/ than ’Thy Servant’n, citing.his remarks -on the/prayer in 
?I Clem, >9?(.see>my Intro., n. 18,.)/." <’* /
/, The solemn address to God is a familiar/formula, >cf.
■" Rev. 1+:8j >11:17; 15*3; 16*7 f 1 21:22y- < /
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with the words of praise and exalted categories applied* ’ . . ♦ * 4 *
to Christ which provide important evidence of the writer’s
"Intentions: . . .
• 3 • • * <ri do£<*/*v 6 cot 'cdu «tu»vteu Zro-t
V nrotf/9«vtot/ <xp x t t/O ecuj Irj<r£o Kf3t<rtoui '
/ oifrangTou <rou ttoll<56} , . . 176
(♦.•I glorify Thee through the eternal and
. heavenly High Priest Jesus Christ, Thy be­
- loved child/son...)
;: Similarly we find the expression in the concluding ,
■ - • • ’ . •
fdoxology infers the highest possible status to the n-otlj ,
f ’ I ’
20 .2. • . J^<x. zza.crfoj aoudu , tcu jLiovoyt V&UJ Trjtro'b *
XpcrTou, <£o£<x , tyty ,tkp6'£oj , Vfj
£c; to'u/ o’tu/vof/t 177 ' .
' .through:His son/child the only begotten >;
Jesus Christ, be glory, honour, might and 
majesty forever.)
It is clear that our author is not thinking here of Christ 
as Servant. The usage of rrcTtj has been taken over from 
the prayer formula, and the terms used to assert Christ’s 
majesty that are appended leave no doubt that the word 
no longer carries any sense of subordinate status, but 
Is interpreted as referring to the filial relationship
176 T. Zahn-,-pp.‘l£lj-6$ cf. Lightfoot II. 3, p. 388.
177 \ f' T. Zahn, p. 162. Zahn connects the <5t<* n-«.t<Soj
with what follows, but Lightfoot (p. 399, see n. bn In. 1J>) 
regarded it as. connected with the preceding words. >-
’ r
iiU
to God the Father. As Harnack observed,
Also ertrug man das einfache <? rra7j <rov tyaoZj 
nicht mehr, und man prazisierte es so, 
dass ttoZj nun not...wendig als ’solan’ 
verstanden werden musste. 1?8
While Polycarp is not to be regarded as evidence of 
considered theological speculation, it bears importance 
to our study for the citations found in the prayers, and 
for the exalted categories used of Christ. That the rroTcj 
found in the prayers of the Martyrdom of Rlycarp rep­
resented a permanent reinterpretation to. mean God’s Son 
is witnessed to by substitution found in the later Greek 
as well as Latin manuscripts, as Harnack pointed out.
The evidence indicates that by the middle of the second 
century rratj was still used for Jesus, but no longer could 
the writers bear to think of Him as Servant.
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A. Harnack, ’’Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht 
Gottes’”1 .. .SAB xxvili, p. 221; cf. H. W. Wolff p. 115. 
Remarking on the appellation of ”only-begotten”, Harnack 
believed this was a Johannine derivation, but added an 
important clarification: it was not the Logos, but the 
Logos made flesh who was God: only-begotten, by which 
is implied that the historical Jesus took His beginning 
through a unique act of God (loc. cit. n. 1).
179
A. Harnack, p. 222: the 9th cent. Codex Mosquensis 
reads vo(/ <Sc6v for the title in Mart. Pol* llv>l, while 
Latin MSS offer ’’filii tul domini nostri Jesu Christi”. 
For the citations in llj.*3 and 20.2, the Latin omits or 
emends the reading to exclude any possibility of an 
inferior reference.
't- £ -• S'-'- • ' ■’ • >) ?j‘Its
■ The Epistle to Diognetus _■
Christian Apologetic .and theDate of the Epistle >
Not only the works of the Apostolic Fathers, but also - ? 
the apologetic literature of the second century con­
stitutes an.important phase in witnessing, to the develop­
ment of Christian thought in the second and-.third generations 
of the Church. In the intercommunion of Jew and Greek • 
following the dia_3£ora, the Jews found themsevles in a .
new Intellectual world, and some measure of accommodation r
was inevitable. Similarly, as Christianity began to 
spread, the point of contact with pagan societies would 
have to be maintained If evangelism was to be effective.
It became the task of the apologists to establish and to 
maintain this bridge with the heathen world. Among the
few surviving works of the apologetic age, the Epistle 
180
to Diognetus deserves an honorable place.
180 ' • 'A. Neander, General History of the Christian
Religion and. Church, Eng. tr. J. Torrey,;Vol, II, p.
H. G. Meecham reckons that "the works of the
Apostolic Fathers (c/ A.D. 96-1^0) and the Apologists >
(cu A.D. 1^0-200) form a vital linkInthe continuity 
of New Testament teaching", (The.Epi3tie, to Diognetus, . . 
T9lj.9> P. 1 •, of. p * 3) ♦ Meecham* s cr itlca I; s tud y> v ” 
including•the >text> constitutes our primary source for 
this inquiry. ,, 7- ’ . • ’ "?>7’’\;7.;? .
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• Addressed to a high-ranking pagan, there Is a dis- 
/cernible similarity of content with the writings of
■ *  0 *i
Aristides, although direct dependency' is lacking. . e/
Some believed Hippolytus of Rome to be the author of
chapters 11 and 12, which would place the date of that ;
' *i ftp ■ •'
part at the beginning of the third century. Others : 
have linked the epistle with the supposedly lost
Apology of Quadratus, J and Campbell Bonner has * ,
raised the question of whether the last two chapters 
once belonged to Melito’s Homily.1^ '
J. Quasten, Vol. I, p. 2lj.8.
■^2 see l. B, Radford, The Epistle to Diognetus,
: 1908, p. 32 and* cf. R. H. Connolly, ’’The Date and <
Authorship of the Epistle to Diognetus”, JTS 36 
•’ (1935) PP. 3U7-53, and also in JTS 37 (19367 PP* 2
ff. Connolly (JTS 36, p. 351) believed it belonged 
to the age of Hippolytus, at the earliest.
183 • ' < ' - ■Following a series of studies, P. Andriessen * 
offered a summary of his findings in ”The Authorship 
of the Epistula ayid Diognetum”, Vig. Chr. 1(1914-7),
; pp. 129-136.AndriVssen pointed, put that the extant 
•fragment of Quadratus1 Apology preserved in Eusebius’
• H.E. IV. 3 answers what should be expected between
vss. 6 and 7 of Diog. 7*. • ‘ .
i fth •
; C. Bonner, The Homily on the Passion by Melito,
Bishop of Sardis (Studies and Documents XII), I9lj.O, 
pp. 60 ff.} although Bonner admits that conceivably 
Hippolytus, wrote these chapters in his younger days, / 
while still being influenced by Melito (p, 62). : . •
i , •- •• «. - ’ • , ' , . ; ’ • . •-•'<■ ; > • :.. •
Prom an internal standpoint, the universality of 
thought and tone make it difficult to fix the date. 
Some scholars have estimated it to be as early as 117 
A.D., while others assigned it to the latter half of 
the second century, or even as late as the e nd of the
»rrw'?-\£i
third. 185 Clearly, there has been little accord
reached in answer to this problem. H. G. Meecham has
listed'some general considerations in favor of an early
, . 186 , . . date, and we would accept an approximation that the 
bulk of the epistle belongs to the middle of the 
second century.
H. G. Meecham (pp. 18-19) cites the various v 
opinions which have been held! Westcott, as early as 
117; Otto and Bunsen, ca. 135; Ewald, 120 to 130; 
Zahn 250 to 310; Harnack, 170 to 310; G. Kruger, 
before Bar Cochha (135)r and A. Puech, who places 
it soon after Justin Martyr.
The assignment of authorship at one time to Justin 
may be traced to a 16th cent, copyist who placed • - 
the writing in an edition with other works ascribed 
to the apologist.
1 BAxo° Among the considerations (Meecham, pp. 19-20): 
are the condemnation in common of paganism5and 
Judaism, a relatively simple Christology, ' much,less ■ - 
elaborate than,that of Origen, a doctrine of the. 
Logos, but no doctrine of the Holy Spirit, and lack' 
of speculation as well as little evidence;of 
philosophic;difficulties involved in the incarnation 
of the .Son of God (cf. Origen, c. Cels II. 31).v,
•I y.A£; W
k-. .'3?'
'c?\:
Doctrinal Teaching and the Uses of ZIou/ in the Epistle
It is strange that as the writer develops his argu- . 
ment there is no explicit use made of the Old Testament. 
Often> the apologists are found quoting from the prophets 
to establish the truth of the Christian faith, and they
frequently correlate the revelation through the Law *
■; . 187 ' ,, .
with the new revelation in Christ. ‘ For the author
of the epistle, the proof and truth of the Christian .
' 188 
claim lies in the purity and nobility of Christian lives.
Prom a doctrinal standpoint, the failure to mention the
Holy Spirit, seems to lend support to an early date of
the epistle. There Is only a general reference to the
historic life of the Son, and none to His suffering,
189
death and resurrection. More significant for-our 
particular interest, when he speaks of the Word1s entry 
into human life, the titles used are those that: signify
of. Justin, I Apol, 30, cf. f>3> aDd often in the 
Dial.; see also Athenagoras, Suppl. 9; ^heophilus, and 
Autol. II. 9#
188 See Diog. 5.U f., 10.£ f. . '
189 m „The reference In Diog. 5*12 Is applied to Christian 
believers, but it speaks of ’’life1’ and not; eternal life, 
and In 6.0 the reference to the immortality of the soul 
is vague and unrelated to Christ’s resurrection. <
‘v‘. • ‘ f ?>'..-\^ «vV .. , ♦•■ \ ' ■’ t\ J — * * \ " V < * - • * r ' ‘ ’ ’• /
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His exalted status, and the writer gives due space to 
comments about his cosmic activity. He says .
.♦.(God) did not, as one might have 
imagined,send to men a servant 
(ifrrjptzfj^ ) or angel...but He sent the 
Creator and Artificer of the universe
t< ictyapoj -tu3v foAco v ) « • • 190 ,
7d /
It seems that the author is struggling to assert the
Son’s role as revealer of God. Before the Son’s coming, 
191man was ignorant of the Knowledge of God. But-he also
declares that there is one God and Lord of the universe 
192
who has revealed Himself by faith. In context, it is 
the Son to whom our writer refers, whom God gave-up as a 
ransom for sinners, but ^always he stresses the true 
divinity of His person, and shows scant awareness of the
190 Diog. 7*2 (Meecham, p. 82). Later in the* same 
chapter the exalted, incarnate Word is described as - ‘ 
King, as Ope who exercises the office of judge, as ■ 
Saviour, and-as God and man. Cf. the list of titles In 
Diog. 9»6, fnonW^bf wh infer any subordinate status, 
and among which is included the exhortation.that we> 
should consider Him as Father... (• ’ . / .
191 Diog. 8.1
192 , cf* 8.6.
•z-t..
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193 'reality of .the incarnation* It is not surprising-that . . 
redemption is conceived basically from the point of view 
of ’moral influence1. It is achieved by God’s love 
awakening Its/response In humanity, but there are traces 
of the idea of a divine transaction.^^ •
There are uses of the title zrouj in the letter where
it clearly refers to Christ, the Son of God. A typical
example may be cited: . ' r
8.9 cwoi/rar 6i z/ck’aArcv /roti, a^zjotcr'cov'». / ' , ~ ' i qH •evvotav' txvt/foc vtufTocco nut ttolioi • - J-7p
(and having conceived a great"and unutter­
; able plan,’ He communicated it to His son/ ,
child ? alone ♦) L '
Other similar usages follow, all of which serve to indi­
cate the intimacy of relationship between God the Father
‘ 196 ; and His zzoCtj. c-; As Harnack pointed out, the inferior 
meaning of the word Is no longer considered, and is
193 Diog. 9.2./
19U" Piog* 10.3 (cf. 1 Jn. 1|.:19) and 9.2, £ (cf.
Rom. 8:32 and MK. 10• See H. G. Meecham/ p. 24> who 
also points out hints of the idea of satisfaction. (9.5) •
- 195’ • • ' ' ’' ‘ ‘ .
H. G. Meecham, p. 84. ’ .. ' . - ’
196 Diog. 8.11. of. 9.1. • . ' ■ ...
‘ - *• ' . S:?'.' • •■'•'*' >' -<' *•" '*" ?',. " r-’•■'* ■ -V
' t, 197.simply used interchangeably with otof • As regards
/the conception of God’s counsel with the pre-existent
Logos, the idea has been traced to Genesis 1:26, and it 
198is reflected in other literature of this period. If
any distinction exists between the terms, it is the zrouj 
that reflects the usage that is exclusively divine,
’ referring to Christ pre-existent, with whom God took 
counsel in planning the Creation. It Is certainly far 
removed from 7ray that translated the Ebed of Second 
Isaiah.
197
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■ j
At Harnack, "Die Bezeichnung Jesu sis ’Knecht Gottes’" 
SAB xxviii, p. 22£. Of. Athenagoras, Suppl. 12, In a 
discussion of the Trinity, and Jus tin, II Apol. 2 where 
the term refers to the son of the emperor. H. G.
Meecham (p.126) remarks on the opinion held by some 
that omissions may have occurred after the citation in 
Diog. 8.9* He adds that "the epithets Ayairgroj and 
(which may be virtually synonymous...) are used of nalj 
(8.11) and Jto/ (10.2) respectively. If we can at all 
refine here, Christ as shares and reveals the Father’s
plan .of salvation (8.9, 11; 9.1); asotoj he Is ’sent’ 
and effects It (9.2, I4.; 10.2)", (loc. cit.)». As to 
Meecham’s comments (loc. cit..) that 77at) is to be under­
stood in Did, and Barn, as ’servant’, we have,already . 
disproved this.
198 .. .! • .
■ ? H. G.; Meecham, p. 12f>, citing HermasV Sim.t<IX. 12.2, 
and. of • Barn4;• £• and Theophilus, ad Autol.rIT,., 18.
tof'rVi.w
v -
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There is much that, is doctrinally incomplete in the 
Epistle to.Diognetus* However, it provides a further 
witness to the development of thought in the middle of 
the second century. From the standpoint of Christology, 
it is manifestly evident that the Son pre-existent ’ 
occupies a prominent place in the writer’s conception*
The practical aspects of theology, the fruits of Christian 
believers,- are also important to the author, but bs fails 
to link the service of Christ incarnate with these mani­
festations. The idea of Kenosis is non-existent in his 
thinking. There is, consequently, a gap between Cod’s 
true revelation and the point at which it touches 
humanity. He has not understood Isaiah’s Servant figure 
as related to Christ’s earthly ministry, and, in fact, 
has avoided using prophecy at all in his exposition. It 
is interesting that the apprehension of the atonement is 
likewise limited, with the author’s failure to grasp 
the totality of the incarnation and its effects for man’s 
salvation.
Summary ’ . •
In our examination of the sub-apostolic writers we
have observed a propensity to a one-sided understanding 
of the nature of Christ* It would appear that a certain
123
parallel exists between this limitation and a similarly 
incomplete apprehension of the fathersb understanding of 
the spirit of divine grace, which Professor T. P. Torrance 
has shown to exist in this period.^9 whereas Torrance 
believed t hat the early Church tended to appropriate the 
saving efficacy of the Cross by making its own way to 
martyrdom, which is really a failure to apprehend the 
decisiveness of Calvary, it has been similarly shown that 
reverence for the person of Jesus was limited to acceptance 
of His divinity, but neglecting the equally essential fact of 
His humanity. Most assuredly, this is a failure to under­
stand the greatness of divine grace as it is manifest in 
the Kenosis. Kenosis in this sense does not reduce the 
stature of God, but is proof of His infinite love. As a 
result of this failure, the atonement is not grasped as 
fully accomplished, and the tendency is to accept personal 
martyrdom as part of the continuing process of santifica- 
tlon of humanity. God’s historical Act thereby becomes 
reduced in importance. This was true for Ignatius, and
199 T. F. Torrance, the conclusions are enumerated, 
pp. 133-l|.li; but R. M. Grant doubts this (see the art. 
in the Anglican Theol. Rev. (July, 1962) p7-lU).
"v"t' 'jit*’ ' • 'V5?"s'f: Wi'-“ sAfeiS • ‘ ' * s. tJ f V '
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may have been to a limited extent for Polycarp. Ignatius 
was concerned to stress the uniqueness of Christ in the 
face of the growing importance of the gnostic redeemer > 
myths, which hefelt necessitated a strong assertion ; 
of Christ’s true divinity. But Christ was also unique 
as being the True Man, man as God intended him to be- 
in the image of his Creator.
None of the writers we have examined thus far is able to
admit this fact. The writers used exalted terms In
speaking of Christ, and where rracj occurred, It was5 either
'as—a- result of the Influence of the prayer formula, or
Tht ovdvj' v C.Y e
it was understood in the sense of "Son". The—nearest
s cje if CJ VC Ci•>«
approximation- to a semblance of the Servant Christology 
occurred In Barnabas, but it was far from complete. In 
the apocalyptic writing, the Shepherd of Hermas, the 
writer explains away ary subordinate Inference from his 
discussion of the slave as God’s Son. In the apologetic 
treatise, the;letter to Diognetus, the writer Is pre­
occupied with Christ pre-existent, and there are serious 
limitations to the doctrinal teaching of the epistle.
The implication Is that we have moved away from some 
important truths in the New Testament, and It will be 
worthwhile to determine If these tendencies are; carried
' " ' . ■' 12l|.
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THE-EXALTED CHRIST IN THE DIALOGUE WITH*TRYPHO
A, Prolegomena ' ' - ‘ .
Spheres of Influence in the Mid-Second Century
'-JS8;
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Professor W. C. Van Unnik, in his preliminary investigation 
of the documents found at Nag Hammadi, has called attention 
to the variety of ”spheres of influence” in the second 
century of the Christian era and the complex syncretism 
which they produced. Inter alia, he cites the Iranian 
(ancient Persian), Babylonian, and Egyptian abstractions 
which helped to form the Weltanschauung of the Mediterranean 
peoples. Iranian dualism, Mesopotamian astrology and the
ft
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1 ’W. C. Van Unnik, Newly Discovered Gnostic Writings,
I960, pp. 35 ff.; of. R. Bultmann, Primitive Christianity 
Eng. tr. 1956, pp. 209 ff.. However, as ' K. McL^. WTlson has 
pointed out, we cannot be content with assigning all Jewish, 
Christian, and gnostic borrowings under the overworked heading;^ 
of ’syncretism’. (The Gnostic Problem, 195$, pp. 68 ff.).
A. von Harnack believed the process of Hellenizing the Gospel 
began early (50-150 A.D. ), DG I, Eng. tr., p. 1l|-3, f.n. 2;
Cf. pp. 223 ff* on the development of Gnostic doctrines.
For a contemporary survey of studies oh the,Near-Eastern 
redeemer myths, with an evaluation of Heitzenstein’s theory, 
see Car sten Colpe, Die religionsgeschichtliche-Sohule, 1961.
.GW
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mystery cultsall played a part in the formation of man’s 
view of himself in relation to the cosmos.
Into a world In which syncretism embodied the spirit of 
the age came the Church with its proclamation of the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ. In obedience to the Command of the Lord 
to make this proclamation, the early Christians were brought 
into contact with these thought patterns, but in addition, 
and of greater significance in influencing the terms in 
which this proclamation was cast, were two other factors: 
the religious tradition of Judaism^ and the philosophy of 
the Hellenists. . ;
The extent of influence of Jewish thought and imagery at 
the time and locale of Justin’s writing was considerable.
It has been pointed out by numerous writers that there can 
be no facile division, either geographically, or in clearly
2 ■ ’ ■To Justin, the Mystery cults were evidence of the Devil’s 
power to distort true prophecy, (Dial. 69, 70, and, especially, 
76; cf. Apol.I. 62, 66). Henry Brown gave an ample discussion 
on the view of Satan’s use of the Mysteries as. a distorted 
imitation of the sacred-rites of true religion (Justin Martyr’s^ 
Dialogue with Trypho, orig. 17^5, repub. 1ol{.6; for comments 
on Dial. 78 of* P* 17U«)* See also F. J. Poakes Jackson, The 
History of the Christian Church, (to A.D. 1|61), 1909, p» 18’5. .'3S
J The outstanding analysis of Talmudic Judaism is still the 
study by G. P. Moore, Judaism in the First Three Centuries of 
the Christian Era. Vols. I-III, 1927-30. A more recent treat 
ment, covering the development of Judaism from the^Patriarchal • 
period to modern times in summary fashion, but nevertheless of 
value, is Isidore Epstein’s Judaism, a historical presentation,- 
1959,: (refs, to* Pelican Book ed.) . -: •. J
•--* •'' ••"'■•' ’'^r ■""" '?’": . ■ ■' ■ " ■ ■ ............. ■ ■' ■ “•/ ’*• •• ■
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defined schools of thought, between "Palestinian0 and
"Hellenistic", Judaism.Accordingly, while the division
of Palestinian as opposed to Hellenistic Jewish thought
W. L. Knox’s essay in the symposium, The Contact of 
Phariseeism with Other Cultures, 1937, (Vo1 ♦ 2 of JudaTsm and 
Christ i an i t y, ed. by W. 0. E. Oesterly), discusses’ the 
familiarity with Greek philosophy that was present in 
Rabbinic Judaism. The intermixture of influences is 
similarly pointed out in Knox’s Some Hellenistic Elements 
in Primitive Christianity, 194^-, see espec. p. 30. W. D. Davi 
Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 2nd ed. 1955, writing to defend the 
concept ion of Paul first and foremost as a Pharisee reared in 
the mainstream of Rabbinic theology, still acknowledges the 
extent of Hellenistic influence, asserting the composite 
atmosphere with both Hellenistic and Jewish currents of 
thought even "at Jerusalem itself", (p. 12). Earlier, he 
observes that Judaism of the period was far more variegated 
than Rabbinic sources would lead us to suspect, (pp. 3, 4-) • 
MacGregor and Purdy, Jew and Greek, (1936, new ed. 1959), 
acknowledge the general unification of Judaism based on the 
Torah, but assert that within the community "a large freedom* 
of thought and action was possible, and the sources reveal 
that such diversity was actual," (p. 103), of* PP*- 2^0, 2$0.
The earlier position of C. G. Montefiore in Judaism and 
St. Paul, pp. 26—2-1-8, which draws a clear-cut distinction 
between the Judaism of Palestine and that of the Diaspora, 
is not to be accepted. Gf. W. D. Davies, pp. h ff.. .
T. P. Giasson, Greek Influence in Jewish Eschatology, 1961, 
PP* 5, 6, cites S? Liebermann’s book, Greek in Jewish ’’ 
Palestine, especially pp. 39, 1h5, illustrating Greek 
influence on Jewry in pre-Christian times as well as the 
1st Century A.D.. Cf. the article by Liebermann and Daube. 
in the Hebrew Union College Annual, XXII, pp. 239 ff..
To mention the diversity of Tnfluences Is not to ascribe 
wholeheartedly conflicting beliefs, to circles of Judaism.
E. R. Goodenough, By Light, Light, 1935, Politics of 
Philo Judaeus, 193$, goes too far in contending that Philo 
was actually a member of a Jewish Mystery cult. See W. P. * 
Albright’s discussion in Prom the Stone Age to Christianity, 
2nd ed. 19^6, (refs, in Doubleday Anchor Book, 1957), 
pp. 345-. ‘
li-i---------- ---- fcU--■
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patterns assumed by. E. R. Goodenough^ presents a logical
appeal, we cannot subscribe to the simplicity of his
characterization. Of more interest for the suggestive
contrast in Justin*s Christology is Goodenough’s comment
that personifications of Memra, Torah, and Wisdom, like the
Bath Koi and Shechina, were never conceived as minor deities
in the Jewish mind. The Semite has always been a visionary
who discussed abstractions in concrete language,so he
considers these ’personifications’ as nothing more than the 
6Semitic imagery of literary device. While it may be 
maintained by some that the monotheism of Palestinian 
Judaism was never broken by the conception of intermediate 
deities, the same cannot be said for the Christian apologists 
in the*middle of the second century. Our discussion of
E. R. Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 1923# 
PP« 33~3S>*
A
E. R. Goodenough, p. 3h# in agreement with Schechter 
("Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology”, Jewish Quarterly 
Review VIII:9), states that although highly figurative 
language may have grown about the Torah, no personalization 
was intended by the Rabbis. See also V. Hamp oxiZ Wisdom,
Per Begriff ’Wort’ in dem aram&ischen Bibelubersetzungen,
1938, P. '121. ' ~~ ■
However, there is a dispute among scholars as to whether 
the O.T. presents Memra as an independently acting subject, 
cf. G. Kittel, TWBNT IV, pp. 89 f. J H. Ringgren, Word and 
Wisdom, 19^7, pp. T&1 f. . ,
Justin’s speculation on the Logos will bear application 
in this regard. Although in Judaism ’personification’ may 
have been limited to descriptive imagery, for a Christian 
apologist who had contact with Judaism, and, at the same 
time, with philosophical, speculation which developed the 
notion of an imminent power, the terminology of Judaism may 
have had an influence in the direction of ditheism. ?
As Justin himself asserts, his approach to Christianity
has been by way of a pilgrimage through the philosophical 
8schools. While G-oodenough saw a form of Platonism 
9reflected in Justin Martyr, it would be more accurate to 
trace the philosophical*borrowings in Justin neither to 
Plato nor to contemporary Stoicism, but instead to the 
so-called Middle Platonist tradition, where Plato is 
interpreted with a religious hue, and with which Stoic
129
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' E. Hatch, Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages, pp. 261 ff., 
found the theory contained in Justin’s Logos doctrine tending 
towards ditheism, cf. Dial. 61, also £6. This charge was made 
in the third century by Hippolytus 9*12. See also C. Semisch, 
Justin Martyr, Vol. I, Eng. tr., pp. 322-3> 328.
8 Dial. 1 -6.
• Za
- -jk
7 E. R. Goodenough, pp. 31-32. He adds that the popular 
urge to mysticism opened the door to the Eastern Mysteries, 
with hypostatization of the Divine vouj or Aoyo/ as the next 
logical step.. . !
-
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doctrines have been assimilated in a remodelled
"immaterialized form”. It may be, also, that Justin’s
immediate source for some of his appellations regarding
the Logos were by way of Philo, although this debate must 
11be excluded from our present study. Perhaps the best 
summary of conditions of influence in Justin’s time, and 
his orientation in respect to these influences, may be 
found in two statements by Ragnar Holte:
! 10 ■Ragnar Holte, ”Logos spermatikos: Christianity and i 
Ancient Philosophy according to St. Justin’s Apologies”,
Studia Theologica 12 (195&), p. 115, citing Carl Andersen’s 
article, u lustiii und der mittlere Platoniamus ”,7 ZNTW J4J4. 
(1952-3), PPi 157 ff.. Cf.Add’l Note II.1.
11 R. Holte, pp. 117 ff«> of. his summarizing remarks 
on this question that the Logos concept is often cited in 
evidence of the position that the apologists are regarded 
as transformers of the N.T. into a rationalistic-philosophical 
direction. To Holte, this represents a distortion: ’’When 
Justin assigns the epithets Logos, Son. of God, First Born 
of God, Power and Apostle to Christ (Apol.I 23*2; 32.10$
63»l{.), he is using N.T. terminology. Philo certainly uses 
these epithets, but Justin’s main source is to be found in 
St. John and St. Paul, since Justin has followed the N.T. 
on the point which marks the deviation from Philo: these 
epithets are claimed for a historical person, Jesus”.
But Holte adds that the predicates ’’Angel” and ’’Logos 
Spermatikos” - come to our writer by way of Philo. With*
H. Hegermann, ( Die, Vor-atellung vom Schbpfungsmittler im 
hellenistischen Judentum und Urchrls ten turn %TU Bd. 82, 
p. 76, cf. pp. 66-7) it' is necessary to distinguish between 
Philo and sources lying behind Philo, which bear traces in 
Justin. Otto Piper opposes those who frequently trace 
Justin’s Logos to borrowings from Philo or Stoicism, ”at the ■ 
best he might have received from these philosophies the /
stimulus for the use. of that term”, ’’The Nature of the Gospel 
According, to; Ju3 tin Martyr”, JR I4.1:3 (1961 ), p.« 156< s
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By the middle of the second century A.-D., 
Christianity had expanded to such an extent 
over the -ancient world, that a theological •’ 
confrontation with the contemporary heathen 
culture and learning was absolutely necessary 
(Justin) clearly takes a traditionalist posit: 
towards the Christian doctrinal tradition and 
an eclectic position to the philosophical . : w 
tradition# 12 .
Text, Authorship and Date
The text of the three extant editions of Justin’s works 
is based almost entirely on a single manuscript, Codex 
Regius Parisinus CDL, formerly numbered II4.28, later 2270,
but now known- as Paris l|.50, which dates from 13&U* 13
While the manuscript includes other works formerly assigned 
•to Justin, there is general agreement among patristic
R. Holte, pp. 109, 117* See W. L. Knox, St# Paul and 
the Church of the Gentiles, 1939, p. ix, who observes that 
Hellenistic man’s" aim was to find a philosophical basis 
that would justify his continuing the practice of.religion 
which had attracted him and which he had inherited, and . 
cf. 0. Pfleiderer, Primitive Christianity XV, 191.1, Eng# tr., 
p. Ii32. ......................
1 3 J# C# T. Otto, S# lustini Philosophl et Martyr! Opera 
Tom. I, 18l|.7, prol: xix; J. Donaldson, History of Christian 
Literature arid Doctrine, 1866, pp. 1 l|lj." 1557 A# Von Harnack,' 
TU 1:1 (1883)- p. 771 . • B* G-oodenough, p.- 80; A. Lukyn
Williams,, Justin Martyr the Dialogue with Trypho, 1930, p.xvi 
As Lukyn Williams; has-pointed out, it is reasonable to assume 
that MS Cheltenham, dtd. 15U1 > is a copy of G (Paris, 1 3&U).
The text of Otto, is the best available based-on Paris lijo, 
and is used in this study. It includes the Greek text and 
Otto’s translation in Latin# Henceforth it is cited as
’’Otto0,
scholars to-day that the only surviving works of genuine • 
Justinian authorship are the two apologies (which are •• .
really one) and the Dialogue with Trypho.1^ Charles 
Semisch, in an ample comparison of the Dialogue with
Justin’s Apology, p concluded beyond doubt that the
■ 16 . 'authorship was genuine, and we accept this position.
The date of the writing may be fixed with reasonable
precision. From the dates of Justin’s birth (ca. 100 A.D.)
' ' • • - /’ ' ' 13?
F. L. Gross, The Early Christian Fathers, I960, p. £2, 
following B. F. Westcott, On the Canon of the New Testament 
1875, p. 97. Among others in agreement are: M. Dods,
G. Reith and B. P. Pratten, Justin Martyr and Athenagoras, 
1867> in the Ante-Nicene Christian Library Vol. II, ed. by 
Roberts and Donaldson, p. 4) and A. H. WcNeile, An 1 
Introduction to the Study of the New. Testament,2nd r ev. ■
ed by C. S/ c. Williams, 1953), P* 318, of.' E._ Goo ds pe e d, 
Die altes ten Apblogeten, 1911+, pp. 21+ ff., on the view that 
the 1st and 2nd Apologies form an essentially Unified , 
argument.‘ * • •' '
C. Semisch, Vol. I, pp. 82-112.
Semisch, p. 112. A. L. Williams summarizes a number 
of articles discussing Justin’s authorship of the,. Dialogue 
pp. xii - xiv. .........
17' A GreekSamaritan, Justin’s birthplace was the town of 
Flavia Neapolis (Shechem), Apol.I; 1. The date of 100 A.D. 
is accepted by A. L. Williams, p. ix, and B. F. Westcott, 
p. 95 (’’the* close of the first century”)’. F. L.'Cross, The 
Early Chris tian Fathe r s, 1960, p. £4.8, generalizes with 
nthe firstT^decade of the 2nd century”, and Dods, Reith and 
Pratten, p. 3, fix it at 11l+ A.D.. , .
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18and martyrdom (ca. 165 A.D.) we narrow the limits of 
possibility by noting that his conversion to'Christianity 
took place apparently not later than the Bar Cochba revolt 
(the ”Jewish War” referred to in Dial. 1 and 9).^ Tatian 
(A.D. 120*185), a disciple of Justin, has a passage in his 
Discourse to the Greeks, V, that bears a resemblance to 
Dial. 61.2.' Tertullian (160*21+5 A.D.) and Irenaeus 
(135*"202 A.D. ) both use. thoughts and arguments that are 
found in the Dialogue. The most precise evidence for 
dating the Dialogue comes from Eusebius. In the Ecclesias* 
tioal History IV. 18.6, he mentions Justin* 1s composition 
of a Dialogue held at the city of Ephesus with Trypho, a
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18 There is general agreement that Justin lived during 
the reign of Ahtonius Pius,‘ and Eusebius1 testimony 
(H.E. IV. 18) informs that, he suffered martyrdom at the 
hands of Marcus Aurelius. The Chronicon P as chai e. gives 
the date as 165 A.D. (Dods, Re i’th and ¥r at ten, ‘ p1/ 3), so 
A. H. McNeile, loo, cit., A. L. Williams, p. x, P. L. Cross, 
p. i+9. . ‘
1 9z P. L. Cross, loc. cit.. II. J. Lawlor and J. E. L.
Oulton (trans1.) Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History and 
the Martyrs of Palestine 11/ i928, "p. 1 39, comment that'" 
such a colloquy as Justin describes could hardly have taken 
place after the rebellion of Bar Cochba (135) had issued 
”in the final and bitter estrangement between Jews and 
Christians”. But Hadrian’s decree of banishment’is -
mentioned (Dial. 16, 92), and Trypho is represented as a 
fugitive from the War who had already visited Corinth 
(Pia3»« 1 ). This allows the possibility for the occurence 
, of the colloquy at a somewhat later time..-; —•
dE
20 A. L. Williams, p. xiv. Justin’s treatise against
Marcioh is.quoted in adv. haer, IV. 6.2.,
• A Av?Aife? ?
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21distinguished Jew, In this chapter, it is shown to he
later than Apology I and before 161. If we date the
”2ndn Apology in 153 ov 15Ji> with the 1st Apology at
approximately 152, the inclusive dates for the Dialogue
are between 153 and 1 60 A.D., with the probability that 
23It falls nearer the latter date.
21 H. J. Lawlor, Vol. I. 1927, p. 127.
22 H. J. Lawlor and J. E. L. Oulton, Vol. II, rp. 11}X>> 
give the dates based on the reference to Felix in 
Apol»I. 299 assuming this was L. Munatius Felix,^prefect 
of Egypt until 151 -15U A.D., (Oxyr. Pap.. pt.\Ii, no. 237: 
col. o, 18-27)* The so-called Apol.II was written in the 
reign of Antonius Pius, and while Q, Lollius Urbicus was 
prefect, of 150-160 A.D.
p, l. Gross, p. 51; of. A. Julieher.~ An Introdxction 
to the1 New Testament, Eng. tr., 190l|., p. 4^3: the writings 
of Justin ’*can be dated with tolerable certainty”. J&licher 
affirms he died at Rome in 165 A.D., and ca.. l5.0 he wrote 
his two Apologies, and ”somewhat later the Dialogue with 
the Jew Tryphon”. See C. Semisch, Vol. I, p. 115 f*
A. Ehrhardt, "Justin Martyr’s Two Apologies”, JEH 
IV:1 (1953)., PP* 1—12, dates Apol. I ca, 155 (p* o) and 
believes there is a possibility that Apol. II may have 
been a later work (p. 3 f*)* He questions whether the 
apologies take their origin from the same writing", (p. lj. f,). 
But Ehrhardt; is unduly skeptical, for a continuous, line of 
argument binds .the apologies, cf. R. Holte, ;p.;\110, citing 
E. Goodspeed> pp. 2l|. ff.. ,5,
Z.'-''' -. \v< .'\ J ■ • ‘ '-*• ' ,'A.\'.»\' •■■..■
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, Structure of the Dialogue and Occasion of the Writing
The Dialogue is too discursive to present an organized 
structural breakdown. However, a general outline of 
subjects into three main divisions provides some idea 
of the pattern of Justin’s argument.
Following a prologue> in which is presented a somewhat 
idealized account of Justin’s conversion,^ the first main 
section deals with the Old Covenant and the question of the 
permanence of the Law, (chapters 10-lj.7). Within this section 
we find a discussion of the promises heralding Christ, and an 
exposition dealing with his second coming. The second part 
describes the identity of Jesus (the Divine Logos) with the 
promised Messiah of Jewish hopes, based on proof-texts in the 
Old Testaments, (chapters I4.8-IO8). In the last section, the 
attention is centered on Christian beliefs and the vocation 
of the Gentiles as the true Israel in the world (chapters 
109-136). There is an epilogue which contains Justin’s
Justin’s conversion is acknowledged in Dial. 8.I4., 
following his account of his pilgrimage through the philo­
sophical schools (Dial. 2-7)• Remarking on Justin’s formula 
for Jewish conversion', ”if the Jews do all things written in 
the Law they may find mercy from God” (Dial. 8,3) > W. L. Knox 
observes ”it is at least possible that the hermetic phrase is 
taken from a Jewish or Christian formula summarizing the 
demands imposed on the prospective convert and the benefits 
he may hope for’1 (Some Hellenistic Elements in Primitive 
Christianity,^ p. 93) •
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appeal to the inquirers, but falls far short of being a 
pqsummary of his argument.
It is true that this is a general grouping, and no hard 
and fast line can be determined according to specific 
subjects, t For example, the various ordinances of the 
Law are dealt with not only in chapters i|.O to but in 
chapters 92 to 9l|- as well, where the surrounding context 
is devoted to Jesus’ life on earth, hi3 baptism, crucifixion 
and resurrection. The-discussion of Christ’s Two Advents 
spans all three divisions, appearing in the first section 
(chapters 31-3U), again in Dialogue 52, 53> and later in 
Dialogue 110, 111, 126, and others. It may be that the lack 
of unity in the argument is to be attributed to the fact 
that It represents a series of actual discussions with 
Jewish inquirers or at least reflections on their views.
We will return to this question of the character of the 
Dialogue in our discussion below. For our particular
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25 In general agreement with this division of the pre­
dominant subjects in the Dialogue, are ODCO, pp. 756-7;
A. Lukyn Williams, pp. xxxv-xxvii; J. Quasten, Patrology, 
Vol. I, pp. 203-219; and F. L. Cross, The. Early Wr I s t i an 
Fathers, 1960, p. 52. These follow approximately Otto'’s 
division in the prolegomena of our text, pp. xlix-liv, and 
the English translation by Henry Brown, p. 1lj.. E. R. 
G-oodenough, p. 89 f., agrees with the subject grouping, but 
views the second division, concerned with the nature, history 
and significance of Jesus, as inclusive of chaps. 32-110.
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interest in the interpretation of the zzotj , it should he 
pointed out that Justin’s exposition of the prophecies of 
Christ’s advent in the first part are really interrupted by 
the insertion of the discussion of Jesus’ identity as the 
promised heavenly Messiah, giving stress to His unity with 
the Divine Logos.
As to the manner of presentation, it is true that Justin’s 
occasional fanciful interpretations restrict the setting forth 
of an organized formal argument, though not to the degree that.
Lamson suggests. Justin, without the historical sense which 51 
largely governs interpretation of scripture to-day, attributed 
the forecast of Christ in the Old Testament to the workings of 
Divine inspiration. Although we may question his exegesis, we 
cannot underestimate the piety of his time, which attributed 
that part of God’s preparation of His people for the coming 
of the Messiah to the workings of His Spirit, forming in 
men’s articulate expressions the hope of this Advent, and 
grounded in His acts of deliverance in the past.
The history of the study of Justin’s writings has been 
marked by the debate over whether the Dialogue represents 
an actual colloquy which took place, according to Eusebius,
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at Ephesus,2? whether the form is merely a stylistic 
device in which the apologist sets forth the claims of 
Christianity for Jewish inquirers. Several centuries ago, 
in the earliest English translation of the Dialogue, Henry 
Brown found it "abundantly evident" on internal grounds, in
addition to Eusebius1 testimony, that the work represented 
28the record of a real discussion. Others have followed
Charles Semisch in the belief that the "Dialogue" is but a
stylistic form in imitation* of the Greek classicists, chiefly 
29Plato and Cicero. They see "Trypho" as a straw man, who 
says the right thing at the right place, giving his adversary 
the proper openings to make good his case in the cause of 
Christianity,
. It is doubtful that Trypho should be identified' as the
27 Eusebius, H.E. IV. 18.6.
28 ’H. Brown, p. opposing Jean LeClerc. P. L. Gross, 
p. £2, finds it probable that the Dial, was based on actual 
discussions, although doubtless they were adapted for 
publication; cf. A. L. Williams, p. xxiv.
29 -C. Semisch, Vol.I, pp. 112-113, who provides a list of 
those taking part in this debate. Cf., also, J. Donaldson, 
History of Christian Literature and Doctrine, .1866, p. 88; .
A. Lawson, p/ i|.9; E.r rT" Goodenoughf’ p/ $0;.. and/ more
recently, Werner Jaeger, Early Christianity and Greek 
Paideia, p. 27. . ..
30 So Goodenough, loc. cit.
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Rabbi Tarphon who was one of the most bitter and violent 
31anti-Christian Rabbis. On the other hand, Trypho may well
represent the attitude of Jews whose exposure to Hellenism
had aroused in them curiousity in matters of faith and 
32philosophy. Theodore Zahn, in a study of Trypho* s -
character, concluded he wa3 a Hellenistic Jew with an 
33erudite philosophical background. J Our position is that 
there is sufficient internal evidence to justify the -
position that the Dialogue represents a collection of<• . *
diverse views either from an actual colloquy, or representing 
a series of discussions with Jewish inquirers. This is based 
on the repetitive character of the Dialogue, and the interrupted
C. P. Moore, ’’The definition of the Jewish Canon” in 
C. A. Briggs (ed. ) Essays in Modern Theology and Related 
Subjects, 1911, p. 102; cf." A.''L. Williams, p,' xxv, and 
W. • D. Davies, pp. 280 ff..
J, Klausner asserted positively that R. Tarphon and - •
Justin’s Trypho were not identical (The Messianic Idea in 
Israel, p. 4O7), following Z. Frankel7 fiarkhe” Ha-SishnaK"
2nd ed. 1923, p. 112.
32 With reference to the argument that Justin would not 
have been able to participate in disputes between Jewish 
Rabbis due to his probable ignorance of Hebrew, it is to be * 
noted that our writer does not profess to have had conversa­
tions with the Jews in Hebrew (cf. A. L. Williams, pp. xxxi ff.) 
It is significant that Justin’s approach to the O.T. is by way • 
of the Hellenistic Jewish interpretation.
33 T. Zahn, ’’Studien zu Justin”, ZKG viii (1886), pp. 54 ff•«
train of thought to Justin’s occasional embarrassment.^* ■ •
But by no means should it be considered a stenographic • .
report of a real disputation.^
It will be well to keep in mind this characteristic of 
being a loosely organized argument as we inquire into Justin’s 
interpretation of n<*is qcqu , since his exposition of a given 
passage will not always be consistent, but may be turned on 
different occasions to meet a new attack with a different 
emphasis on the same scriptural passage.
36Having searched the philosophers for ultimate truth,
Justin was concerned to construct a theology that could be . 
defended rationally in combining the elements of Biblical 
faith with the. higher aspirations of Gentile philosophy. 37
. ,/ . • • ’ 11+0
3k See, in particular, Dial. 66, 67.
35 J. Quasten, Vol.I, p. 203.
36 •On the validity of Justin’s claim of familiarity with 
the philosophical schools (Dial. 2-7), see A. Heander, 
General History of the Chris tian Religion and Church yol.ll,
aag. tr. 1bk7, PP* and H. Lxetzmann, Thei" gqunding^of
the Church Universal, Eng. tr. 1938, p. 23? • K'» hake would
hardly accept thesdescription of ’philosopher’ in' the 
technical sense as•applicable to Justin, (Landmarks in the 
History;of Early Christianity, 1920, p. 1 25*)".
37 Of. p. j. a. Hort, The Ante-Nicene Fathers, pp. 65-6;
0. Semisch, Vol.I, pp. 209 ff.; and A. W. P. Blunt, The 
Apologies of Justin Martyr, pp. xii ff.. • /
llj.1
In the apologists1 day, there was increasing interest in
finding some common ground between Christian believers and
serious inquirers# The apologists were compelled to take a
more rational approach that would encourage the seekers to
enter into real dialogue. It was in the atmosphere of
intellectual Greek culture that early attempts were made to '
fgeonelle the elalms of faith and reason* and Justin was 
• 39among the first to make this attemptS' While trying to 
harmonize scripture with philosophy, Justin nevertheless 
strongly asserted his dissatisfaction with philosophy as 
providing ultimate truth for man.^ Accordingly, while he 
seeks to deal rationally with the arguments of the opposition, 
in the final analysis he resorts to scripture as unquestion­
ably valid in containing absolute truth#
In the Apology, Justin defended Christianity before the
38 Werner Jaeger, loc, cit#, rega? ds the Dialogue as a 
classic example of this approach.
39 ODOC p. 757; A. W. P. Blunt, loo, oit.
Dig-1. 2.7 (of. Apol.ll 10), aee also H. A. Wolfson,
The Philosophy of the Church Fathers, 1956, pp. 15 ff#.
Roman government and cultured heathen society; in the 
Dialogue he at least ostensibly undertakes to defend it
• )t 1before Judaism#However, the Dialogue also shows an
effort to meet the double challenge of pagan philosophy
and the general outlook which it engendered while dealing
with the specifically religious objections of orthodox
Jewry. Thus we find in it the curious amalgam of a reasoned
exposition of the proof of Jesus as the expected Messiah with
an almost mystical reliance on Scripture as though repetition 
k2of the Words themselves could perform the apologist’s task#^* 
Whenever the argument moves into uncertain territory, Justin 
can be found returning to a favorite passage from the Psalms 
or the Prophets, abandoning systematic exposition in favor 
of simply quoting the passage. Thus, in what amounts to . 
practically a mechanical reliance on texts from the Old 
Testament, Justin sets out to prove that the Messiahship of 
Oesus was always the literal fulfilment of scripture.
JL0 Cf# 0. Pfleiderer, Primitive Christianity, p. lj.23-
Justin’s argument from prophecy was dependent on 
acceptance of the doctrine of divine inspiration of the 
0.T#, (Donaldson, p. 17U)-
■f.X'--!
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Method of Interpretation
Before we begin the detailed study of the Christology of
the Dialogue in respect to the , a few remarks on the .
writer’s method of interpretation will provide a further .
introduction to our subject. When we examine the position
of the Church in the second century from the standpoint of 
ho
its apologetic mission,we see how Austin’s purpose fitted 
into a certain stage in the history of the interpretation of 
revelatory events. Harnack had distinguished three ’’stages” 
in mission-preaching to the Jews, the third being marked by 
the view of the Old Testament as a whole being fulfilled in 
Jesus Christ.^* The Christian preacher of the early period 
must show that the truth of his message could be proved out 
of sacred books recognized as authoritative. If the *. .
preaching was'to show the historical fulfilment of Old 
Testament types and prophecies, this typological exegesis .
An outline of the trends of the early Church in the 
fulfilment of its apologetic task is provided by B. hindars 
in his New Testament Apologetic, 1961. For reference to the 
interpretation of the events of Jesus’ life as an Issue with 
the Jews, see espec. pp. 32-3*
A. Harnack, The Mission and Expansion of Christianity 
Eng. tr. 1908, pp87-8, who saw’ the first represented in 
the proclamation of the imminence of Cod’s kingdom and the 
call to repentance, and the second by the announcement that 
the resurrected Christ is * the Messiah. < .
1UU
cannot be dismissed out of hand, however far-fetched it may 
II?have become on occasions.^ In Justin’s combination of the 
curse of Deuteronomy 21 :23 with the brazen serpent of 
Numbers 21 :9>^ the method bears some reflections of the 
initial stage of the primitive Church’s interpretation, in 
which the curse is treated as one aspect of the general 
position of the Passion apologetic.In addition it has 
been maintained by scholars that the association of Exodus 
17:9-11|. with Numbers 21:9 was made at an early period, and 
it became common during the patristic period to see both as 
types of Christ crucified.^ Some of the Old Testament
h cj
See G. W. H. Lampe’s essay ’’The Reasonableness of 
Typology” (Essays on Typology, Lampe and Woollcombe, 1 9?7 b • 
espec. pp. 22-3»
For extreme examples in the Dial*, cf. the interpretation 
of the wooden saw used in Isaiah’s martyrdom as a type of 
Christ (Dial. 120); Moses extending his arms in the victory 
over the Amalekites as a type of the Cross (Dial. 90.I4J; 
and the Jesus-Joshua typology in Dial. 132. Cf. T. F. Glasson, 
The Second' Advent, p. 203> and R. P. C. Hanson, Allegory and 
Ev ent, pp. 1 0 6-d
1+6 Dial* 9U.5; 96.1 (cf. 89.2); and 9I|-.1 (cf. Barn. 12.5 ff 
where the brazen serpent is listed in a series of types of the 
Passion;)
B. Lindara, p. 237. 
ltd K. J. Woollcombe, Essays on Typology, p. lj.6, following 
T. W. Manson ’’The Argument from” Prophecy” JTS xlvi (19It-?b 
p. 131 * In addition to the two examples given, Manson’cites 
the connection of the Passover Lamb and Rahab’s scarlet <
thread as signifying Christ and His shed blood (Dial. 111). t\
■ ta-i:-
•ssa
passages claimed by Christian authors to be types of Christ 
and His passion are treated in Rabbinic literature, but
. 11+5
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there they are deliberately given another meaning. 49 In the
light of Justin’s use of these texts, it may be seen that the
method illustrated here evidences an evolving tradition of
apologetic, while at the same time, by inference, it exhibits
the actual Jewish objections raised during this period.^
Indeed, examples are not lacking to show that the connection
of the brazen serpent to the Crucifixion may have, been
rebutted in Rabbinic exegesis before the end of the first 
^1century.
To answer the Jewish objection that Christ could not be the 
Messiah because He had not fulfilled the Old Testament pre­
dictions about a glorious King whose reign would be establidied 
among the peoples, the Christians replied in two ways: first, 
they pointed out that the Old Testament foreshadowed His .
- f 
' ;!V
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1l9 T. W. Manson, loc. pit.
See B. Lindars, p. 237, R* P. C. Hanson, p. 154“5*
Evidence found in the Dial, illustrates a variety of Jewish 
interpretations: the reference of Ps. 109 (110) to Hezekiah
(Dial# 33), Ps. 23 (24) to Solomon (Dial. 36:2-5), and Isa. 8:4 
a reference to Hezekiah (Dial. 77*2-4)• ’ T. P. Glasson feels 
that on the whole the Dial, represents accurately by inference 
some of the Jewish views of the period, (p. 215)* •
So Woollcombe, Bs s ays on Typology, p. 46, citing: from
the Mishnah, Rosh Hashanab 3* 8 •
51
1U6
sufferings (using-Isaiah. 53 and Psalm 21 (22)• extensively),
and second, they maintained that the reign of glory would
A- 52 'be manifested in His Second Advent* This is the method
represented in the Dialogue, but it must be asserted at once
that while Justin used Isaiah 53 to give scriptural warrant
to Christ’s suffering, he could not and did not resolve the
evident paradox which resulted from the aspect of suffering
and death and his fundamental view of the Lord’s exalted „
status* Unlike Origen who, as we shall see, struggled with
this problem, Justin, like Ignatius, found the cross (the
death) of Christ to be the greatest mystery. As will become
clear in our more detailed examination of his Christology, he
did not find in a doctrine of the Servant’s vicarious .
suffering a clue to an understanding of the Atonement. -As
Harnack observed, .
Justin * knows, as a man acquainted with the 
Old Testament, how to borrow from it very many 
points of view for the significance of Christ’s 
death (Christ as the sacrifice, the Paschal lamb;
... the means of redeeming men; ... the enduring 
of the curse for us; ••• victory over the devil 
(Dial, tjlj., 90, 91, 111, 13U)* But in the discussions
See T. P. Classon, p. 203.
Cf. Origen, c.Cels. I. 5^}-, IX* 6U (of. VI. 77) and 
IV. 15. Nevertheless, even for Origen, it is the-qualities 
of purity and voluntariness of Him who makes the sacrifice 
that are of importance (c.Cels■ I. 31)* . . '
'v'-}.-*?>-V -.o^v-z; .•■ ;•< 'V'ZvMZ'-^W•:'.'••••• .„•, <••?■•'■''■>;;:. V "'K' • • ■ '“h'-"■ - V.T’t ' .- • :'.. v .’. i'.-'•, - ' ‘ Xr.Zi
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which set forth in a more intelligible way the 
significance of Christ, ... Justin nowhere gives 
any indication of seeing in the death of Christ 
more than the mystery of the Old Testament, and 
the confirmation of its trustworthiness. 5l± • ;
Justin in his method of approach to the interpretation of 
scripture gives evidence for the continuation of an earlier 
apologetic tradition. In the Dialogue, we are provided with 
the classic position of the Passion apologetic of the period: 
the scriptural proof of the theoretical point that the 
Messiah should suffer, appearing in anti-Judaic literature.^ 
But are we not in touch with a reversal of the emphasis from 
the earliest tradition? Professor Barnabas Lindars remarked 
that
the original position, closely connected with the 
rudimentary Atonement doctrine, had been'that:Jesus, 
who is the Messiah, had in his atoning death fulfilled 
the mission of the Servant of the Lord. ...The later 
position shows a greater Christological interest, • 
that Jesus is the Christ because it was prophesied 
that the Messiah should suffer; ... $6
This statement will be borne out by our subsequent.analysis
A-
5$
A., Harnack, DC I Eng. tr. p. 203: ref. to f.n.2, p. 200
B. Lindars, p. 80. Of. Tertullian, adv. Jud. 10;
Cyprian ad Quirinum; test, adv. Jud. II.~T51 Lactantius 
inst. IV. 1 6. Ther"question of whether .pre-Christian Judaism 
knew of a Suffering Messiah is discussed in AddTl Note II. 2.
B. Lindars, loo. cit.. Remarking on subjects of great 
importance to the early polemists, Marcel Simon observes: 
nDe sa carriers terrestre c’est la fin que l’on retient. surtout 
la Passion du Christ et sa mort, la scandale de la Croix (cf. 
Dial. 32.1, 89.2, 96.1, etc.) et l’idee du Messie^souffrant ...
i Israeli 196U» P« T90.
: . ■ . . 'z-zz
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although perhaps with an added significance not intended
by Professor Lindars. The fact is that the text from
Isaiah 53 helped to explain the death of Jesus to believers 
57in the New Testament."'1 By Justin’s time, the scripture is 
cited to meet the attack which disputed His identity as 
the divinely appointed Messiah, instead of providing an 
understanding to His redeeming work.
Justin’s approach to the Old Testament is presupposed by 
a literal acceptance of the scriptures as authoritative 
and by a view of the typological relationship between the 
testimony found in-these scriptures and the events in the ' 
life and work of Jesus of Nazareth. At times, this 
typological exegesis is carried to absurd extremes, but 
this was part of the writer’s apologetic method, which 
typifies the primitive approach to scripture before the 
development of more scientific methods by advanced thinkers 
such as Origen. Where Justin requires justification in his 
argument, we will find a tendency to use proof texts more 
or less mechanically, without theological reflection on
57 The Marcan predictions of the suffering of the Son of
Man, admittedly are late, but the tradition of sufferinao
and rejection is ancient and authentic teaching- of Jesus, 
(M. Black, "The Son of Man Problem in Recent Research and 
Debate", BJRD Ug:2 (1963), p. 308). Cf. Mk. 8:3U‘and 
parallels, and Mk. 10:32 ff. (T. W. Manson)' The Teachings 
of Jesus, 2nd ed. p. 231). On the subject of a suffering ' 
Messiah and the use of this concept by Justin’3 time, 
cf. Add’l Note II.2. • -A-'- ’ .
. -ff... ,. h,’.
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the content of the passage as it relates to the subject 
under discussion, and in general lacking due regard for 
the historical context involved. •
The Use of Texts
In the light of the writer’s regard for the Old Testament 
as a valid source of truth, several questions follow that - 
require brief comment before we begin our detailed analysis 
of the Christology of the Dialogue. In the first place, 
is there evidence that Justin was consistent in using a 
translation that can be identified with that employed by 
Symmachus or Theodotion, or can it be found to have simi­
larity to the text later adopted by Origen? * The Fathers 
were accustomed to cite certain passages from memory, and
in Justin’s case more than a third of the references to the 
58Old Testament are made without defining the source."''" In 
addition, there is a tendency to select or mingle phrases 
that would best suit the writer’s apologetic purpose. For 
example, in Dialogue 31> there is a mixed reference to
58 33. F. Westcott, On the Canon of the New Testament, 
pp. 119-121. For both the Dial, and the Apol./- Westcott 
calculated 117 references fail to name the1 source, while 
197 citations include it, although sometimes erroneously, 
e.g., Dial. 12; 3+9.2; 116.3.
B? Lindars (p. 26) cites examples from the, Apol. and 
the Dial, that appear to be quotations from memory.
L 1 J m ' .* ■i
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Daniel 7-9-28. For verse 10, Justin’s quotation is similar 
to the text employed by Theodotion, while verse 27 follows a
version that would conform to the text later adopted by
. 99 ' •Origen. Apparently, Justin was familiar with several texts
of the Septuagint, and shifts abruptly.from one to the other 
60in a manner that displays little degree of consistency.
P. Katz has offered the interesting observation that some
of the longer quotations (mostly from the Psalms) originally
contained Christian interpolations, on which Justin’s
argument rests; but these emendations have disappeared, with
the result that the peculiar points on which the writer’s 
* 6 *1.position depends is left unsupported. It is clear that we
99 'In reference to Dan. 7:27 the affirmation on the 
subjection of the dominions to the kingdom of the saints of 
the Most High is expressed by the verb tnrowtv (Origen), 
an interesting departure from <foox/uu> (e). This usage is 
reflected in similar context in other patristic literature, 
•of. t Qlera* 1.3* U7> 2.1; 20.1; Ignatius: IPoI. 6.1;
ISph. 2.2; a.s well as Diog. 7*2. •
6o Cf. A. Rahlfs, who has made a study of possible 
parallels to Aq. in Justin’s ref. to Mic. I}.:1 in Dial.
109.2, (”Uber Theodotion-Lesarten im N.T. und Aquila- . .
Lesarten bei Justin”. ZNTW 20 (1921), pp. 19M. ff.).
6*1. P. Katz- ’’Justin’s O.T. Quotations and the Greek 
Dodekapropheton Scroll” in Studia Patristica I (TU 63 /19$7/> 
p. 3U+). Katz distinguishes these from a second group of . 
quotations of a different character, which bear similarity 
to texts which may have provided a basis for the versions : 
of Aq. and .Sym.1' (p. 3US) • • . ' ■
. - • ** ^.r--i:://-:!’^^r^^r.-.-A-; .:*<'!• .:?•;;> .• ,r « •
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must be careful to distinguish the context of a quotation 
in the Dialogue from its occurrence in the original source.
A second question that presents itself is related to the ♦
choice of scriptural references found in the Dialogue. We
are led to ask whether the blocks of material that appear ’
as predominantly important to our writer provide evidence
in support of the much-discussed theory of a ’Testimony 
62Book* circulating in the early Church. Space does not - 
permit our entering the debate of the existence of such a
62 The best known evidence from the early period is the 
Testimonia adversus Judaeos (Book II in Cyprian, ad Quirinum). 
Mel'it'o,' aTso, was said to have made such a collection, 
(Eusebius, H.E. IV. 26.12 f.). E. Hatch suggested tracing 
Rom. 3:10 ff. to a selected composition from the psalms 
(Essays in Biblical Greek, pp. 203 ff.). The most extreme 
position was advanced by J. Rendel Harris, citing-evidence 
which later proved to be spurious, (Testimonies 2 vols., 
1916-20). C. H. Dodd (According to the Scriptures, 1952), 
analyzed the most important O.T. quotations found in the N.T. 
and concluded that these were not to be accounted for by a 
’’primitive5 anthology of isolated proof texts” (p. 126) and 
further that'the N.T. writers paid due regard to the whole 
context. K. Stendahl (The School of Saint Matthew. 1951+) > 
held that the Matthean form of quotations, gives evidence of 
deliberate interpretative selection, excluding the possibility 
of a Testimonia as a primary source in the Gospel. Earle 
Ellis made a study of Paul’s quotations and arrived at a 
similar conclusion for the Epistles (-Paul’s Use of the Old 
Testament, 1 957 ) • We have cited Prof .' Barnabas' Lindars’
New Testament. Apologetic, which allows for the possibility 
of variations "in "the "quotations talcing place in the early 
period out of regard for an apologetic aim (see espe c.
Lindars, chap. ;VII). By the time Justin wrote the Dial., 
Lindars believes the ’’foundation stones” of the Passion 
apologetic were already laid, (p. 256).-
: '• ; -■■’SfXf'-i'i/-: . ' •. .... ■
collection, but it will be seen that the Dialogue
contains clusters of Christological testimonies which have 
interesting comparisons to quotations found in the New 
Testament* In our subsequent analysis, this relationship 
will be dealt with, but it serves to indicate that the 
question of a primitive Testimonia is by no means closed. J
Related to this question of Testimonia, we must ask what 
value Justin places on the writings which would soon be ■ 
incorporated into the New Testament canon, and whether he 
includes any citations from these-scriptures which are 
important for the Servant doctrine. In places, Justin
1^2
refers to; the G-ospelsas “Memoirs", with the mention of 
6I4.apostolic authorship adding weight to the authority. 
There is also evidence in the Apology that Christian 
writings were read as part of the liturgy for weekly
63 See the recent article by B. Lindars, “Second Thoughts - 
Books of Testimonies “, r ET LXXV:6 (19610, espec. pp. 1 71p- 5j 
and cf. J. Dani^lou, Message Evangelique et Culture 
Helldnistique, 1 961, pp. 196-7*
6!+ E.G., Dial. 103, 106. For Dial. 106, A. H. McNeils 
(An Introduction-to the Study of tKe New Testament, rev. ed., 
19355 considered the" reference to ’’hl's Memoirs . can refer 
only to Mark", (p. 319), cf* B. H. Streeter The Four Gospels, 
rev. ed. 1930, p. UU2. M. Dibelius regarded “Memoirs“not as 
a literary description, but held that the term was used to - 
give a graphic description of the content and significance 
of the citations (A, Fresh Approach to the New Testament and
Early Christian - Literature, 1937, P• 57); cf. 'V...Sanday
Inspiration, p. 303, P. C. Burkitt, Tie Gospel History and 
Its Transmiss ion,, 1906, p. 257,. cf. pT 27^.
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65worship. Some years ago, B. H. Streeter pointed out that
conservatism in the Roman Church would have justified Justin1 s
apparent hesitancy to use the Fourth Gospel, even though
logically it would have been the likely choice for testimony
in support of Christ’s pre-existence and the Logos doctrine.
There are at least two obvious references to this Gospel,
however, and although the question has not been resolved,
there is the likelihood that for the writer’s own thinking
the Fourth Gospel, in whatever form it was known at the time, 
6vhad an influence that was comparable with the Synoptics. ‘
66
65 zApol* 1 67. Regarding Justin’s estimate of the value of 
the writings (Apol.I 53) of. A. Julicher, An Introduction 
to the New Testament, Eng. tr., 1901+, p.
66 B. H. Streeter, p. L|i|.O f.. Cf. Add’l Note II.1
67 The references to the Ij-th Gospel occur in Dial. 69*7 
and 105.1 (in the latter case, it Is included with the 
’‘Memoirs”). A. Harnack held that Justin was the first to 
use the l|.th Gospel alongside the Synoptics (DG II Eng. tr., 
p. U2). B. H. Streeter cited the two certain usages in 
comparison with over 100 “reminiscences or quotations” 
from Mt. and: Lk. and 2 from Mk., (p. hjlp ) •
On the other side, A. Jdlicher held that Justin was 
unacquainted with the q.th Gospel although aware of its 
existence (p.'L|.85> cf. Apol.I 61). C. It. Barrett, (The 
Gospel According to St. John, 1955, pp. 93~U) follows 
J. N. Sanders (The Fourth Go3pel in the Early Church, 19i{-3, 
espec.. pp. 27-31*1 in finding "no convincing evidence of 
literary dependence"-on this Gospel, but allows for the 
possibility of its "tentative use”, although the Gospel 
may not have been regarded as Scripture. The fact is that 
Justin’s "tentative use" of Jn. could be attributed to 
conservatism in the Roman Church and none of the opposing 
arguments provide evidence that rule out the influence of 
the Gospel on - Justin’s thinking, however scarce may be the
5;».»/' i- -*2‘
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While Justin may be among the first to provide a 
68 .witness to the canonical Gospels, it is true that he 
does not use them in the same way as the Old Testament.
When reference is made to the Law and the Prophets the 
term used is (’scripture1), while citations from the
New Testament are normally introduced with the formula 
y£y/oanrat (’it is written’).^ we will see, the opening
argument in the Dialogue cites the testimony from the 
’’Fourth Servant Song”,?0 and frequent reference is made to 
Isaiah’s prophecy and the Psalms. Of greater significance 
for our. study is the fact that important New Testament
references to the Servant doctrine are utterly, lacking in
71the dialogue. ’ The sole exception is the allusion to
68 Of. F. W. Beare ’’The Canon of- the New Testament” 
IDB I, p* 525 f., and see Apol.I 66.
69 A. II. McNeile, pp. 319-20; see also F. C. Burkitt, p.258
70 In this case (Dial. 13) the quotation begins with 
Isa. 52:10 ff., an interesting contrast with the contemporary 
designation for this body of material (Isa. 52:13-53:12).
71 Such passages that are important for the Servant 
doctrine would include explicit references to 11-Isaiah, 
as in Lk. 22:37, Mk. 10:l|.5, Mt. 12:18 ff.; predictions of 
suffering, Mk. 8:31 and parallels; the Injunction to 
emulate the Lord’s voluntarily assumed role of servant,
Mk. 9:35, and symbolized-in the foot washing, Jn. 13:3; the 
Acts passages where zz<x7/ occurs as a Christological title 
(Acts 3 and Iq), and Philip’s evangelistic speech to the
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Christ as the Passover Lamb which possibly may be' traced
to the Fourth Gospel, but in the Dialogue the figure of the
Lamb is given a novel explanation which in no way recalls 
72the Lamb whose sacrifice takes away the world’s sin.
It is seen that Justin is not consistent in following a
particular text of the Septuagint, and further that 
quotations may be cited from it to be employed in a way 
that is unrelated to the original context. This, plus the 
aforementioned tendency of our writer to use proof-texts 
somewhat mechanically means that a theological concept 
expressed in an Old Testament, passage may not necessarily 
have the significance in the Dialogue which it carried in 
its original usage. Further, it has been noted that 
significant New Testament passages related to the doctrine 
of the Servant are entirely lacking in the Dialogue. From
71 (con’t.) .
Bunuch with its citation of Isa. 53:7 (Acts 8:32 £♦); Paul’s 
view of scriptural fulfilment in 1 Cor. 15s3 and the essence 
of his appeal to the Jews (Acts 17:2); the Kenotic hymn,
Phil. 2:6-11; and the example of Christ’s willing suffering 
cited in I Pot. 2:21 ff.. It is recognized that a case can 
be made disputing the relationship of these and other N.T. 
passages to the prophecy (M. D. hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 
1959), but on this question see my Introduction.
Dial, lj.0, cf. Jn. 1:29. Regarding the relationship 
of the. Johannine Lamb to the Isaianic prophecy,, see chap.Ill, 
pp. 21f.8ff.. Justin’s interpretation of the Lamb roasted on 
the spit as a type of the Cross is far-fetched typology indeed
these comments on our writer’s method and use of texts we : 
may now examine in detail the passages from- the\Dialogue 
which express the writer’s Christ©logical, understanding 
as it is related to the figure of the Servant.
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l^ae Ghristology of the 11 Dialogue” 
with Particular Reference to the laaianic Prophecy
. The Appeal to the Testimony of Isaiah 53 
If it could he judged solely on the basis of frequency of
citations from Isaiah 52 and 53> the case already would be 
closed in favor of the Dialogue strongly asserting a Servant 
doctrine. For those who believe that Biblical commentators 
after the middle of the second century created the Servant 
Christology, this profusion of references, at least super­
ficially, would seem to provide ample, evidence.The fact
Quotations from the LXX of Isa* 53> alone, are found 
in greater frequency than any other single: passage of 
scripture that can be identified. Portions of this prophecy 
occur in Dial, 13> U2, U3> 63,. 68, 76, 89, 95/ 97, 102, 11li, 
118.
7h M. D. Hooker, in concluding hex* chapter on the Servant 
in the early Church (including a cursoi^y examination of 
sub-apostolic writers to 150 A.D.), believed that the Church 
of this period ’’did not attach any great significance to the 
Servant passages” (p. 133)* When Miss Hooker then takes the 
position that later commentators are responsible for the 
doctrinal connection;of the Servant Songs to the Passion 
of Christ ‘ (’’this connection was well established8 by the 
time;of Origen”, citing c.Cels I. 5^l-~5> P* 15U> f»n.
V <■ >• « ' . •> - ? '-. /\ r.. ' ' '5 . j* . ~ , .■ . ■> • •;< , - •• v . • • ?‘-.^ ' ’* -- " >K . _r*
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is, however, that the context in which the writer has 
employed these texts is equally significant, and the 
evidence of his own theological application of their 
content is what must be determinative in the final 
analysis. Accordingly, we will proceed with our inquiry 
of Justin’s interpretation of the texts on this basis, 
.witholding evaluation until the evidence fox’ his under- . • '
standing of the passages has been presented.
The first important quotation occurs in Dialogue 13; 
it includes Isaiah 52:10 to 54^6, following the Septuagint 
with a few deviations. The context in which the quotation 
.is found has to do with the contrast of the Old and the New 
Covenants. If Israel is to wash away its sins, this is not 
to be effected by virtue of the animal sacrifices they have 
known in the past, "but by faith through the blood of Christ"
7U (con’t)
the facts simply do not support hex* position (see the evidenc 
set forth in ch.V on this passage, and urigen’s own example 
of explaining away the Servant Doctrine in c.Cels. IV. 15 and 
VI.77)* Further, when she adduces examples from the Dial, 
and Melito’s Homily as evidence of what she regards as 
significant usage of Isa. 53 a source of the Servant 
Christology, there seems to be little appreciation of how 
Justin and Melito used the testimony (p. 133, f*n. 2). Can- 
It be that Miss Hooker has disregarded the.context?
75 Dial. 13*1
’ ■’ •'’. ' ’'"'•'•v'V i'S^". ' '';' ,r
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Clearly the poem of the Servant is related to the Lord’s 
Passion, viewed as a sacrificial offering, which was typified 
by the old forms of sacrifice ordained in the Tor all, Justin’s 
typological exegesis is exhibited here. The new "laver of 
repentance" has replaced the old forms of sacrifice; this 
new "baptism" is the’’water of life".76. The Old Order was 
valid until the entry of the New.77 <
If the Servant Poem is held to be descriptive of the Lord’s 
Passion, are we then to assume that Justin’s use of the text 
establishes a Servant Christology, or has he imposed his own 
understanding of the Atonement on these passages which . 
obscures historical exegesis? A closer examination of 
relevant parts of the quotation and the writer’s accompanying 
exposition is required. The familiar verse 13 of Isaiah 52 
is quoted as follows:
Dial. 13*2: fdoo u y A cr c l o rroClj /aou, Hod
c’t^L /rou cr £ c<x-t <r<f>o<$pQc „
76 Dial. 1lj..1 .
77 Cf, the use of Jer. 31:31 f. in Dial. 11, and see also 
Tertullian, adv, Jud. 3» T. R. Clover observed that Justin 
regarded the legislation of Moses as valid for a people for 
a certain time, but not for mankind in general for eternity. 
"It was a prophecy of a New Legislator (Dial. 1L|..3 f ♦) who 
should repeal the carnal code and enact one that should be 
spiritual, final and eternal," (The Conflict of Religions 
in the Early Roman lamp ire, 1909, p. 181)..
(Behold, my child/servant shall gain understanding, 
and shall he exalted and glorified exceedingly.)
The exaltation formula T<xt nai deeperoq<rz ccll
(uplifted/exalted and glorified) is of particular interest. 
Clearly, the translator of the LXX regarded the passion of '
. the ttqTcj as leading to his glory, hut as Zimmerli has noted,
the LXX in the succeeding verses goes heyond the imagery of
the Hebrew text in suggesting that the godless incur divine 
78retribution for their murder of the zz<x7j . 1 This is
distinct from the Targums, which admittedly also convey the
thought of judgement, hut where retributive judgement for
the Servant’s death is executed not by the rrodj, but by God 
79alone. This is suggestive that the LXX, in the form 
represented here, allows for a more exalted position of the 
zrouj than was true for the n ny in the original.®0
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7® W. Zimmerli and J. Jeremias, The Servant of God, p, h2 
Cf. Isa. 53:9. ‘
79 'H. Hegermann, Jesaja 53 in, Hexapla, Targum und Peschitta, 
1954# PP* ^6 f^. ......  ....... ....... .......... .............. .... .....
80 In this respect, H. S. Nyberg’s observation that this 
text may differ at significant points from the original (which 
receives support from the DSS) and that at this point the 
translator envisions a ’triangular drama’ (in the words of
C. R. North) between Goa, the sinful world, and a righteous 
man ( 6 rr<x7j jliqu) is worthy of consideration. .This Hellenistic 
interpretation of the 7to7j is carried further in Wisd. Sol.
I}.:20 ff. (H. S. Nyberg, "Sm&rtornas Man. En Studie till 
Jes. 533-53: 1 2,>r Svensk Exegetisk Arsbok, 7 (19l|-2), pp. 5-82 
cited by C. R. North In The Suffering Servant in Deutero- 
Isaiah, - 2nd ed. 1 95&> pp. 22lf 4ff • r*r * 5 ;,, .
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The ambiguity of the verb u^cue^vac (including both the
meaning of being physically raised'aloft, as on a cross,
as well as exalted to fame and glory) must have been of
advantage to the apologist in this use of the LXX, even as
it was in the.Fourth Gospel. In John 8:28 and 12:32 the
double meaning of physical uplifting and eschatological 
. 81exaltation ap© clearly intended* The ambiguity also
provided the means for the later Christian interpreters to
find the <fo$a, of Jesus not only in the Resurrection (as wiih
Mark and the Synoptic parallels), but in his actual death and 
82passion* It is true that in the Hicodemus narrative in
81 E. Schweizer, Lordship and Discipleship, Eng. tr. 1960, 
p. 69* M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and 
Acts, 2nd ed. 195^-# p.’103> observes that the Syriac 
equivalent of u^cue^va.k has the special meaning »to be 
crucified1, and that the I}-th Gospel shows Syriac Influence 
in its usage of the term. Citing G. Kittel’s article in 
ZNTW; xxxv. p. 282, he notes that "the same verb appears 
in this sense in Palestinian Aramaic: e.g» in Ezra 6:1q. 
and Targs. I Chr.’ 10.10", among others, so the Johannine 
use is an Aramaism. C. K. Barrett, The Gospel.According 
to St. John* pp. 178, 179, admits the possibility of influ­
ence of Isa. 52:13 in the exaltation passage of Jn. 12:32 f.. 
Barrett adds: "His lifting up will result not only in glory 
for himself but also in healing for mankind", (lop* cit.)*
In Melito it is stressed that He is raised on a high Cross 
(Homily 16.8j, see chap. Ill, n.99. .
Jn. 2O:17j cf. Mk. 8:31. The glorification of the the/ 
Tou 0tcu is of the greatest importance to Johannine Christ- 
ology, as Principal M. Black has pointed out, (cf. "The Son 
of Man Problem in recent Research and Debate", BJRL Li£:2,
PP. 315-318/ see espec. f.n.1, p. 318.). . .
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John the significance of the reference to the brazen serpent 
is probably confined to the ’’raising up” of this symbol, 
while in Justin the serpent and its uplifting become types
of Christ crucified* But it cannot be doubted that the
raising of this symbol was particularly significant in 
Justin’s typological exegesis. Therefore, he can find 
that exaltation was achieved in the Crucifixion. It is 
clear from this use of the imagery, prominent in the 
Dialogue, that the sacrifice did not infer reduction of, 
status, and yet the Figure (the ttcuj of Isaiah 53) was 
related typologically to the Passion of Christ*. However, - 
in contrast with the prophecy, His sacrifice does not 
represent to the apologist the ultimate act of the Servant’s 
self abnegation in which the true Israel incorporately 
shares, but is regarded objectively with pious awe as the 
High Priest’s sacrifice. This does not detract from the 
high position accorded to the izotj .
82 (con’t)
For identification between the Passion and the Isaiah 
passage, cf. B. Lindars, p. 79, who sees the Passion 
apologetic applied in Acts 3:13, noting that the phrase
Toy True6& olutou is a reference to Isa. 52:13, and 
comprises an explanation of the events of redemption In terms 
of the entire chapter.
3*-See Dial. 9ix. 1 and cf. Jn* 3:11k (G« K* Barrett, p. 178.,).
Reference to the Servant1 a Sacrifice: a) Ritual in 
Place of.Participat ion. There is a variant found in the 
LXX rendering that may have, provided Justin -an additional 
opportunity to impose his own Christological position on 
the exegesis with respect to the notion of sacrifice. It 
will repay us to examine the apologist’s thought in this 
respect and to digress briefly with a few comments on the 
Biblical view of sacrifice.
We may take note of the quotation of Isaiah £>3:1 Ob:
Di al. Eotv tfuj'cz. Tre.pt / Trjf ten/ ...
(If you give /an offering/ for sins . .♦) p
Here, the variant reading of the LXX provides an opportunity
to view the sin-offering liturgically, as their propitiatory 
86presentation, not the Servant’s. Later comments of the 
writer about the passover lamb as ;a type of Christ are
The article is omitted in 'the LXXi •. •;<
8 Cf. wi;bh the Hebrew, .which renders "when he makes 
his life (UJ33.) a guilt-offering ..." (MT)’. ' .
86 This rendering of the first part is followed by all 
the later Greek versions, while in the'latter/half Aquil., 
Sym. and© differ from'Origen in reading ‘"his soul (as 
opposed to: "your-, soul"<-' Origen), shall see', a long-lived 
progeny," (F.' Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, p. 535*)•
•‘ • * r ’ " ’ ■•.. ,7 • '
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understood in this same ritualistic sense: the death of 
the Lord is viewed objectively as a sacrament of which they 
are only partakers insofar as it is a liturgical celebration:
■'yr.
■r
IS
the lamb which God enjoined to be sacrificed as 
the passover was a type of Christ: with whose 
blood ... they anoint their houses ... The 
offering of fine flour .presented in behalf 
of those purified from leprosy was a type of
■ ig:
■ "si’.':
the bread of the Eucharist, the celebration of
which our Lord Jesus prescribe^ in remembrance 
of the suffering which He endured •. • 87
This is a shallow regard for the Servant’s self~offering, 
and a departure from the Biblical presentation of the 
sacrifice of Christ: a sacrament in which believers 
corporately partake. The sacrifice is regarded 
’objectively’ instead of being entered into ’subjectively’, 
’Objectively’ the offering can be man’s gift to God, which 
is possible from the LXX rendering of the passage, but 
the more perfect understanding enjoined in the Bible
< 5
?-r
f
1
enables us to see "sacrifice in such a way that its
„ 88mystery is the atonement which God Himself makes.
I
87 Dial. l}.0, 1|.1 ♦
I
ip
88 M. Barth, "Was Christ’s Death a Sacrifice?" SIT 
occasional papers No* 9 (1961),, p, 2$, interpreting Lev. 16.
1
g-' ',A
,s
••' ,«2 ‘ ' J « i , _ . . ' * .(>• ' .>•« •••,'■■.••'•.■ * • • 1 ’ ’ ’ i ,Sj' •' s.~/: " ' '' '■- ' • - • *
" ; • 1 l6Lf.
If we examine the Biblical presentation of sacrifice,
it is probably true that certain sacrifical practices 
89of the Israelites represented Canaanite borrowings. 
However, there is evidence that the Israelites offered 
communion-sacrifices while they were still in the desert,
before the settlement. 90
i
Professor H. H. Rowley has
pointed out that it was very unlikely that the Passover, 
91in particular, was derived from these external sources. 
What is more Important than the origin of the sacrifice 
is the meaning Israel attached to it; from the time of 
the Exodus it seems to have been a vehicle of remembrance 
of that deliverance. Some sacrifices were thought of as 
gifts, others' were a means of communion with God, and
92still others had-propitiatory significance.z At least
89 loh. Pedersen, Israel III-IV, 19^0,p. 317; 
J\ P* Hyatt, Prophetic Religion, 19^7# P* 128,
90
91
R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 1981, p. l|.28.
It was pre-Oanaanite, (H. H. Rowley, ”The Meaning 
of Sacrifice in the Old Testament”, B1RL 3321 .(19?0), 
p. 82; cf. J. Pedersen, p. 317)• .........
92 H. I-!.. Rowley, loc. cit..
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two factors of importance for our consideration of the 
Servant’s passion are found in the Old Testament’s 
teaching on sacrifice* First, sacrifice is not 
represented as achieving anything by the mere offering 
of it, rather it "must be the organ of the spirit of the 
believer”. Secondly, and related to the disposition 
of the offerer, sacrifice did not merely represent the 
offering of a detached substitute, but the offerer was 
in some way identified with it.^ To the Christian 
believer, the suffering of the Servant is the "organ of 
His mission" and not merely incidental to it..^ As the
H. H. Rowley, ,pp. 07? 9£; R. do Vaux, pp. i|.28, 
it must be accompanied by a right spirit within. However, 
it was regarded as potent, with the prop ex1 spirit validating 
it, but a curse if offered in the wrong spirit, (Rowley, 
loo* olt.; of. Lev. 5;5>? Hum. 5:6, Am. 5:21~2l|.). The 
attach of the' pro-exilic prophets on contemporary sacrifices 
was to check their abuse where they had become substitutes 
for true piety. In the purer view, like the prophetic 
dramatization of - the spoken word, sacrifice represented 
the partaking of the divine action in miniature, (H. Wheeler 
Rob ins on, Inspiration and Revelation in the Old Testament, 
19U6, pp. 226-7.’}. '
Rowley, p. -88; see R. do Vaux on the ceremony of the 
laying of the hands on the victim, p. 1|.16 and cf. p. Ijlp?.
Rowley, p. 10lj., but he disagrees with the rendering of 
Isa. 53:1 that ’it was their iniquities he (the Servant) 
was bearing’ (cf. N. H., Snaith, Distinctive Ideas- of the 
Old Testament,*1.9UU, P* 92), but this appears, to be 
intended by Rowley to counter the thought of a judicial 
substitute for punishment.
______ __
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perfect sacrifice in its Christian interpretation it
96incorporated the death of the believer to his own sin.
~ 97 : ‘
Por Paul to say ”1 am crucified with Christis not to 
admire the Lord’s self-offering from afar, but to enter into
this experience personally as part of one’s own, and the
98 ' •community’s renewal. This is God’s offering, of which man 
is partaker, by God’s free grace# Pull repentance in the 
light of the Servant’s act, and identification with Him in 
this offering is participation in the sacrament -in the deepest
and purest sense. It is clear that In the Bible sacrifice and 
99Atonement are ’’rare and by no means cheap things”.
Justin’s view of sin is representative of the Palestinian
Jewish view that basically it pertains to disobedience. The 
apostolic apprehension of sin as utter moral corruption is 
lacking in'the theology of the apologist. In Dialogue 100 .
we find the assertion that Christ became man simply to
96 •Ii. Wheeler Robinson, The Cross in the Old Testament,
pp. 110-112, 11L{j cf. M. Barth,pp7‘ Iv5, 53, P?^D...Houle,
The Sacrifice of Christ, 1956, (published in Facet Books, 
Biblical Series, 1 961|.) "pp. 1 3-1 7* .
97Gal. 2:20;
98
cf. Rom. 6:6, . .
M. Barth, pp. 5'J > 54*
M. Barth, p. 25; of. p. 35$ interpreting Paul’s 
theology, he finds that it is the gift of God and revelation 
of God (Rom. 3:21 ff.,), and it means the beginning and 
blessing for the whole of Israel (Rom. 11:26).
;v9 , ;<v".
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destroy the disobedience that proceeded from the serpent, 
and in chapter 1 2Lj. it is offered that men were worthy of 
becoming "gods and ... sons of the Highest,".
Correspondingly, a deeper appreciation of costly sacrifice 
was lacking for our writer and the self-offering of the 
Figure in Isaiah 53 represents little more than a typological 
prefiguration of the Holy Eucharist. The sacramental act has 
assumed importance obscuring a full theological appreciation 
of the depths to which the Servant’s work carried him; and 
the exaltation of the Figure inhibits identity with Him in 
this offering. There is a consequent failure to apprehend 
at a deeper level the import of the Atonement.
Reference to the Servant’s Sacrifice: b) Exaltation of
the Figure. As a further point, we may afford to ask whether
this view of the Servant’s (or the people’s) sacrifice in
Justin’s interpretation Is to the ultimate glory of Cod,
or is the ir<£cj exalted and glorified In His own right?
Instructive on this point in a later chapter is Justin’s
prefatory statement to the quotation of Isaiah’s proclamation
that God gives His glory to no other:
I shall remind you /Trypho/ of what the passage 
says, in order that you may recognise even from 
the very (place) that God gives His glory to His 
Christ alone. 101
100 Of. Isa. 1}.2:8 (MT).
Dial. 65# following with a quotation of Isa. l|.2:5~13*
■ \ t X •' • •«, , .«» */ •*’c.?.' . V "’ - *. ' '
...............<„'•
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Clearly, Justin has altered the sense from the explicit 
statement of God’s absolute sovereignty in the original to 
the'glorification of the Messiah, by his prefatory remark.
Further, we should take note of a point of contrast
between Justin’s interpretation of the Servant’s atoning
work and a New Testament reference to the Christology of
’Servant’. In Mark 9s35 we find the teaching that he who
would be first must subject himself and be the "servant
of all". If this is a variant of Mark 10:1^3 as some 
1 02scholars have held, and allowing for the fact that 
the word here is <R<hovoj and not 770U5 or JouAo; , it 
still must be seen that the teaching expressly deals with 
self-abnegation, as the parallel phrase with the term 
i'crxK'eoj ^^makes clear. In the similar instruction found 
in Mark 1 0:JLp3(which quite likely represents the 
original) we have occurring in a parallel clause
. 168
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102 aSee, for example, V. Taylor, The Gospel According to 'jg
St. Mark, p. L|.OJL{. f., followed by Ma D. Hooker, p...75, f •n.’ 3;
but cf. C. E. B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to St.Mark, 
in CGT, p. 308, who believes this is an Independent saying. -J3
101 Referring to rank or position, as opposed to the -■§
temporal sense,- cf. Mt. 19:30 and 20:16 with the accompanying 
exposition expressing the willingness to undergo subjugation 
in Mt. 20:20-21 ; cf.- espec. the context in which the term || 
is found in.. Lk 4 1 k: 9 •
* •• * * r •». ’
with dduAoj , and it is followed by the assertion that this 
expresses the intention of the work of the Son of Man.
There are those who have denied that we have here a 
reference to the Servant of Isaiah 53 on the basis of 
linguistic variations - 0^* In particular? use of aJt^ov
• is mentioned, which refers to the redemption by purchase of
a person, as compared with the Hebrew word spoken of
in respect to the Servant In the original, which meant a 
1 05trespass offering given In compensation. Leon Morris,
while acknowledging the clear connection of A<5-cpcv with
redemption by payment of price in the LXX, nevertheless
remarks that the idea of price might fade when God is 
106subject, and still more significant, both the Aor^ov 
and civet , as they are used in the Markan saying, imply 
the idea of substitution, and, to avoid this Is to interpret
. ’ • . 169
M. D„ Hooker, pp* 7^-~78, and 0. K® Barrett’s essay In 
New Testament Essays, Studies In Memory of h W. Manson, ed. .
A. J. BT Higgins, 1*959, "The Background of Mark 10-1|-5", >
pp< 1~2*
105 M« D® Hooker, po 77, denies that the terms were ever 
connected,but allows a linking with the general theme of 
11-Isa. But see BDB, pp® 79-80, remarking that in Isa. 53^10 
the Servant offers himself in compensation for the sins of the 
people, interposing for them as substitute; and cf. F. P. Bruce 
in Promise and Fulfilment, p® U3> C. E. B. Cranfield, p. 3^3 f»
1'06 Leon Morris, The Apostolic Preaching of the Cross,
2nd ed. 1960, p® 20.
. J. .
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107 •the passage unnaturally. ' It cannot be seriously disputed 
that the words- evoke memories of Isaiah 53/ and the redemp-
■i aQ
tion wrought by the Servant who suffered for many. It
is therefore a point of major contrast with the Synoptic 
interpretation of the Servant!s self offering, when Justin
regards the sacrifice only a3 the glorification of the rralj , 
without a theological appreciation of Its benefits in the.
Atonement.
107 Leon Morris, p. 34. Elsewhere, Morris answers the 
skepticism of H. Rasdall (The Idea of Atonement in Christian 
Theology, 1925/ pp. 29-37) which disputed the genuineness of 
the sayings, (Morris, pp. 27-29.).
Regarding the view that av-ct" implies substitution,
Dana and Mantey (A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 
1927/ p. 100) follow Moulton and MilliganT TVocabulary of the 
Greek New Testament) in finding the commonest meaning to be 
’’1 instead 'of11Moreover, Dana and Mantey cite passages from 
the LXX (Gen. 22:13; L|l|.:33; hum. 3212) where the contexts
clearly deal with substitution, and find that in Mt. 20-28 
and Mk. 1O:I|45 the meaning either Is "in exchange for" or 
"Instead of”, either of which implies substitution. They 
add "the obscurity of this passage is not the result of 
linguistic ambiguity, but of theological controversy"
(Dana and Mantey, p. 100)
"The Messianic servant offers himself as an in
compensation for the sins of the people, interpos ingT f or 
them as their substitute" (Isa. 53:10), /BDB, p. 80./.
108 L. Morris, p. 30$ cf. James Moffatt, The Theology 
of the Gospels, p. 1L|1|- £• / 0« H. Dodd, According to the
Scriptures, pp. 92 ff. $ William Manson, Je sus the Messiah, 
p. 1 31 • Some hold that the word A corresponds to a
number of expressions in Isa. 53/ and, actually, to the
Kerygma of the substitute, (Hans Welter Wolff, Jes.auja 53 
im Ur chris ten turn, 1950, p. 62).
On the Lord^ offering of the cup at the Last Supper 
(Mk. 1Lj.:2U) which similarly expresses the benefits of this 
sacrifice, they are best interpreted by reference to 
Isa. .53:11 f.
,v.-,
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However, it might be argued, that the exaltation mentioned
does not actually apply to the hord?s incarnate activity,
in particular His passion, but rather to His glorified
appearance'in the Pinal Parousia. In this regard, what .
are we to make of those references to His humble estate,
which, it must be admitted, still are contained in the
quotation from Isaiah 53? First, with reference to the
uncomely appearance, we may.take note of the explanation
In a later section, asserting that It was still the "King
of Glory”, as the Holy Spirit proclaimed, who was thus
disguised from the ”rulers of heaven”.We have the
curious mixture of thought, here, that this is applied 
110 *to the resurrection appearan.ce, but Justin adds in a 
later chapter an explanation that amounts to a categorical 
denial of any reduction of Christ*s divine status even In 
the first appearance, which might have been Inferred from 
the reference:
109 Dial* 36.6.
Cf. Dial. 36.3- Prof. A. T. Hanson has kindly called 
my attentioxTTo the fact that this failure of the heavenly 
rulers to recognize Him applies at this point solely to the 
resurrection appearance. It is possible that Justin referred 
here to the hostile worldly Powers- in the original, and not 
the heavenly court, on the basis of parallels elsewhere, 
cf. Dial* li-3, 76 and n. 118 below* ‘ ..
"d/ifV- . ■ * ' *. '.. ?**'y -« ■■ x- * .
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For even in His first coming, which was without 
honour and form, and was despised, He yet showed 
so much brilliancyl 1 1 and might that in no single 
nation is He unknown ...112
A similar thought is found in the rhetorical question in 
Dialogue 31 • If such great power was shown in the 
dispensation of His suffering, how much greater will be 
that that Is manifested in His glorious Advent? Clearly,
although Christ may have appeared in the marred and dis­
figured guise described in the Servant Song, it is not to 
be understood that this In any way diminished His divine
power.
113Justin relies on the Two Advents to explain Christ’s 
appearance as a man and subject to suffering in the First, 
but contrary to the implication from the Servant Song,
111 On the mythological tradition of a gtrahlenden Knaben, 
of. A. Barnacle, "Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht Cottes’ .. 
SAB xxviii (1926), p. 21$, which, as it Is represented here 
in Dial. 121, Harnack points out is to be distinguished from 
the tradition of the - wq . For parallels to the
shining youth, see Hermas, Vis» 11. U»1| III. 10 ff.. This 
is discussed further with reference to the Christ-puer 
apparitions, see chap. IV, n. 55»
112 Dial. 121.3­
113 Dial. 3U.2 of. Dial. 52, 53, and. 121.2 cited above
The prophecy from Zech. 12.10 is important to Justin as pre­
figuring the 1st Parousia (Dial. 53) 5 but It is to be noted 
that this still symbolizes the advent of the King, even 
though He enters, riding on an ass, (cf. Ii. W. Wolff, p. 137
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there is no real humiliation in the First Parousia. The 
apologist!s exalted Ohristology would not permit such an 
interpretation, and even those passages where humility is 
inferred are explained in such a way that does not detract 
from the true glory of the zzcu;. Moreover, the writer 
emphasizes the exalted status of the Figure who appears 
in the Second Parousia, with his interpretation of the
11 jj
apocalyptic Son of Man in Daniel 7 which will be treated 
further below.
The Origin of the Tfalj There is one further oracle in 
the testimony of Isaiah $3 which deserves mention at this 
point, Justin quotes from the Septuagint as follows:
Dial, 13«5« T7'z yevedv oiwtou x-tj ;
(Who shall declare his origin/generation?)
Justin1s interpretation of this phrase Is extremely important
for the remaining exposition of his Ohristology found in the
Dialogue. It turns upon the meaning of ftvsa which renders
'V17F in the original. Both 'li'T and can refer to
11 %generation in the sense of descendants, or future age,
H. W. Wolff (1 o c. pit.) regards the Dan. 7 citation 
in Dial. 3^ as proof of the glory manifested in the 2nd 
Advent. He adds that Dan. 7 and Isa. 53 often appear as 
counterparts, which cannot be without each other.
Cf. BDB p. 189 f. and A. & G. p. 153.
17U
but may, in some cases, convey the sense of past generation.
In the Massoretic Text, the term 'I'iT is most easily rendered 
in the sense of future generation, the intention being that 
from the point of view of human calculations Israel, or the
11 AServant, has no glory, she was stripped of her inheritance.
But Justin employs the question as a reference to the Servant’s 
ineffable origin, which was not to be publicized. In the 
original, the term refers to the meagre future of the Servant, 
but in the Dialogue refers to what hag gone before, the
Figure’s origin or divine generation. ‘ This provides an 
introduction to the apologist’s speculation on Christ’s pre­
existence, while at the same time asserting His true divinity 
in ever heightening categories. Evidence for this interpretation 
is found by examining the contexts of the quotations from Isaiah 
53:8. The first explains that by this question the Spirit of 
prophecy affirmed the implied divine origin of the One who
The writer is indebted to Prof. Robert Davidson for this 
interpretation. Cf. J. Muilenburg, (IB V p. 626); both C.C. 
Torrey and. P. Volz translated ’’generation” as ’’posterity”.
J. Skinner (Isaiah.XL-KXYI, p. lijJLp) follows B. Duhm in
interpreting 5in its" Aramaic sense of ’’dwelling-place”, 
but the sense is still that the Servant has vanished from tne 
thoughts of men. Prof. Davidson regards the Servant as 
primarily a reference to Israel (cf. SJT 16:2, p. 167), but 
the possibility of the extended senseTs* not excluded. The 
term occurs eisewhere with ref. to future progeny,
(Gen. 15:16).
H. W. Wolff (pp. 126, 128, 131 ) remarked on the 
importance of Isa. 53:8b for Justin, and judged that it was 
interpreted in reference to Christ’s mysterious non-human 
birth. : . 0. •. ••• • . . .
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was to die which could not be declared openly. This is an
important parallel to the primitive tradition that Christ*s 
118divinity was disguised to deceive the Powers. As such, the
menial descriptions of the Servant provide apologetic, inversely,
for His divinity. The context of the second quotation leaves
no doubt of the divine origin of the rracj :
His blood did not spring from man*s seed, but from 
the will of God •.• /He was/ begotten before the 
morning star ... He was from of old ... deserving 
to be worshipped as God ( Ozoj) and as Christ. 119
The explanation of the eternal generation of the rr<x.7j would 
seem to be the turning point of the argument.
We may summarize briefly Justin’s treatment of the Isaianic 
testimony. Capitalizing on the references to the glorification - 
of the 770UJ , but failing to hold these in balance with the 
equally important assertions of His humility in the original, 
the apologist has asserted that the Figure manifests His true 
power even in the dispensation of His suffering. Further, 
the sacrifice of the rrouj was regarded liturgically, that 
permitted only an abstract appreciation of the Great Servant’s 
self-offering, - instead of a true participation in it. The
118 'Dial. l}-3* The inference that Christ’s ineffable origin 
was sucE as could not be declared would explain how the writer 
could accept the descriptions of His marred appearance, while 
still affirming that they in no way affected His true divinity. •• 
The tradition that Christ descended, disguised to deceive the 
Powers, was not uncommon in early Christianity, cf. A. F. J. 
Klijn, The Acts of.Thomas, 1982, p# 239# see also espec. Dial. 7&
119 Dial. 63*
...... v., # fa- ' k i& •; .* ~" ‘'•V '*•’>•' L S3
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Act could not be apprehended at its deepest level, since 
the exaltation of the Figure in this interpretation has 
destroyed real participation in His sacrifice# The 
sacrificial imagery did not infer reduction of status, 
but wasepplied by Justin in a typological exegesis so 
that the passover was seen as a type of the Lord’s Passion.
Justin gave explanations to the references to marred 
appearance that categorically denied any lowering-of the . 
Figure’s estate# From this point on, the descriptions 
referring to Christ move into ever higher categories, with 
emphasis on His true divinity that obscures any element of 
the menial position of Isaiah’s Servant.
Other Quotations from Deutero-Isalah which Include TTouj 
Having seen that in the exposition of the section from. Isaiah 
^2:10 ff# quoted in Dialogue 13 references to the n-otj are 
Interpreted in such a way that excludes any Inference of the - 
Figure’s low estate, we may now consider briefly other 
quotations from Second Isaiah which contain the word 
JT<&j, as a Christological title, Is found only in quotations 
from the prophecy and never as a Christological designation 
outside of quotations. The word, In the plural, does occur 
in another quotation where the reference is not to Christ, 
and brief examination of the context in which that quotation 
is found will also help to determine the writer’s understandln 
of the term. First, we will examine those additional
___________________
‘ Z,I -z- / '• ... r ”, * .' - • . »
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quotations where tzcuj is used in reference to Christ*
Dial* 1 21 #1|. Hjlliv gTjv G&a&y zr<x< oi cm5<t<x t 
Koti (Tuvmvoii W (ZcvS^vact dccx Tootof 
rot/ tyKrtou , . . Zita, route rrpoj aotov
Msfot <rot e<r?i tou <rc rr<xi6&.
/■iou, . , .
(To us, therefore, it was given both to hear, 
and to understand and to be saved by this 
Christ . •• (a) For this /reason/ He said unto 
Him: It is a great thing for you to be called 
my Child/Son/Servant ..•) 120
There is no mis talcing the fact that the rr<*ij of Isaiah 1+9:6
is here referred to Christ, Although Otto rendered the term 
121by aervua, there is reason to question this translation.
Justin has been describing Christ’s power and authority even
in the First Advent, as he says:
For the word of His truth and His Wisdom is more 
ardent and more light-giving than the rays of the 
sun ... if He so shone forth and wa3 so mighty in 
His first advent (which was without honour and 
attractiveness, and very contemptible) that in
1 20 The quotation continues with the remainder of Isa, 1+9:6, 
”to establish the tribes of Jacob, and to bring back the 
dispersed ones of Israel,” etc.. Otto (p. 1+^ ) renders 
aery us me us, but cf, my n. 132*
(a) Jus tin adds ’’and to know all things of the Father” 
possibly a reference to Jn, 11|.:7*
See n. 132, below.
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no nation is He unknown, and everywhere men have 
repented ... so that even demons were subject to 
His name, and all powers and Kingdoms feared His 
name,.., shall He not on His glorious advent 
destroy by all means all those who hated Him ...?
If he understands the term to mean "Servant”, there is no 
inferior status attached to it, but it carries only the 
sense of God’s honored and chosen One whose brilliance 
defied the powers, who was the Mediator to the nations.
The reference to His being "without honour, etc." is here 
included with obvious irony, as can be seen from the 
context. Earlier in the same chapter, Justin has remarked 
that in place of worshipping the sun they now worship Christ 
It is evident that there is no diminishing here of His divine 
status. Further, we have the reference to Christ’s authority
over the powers, which in an earlier reference Justin had 
1214.
123
seen as manifested on the Cross. Compared with the
122 Dial. 121.3.
ai* 121.1-2, with a possible reference to Deut. 4^19 
(cf. 27:26), but out of context, (see Lukyn Williams, p, 2^1, 
f.n.1.). Clement of Alexandria believed God provided the 
sun, moon, and stars for worship lest the nations became 
’utterly godless’ (Strom. VI.110, but of. Trypho’s
interpretation, Dial. 55.1 ff.
121+ Dial. 111.2; with reference to Moses with his arms 
outstretched as a type of the cross, and Joshua, a type of 
the name, Justin then says: "For this power is and was and 
shall be the prerogative of One alone, whose name every 
principality fears ♦ Here the reference is to evil
angels (cf. Col. 1:16; 2:10, 15), but also including human
beings influenced by them, cf. Dial, 1+9.8; 131*5, (Lukyn
Williams,: p..<229;^r*?^^<.f \1' ;;, sJr
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"brilliancy and might" of His First Coming, in His Second,
1 29He will exercise awesome and destructive powers. It is
in this context that the quotation from Isaiah i+9:6 Is used, 
and clearly the tt<&j cannot be regarded with any sense of 
inferiority or subordination.
This Is a typical usage, but two further quotations may be 
cited as comparable examples. In a succeeding chapter we 
have a mixture of two passages, one including the reference 
to the chosen rrotj :
Dial. 122.1 o vcCtj /xoo ov e .
"l pA(my Child/Son/Servant whom I have chosen)
The discussion at this point deals with Jewish enlightenment
’ ’O:
■■ w
and the Law,. But Justin holds that they have not been brought
into understanding by the Torah, but by the Hew Covenant,
1 27which is Christ. 1 Justin avoids specifically designating 
Christ by the title of "Law", although practically every 
other significant title of lofty status in the Old Testament
-J
»r••
■
•1
12^ Dial. 121.3­
1 pA Isa, lj.3:10, following a reference to I|.2:16. Otto 
renders servus me us quern elegi (p. 10 3)> but cf. my n.
■ Dial. 122.J?, to the end of the chapter.
132.
•saw
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128has been applied to Him. ’ The writer concludes that
Christ’s inheritance is the nations, and regards the words
of the Psalmist as relating to Him: ’’Thou art my Son 
/ c z \ i»1291 Lfi. OJ ) .’
Prom this discussion, the apologist turns to deal with 
what he regards as Jewish misinterpretations. Specifically, 
and having importance for the interest of this study, he 
observes that the collective designations ’’Jacob” and 
’’Israel” are to be applied to Christ. He cites the passage 
from Isaiah 1+2:1-1+ in justification.
Dial. 123.8 77<xfctv . . , ev T<£ 7/aotta , . . . rrepl
Tom X^tcrtoo Ac^tuv, o <x/)or/3 ahfj Ioiftcuft
butav AcxXet /rat 'foyiaijA ♦ . Ovtw c t • jTot«tv/3
0 rraTcj yw.op • < ♦
(Again ... in Isaiah, ... speaking about the 
Christ, God in a parable calls Him Jacob and Israel. 
He says thus, ’Jacob is my Child/Servant ...’) 130
128 Cf. Dial. 126.1 f., which Includes the title 
among others, and an abbreviated list of titles in 
Dial. 100. For the Christological application of
some of these terms by Melito, of. chap. Ill, n. 96,97*
129 Dial. 122. citing Ps. 2:7 f*
1 30 The preceding discussion in this chapter has 
dealt with the Jewish collective designations of the 
people as Israel. Justin argues that it is not that 
they alone are Israel, but instead, it is Christ, and 
the ’true Israel’ derives\from Him (Dial. 123*8, to 
the end.). ’ ‘
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This bears an interesting relationship to other uses of the 
terras "Jacob" and "Israel11 by Justin, and there is evidence 
of the assertions of Christ’s exalted position through the 
use of these titles. To the apologist they apply to His 
Kingship.
And therefore the Scripture, when again e^>laining 
to us whom it calls King (/3<x<rtAcuj) /by the name of/ 
Jacob and Israel, said thus: Jacob is ray Child/ 
Servant (’Joity o' rraij /tov), I will help hira, and 
Israel my chosen .••131
In these cases, comprising the remaining quotations which 
employ zrolj as a Christological title, it is clear that no 
subordination can be inferred.
The usage where the terra is found not in reference
Di&l. 135*2. The sense of the passage is to the 
effect that the scripture of Isa. h3:15 (rendered ”1 am 
the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel, who showed forth 
Israel your King”) refers to "Christ, the everlasting 
King" (Dial. 135*1)* Since the Jews are aware that Jacob 
was never a king, the scripture explains to Justin1s 
listeners whom it calls "King", by using the names of 
"Jacob" and "Israel". Justin has capitalised on the .
confusion in the LXX rendering, taking "your King" in 
apposition with "Israel", instead of with the "Lord 
God", regarding "Israel" as a name for Christ (cf. Lukyn 
Williams, ad. loc.). Otto’s text for "the God of Israel" 
of Isa. h3"sT5 gives 3 Gcoj ?ou ybyaa^A, but G. Archarabault, 
Justin, Dialogue avec Tryphon, following C and some MSS 
of the lXx,‘ has o Ocoj and translates "le Dieu
Israel", "Israel" thereby becoming a name for Christ pre­
existent, cf. Dial. 75*2 f.; 100.1, hi 123*8; 125*3*
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Christ occurs in an earlier part of one of the chapters
just mentioned. It refers to the children of Israel who
have disregarded God’s Law:
... Sons/children (Aof) in thorn is no faith.
And who is blind but my children/servants (rraitis), 
and deaf but they who Lord it over them? And the 
servants/slaves (6ov\oc) of God were blinded ... 132
The exact meaning is uncertain, but since both the rrcuJsj 
and the dovAot are in apposition with the ocol of Deuteronomy 
32:20, the sense of servitude cannot be implied here. The 
terms refer to God’s chosen, His children, "servants”, 
perhaps, but only in the sense in which thos e who were 
called by God are so designated In the Old Testament. It is 
not equivalent to the sense in which ttoIj = servant is 
found in Isaiah 53, Which includes this meaning, but contains 
an additional element in the context, that of subjugation 
and self-offering for the benefit of others.
Dial. 123.3, quoting a part of Deut. 32:20 with 
Isa. Ip2:1 9 f • • Eh© rrdiatj here refers to the O.T. 
Gottesmanner, Harnack, "Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht 
GottesSAB xxviii (1928) p. 225. We observed in the 
two previous Christological references (Dial. 121.l|. and 
122.1) that Otto rendered the n-duj by servus (see n. 120, 
125), as was the case in^the quotation of Isa.':52:13 ff. in 
Dial. 13.2. But here, iraitcj is translated pueri, and 
cfouAot by s er v i. Clearly, Otto’s translations reflect his 
own int erpr e t at ion, and are therefore of no value in 
determining Justin’s meaning in the original. - .
. . -s y
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From Justin’s us© of quotations that contain the rr<*Lj, 
wo are left without evidence that the term connoted lowly 
status. The ambiguity contained in the term at an earlier 
time clearly has been lost by Justin’s period, from the 
evidence adduced in the Dialogue. There is, as Harnack 
pointed out, apparent hesitancy to use rra<j as a 
Christological title by the date of this writing, since we 
do not find it outside of quotations. The Isaianic prophecy, 
which was important to the apostolic writers, has been 
regarded as important by Justin, but references to the 
low-estate of the natj have been explained away,
or replaced by emphasis on His dominion and sovereignty*
In actual fact, the quotations which we have discussed 
follow, chronologically, Justin’s exposition of Christ 
pre-existent and divine, so that the obscuring of any 
inferior connotation is the logical outcome. It will 
be worth while to examine further Justin’s Christology
. with reference to these exalted categories as they are 
set forth in some of the Dialogue’s intermediate chapters.
1 Harnack, loc> cit. cf. p* 237 (5), and p. 23I4.: 
by this time rraij ocfu was not the usual name for Jesus, the 
reason being that although the "1^9 in Isaiah had to be under 
stood as a prophecy for the Messiah, one did: not like to use 
it as a name for Jesus because of its low connotation, and 
wj did not exclude this connotation. *
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Assertions of Divinity
The Danielle Son of Man and Christ’s Two Advents. We have
seen from the foregoing discussion that, the use,of texts from 
Deutero-Isaiah cannot support the assignment of a genuine 
Servant Christology to the apologist. This assumption, which 
some commentators have made, is confuted by the contexts in 
which the "Servant" passages are employed. The prophecy 
pertained, in Justin’s view, to the advent of the exalted 
Son of God, whosejineffable origin is a proof of His divinity. 
It is our contention that the dominant principal in Justin’s 
Christology has to do with Christ’s exaltation. In providing 
evidence for this, we will continue our examination of the 
Dialogue observing the writer’s use of Jewish apocalyptic in 
his discussion of Christ’s Two Advents. In particular, we 
will consider the Son of Man figure as symbolic of the glory 
in the Second Parousia. Following this, we will take note 
of the direction in which the argument moves, where Christ’s 
pre-existent, exalted role is emphasized.
Related to the Lord’s appearance in the Final Parousia is 
the significant reference to the vision of Daniel 7:9-28.
The quotation -of particular interest follows:
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(I beheld in a dream at night, and behold One 
coming with the clouds of heaven as /a/ son of 
manj and he came as far as /the presence of/ 
the Ancient of Days, and was present /being 
present/ before Him, and the ones who stood 
by brought him nigh)* 1
It is noteworthy that Justin has introduced the Danielic
quotation, by affirming that even in the dispensation of 
the Lord’s suffering such great power was shown that in
this Second Advent His majesty and glory will be all the 
more remarkable. The prophecy provides a definition of 
this glorified Being whom they will recognize at the latter 
day: ’’The One coming with the clouds as son of man.”.
Justin’s understanding of this Figure bears an interesting 
relationship to the interpretation of the Son of Man both 
in the prophecy and as it occurs with Christological 
reference in the New Testament. It merits our attention 
in analyzing the apologist’s exalted Ohristology.
Dan. 7:13, beginning similar to ©, but with variation 
at the latter part of the verse. Origen gives erri in place 
of yutta, and replaces the participle with the imperfect 
Amto. C. H. Dodd commented on the fact that the version 
of Daniel known to N.T. writers appears generally similar 
to © rather than to the LXX (citing the allusion to Dan. 7:22 
in Mk. 1:15,• According .to, the Scriptures, p, 6% f.n.1). For 
a comparison; of Dan.1 7 :'9-15 In Jus tin, the LXX, and ©, cf.
H* B. Swete, Introduction to the;Septuagint, pp. U21 ff.
3^:-Dial* 31 • T f • > see also Dial. 121.3 and cf * n. 112,
122, above. -Mf.-;-? •’ , - ' . ' -
■ T?1 -
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The works written on the Son of Man problem are legion.
Limits of space will permit only a brief summary of important
aspects in the interpretation of this Figure. Some scholars
have argued that the Son of Man figure of Daniel 7:13 is
symbolic of the Kingdom of the Saints, in contrast with the
bestial figures, symbolizing heathen empires, and that‘Son
of Man1 in Daniel is not individualized/-^^ More recently,
however, it has been seen that while the figure in Daniel
contains features of the pious nation, the Enochian figure,
representing a later development, contains features in which
it is possible to see oscillation between individual and 
1 37
corporate understanding. Moreover, on the basis of a
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So F. C. Burkitt, The Earliest Sources for the Life 
of Jesus, 1910, p. 67♦ TheretoreV the* Danielic Son of Man 
Stands for the nation, not the Messiah, in this view.
S. Mowinckel (He - That C ommeth, Eng. tr. 1956) would agree 
with this interpretation for the Danielic symbol (p. 35>O), 4
but believing that Jesus used the term to interpret His Messianic 
mission (p. 347)/ Mowinckel would look for the origin of the N.T.
>51
Son of Man title in other pre-Christian Jewish sources, chiefly 
Enoch 37-71, (pp. 353 ff.).
137 theT. W. Manson, "The Son of Man in Daniel, Enoch-and 
Gospels", first printed in BJRL 32:2 (1950) pp. 171 ff• / 
reprinted in Studies in the Gospels and Epistles (ed. M. Black, 
1962), references are to this collection o£ essays, see p. 11+0$ 
on the collective significance, see M. Black’s art. in ET lx 
(1948-9)/ ©spec. pp. 11, 32 ff.. Cf. also, among others,
C. J. Cadoux, The Historic Mission of Jesus, pp. 190 ff.;
R. H. Pfeiffer, History of the New Testament Times, p. 78,
:7’
1
who saw the figure as an Individual supernatural Messiah,
citing IX (IV) Esd. 13s3» 5, 12, etc. j and H. H. Rowley >-;A
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passage from Enoch, it would seem that the expression of 
the figure’s ”coming” is from earth to heaven; that is, 
in the prophecy, we have to do with the exaltation;of the 
Son of Man to the Ancient of Days. ^9 While accepting the 
eschatological role of the figure, some have held that in 
function it was limited to that of witness at the last 
Judgement. Significant in this respect is the fact that 
the pattern of suffering, dying and exalted righteous One 
who bear, witness ss,i„,t the unr.p.nt/ht i, fo„« in iat. 
Judaism, although otherwise it is not associated with the
137 (con’t)
(The Relevance of Apocalyptic, rev* ed, 1963, pp* 62 ff.), 
who holds that In Enoch we have the personifying of the 
Danielic concept ”in a supramundane person who should be 
the representative and head of the Kingdom that concept 
symbolized, and who should come down to dwell with men”
(p. 63, italics mine). ....
1 38 T. W. Manson (p. 126) cited Enoch 1l|.:8: the clouds 
are means of transportation from earth to heaven, the 
figure, therefore, instead of being a member of the heavenly 
court, appears before it; cf. T* P. Glasson, The Second 
Advent,, pp. 11f. f f • • ~  
m. Black, ”The Son of Man Problem in Recent Research 
and Debate”,: BJRL lj.£:2 (1963), P» 308. This work is 
hereafter cited as M* Black, ”The Son of Man Problem”.
i. ,
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Uotitle Son of Han. ,l+w While it may be true that the Son of 
Man at the Judgement has the role of witness, this does not 
imply a diminishing of stature, and we 3ee from early 
sources in theGospel tradition that the Son of Man and the 
proclamation of the Kingdom are, in fact, brought together. 
Further, and related to the primitive Christian usage, 
Principal Black has suggested that we look beyond the Gospels 
to what is generally acknowledged as the oldest piece of
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1^0 See E. Schweizer,- Lordship and Disci P* 39>and "The Son of Man" JBL 'Ixxix fi960),’' p. 122. Professor
Schweizer’s article in,JBL is hereafter cited as E. Schweizer, 
"The Son of Man". On the suffering One, cf. Add’l Note II.2.
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M* Black, "The Son of Man Problem", p« 310, citing 
Mk. 85.38, 9:1 J Lk. 21:31# 37* This deals with the question. , 
posed by E. Schweizer, "The Son of Man", p. 119: how are we 
to account for the fact that the Kingdom of God and Son of 
Man are not combined in the old stratum of synoptic tradition?
As to the Messianic association, we should view with some 
reservation the opinion that "Son of Man ... links the Davidic 
hope to the Israelite ideal" (T. W. Manson, Studies in the 
Gospels and Epistles, p. 1l|4) • While the title in some circles 
may have been appropriated to an expected future Deliverer, it y? 
did not become a Jewish title for the Messiah (Str. - Billerbeck, 
Kommentar I, pp. lj.85 f f - # of. 956 ff.). Principal Black finds 
that the" individualizing in Enoch is in the patriarch himself 
(I Enoch 71), which Is not the result of Christian inspiration, 
and considering the legend’ in Jubilees, it may be seen as 
established in pre-Christian Jewish tradition, ("The Son of 
Man Problem", p. 311)• :
With reference to the Christian era, it should be added 
that the designation Son of Man was of significance in enabling |f§ 
the early Church to connect Jesus’ Second Coming with His First, J 
(0. Cullmann, The Christology of the New?Testament, Eng. tr. . <1
1959, p. 320. )7......... ........ ................................. ..... : ’ ■ ' '■ .
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Aramaic tradition in the New Testament, the Kenotic Hymn in
Philippians 2. If we have here represented the bridge between 
1L2the Man Jesus and the Lord Jesus, there would have been 
ample reason for the use of a title that was ambiguous in its 
connotation.other New Testament passages related to the 
Son of Man deal more exclusively with the feature of 
exaltation. Professor Schweizer has offered the further 
consideration that the understanding of the term Son of Man 
ohanged in the early Church, from the role of a decisive 
witness to that of the Judge Himself, coming for judgement 
like the Lord in the Old Testament. We may have here an
M. Black, "The Son of Man Problem11, pp. 31l|.-15- For the 
influence this may have had In a later time, see my comments 
with reference to Irenaeus, chap* IV., pp. 3I3ff*
11+3 e. Schweizer, "The Son of Man11, pp. 122, 128; this,
• in addition to the fact that the title later found added
significance in the Church’s connecting the Two Parousias,
(0. Cullmann, loo, cit.). s
The closing words of Stephen’s speech, Acts 7:58, and 
references in Heb. 1:3, 8:1, 10:12, etc., all refer to the 
Figure being seated at Cod’s right hand (M. Black, "The Son 
of Man Problem”, p. 317)•
E. Schweizer, "The Son of Man", p. 129. Of. F. C. Grant, 
Ancient Judaism and the New Testament, p. I6I4.. Grant regards 
the Menschensohnd6gma¥£iF of the 1 at cent. as purely eschato­
logical (and exalted)"; accordingly, the change in the preference 
of titles from ’Son of Man’. to ’Son of God’ (expressing divinity 
meant an exchange : of the conceptions originally belonging to the 
two terms. Grant believes Paul may have precipitated the change 
by avoiding ’Son of Man’ as a title* .
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element that can be traced in Justin, for the apologist often 
speaks of Christ as Judge, although without specifically 
linking this with the title Son of Man/^
One exposition given to the title in the Dialogue holds 
that it signifies that Christ belongs to the lineage of David
1 1l7and the patriarchs, or that it traces generic descent to Adam.
Prom this reference, it could be argued that the writer finds
’’Son of Man” to signify Christ’s human birth, but it is not
humble human birth, nor even natural, physical birth to which
he refers, for elsewhere Justin says:
... there are some . •• who admit that He is Christ, 
while holding Him to be man among men, with whom I 
do not agree ... 1^8
The reference in Dialogue 100, therefore, cites his human birth 
as proof Of His Messiahship, and it follows the brief explanation
Justin uses Ps. 71 (72) to ’’prove0 Christ was ordained . 
as Judge (Dial. 3U*3)> there are numerous other references to 
Christ as Judge* Dial. i|6.1, ltf.2, 6lj..7, 73.U, 118.1, 132.1. 
Irenaeus called Christ ’’Lord of ail, and King and God and 
Judge”, adv. haer. III. 1 2.9.
Rial. 100.3. This bears out Prof. E. Schweizer’s 
observation of the changing emphasis in the early Church. 
Whereas originally the term may have referred to the fulfilment 
of the Israelite ideal, Jesus is now considered the Son of Man, 
the new Patriarch, Jacob representing a new Israel, or Adam as 
representing a new mankind, (’’The Son of Man”, p. 129). Cf. 
Dial. 125, 130. This exhibits traces of a debt to Pauline 
theology. P. C. Grant (loo, cit.) points out that Paul’s 
’Second Man’ probably represents an exposition of the creation 
narrative of Gen. 1 and 2; it is not, the Enochian Son of Man; 
see I Cor. l5:U7i Phil., 2:10..
’ Rial; ... - •
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of the title “Son of Man” with such exalted titles;as “Son 
of God", and “Wisdom”, among others.1^ Supporting the 
interpretation that the title declares His majesty* and is 
not used with reference to His humanity, is another citation 
of the Danielio Son of Man, where Justin says that the 
prophecy signalled His appearance as man, “but not of human 
seed. This is followed by the use of Isaiah 53:8# which
in Justin’s interpretation clearly infers divine origin, as 
we have discussed earlier.The remainder of the chapter 
allows no possibility for an interpretation of humble 
humanity. Justin uses the title “Angel of mighty counsel”,
and concludes that the Son of Man who suffers and is rejected
'3M
■ 'TOft-
152'
in Luke 9:22 is really a declaration of the identity of Him
who;was born of the womb, “before the moon and the stars
i'
■'t!;
149 Dial. 100.4 f..
1£O Dial. 76.1; cf. Dial. 54s as God, and not man,
^±-8'
produced the 'blood1 of the vine, so also the Scripture 
predicted that the blood of Christ would not derive from 
the seed of man, but the power of God.
;VS
151 Instead of x£VC<x referring to His descendants, the 
apologist considers that it meant His origin, the divinity 
which must not be openly declared. See n. 118* supra.
■w
152 A probable reference to the Messianic prophecy of 
Isa.' 9:6. ' ■ • . ' ■ . • ' • : • - .., •
153 Dial. 76.
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with the comment that no man could Understand how this
Divine Person could thus suffer, .
In the chapter following the Danielic quotation with
which we began this discussion, Trypho’s words seem to 
indicate that Son of Man is regarded as a Messianic . 
designation, and his objection centers on the statements
1 5hthat Christ was ’’dishonourable and inglorious”.
Justin’s reply explains this on the basis of the Two 
Advents, but the emphasis.is on Christ’s true identity
as the pre-existent Son of God: at His Second Coming the 
155
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Jews will recognize Him whan they have pierced. ’ • This
reference to the obscure words in Zecharaiah 12:10 was consider- 1 
ed by Bousset to have exercised considerable influence in the
primitive period* 156 For our interest, the citation in the
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Dial. 32* It Is questionable whether this is 
r epr e sen tabive of the Jewish Messianic view of the period, 
T. W. Manson so regarded it, (Studies in the Gospels and 
Epistles, p. 127), but H. H. Rowley is ‘doubtful, (Tlie 
Suffering Servant and the pavidio Messiah, OTS viii "(1950) 
p. 111 ) opposing the position of W.D* Davies, (Paul and 
Rabbinic Judaism, pp. 2b0 ff.), who cited the argument' in 
DiaV’897^; see Add’l Note 11*2. .
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Dial. 32, citing Ps. 109 (110):1 with considerable 
repetition. Of* the reference to Isa. 53^8*12 in Apol.I 51, 
where the Isaianic text is cited to show that the One of 
ineffable origin suffers many things. . *
156 W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos* 1921» p. 69, considered 
this to be evidence of f araili arIby with the MT as opposed to 
the LXX. Cf* the N.T. references, Rev* 1 ahd possibly 
Mt* 2I|.:30. ;; •' '• . 7^-77, ,
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Dialogue is a further declaration of Christ’s true divinity, 
which the Jews will recognize to their dismay in His Second 
Coining.
It is clear that in Justin’s hands, the Son of Man prophecy 
is employed as a proof text to emphasize the divinity of 
Christ. Whereas in the original Danielic prophecy the .
figure probably represented the exaltation of one “like unto 
a Son of Man1’ to the Ancient of Days, and references in the 
New Testament link the title both with Jesus ’ humanity and 
the apocalyptic vision of Him who will be at the right hand 
of Cod, Justin employs the text exclusively in support of 
the identity of Christ as a Divine Being. As he affirms 
elsewhere, it was the First Begotten of all creation who 
became incarnate, and the miracle of the virgin birth was 
the (Tfjjuciov which established His true identity among all 
mankind. In this interpretation, we have moved a long
way from the significance of the Nativity setting in the 
stable in Duke’s account. There, it is true that the 
virgin birth is similar*ly interpreted as the sign of Cod’s 
entry on the plane of history, but the dramatic fact of 
His identity is held in balance with the lowly, humble 
birth as an outcast among men.
Dial. 8k. 2.
19U
fits
4”’A'
Since in Jias tin’s exposition the interpretation of ’’Son 
of Man” is limited to the glorified apocalyptic figure, Trypho 
quite reasonably objects that this portrayal is out of harmony 
with those parts of the Isaianic prophecy that depicted a 
figure att/zoj hat il<$o£oj This opens the way for the
explanation based on Christ’s Two Advents: in the first He 
will be subject to suffering ( , but in the second He
will be vested with His true glory ). The fact that
Justin admitted Christ’s suffering within the context of the W 
high Christology that is set forth in the Dialogue may be :
attributed to the need for refuting the claims of the Docetistsjj 
but at times the affirmations seem to be mere repetitions of a 
credal formula.one wonders what extremes might have been ? 
encountered in this period had the heresies not appeared which J
called forth at least the verbal assertion of Christ’s humanity,j
.. *
however meagre may have been the understanding.
On the basis of Justin’s admission of Christ’s suffering in
1^8 s 32.1, Trypho finding that Christ was so dishonoured
that the last curse of the Daw fell upon Him, in that He was -4 
crucified, cf. Deut. 21:22-23. Justin refutes any notion that 
the exalted Christ of God was so cursed, (see Dial. 9U)*‘ ■"■'A’, 4 •
Cf. H. W. Wolff, p. 1l|.0-l', on the formula, ’’Christ |
became man for us, suffered agony and contempt for us, and J
will appear again in glory” (Apol.I £0).
' . * * fa. ' • . .'3
his first advent, it might he argued that here the writer
gives some evidence of the Christology of Servant. However,
the apologist returns to this matter in a later chapter,
doubting that the manner of Christ’s crucifixion was with 
* * i Ansuch dishonour, and asserting that these" .references are
to he interpreted as marks of Christ’s true identity > so
that His Messiahship is proven in that He fulfilled the 
161 1prophecy. Accordingly, instead of the references to
His suffering being used to develop a Servant Christology,
they have become mere proof texts asserting that in this
advent the promise of the Messiah is fulfilled. Clearly
there is no theological connection between the figure’s 
162suffering and the benefits of the Atonement. Later
Dial* 89.2.
*1 Ai
Dial. 89.3> again with a probable reference to the 
disguise of His divine origin (cf. n. 118), and concluding 
that if ’’this is the proper mark that distinguishes Him, ... 
how can we ourselves fail to be confident in our faith upon 
Him?"..
Cf. the use of the prophecy from Zech. 9:9 in Dial. 53*
B. Lihdars (p. 115) judged that the linking of this with 
Gen. lj,9:11 gathers all his previous exegetical work to show 
that the O.T. in this messianic context visualizes the 
inclusion of the Gentils s in the New Age.
162 Justin’s thinking on the process of the Atonement is 
meagre, at best. In a later chapter, he offers that remission 
of sins is possible if they recognize that Jesus "is the Christ 
and keep His commandments" Dial. 95-3$ of. Dial. 12U where the 
writer interprets Ps. 81 (82 ) lis teaching the possibility of 
human.deification.
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writers moved still further away from the Christology of 1
Servant, casting doubt on any real suffering "of body or
4 / n 'v'i
soul”, J and at another point in the Dialogue, there is |
the explicit assertion that "Christ both suffers and is |
worshipped and is God ipwo Advents explain
His suffering in the first, but consistently the emphasis
is on the exalted identity of the One who suffers, instead j
, ’ „ , , '« *•?
of seeing in the Incarnation His voluntary self-abnegation 
to the level of sinful humanity, and, although Himself |
without sin, bearing man’s sin and redeeming him, in a
manner which is best expressed in the figure of the Great f
Servant# ‘
The Pre-Existent Christ as ’Second God’, We have arrived |
at that point in the Dialogue where the emphasis shifts to an
. ■ • .'S
exposition of the person of the pre-existent Christ. In one 
sense, this is an interruption of the historical exegesis of 
Isaiah 53 quoted in Dialogue 13* However, it is manifestly 
clear that historical exegesis was not the approach to 
Scripture practised by Christian interpreters of Justin’s |
See, for example, Origen, c. Cels. IV. 1^2 "if the 
immortal divine Word assumes a human body and soul ... 
/He/ remains Word in essence. He suffers nothing of the 
experience of the body or the soul.11.
16^ Dial. 68.9.
period, so if we consider the writing as a whole, we have 
• the use of Isaiah 53 as a proof text, with the writer
imposing his own Christological position on its‘exegesis.
P*rom this point on, the exalted Christology of the apologist 
receives the major emphasis, and the writer’s speculation, 
with Old Testament scriptures used as testimonies, introduces 
the doetfine of Ohr1st pre-existent, whom ho regards as . • 
’Second God’.^^
In the earlier chapters of the Dialogue there have been '
hints of Justin’s view of the role of Christ pre-existent
as the activity of God spoken of in the revelation of the
Old Testament. In Dialogue 36> the apologist states to
Trypho that the appeal to prophecy was to prove that Christ
Is both called God ( ) and Lord of Hosts, and Jacob.
Moreover, he finds that the words of the psalmist refer to
Christ, and not to Solomon, as the Jewish interpreters 
1 66
’foolishly’ regarded this scripture. Other examples are 
also cited to show that the Old Testament Is continually 
praising Christ.^7 At times, Justin’s typological exegesis
197
Dial. 62; the concept first begins to take shape in 
Dial. 5S~and 58.
166 •♦Dial. 36 citing Ps. 23 (2lj.) in agreement with the LXX.
167 cf’ Pial« 33 biting Ps. 109 (110); Dial. 314. citing 
Ps. 71 (72), all regarded as songs in praise of Christ.
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is somewhat strained, as when he adduces testimony to show that 
all the appointments of Moses were types or declarations of'
‘ ’ iAft *33those things that would happen to Christ in the Incarnation.1
Interpreting the Old Testament with reference to this 
formulated Christology, Justin freely employed those 
designations which were regarded as prominent by his hearers 
in reference to Christ. Christ, the Son of Cod, is proclaimed 
as "everlasting law and everlasting covenant,”^9 and following 
this statement occurs the assertion of His Ineffable origin, 
which could not be openly declared, as the writer interprets 
Isaiah 53:8* ’ We have made prior reference to the reversal / 
of the sense of this testimony from its context in the original. 
It is an example of the writer’s use of proof texts without 
regard for the context. Where many of the references dealt 
with the account of Yahweh’s revelation in Hebrew tradition, ;-i 
Justin interprets them as the activity of the pre-existent
>■
•‘SB
■■ ,A
168 Cf. Dial. lf.2s the High Priest is none other than 
Christ, and Tdie twelve bells on his robe symbolize the 
twelve disciples. Ex. 28s33 gives no definite number of 
bells. Otto (ad. loo,) believes Justin confused theZbells 
with the twelve gems on the robe.
169 Dial. 1+3.
170 Ibid.. cf. Dial. 76 and see n. 116 infra.
171 - ‘Christ. ’ The categories used to describe Christ move into 
increasingly higher qualifications, as when the apologist 
refers to those God-fearers of old who have known "Christ,
the Son of God, who was before the morning star and the 
172moon .
We may set forth in brief the salient points of the 
argument from this point. After chapter l+5, which asserts 
that Christ existed before all ages, there is a brief 
discussion on the question of those who shall be saved.
In chapter 1+8, Trypho picks up the argument from chapter 1+5, 
calling attention to the paradox in Justin’s position: if 
Christ existed as God before all ages and then submitted to 
be born as man, He cannot be fully a man. Justin replies
Cf. T. F. Glasson, The Second Advent, pp. 173 ff*
H. Hegermann, Die Vorstellung vom SchApfungsmittler,, TU 82, 
p. 78, observes that Justin in Dial. 5o-62 shows through the 
same passages as Philo the existence of a Second God, 
distinguished from the highest God, and witnessed to in all 
the stories and visions in the O.T.. However, he adds that 
we cannot simply ascribe this to traces of Philonic influence; 
sources behind Philo must be taken into account.
172 U5, of. 76. Thus the righteous who lived before 
the law shall be saved by Christ, equally with those who lived 
after his incarnation. Justin may have approached here in 
his doctrine of Christ’s pre-existence, something of the 
thought of the Fourth Evangelist (cf. Jn. 8:58) that Christ 
stands, outside of the sphere of time. C. H. Dodd calls 
attention to the contrast in the two verb forms in this 
section from'John, the, aorist fevecreat as compared with the 
continuous present ci/** , which refers to Christ (The Inter­
pretation of ,the Fourth Gospel, p. 261) . .
’ *. I,'
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he has proved that He is the Christ of God, 1even if he 
has not proved he pre-existed. Further the apologist *
believes it is shown in Isaiah that John would be the 
precursor of Christ, and Jacob predicted His two advents.^^. 
However, Trypho asks that the argument be resumed to show that 
prophecy admits the existence of "another God". 1 Justin s
replies with his fanciful exposition of the angel’s visit to 
Abraham, 1’ asserting that one of the Celestial Beings is 
God, who is sent by Another who dwells in the supercelestial •'* 
places. Here, we find the writer’s affirmation of God the . 
Creator as utterly transcendant, but it is interesting that /? 
this follows from the course of the argument that really 
dealt with Christ’s pre-existence and divinity. It cannot .. 
be said from the evidence we have here that God’s transcendance 
is the formulative factor for the writer’s Christology, although
477
17 3’ Pial> 4-0 ~U3, where the apologist relates the O.T. 
figures to Christ, including the references in the psalms 
(Dial. 33“3^-) 9 in addition to His being called Lord of Hosts 
(Dial. 36)5 and He is to be adored (Dial. 38.), .
17it Dial. £0.
175 Dial. 52.
176 Dial. 55.
^77 Gen. 18:1 ff.
the acceptance of God the Father as utterly transcendant
certainly is complementary to the view of another imminent <*■/.
Divinity active in the physical universe. If we may judge
from the evidence encountered thus far, it appears that the. ;
178writer’s conception of Christ as ’another God’, 1 with
the following identification with Logos, is rather the outcome
of a determination on Justin’s part that every theophany in
■ 179the Bible must be interpreted as a Christological reference, 
than the result of a preoccupation with the transcendance of 
the ’highest’ God. This has significance for the primary
. 201 ; •
178 56: He w^° appeared to Abraham under the Oak 
at Mamre with two angels is God, and was sent by Another -
who dwells in supercelestial places: cf. Dial. £8; He who 
appeared (cf. Gen.' 35’6) and changed Jacob’s name to Israel 
”is called God, and He is and shall be God”; and Dial. 59, 
which cites Exodus quotations showing that God who spoke with 
Moses is distinct from the Father.
179 /‘ ' H< Hegermann, p. 76, remarks: ”alle alttestamentlichen 
Epiphaniegeschichten Kehren so bei^Justin als Logoserscheinungen 
wieder: ofttoj Ott tw t-uj zroti A7<v<jcr€t
Aefo/isvcj ccttc zr^vrot
zrocrtVavTcy Qccu (Dial. 56.11).” I am not certain that we 
can be sure at this point that Justin’s theophanies should be j 
assigned specifically to apparitions of the Logos, although / 
the following chapters do identify this Divinity with Logos.
At this point, however,, the one who appeared to Abraham,
Jacob and Moses is designated only as divine, and the •
identification with Logos is a successive development.
It is of interest, as Hegermann goes on to point out, that 
Justin’s explanation (Dial. £8.9) is given in a sense that Philo 
would not accept, thus dependence on a tradition behind Philo is 
shown here in. detail, (loc. cit., and cf. the derivation of the 
'•God, Israel” in Dial. 12.1; see also the recurrence of this 
designation in later chapters, ref. my n. 131 above.
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interest of this study in supporting our contention that a 
dominant feature of our writer’s thought was Christ pre­
existent and divine, and accordingly there is little evidence 
of subordinationism in the writer’s theology.^0 since
authoritative Scripture for JU3 tin was primarily the body of 
181literature contained in the Old Testament, these writings 
coulcpnly be understood in that they referred to Christ. 
Justin’s interpretation is therefore governed by a pre- < 
conceived Christology exalting the Person of Christ.
In the succeeding chapters, our writer follows with an 
explanation of the Second Divinity by the designation of 
Logos, who is identified with the Deity in contact with the 
world and the chosen people. This, quite .likely, could have 
resulted from a desire to avoid offense to Jewish monotheism, 
but it was equally a point of common ground with important 
terminology in Hellenistic philosophy, and for the apologist 
provided a bridge between the speculation on the pre-existent
Accordingly, we cannot accept the statement nJvs tin’s 
stress on the transcendance of God ... led him into 
subordinationism in his doctrine of the Son (or Logos)
ODCC, p* 75>7, and J. Quasten, Petrology I, p. 209, citing 
ApoT. II. 6, which is insufficient to justify the claim of 
subordinationism.
See n. 69> supra.
Christ and the philosophical notions of a rational power which -J|
' ■ j. q _
governed the Universe* We will briefly consider the title
Logos along with other designations expressing the divinity
of Christ.in concluding our analysis of this aspect of the
■ <• . • <
writer’s theology. • . '
. ' ■■ TK
The Use of the Title Logos with Other Exalted Designations.
mil   ««« « ■« I—I II Kill    m«li w ■nmi   » .■ .... ...Li .im-w I W—w. » I| I I  ■Wii min I < .a ’» •v/3’*?
We have referred to Justin’s exposition of theophanies in the ;.S
Old Testament which the apologist interprets in justification
of the existence of “another Cod“ who is distinct from the
Father. Trypho’s reply offered that the theophany in <* * ’’i
the burning bush appearing to Moses was but an angel sent ,
' •' 1 Qh jf
from Cod, thereby preserving Jewish monotheism. The
apologist counters with his speculation on the nature and <
• 18? Cf. J. Donaldson, A Critical History of Christian ,‘§|
Literature and Doctrine, 1866, p. 218; 0. Cullmann,' The ^-Mg
Early Church, ed. A. J. B. Higgins, 1956, p* 208; E. R. 
Coodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, pp. 1 lj.0 ff..
183 Dial. 56-59; cf. 62.3. '
Dial. 60, in reply to Justin’s exposition of Ex. 2:23 ff. | 
in Dial59. Trypho maintains that the angel is no more than r-gj 
an angel, with the argument centered on the identity of this 
one who spoke to Moses from, the burning bush. As J. S. Sibinga*'| 
has observed, the biblical text that could shed light on the 
issue ha3 suffered badly, and Justin’s exposition is so
confused that it is impossible to establish the relation of 
the argument to the proof.-texts, (The Old Testament Text of . .-ffi 
Justin Martyr, I The Pentateuch, ; 1963, P» 81 f •) . til
and origin of this ’second God1, which takes the form of 
identifying Him as Power, Wisdom, God and Word, ’ among other 
exalted titles, all of which the writer judges arise from 
the fact that He ministers to'the Father’s purpose and is. 
born of His will. . In the context, this statement is little
■ . • . ■. ; ; • 20I4.
more than a sop to the monotheistic Jewish position. It 
clearly docs not dominate the writer*s thinking as an 
affirmation of subordinationism. Referring this to the 
testimony of scripture, Justin affirms
Dial. 61.1, : OTl apirjv rrpo' rravftvv to>v ht ceytaxcuv
r _ ' z x- z » _ C <
O Oto J rt'f'tVVtjKt TLVOt £$ €QtVC.t>O AOfCK/fV9
frupcou urro cou rrvtu^iazoj tou 
Oiftot? ZraAtctott, woxt 6c utoj > rrovz de crowed, 
note, <51 otpyikoj > rro'ce. Gcoj , rrote tie
ftvpcoj Mott Ao/-oj, . . .
... that God has' begotten as Beginning before all 
the creatures (a) a certain Rational Power (b) from 
Himself, which is called also by the Holy Spirit 
glory of the Lord (c) and sometimes Son (d), and
' sometimes Wisdom (e), and sometimes Angel (f), and .g^ 
sometimes God, and sometimes Lord and Word (g), ...
.’j’?
'<’-;
-i
\ -V'i
18^ zp (a) rrpo* rrct'vvujv v&v , Prov. 8:22.
Jerome, writing on Gen. 1:1 (Quaest< Hebr. in Gen. ), held 
that many believed that instead of ”in the beginning”, the 
Hebrew had ”in the Son”; this was probably due to a Midrashic 
expansion of ”in the beginning” used by the Jews when expounding^ 
on the Law (see A. L. Williams, p. 126, f.n. 3-)» .
.. (b) H. Hegermann (p. 76 f.) observes that Justin knows, 
as evidenced here,., the wider background of the theophany, the 
idea of the divine Dynamis. Hegermann cites parallels in
It is clear from the titles associated with the Logos that 
the term pertains to the apologist’s cosmological speculation. :■ 
Moreover, the - application to Christ pre-existent-.is a
convenient choice complementing the view of Christ as another ;• 
Cod, the mediator-between the Most Higjh and the physical /
realm, but also pertaining to the hypostatization suggested
185 (b) (con’t)
Philo (leg, alleg. ), and in Wisd.Sol. 10.1-20. ••
A noteworthy parallel is found in Dial, 128.1 (Christ, 
being Lord and ever Cod the Son of Cod, appearing by His 
Power in ancient time . .♦), but again the expression pertains 
to the.metaphysical; \ there is no reference to the-real 
presence of the Incarnation (cf. A. L. Williams,'p. 26JL+).
(c) See Ex. 1 6:7 and of* Dial. 3U*2; 100.1+; 128.2.
: ■ (d) A probable reference to Pa. 2;?, cf. Dial. 78.8; ..
103.6; 122.6.
..„(©) Cf. Prov. 8:12 and see n. 11 supra. This title 
is also recurrent, in the Dial.: 62. lj.; 100.1+; 126.1.
(f) Referring to the discussion of aly? in the
proceeding chapters (see n. 181+ above), and comparing it 
With the use here and in Apol. I. 63-5, J. S. Sibinga (p. 82) 
concludes that we cannot be sure that tov 6mu • >.
was Justin’s text, although it is likely to be part of a very + 
old text. The context here, and in the Apology, suggests 
a/ycAoj as the reading presupposed by Justin. (Sibinga,loc.cit
(g) In this context, where Logos Is cited along with a ■ 
universal, rational Power there are suggested traces of a 
Philonic debt, or at least philosophical rationalism similar
to Philo’s. Justin’s choice of words is different, cf. de 
opif. mundi. 7.26 f., where the Divine Mind was the physical 
universe. In leg, alleg. 11.21, III. 61, 175 f.'the created 
Logos occupies an intermediate place between God and the 
world. R* Holte believes that Justin’s - choice of the terms 
’angel’ and ’spermatic Logos’> used to describe Jesus, stem -j 
from Philo, (p. 126), cf. E. R. Goodenough,; p. 1i+6 f.
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, 186 ;uin the wisdom literature. As such, the title forms
a bridge between the aspirations of Hellenistic Judaism ;•
and Greek philosophical speculation. The quotation -
which follows, Proverbs 8:22-36, is not illogical, since
, it gives Biblical sanction to the equation of the terms 
’Word’ and ’Wisdom’. In a later chapter, the writer carries
S’
, the speculation on the Word’s cosmic activity to further :i
187heights, • * but there is noticeably•lacking a genuine 
affirmation of the Word become flesh which is found in the ‘• -I
Fourth Gospel. The writer’s words
... He appears sometimes in an appearance that 
cannot be reckoned by space; and was sometimes 
called a man, and a human being ... 188 ■■
are far removed from a genuine assertion of the Incarnation.
When compared with- the development of thought in the 
^hannine prologue, it appears that the writer’s preconceived 4 
cosmological speculations dominate the thought, and the /
• . ' V-l
Jesus of history must be adapted to conform with the cosmic
Wisa. Sol. 18:1£. J. Till. Sanders has given a brief 
explanation of the successive stages in the development of 
the nogos concept through Philo, see IDB IV, “Word” pp. 870 ff. |
187 Dial. 128.2 f., where the Logos is again associated with v 
the title as well as . 4
Ibid; the writer following with more assertions that v
there are Two Gods, cf. Dial* 128.Jl; 129.2.. ——— _
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1 89Being. ' Cosmology, rather than soteriology is the 
1 90governing consideration. * 7
For our particular interest, it gives added proof that 
the writer’s exalted Christology has departed from some 
of the primary considerations of the New Testament. It 
has minimized the humanity of Jesus and thereby falls 
far short of the insights of the gospels and epistles. 
Within this exalted Christology, there was no room for 
the Servant doctrine.
Other Terms Related to the Interpretation of the ZkxIj
Since the term zraTj as a Christological designation occurs 
only within quotations from the LXX, and other indications 
of Justin’s understanding of the designation beyond those 
cited are lacking, a brief examination of the use of terms 
related to the Servant Pigure will help to clarify the 
apologist’s interpretation in concluding our inquiry.
Within quotations, we may cite the example of the use of 
doJAot in Dial. 2$, which refers to the righteous remnant of
gee Add’l Note II. 1, for contrast with L|.th Gospel’s Logos
190 .7 Justin’s thinking is in marked contrast, at this
point, with that of Irenaeus, (cf. adv. haer. IV. 20.2 ff., 
and my remarks, chap. IV, n. 111 and n. 120, in particular).
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Israel. In this instance, the quotation of Isaiah 63:15 ff*
is employed as a summons to the Jews to repent, and 
1 91applies to the Servants of the Lord, ' or the chosen people 
who are the true Israel. This instance is paralleled by 5
other usages of the term; specifically, we may recall the 7
19? "quotation of Isaiah 42:19 cited earlier. It was mentioned V
that the menial sense of the terms was not necessarily 
inferred in that occurrence, but since these are quotations 
which follow the LXX, we must look elsewhere for more
positive evidence of the writer’s interpretation.
The most significant evidence of contrasting terms is found x
in the Dialogue where Trypho’s question employs the substantive 
uTrtjp£Ti)i in reference to the One who appeared to Abraham as 
God referring to Christ pre-incarnate. In the
191 J7 Otto, pp. 02 ff., translates rob; rot?
with propter servos tuos. On the use of doDAot, cf. C. H.
Dodd, yhe" Bible and the Greeks, p. 9.
^2pial. 123*3, cf. n. 132 above, and see also Dial. 135*
In the LXX at this point it is clear that rrcuj and tfofcAej* are 
synonymous designations, both of which translate the Hebrew \\
*In a quotation of Jer. 4^22 in Dial. 32, the Jews are 
called uiq\ .
7P Dial* 57»3. TnripwKz the noun is found often in the 
LXX, but Tt is never used in Duetero-Isaiah in reference to 7?/ 
the Servant Figure, (see H & r/ ad. loo. ). 1
following chapter the apologist describes how this same .V
God, who is also called MAngel” and ’’Lord” so that He may •?
be recognized as serving ( urrypiTuv) the Father, nevertheless
■ fz
"is called God, is, and shall be God.”. As Lukyn Williams
observed, v ,-j
Justin’s words suggested that such, a ’servant’ had -
a position under the Father that was superior to
all others. But /in this instance/ we should have
expected him to use rroccj , for there seems to be no J
such use of oTrtjpce/jf , btrijpzT&v in the Greek Bible,
or in early Christian writers to denote the office
of the Messiah. 'i 95
( . 1
However, Philo applies the substantive to the Logos, */
saying that God uses him as ’servant* 1 to distribute his gifts.'5 
In the Dialogue, we have the unusual substitution of uirqpzzrn I 
for ttouj , In view of the Philonio usage related to the exalted^
Logos, it appears that Justin has avoided the term 7ra?/, which w
197 • '*did not exclude the lower meaning, z‘ and indicated a choice 
which in the contemporary usage was associated with lofty 4
status. •
209 1
19t'‘ Dial. 58.3 ff.
1 997<7 A. Lukyn Williams, p* 120 f.n. 2.
Q.D.S.I. xii.57# (of. A. Lukyn Williams, loo, cit.)
1 97‘ Again, this bears out*Harnack’s position in respect 
to the interpretation of 7T<xt/ in the 2nd Century; see 
’’Die Bezeichnung J’esu als ’Knecht Gottes* SAB xxviii
(1926), p. 234- .
,-w
5­
J
Where the apologist clearly designates a person as a .
subordinate, he uses the terra as in the citation
1 96referring to Moses, This term occurs outside of
quotations and designates a faithful menial who discharges 
his obligations to a superior* &epa7rusv, however, is never 
used by Justin in reference to Christ. We can conclude that 
the apologist was conscious of the distinction in terminology 
and selected those designations outside of quotations which 
were in keeping with Christ’s exalted status.
• C* Summary
The importance of Justin’s writings lies in the fact
that he was one of the earliest Christian writers in the
Palestinian tradition to attempt to bridge the gap between
the theology of the Judaeo-Christian heritage and the
learned pagan speculation typified in Neo-Platonic
philosophy. Gustaf Aulen has observed that the point
at which the specifically Christian differentiated
itself from Neo-Platonism was in the apprehension of the 
199incarnation. In the fourth century, it was no less a
210
198 <*Dial* Moses is classed as etpfarwv , servant, or
attendant, which Otto renders as famulus. Cf. the occurrence 
in Dial. 13^^ where Noah gives to his two sons the seed of the 
third as a bond servant.
199 /77 Gustaf Aulen, The Faith of the Christian Church,
Eng. tr., 1961, p. lETST .
figure than Augustine who in contrast with the Neo-Platonists
strongly asserted the fact of the incarnation, and related it
to Christ’s assumption of the form of a Servant, recovering -I
something of the biblical perspective.^00 For our interest,
there is the closest relationship between the full apprehensionv
of the incarnation and the biblical presentation of the work
of the Servant. Commenting on the' fundamental motif of
Christianity in the primitive period, Aulen observes:
The incarnation proclaims the gospel of divine self- ?>
. giving, and has thus guarded the fulness of the
Christian revelation of God. It declares that no 
one but Cod, or divine love Itself is incarnate in . ~
Christ and performs the work of redemption ... It -
was the Christological idea of the incarnation that -
more than anything else served as a bulwark against, ' 
the process of Hellenization at work in the Church. 201
It is of further significance that where the tendency is founc 
that avoids a full apprehension of the incarnation and a mini- ; 
mizing of the Servant Christology, there is also a tendency 
to separate the person of Christ from substantial union with ; 
the Father, and to relegate the Son to the position of another '5
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202Deity, We have cited ample evidence from the Dialogue
in illustration of both of these Christological deviations, 
and it will he seen that the thought of the apologist in 
this respect is in marked contrast with that of Irenaeus, 
whose stress on both the union of substance in the Godhead 
and the reality of the incarnation is in closer accord with 
the biblical presentation.
We have found that some of the modified interpretation in 
Justin* s Gliristology resulted from a mechanical use of proof 
texts, which obscured historical exegesis and a theological 
understanding of the subject matter in its original context. 
The fact that by Justin’s time the text is still regarded as 
important is explained by the evidence that it was part of 
the Church’s deposit of Messianic texts. This marked emphasis
□no
Aulen, commenting on two Chris tological deviations which 
confronted the early church, which he identifies as the ■’
’’separation type” and the 11 theophany type”, observes in respect ? 
to the former, which, he acknowledges, appears in the \
Apologists: ’’whenever /Greek/ philosophy has had serious 
influence on Gliristology it has led to a concept of Christ 
as an intermediate being”, (p. 190)* With the presupposition 
of God as a being ’’enthroned in isolated majesty”, the • /
philosophical idea of Logos is admirably suited to the role 
of intermediary in serving this metaphysical conception of God. 
But for the ancient Church, the incarnation opposes this line .. 
of thought, and the Son is regarded as of the same substance i 
as the Father: ”it is the divine nature itself that is 
incarnate in Christ, not an intermediary being” (loc. cit.).
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on the use of Isaiah. 53 in the Dialogue illustrates the 
Christological importance of this scripture, but in Justin*s 
hands the text was understood in direct contradiction both 
to its me aning in the original, and to its interpretation 
by the New Testament writers. Justin capitalized on certain 
nuances in the LXX rendering of the Servant texts to achieve 
this theological reinterpretation. In particular, we cited 
the variant in Isaiah 53:10, which inferred a sacrificial 
offering of the people instead of the Servant’s self-offering, 
and the interpretation of the term In Isaiah 53:0, which
the apologist cited to introduce his speculation on Christ’s 
origin and pre-existence. Further, we found that the 
sacrifice mentioned in the Servant text was regarded from a 
liturgical point of view, as opposed to a more profound 
theological understanding of the costliness of sacrifice and 
the believer?s incorporation into this event. With Justin*s 
failure to regard-sin as complete moral and spiritual 
disaster, this incomplete view of the nature of sacrifice 
resulted in a shallow appreciation of the Atonement.
As we examined other texts which were related to thenyl;, 
it was clear that the writer did not find these to refer to 
any diminishing of Christ* s exalted status. Since rrodj was 
only found in quotations as a Christological designation, the 
writer1s.understanding of the term had to be deduced from the
2il^
context in which the quotations were employed. Further, at a 
point where the inference was to service, or ministering to 
the Father’s will, the term selected was not Z7<xl; , but 
virqp&ztii' Tii© latter term had appeared in Philo in 
reference to the divine Logos. Apparently, the writer 
hesistated to use 77cu; because it did not exclude the lower 
meaning. '
In keeping with this reversal of the interpretation of the 
Servant texts was Justin’s speculation on Christ pre-existent 
as Second God. This Being was represented as a Divine Inter­
mediary between the Highest God and the physical univo? se. 
Practically all the epiphanies recounted in the Old Testament 
were referred to the activity of this Deity, and the view was 
complementary to the apologist’s theology which regarded the 
Father as utterly transcendant and Inaccessible. The high 
Christology excluded any trace of a genuine Servant doctrine.
Where Justin referred to Christ’s Two Advents, the Figure 
of the Danielle Son of Man was regarded as important by our 
writer. However, instead of this designation being used to 
represent the eschatological glorified Figure and the humanity 
of Jesus of Nazareth, the interpretation of the apologist 
stressed the exalted aspect and minimized the genuiness of 
His humanity.
Justin’s thought as it is represented in the Dialogue . 
represents a decisive stage in the early history of the -
2l£
Servant doctrine. Whereas it was seen that the sub­
apostolic writers occasionally used the title zratj , 
probably due to the lingering influence of the prayer 
formulas, Justin has avoided the title as a Christological 
designation outside of quotations, and has reversed the 
meaning of those quotations that contain the term. It is 
true that even before the mid-second century, going back 
probably to the end of the first century, if not before, 
the emphasis on Christ’s divinity at the expense of His 
true humanity begins to take place, A few years after the 
period represented in the Dialogue, it will be shown that 
Irenaeus made a strong effor^ to return to the biblical I 
understanding of the incarnation, but still there was a 
failure to recover the Christological application of the 
Servant doctrine. Additional evidence of the widespread 
Influence of this change is found in the thought of Melito 
of Sardis, whose work chronologically ‘falls between Irenaeus 
and Justin.
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Chapter II - Additional Notes
II. 1. The Logos concept in Justin hears an interesting 
contrast with the Biblical presentation, particularly the 
Johannine use of Logos, The most complete discussion of the 
term Aoj-o; in John is found in C. II. Dodd’s Interpretation 
of the Fourth Gospel, pp. 263 ff.. The relevant points may 
be summarized as follows:
In the body of the Gospel (excluding the Prologue) the term • 
in the singular connoted a statement or discourse, and in the 
plural it referred to spoken words. In the collective sense 
it meant the message of Jesus to the world, thus including 
the spoken word and its content (Principal Black has called 
attention to the distinction of Aoyo; from AocAtix , cf. Jn. 8:43) 
Thus it may be said that John saw in the content of
Christ’s utterance in the sense of life-giving and sustaining 
power given to men, but this is also the medium through which 
the power is communicated. If we had only to do with this 
limited sense, Aoroj would be a potent expression. The fact 
is the term has undergone significant other developments.
In Jn. 10:34 .ff*, the reference is to God’s self-revelation 
to man, corresponding to its expression In the O.T. through 
the prophets. z Also, the Evangelist regarded Aofoy in a sense 
similar to , it was the Ultimate Truth (Jn. 17:17)>
revealed, and not speculated upon. It is God’s gift to man, 
preserving His sovereignty and transcendance.
In the LXX, Aofoj translated the Hebrew ^113 , which meant 
God’s self-revelation, particularly with reference to the 
prophetic utterance. Once spoken, the O.T. was inclined to 
ascribe to the 010’ a substantive existence of its own, 
accomplishing what He wills. Dodd finds this often paralleled 
with the totality of God’s self-revelation in the 0 .
Some influence of Rabbinic theology may be found in tfie 
Johannine Prologue, where the description of the Logos and 
his relation to God corresponds to much of what the Rabbis 
said about the Torah (cf. 0. K. Barrett, The Gospel According 
to St. John, p. 27). Opinions differ, however, as to whether 
Yahweh’s word, ttSlY’fo , occurring in the Targums is to be 
regarded as a hypostasis or not (see H. Ringgren, Word and 
Wisdom /1947/ PP* 159-60). What is extremely important, 
however, is that for the author of the Prologue, ,
referring to the creation narrative of Genesis, meant a 
substantive existence of its own, a mediating creative power, 
but it also affirms that in Christ, the unique Son of God, the 
Xofcy was incarnate (Dodd, pp. 268-9).
Thus, th is manifest at i on of God became , or the human
nature which Christ bore. It is interesting, In the light 
of Stoic associations of \6yaf, where it tended to be equated 
with Divine Wisdom, and its interpretation in Poimandres of
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the Corpus Hermeticum as a mediating creative power, that the 
author of the Prologue retained the cosmological association, 
but included the identity with the Word become flesh. Therefore, 
the Evangelist believed that the earthly life of Jesus is the 
history of the Logos as incarnate; and within this limited 
sphere, it identifies the totality of the history of the .uogos 
in perpetual relationship with man and the world - which are His.
The Evangelist, instead of approaching the problem from the 
’outside1 and fitting the person of Jesus into the speculative 
cosmic concept, as with Philo and thinkers of his tendency, Y
has accepted the real existence of the historic Figure. ’’The 
life that is in the world, the light that is in the mind of 
man, are what we have found in Christ”, as Dodd translates 
Jn- 1:9, U (p. 285).
Justin, on the other hand, as Professor H. R. Mackintosh long 
ago pointed out, approaches the Logos with a preconceived 
cosmological understanding of what it should be, and it can be 
analysed and speculated upon quite apart from the Jesus of the 
Gospels (The Doctrine of the Person of Jesus Christ /1 913/, '
p. 11p3> of- espec. Dial»"'6l".1 f.; 128.2-lf, Otto pp. 66 ff.).
Somewhat akin to Ignatius, the starting point for Justin is 
the divine idea (cf. E. F. von der Golz ’’Ignatius von 
Antiochien als Christ und Theologie” TU xii:3 /189^-5/, P- 120, ■ 
but I cannot accept Golz’s distinction between the approach 
of the Prologue and the remainder of the Fourth Gospel). 
Essentially, in the thought of the apologist the effect is , 
twofold: to depersonalize the Saviour so that soteriology is
swallowed up in cosmology, and, as would logically follow, to • - 
create an image of a Second Divinity whose cosmic role is to 
mediate between the Most High and the physical universe.
II.2. The relationship of the concepts of Jewish Messiah . 
and a Suffering Figure, particularly that which is epitomized 
in II Isaiah’s Servant, has long been a problem to Biblical 
interpreters. Indeed, the question of whether a suffering 
Messiah was known in pre-Christian Judaism has of itself 
provoked considerable debate among scholars. W. D. Davies 
(Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, 2nd ed. 1955, PP- 280 ff.), 
ref erring ""to Trypho’s statements in Dial. 89 and 90, asserts 
that Trypho does not know of any other possibility than that 
of a suffering Messiah. Further, Davies finds that it is the 
manner of Christ’s death, rather* than the suffering, that proves 
to be the stumbling block. Prof. Davies cites evidence from 
the TaLmud in support of this, (cf. b, Sarih. 93b, 98a, et. al. ).
There are, however, difficulties in this position. For one 
thing, Prof. Davies ascribes a genuiness to Trypho (loc. cit. f 
f.n.2) that may not be justified (cf. C. A. II. Guignebert,
The Jewish World in the Time of Jesus, tr. S. Ii. Hooke, p. 1 ^8, •
f.n.1; J. Klausner, The Messianic Idea in Israel, tr. W. F. 
Stinespring, p. lp07 5 and A. L. Williams, Justin Martyr, the 
Dialogue, p. xxv). Of greater importance, however, is the \
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expectation of a Messiah and its relationship to the Figure 
who suffers vicariously. H. H. Rowley ("The Suffering Servant 
and the Davidic Messiah”, OTS VIII, 1950) distinguishes betweei 
the Messiah ben Ephraim and ’Ebe Messiah ben David (p. 104 f.), 
and examines the evidence for an established association of ‘ 
the Suffering Servant with either, or both, of these concepts 
in the pre-Christian era. Along with G. F. Moore (Judaism in j 
the First Three Centuries of the Christian Era I, 1927, 
pp. 551 ff.; III, 1930, p7 166) and Strack-Billerbeck 
(Kommentar II, 1924, p. 274), among others, and opposing the d 
position of such scholars as C. C. Torrey (cf. Torrey’s ;
statement in JBL xlviii /1929/, p. 25), J. Jeremias
(”Erldser und Erlosung im spatjudentum” in Deutsche Theologie * 
II /1929/ pp. 106 ff.; cf. The Servant of Dod, pp. 75-78, 
but see p. 5°) and I. Engnell ’( ”The EbecL Yahweh Songs and the 
Suffering Servant in «Deutero-Isaiah’ ” BJRL 31 (1948) pp. 55 
as well as that of W. D. Davies (pp. 275 ff., but a cautious 
conclusion, p. 283), and A. Guillaume (”The Servant Poems in 
Deutero-Isaiah”, Theology xi /1925/ pp. 254 ff•, 309 ff.; 
xii /1926/ pp. 2ff 7, 63 Tf., hut Guillaume admits that later ; 
Judaism avoided the idea in opposition to Christian inter­
pretation, p. 67), Dr. Rowley finds Insufficient evidence to 
justify the assumption that the Davidic Messiah was thought 
of as a Suffering Messiah in the pre-Christian era (pp. 105 - 
107). To put it another way, the Messianic prophecy in the 
technical sense of Jewish hope for perpetuation of the Kingdom 
under an ideal leader was not a part of Deutero-Isaiah1s 
prophecies, (see G. von Rad, Theologie des alten Testaments, 
Bd.II /198O/, p. 254* ”Tats&chlich ha t t e die messianische
; Hoffnung in seinem prophetischen Vorstellungskreis keinen , 
Raum”; cf. S. Mowinckel, He That Cometh /1958/, p. 1745 
W. Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament I, p. 62; J. 
Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel7/1962/, p. 382; and 7 
the art. by E. Jenni, “Mess'i'aln” IDB III, pp. 3&3, 3&5)-
• In actual fact, from an examination of the Targums, it 
seems clear that they were at pains to avoid the idea of 
a suffering Messiah (Rowley, pp. 107-6), the suggestion 
being that this was due to the need for anti-Christian 
polemic (cf. Origen, c. Cel sum I. 55, "but see my comments 
on this passage in chap. V.). The evidence postulated by 
Prof. Davies appears to belong to the post-Christian era 
(Rowley, pp. 109-111), and cf. T. W. Manson ”The Son of 
Man in Daniel, Enoch and the Gospels” in Studies in the 
Gospels and Epistles pp. 127 ff.). as the examples from the 
Dialogue (89, 90) indicate. Further, Dr. Rowley repudiates 
the pre-Christian association of the Messiah ben Ephraim 
with the Suffering.Servant of Isa. 53 (pp. 112-114)* But 
he is careful to observe that we do have indication that
■
'-'V ■■ •• ______ ___________ ' j
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a suffering deliverer may have been expected in pre-Christian r 
days (Isa. 53, cf. Zech 12:10), albeit distinguished from / 
the future, hope of Israel concentrated in the figure of the : 
Davidic Messiah (Rowley, p. 115, cf. pp. 129-133).
Clearly, great care must be exercised in considering the 
Pigure of the Suffering Servant of Isa. 53 in relation to 
other Hebraic concepts, particularly the hope of the Davidic 
Messiah in its Jewish technical sense. Principal Black has 
drawn attention to evidence in the DSS, and certainly in one 
passage, where we can detect an allusion to the idea of a 
priestly Messiah as a sacrificial victim ("The Messiah in 
the Testament of Levi xviii” ET lx, p. 321). In the 
Maccabean period Judaism became a religion of martyrs 
(cf. W. Bousset and H. Gressman Die Religion des Judentums, 
1926, pp. 37U ff»), und -there is evidence that Rabbinic . J 
theology preserved the Maccabean view that martyrdom somehow ?. 
effected atonement (0. K. Barrett, 11 The Background of Mark 
10:l|.5n in Hew Testament Essays ed. A. J. B. Higgins, 1959, 
p. 13, cites the Siphre Deuteronomy 333 to from C. G-. 
Montefiore and H. Loewe,' A Rabbinic Anthology, 1939, p. 226). 
Indeed, suffering in general is seen as a means of atonement .. 
(see Midr. Ps. 118:18 and cf. E. Lohse, Martyrer und Gottes- 
knecht, 1955, PP* 29-32; E. Schechter Some Asp ec t s of 
Rabbinic Theology, 1909, pp. 30? ff.; R. A. Stewart,
Rabb ini c The olo gy pp. 49 f., 135 f*; and 0. P. Moore, 
JudaisiiTl, pp/ 546-52). However, the Maccabean martyrs died 
in. faithfulness to the Law, whereas Deutero-Isaiah1s Servant 
suffered and died for the benefit cf others (cf. Christian c, 
Maurer, ’‘Knecht Gottes und Sohn Gottes im Passionsbericht 
des MarkusevangeHum” ZTK 50 (1953) P* 21).
Some have found the link between the Pigure who suffers 
and the Messiah in the Enochian Son of Man. While it may be , 
admitted that there are distinctive features in the Servant s 
Pigure which appear as characteristics of the Son of Man of 
I Enoch, it should be recalled that nowhere in I Enoch is 
the main function of the Servant, his vicarious and redemptive 
suffering, ascribed to this Son of Man-(M. Black, “Servant of 
the Lord and Son of Man”, S JT 6, p. 10, cf. W. Manson Jesus 
the Messiah, 19U3, P* 173 f. "and H. H. Rowley, pp. 123*7f7T. 
However, considering the matter from the post-New Testament 
point of view, there seems to be much more than the Danielle 
Son of Man lying behind the Caesarea Philippi confession of 
Mk. 8:38 (M. Black, p. 11). The dating of the relevant parts- 
of Enoch is still uncertain (cf. R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha- 
and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament Up. 171), but since 
the motif of redemptive suffering is not associated with *che 
figure in Enoch, we must find another source for the fusion •> 
of the concepts of the suffering, redemptive deliverer and
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the Messiah. It is precisely because the linking of these 
concepts was not clear to Jesus* disciples, that we find 
them unprepared for the idea of His suffering (Mt. 16:22 ff. 
cf. T. W. Manson, The Ser vant Messiah, p. 71 snd H. H. Howie 
p. 129). Further it would seem most irregular, to attribute 
this insight to the primitive Christian community, particula 
ly in the light of the fact that by the time of Justin the 
idea of a Messiah who suffers is employed only as an 
identifying characteristic of Jesus of Nazareth instead of 
providing a theological understanding of His redeeming work, 
(cf. Dial. 89, 100). In h ort, the linking of the concepts 
can be attributed to Jesus Himself. It is clear from the 
evidence .in the remainder of this study that the second- 
century church continued to find difficulty with the 
implications of voluntary self-abnegation and suffering 
associated with the Servant concept being applied to the 
Lord, but they did not hesitate to refer the Isaianic 
prophecies to Christ, although without a theological 
understanding of their significance in His work of Atonement
-• ■ • if-
. . - . < CHAPTER III
; ‘ SHADES OF PATRIPASSIANISM
IN MELITO1S HOMILY ON THE PASSION
A* Prolegomena
In continuing our examination of second-century 
writings of the Fathers, we will examine the Homily of 
Melito, Bishop, of Sardis. For purposes of clarifying 
the Interpretation of deoD, this Inquiry may seem 
at first glance to be a oul^de-saq, since the figure of 
the rraij Is never employed christologically. Admittedly, 
the argument from silence is seldom conclusive, but since 
the absence of the term is conjoined with the author’s 
high Christology, the examination of the Homily is 
considered relevant to our topic. In addition, there are 
other factors with reference to quotations from scripture 
which directly bear upon our problem, giving significant 
support that our period witnessed a changing pattern In 
interpretation of the prophetic figure of rra?; regarding 
It as wSonn (inferring the highest possible status), as 
opposed to "Servant"♦
‘" ■."■■ :.-.. •. - - Aa/- .- .; _ ••
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Authorship and Date
-tIt is known that Melito, Bishop of Sardis, was a
noteworthy writer in the second century, as witnessed to
2by the Church historian, Eusebius of Caesarea. The
.titles listed by Eusebius give some indication of our * 
author’s range of interests. Until the discovery of the 
papyrus codex,only fragments of Melito’s works were known 
to have survived.^ Although Melito’s authorship of the
Already an episcopal see in Asia Minor by the end of the 
1st century. Cf. Plates IjJ, 5 in Van der Meer &
Mohrmann’s Atlas of the Early Christian World, (trans 1. & 
ed. M. F. Hedlund & N. H. Rawley, 1958).
2 Eusebius H.E. IV. 26.2
Xbid, listing among other works attributed to Melito:
Two treatises On the Pasch, a treatise On Conduct and the 
Prophets, the works On the Church, On the Lord’ s Day, On 
the Faith of Man, On Creatioh,' On Baptism/ 'On Truth,1 On
the.Corpor'eali'ty of God et al. Cf ♦ the Tist given by
Jerome, de Viris illustr. 2^7
In addition,.we may cite his authorship of an .Apology
addressed to Marcus Aurelius, fragments of which are preserv< 
in Eusebius H.E. IV. 26.5 ff. and the Paschal Chronicle.
This papyrus, probably from the h^h century, was edited 
by Campbell Bonner in 191+0: Studies and Documents XII,
The Homily on the Passion by Melito' Bishop of Sardis and som
Fragments of-the Apocryphal Ezekiel. Bonner’s edition
compris es the b as £c text for this study. Henceforth it will 
be cited as ’’Bonner”, or ”A”. The Bodmer papyrus ^edited by 
M. Testuz (1960) is designated as ”B”, the Qxyrhhcus fragmen 
as ”0”, and the Latin text of the homily as ”L”. *
p Excerpts from the Syriac version may be found in J. C.T.O' 
Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum saec. secundi, Bd. IX (187- 
pp. *1+10 ff.. For a discussion of authorship and assignment < 
some fragments to Irenaeus, cf. Bonner, pp. 36-50*
-J. /Sr
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6 • 7Homily on the Passion has been questioned by some, ‘ the 
weight of evidence currently available justifies it-J 
genuineness.
There are stylistic parallels in the Homily to the
Syriac fragments as well as similarity of ideas. Melito 
■ ftwas a Quartodeciman and the theme which is developed in 
bb0 Homily^shows considerable influence of Quartodecimanism.
■ When Hautin questioned the genuineness of the Homily, he
based his opinions in part on the lack of evidence of 
9Melito1s influence, but we have sufficient reasons for
For uniformity, references to the text ^iil be 
cited merely as the Homily, whioh is not intended as a 
categorical qualification (see comments reg^g4inS 
classification, infra pp.230ff.).
E.g., P. Nautin: ’’L’Homelie de Meliton $ur la Passion’1, 
RHE, XLIV (19U9), pp* i1.29-l4.385 but Nautin|s position has 
attracted little following, cf. W. Schneemeicher in 
Festschrift fdr Gdn ther Pehn (1957)> pp. 119 ff..
o *As we know from a letter of Polycrates of Ephesus written = 
to Pope Victor (ca. 195) naming Melito as one who held to / 
the Quartodeciman side of the Paschal Controversy, Eusebius 
H.E. V. 2^*5*8. Cf. A. Harnack ’’Die VUberlieferung der .
griechischen Apologeten” in TU i 11882), p. 21^0.
The tradition of Quartodecimanism was especially rooted 
in Asia Minor and Melito is known to have upheld the 
practice, 4§iich persisted for a time in the churches of 
the interior of this region, (cf. ODCC ’’Quartodecimanism”, 
p. 11311 *Waterman, The Post~Apo s to1ic?Age (1898), 
pp. 210 ffi|. . , . . .
9 p. Not tin ioc. cit..
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the relative paucity of Melito’s writings nearer their time
of origin. In fact, it is quite probable that at an early 
10stage they achieved considerable popularity, but it was 
due to Melito’s part in the Quartodeciman issue and the 
possible suggestion of Monarchian modalism in his theology, 
(or, Patripassianism) , which may have contributed to a 
decline in the general acceptance of his works. We 
find, therefore, no substantial reason to question the
1 * I
authenticity of the treatise.
With regard to the precise date of composition,
conclusive evidence is lacking. We have referred to
10 < ' * / 1M. Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer XIII Meliton de Sardes Homelie
sur la Paque (1966), p. 8s hNous pensons, contr airement & une 
opinion courante, que ces oeuvres ont connu, des leur 
parution, un trds grand succes.” Gf. Jerome de yiris 
illustr. 2U* • ......
The Latin narrative of Pseudo-Melito is indicative of 
the prominence of our author. . .
, For example, Homily 2.17-20; 1li»3-20; 16.12-17. • “ .
N.B.: All text references are cited according to page number ,.
•. of the papyrus and lines (inclusive) in the reconstructed Greek
t ext..„of~C amnhe11 Bonner ( pp • 8_S-16 7 i .unle s s _ot he rwi s_e. no ted.*'
•x- References to the Bodmer Papyrus (B) are cited according 
to the text edited by M. Testuz. Since the first page has 
disappeared from B, this part of the text is cited from A, 
with lacunae reconstructed following L. The text of the sermon 
follows naturally in the beginning of the existing leaves from 
Bonner’s text (see Testuz, p> 13_and cf. the f.n. p» 28).
. // Quartodecimans at Nicea (p.10)
1 “3 A short passage of the Homily is expressly ascribed to 
Melito by Anastasius of Sinai, /cf7 Migne, PG 89, 197A.
* ' ’ " 7 ‘ * <’
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1 IIPolycrates’ letter to Pope Victor which places Melito‘s 
death probably not later than 190 A.D#, giving us the . ,'
terminus ante quern. Bonner estimated that Melito*s Apology 
was written not earlier than 169 A.D.. We may assume, there­
fore, that the date of the Homily falls between 170 (ca.) .
and 190 A.D.
“S
. Methodological Considerations:
a) Style and Interpretation of Scripture
Before we can give a detailed exposition of the Christology \
of the Homily, we should consider the effects of the author’s
style upon the content of the treatise. This is true in a
unique sense for this work, because there are occasions where
the heretical Modalism of which Melito has been accused is 
16more often the consequences of rhetorical artifices, .
although it must be acknowledged that the theological 
orthodoxy of our writer has suffered as a consequence.
In the introduction to Campbell Bonner’s edition the most 
conspicuous features of Melito’s style are noted in particular, 
the use of parallel clauses with corresponding grammatical
See n. 8 •
1 5 Bonner, p# 3. M. Testuz, p. 9, will not commit himself 
further than ” ... une date que l’on ne peut preciser dans
fl^fesBuz^Tp?* f^f^proposes^^o^date the uncial manuscript (B) 
at the end of the third, or beginning of the fourth century.
E.G. Turner estimates it is from the fourth century (Testuz, p< 1i
“1 A‘ See .n. $$ and n. 59. ........ , 5 .1.;
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1 7structure.' ‘ It seems likely that this betrays a Semitic 
* 18influence. Moreover, Bonner has cited the first-person
style of passages related to the nature and work of Christ
and their similarity to examples in the Fourth Gospel,
mentioning the possibility that these words are part of a 
19primitive "Descent" hymn*
Of particular significance for this study is Bonner’s
mention of the relationship of hymnodio praises and the
doctrine of Christ’s pre-existence:
The doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ as 
the Logos led the Church naturally to ascribe 
to him the creation of the world, the guidance . 
of the patriarchs, and the protection .of the
. Chosen People. Hence praises that originally 
belonged to the God of Israel might also be 
said and sung to Christ;20 .../moreover/ some
Bonner, pp. 21-23* ■* .
18 Ibid, p. 27: "Despite his use of many ordinary devices 
of Greek rhetorical style, his debt to the religious style 
of the Hebrews was even greater, though he doubtless knew ■ 
it only through the septuagint version."
1 9 Ibid, p. 23j citing Kroll’s discussion in Gotte und 
Hdlle (Studien der Bibliothek Warburg, 20) pp. I^TST
PO Bonner, p* 2$, cites W. Bousset’s monograph (Eine 
judische Gebetssammlung in siebenten Buch der apostolischen
Rons ti tut ionenT^ in NGG/ 191£« PP* which postulated
the theory that fragments of an old Jewish collection of 
prayers can be detected in parts of the Apostolic Constitutions 
The phrases acknowledged God’s creative power and providence;
• ?
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sentences in the eucharistic prayer in Ap. Const.
8.12 seem to be drawn from an older Jewish form . ; 
of worship. There particular mention is made of ;/• ...
the creation of heaven and earth, the firmament, 
day and night, /etc./ ..♦”•21
It is noteworthy that here we have a suggested source for
ppthe hymnodic praises (as in Homily 13.26-33), which
partially justifies the assignment of God’s creative power 
to the pre-existent Christa However, the author’s high 
Christology was conducive to this ascription and certainly 
he gave scant attention to the distinction between God the 
Creator and Christ the Redeemer.
With a somewhat different approach, we might find the 
passages immediately proceeding this section rooted more 
in the prophetic tradition. For example, the offering of 
vinegar and gall in 13.2, 9 & 20 Bonner believes to be based 
on Matthew 27:34, but as Wellesz has noted, the language 
is reminiscent of Amos 6:4“6> which may, in fact, lie behind 
this section as a whole.Other sources may have contributed;
21 Bonner, loo, cit.. .
22 In agreement with Bonner (loc. cit.)., the Messianic 
predicates zrpuAforo/cej roD aecfu and irpo £(ucr4>opou 
probably belong to a Christian redaction, rather than tq 
an original Jewish hymn. .
E. J. Wellesz, ’’Melito’s Homily on the Passions An 
Investigation into the sources of Byzantine Hymnography”, 
JTS xliv (1943), P* 47. : '
2l)- I,eu Homily; 13.2-1U. 39.
•■•-• tSJ
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chiefly, we should cite Esdras 1 :17“2U and II Esdras 
. 1 :i|-37• On the whole, the theme of Jewish ingratitude
recalls Micah There are indications throughout
the Homily that Melito was familiar with Old Testament 
scripture,^. ;and, as we will observe in our examination 
of the author*s Ghristology, there are titles reminiscent
’ of passages from the New Testament. However, before dealing 
with the New Testament references and his Christology, we 
will give brief attention to Melitofs method of inter­
pretation, and consider how his style of exegesis influences 
the development of the theme.
For Melito, the Old Testament is viewed typologically.
It was of value in that it foreshadowed the Reality to 
follow. The striking figure of the pattern and the statue 
(6.2 ff.) is imitated in a much later work of Origen ' and
Gf.. Wellesz (loo, cit.) who adds that generally "the 
style is influenced by the htonodic language of the Prophets,£ 
and in particular by Isaiah
In addition to those sources cited we note; the theme 
of the Homily based on Exodus 12; Genesis in 11.19 ff., 
et passim; Isaiah in 10.28,-17.9, Jeremiah in 10.23, etc..
Hom, in Lev. 10.1.
■»
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• illustrates the influence which our writer’s method may
have exercised.28 29Methodologically considered, the idea
that, the events of the Old Testament are only types of a
future reality (which it lacked) is, of course, basic to 
29the Epistle to the Hebrews. To Melito the pattern had 
significance only in its realized fulfillment. ■ The model
' or type has fulfilled its service once the Finished Work 
is accomplished.30 in the writer’s words: ?{>/£?<*<. <$£
TO Tjoxt TL/UQV Ct’ZL/.lOV , TOV flucrcc Tl/ltCU <t><XV€pcu&CV?Oj 
(For that which was once valuable becomes of no worth, when 
the naturally valuable is revealed.)31 Melito’s contri­
bution was of some significance for the development of
28 See also the paschal discourses (attributed to 
Hippolytus of Rome) in Migne, PG 59, 723 ff* and cf. the 
passage in another sermon treating the Law and the 
institutions of Israel as an artist’s sketch preparing 
for the completed picture, PG 59, 732 f.
29 Heb. 8:5-7; 9:1-2, 11-1l(.; 10:1. See J. Danielou, •
From Shadows to Reality (1960 transl. of Sacramentum Futuri 
by Dorn. V. Hibberd), p. 231*, and cf. Dani elou ’ s discussion 
of Adamic typology in Paul and Irenaeus, pp» 30 ff., Bonner 
notes other parallels to Melito’s phraseology in Hippolytus 
(pp. 58-60). For a discussion of the figure -of.the pattern 
and the statue, see Bonner, p. 68 f.
3° Homily 6.11-17-
Homily 6.15-17- Cf. 6.10 -7-: "the Church arose and 
... the type?-is made void giving over the image to the 
natural truth ♦ ,
_______________________________ ■ i ass -
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historical typology.-7 What started as Jewish liturgical 
types, and were later adapted as Christological types, have 
now become a series of occasions when the pre-incarnate 
Christ was envisaged as present with His people under the 
old dispensation.33 The ’’type" actually has become the 
work of the pre-incarnate Christ, in our writer’s view.
What remains to be considered is the bearing which Melito’s 
typology has upon the development of the theme of the treatise.
Methodological Considerations:
b) Development of the Theme and Classification of the Treatise 
As we have inferred, the content of the treatise gives
evidence of the author’s interest in the Quartodeciman questiox 
The Homily certainly provides suitable subject matter to be 
used in a service commemorating Israel’s deliverance from 
the Angel of Death,a celebration which, for the 
Quarto decimans, coincided with the memorial of the Lord’s
32 K. J. Woollcombe, Essays on Typology, p. 71 f• •
33 r. p. o. Hanson, Allegory and Event, p. 109.
3^* As ”un des plus anciens monuments que nous possedions 
de la predication chre^tienne”, J. Danielou feels that it 
was pronounced ”a la Fete de P&que, telle que la 
c6ldbraient les Quarto decimans d’Asie Mineure au He 
siecle, c’est-a-dire au jour de la Paque juive,”
(Message Evang6lique et Culture Hellenistique, 1961, 
p. 21U)*
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death and resurrection. It is, in fact, central to the theme 
that a parallel exists between the lamb’s sacrifice in the 
first Jewish passover which saves the people by its shed 
blood, and the destiny of suffering and sacrifice of Jesus.
The former is the ’old’, which is the tutto} (figure), while
’.the latter is the ’new’, being the ibyGeia (truth).^5
, Michel Testuz has observed in this respect that the constraint 
of Jesus is seen as ”... la P&que du salut pour tous les 
hommes”.^
However, in Melito’s understanding, the relationship between 
the two events is more than an accident of history. In the 
Homily, what stopped the Angel of Destruction was not the 
death of the Lamb, but the tunoj of the Lord (5*31)• Pore 
Danielou is concerned to emphasize the historic character 
of the connection between the old and the new Paque.'
One might contend that the ’’historic11 relationship, is in 
fact, lacking. However, it is recognized that, as Danielou
2.1-2, 11-13; passim. Gf. J. Danielou loc. cit.
Dr. Gross has net ed that ’’the Jewish Passover and the 
Exodus are understood as pointing forward to the sacrificial 
sufferings and death of Christ”., (The Early Christian 
ffatte rs. p. 107)* .
M. Testuz, p. 20. ,
37 s'’ J. Danielou, loc. cit.
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has put it, the death of the Lamb was done in order to 
announce other things: the of the Saviour.
”Et elle doit disparaltre quand est apparu ce qu’elle 
n’avait pour mission que d’annoncer”.
We can observe that underlying Melito*s theology is the
conception of the divinity and pre-existence of Christ.
Theophanies in the Old Testament are attributed to Christ’s 
39activity, and the mystery of his sacrifice is foreshadowed 
in a variety of types associated with prominent figures in 
Israel’s historyA0 In application, the theme is developed 
through the false etymology connecting the word zracrxa 
(actually a transliteration of the Aramaic word ^TTO£> , 
/passover/) with the Greek verb zzocrxetv (to suffer). Wot
38 zJbid. Danielou notes that our author explains his 
method in the parable of the pattern and the statue, or 
finished work (6.3 ff.).
39 Homily 11.1; 1.9 ff.; 13.28 ff.; 13.3^-37; 1I)-. 1 ff.,
etc..""
^*0 Homily 10.2 ff., et passim. 0. Perler, ’’Recherches sur 
le Peri ?as cha de Meliton , He oh SR li:3 0963), P* 4^3, in 
distinguishing the Peri Pascha from the Peri Psyches while 
acknowledging a liter ary Interdep endenc e between them, 
observed that what was peculiar to the Peri Pascha was the 
subject of the Passover in the first half of the treatise, 
and the concentration on the typology of the Passion in the 
latter half (9*28-10.3^; 11>2 ff.). This division of subject 
matter is in agreement with P. Wautin, p. h33*
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unlike the connection we find in I Peter, the Homily 
reflects the concept of a liturgical incorporation of the 
believer into Christ and may be an important document in 
evidence of the tradition connecting baptism with His 
suffering and atoning death through ‘’corporate identity1.^
It should be emphasized that this is a liturgical connection,, 
as distinguished from a developed theological understanding 
of baptism as the renewed life possible through Christ’s 
passion. This will be discussed in greater detail in our 
consideration of Melito*s Christology. What we have here is 
a typological identification of the Passover with the Passion 
of Jesus Christ, and events which relate to the former, 
recounted in the Old Testament, are held to be a fore­
shadowing of this latter decisive event. Therefore, Melito
1l1 ’Cf, A. R. C. Leaney, "I Peter and the Passover: an 
Interpretation”, NTS X:2 (Jen., 1961;.), espec. p. 2h3*
0. Perler calls attention to the fact that in the Homily 
(9.13-25) all flesh is seen to fall under sin and the 
whole body under death (p. lj-09). The Homily (9.25-27) - ,
finds that for the reason the mystery of the Passover is 
fulfilled in the body of the Lord. Perler, then, interprets 
the humanity of Christ as representing and enclosing the 
whole of redeemed humanity ( 6. <£v ep cun 0/ ). By. it
Christ is the first-born among the dead, cf. Col. 1Q/15-18, /
(p. i|.16). This theology is known in the writings of 
Irenaeus, Hippolytus and later, in Athanasius, among others. 
See the discussion, infra, and my comments on the atonement 
in Irenaeus, ad loc..
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4-2 •(the mystery of the Passover is fulfilled^-- in the body
A»*. - 7of the Lord). The writer speaks of the Passion in order
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7to conclude with a description of the Resurrection and 
4-3
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the/glorious Christ who is King, Lord and Saviour.
At first glance, then, it would seem that Campbell Bonner
has properly classified the treatise in stating that 
"to-day /it would/ be called a Good Friday sermon”.^* , * 
But, as Bernhard Lohse has pointed out, Melito, being a 
Quartodeciman, would have celebrated the Quartodeciman
Passa, but not the "’heidenchristliche’ Karfreitags -und 
tt 4-5
■ ?.’;■
. V
Osterfest”#^ Therefore, it is misleading to imply that 
the treatise would be suitable f or^ the commemoration of 
the date of our Lord’s death on the Cross, where that
m;•c;.; /
n ••'-.e.... 4-2 T£T£/\ irwc: the intensive perfect is significant
• *
h-3
Si \
fc ‘
& ? .V X U5
for Melito’s theological bias#
M* Testuzj p. 20.
Bonner, p# 19, cf. p. 57 f••
*?.
•K
B. Lohse, Die Passa-Homilie des Bisohofs Meliton von 
Sardes (Textus "Minores xxiv, "1 pT 7* In es’s ehtTal
agreement with Lohse are M. Testuz, p. 20, and F. L. Cross 
p. 10U: "nowhere, at this early date, were the" two 
commemorations distinguished”♦ Dr Cross further objects 
to classifying the work as a "sermon” because "it’s temper 
and ethos are; declamatory, not persuasive” (p. 105)* '
rC
./ „■ ■-,-*. *„»
■■
Si
.date is to be distinguished from His rising from the tomb 
on the third day A . -
In relation to the classification, we should mention 
briefly thejopening sentence of the Homily, which has 
provoked considerable discussion since Bonner’s edition 
appeared in 19^0. We cite this problem since it bears 
on the interpretation,’and is related to methodological 
considerations of Melito’s use of scripture* The opening 
words follow: .
1*1-lj.S tj July ypOLfpij Tfjj £§<3<Sou =
at v £fvuf<r £a,c 9 Zou ^x(/rT tjpeou o ccecre croc race
77tUj TO TrpoftfrToV &U&T6LC ttOU iTCUj O ><XOJ (TOjf CZcKL .
The difficulty in rendering these lines has to do with the
' meaning of titourerti cfirjecct and with a question of practice in
the worship of the early Church* In Bonner’s introductory
. remarks, it is inferred that a paraphrase for the translation
followed.the reading of the Hebrew text, so the quotation
5< would mean: “ ’the passage on the Exodus in Hebrew has been
S- •
i' '■■
.' ■t.
L6 ■ . . r.
N. Testuz, p.20, understood Bonner in this regard to mean 
that the subject of the Homily was the death of Christ which -
is acceptable, adding that, in fact, for the Quartodecimans, #
It was not a question of fixing Easter on a Sunday, but on 
the 1lj.th of Nisan. Consequently ’Good Friday’ did not exist 
for them. He considers that even those who followed the • 
dominical calculations probably ignored ’Good Friday1 at this 
period. The same day would mark the observance of the death 
and resurrection of Christ. .
Add /rat , cf. n* 11 above. '
Me#
h 7read and the words of mystery have been translated 
That is, after reading the passage of the Exodus, there 
followed a in the sense of an exposition of .
the passage with its application to the slaying of the lamb 
and its efficacy for salvation. G. Zuntz held that the 
adjective eflpacnyj meant ’in the Hebrew language1, and 
.concluded that ’’linguistically, Melito’s first sentence 
would be naturally understood to refer to a Hebrew scripture- 
lesson followed by a (Greek) targum (LXX)”.^
In consideration of this, among other factors, Bonner 
added a note^ in essential agreement with the fact that 
6c&<roi4>£iv may be understood in.the sense of to translate
: . 236
^'7 Bonner, pp. 30-36; cf. his translation, p. 168. The 
interpretation that Bonner originally meant ’the Hebrew 
flight from Egypt’ as understood by M. Testuz, p. 18, 
following G* Zuntz in this article ”0n the Opening 
Sentence of Melito’s Paschal Homily”, HTR XXXVI (19U3), 
pp. 299-315> is refuted by the editor in This note following 
the article of Zuntz.‘ Apparently, Bonner originally meant, 
that the passage had been read in Hebrew and was followed 
by an interpretation.
Zuntz, p. 315. ■
^"9 see n. l),6. F. L. Cross, p, 106, states that there are 
good reasons for thinking that the custom of reading the 
Scriptures, in Hebrew, in the synagogue services was 
carried into the Christian Church.
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or to paraphrase into the vernacular. In that case, 
we would render the introductory sentence as follows:
’’The passage from the Hebrew ^fBook of / Exodus has been 
read, /and the/ words of mystery interpreted how the sheep 
is sacrificed and how the People are saved”. The 
introductory sentence, then, directs our attention 
immediately to the central theme of the Homily: the 
Passover sacrifice (which has now been fulfilled) is 
effectual for the People’s salvation. We may now .
consider briefly how this theme is developed.
Following the introduction to the discourse which cited > 
the reading from Exodus 12, there is an exposition of the 
dual nature of the Passover; temporal, as an institution 
of the Chosen People under the La/af, and eternal, inter­
preted in terms of Christ’s sacrifice and the Divine Plan 
for man’s salvation.This statement is elaborated * 5
p In our literature, as following the usage in inter- 
testamental period, ftv means ’to explain’ or ’to
report’; see Mt. 13:36 and cf. 18:31, (Bauer, p. 187 ) •
51 For the reconstruction of the words In brackets, 
cf. n. 46a above.
5,2 Homily 1 1+.
“ ' ' . ' \ - -‘ ’< '■' '• /' . ■ J -;zp---,y<^^r.hjv- . ■ ;' i
■\
l‘r\ o- cl i'i c W.S5 i on o^l -J-Vve ptusovev. The +-rive ?roto^K<* »s
-be^-e^^n—the—author’s— pos4rt -ion^-that—the True- 3^as s o ver -is 
not the victim and its sacrifice, but^that thoo-e are
4type^ of both the Person of Christ and His Office in the
. . . *>
J$qw Dispensation."^ All of this is in accordance with • 
the Divine Plan, foreshadowed in the patriarchs and
2'38
.7% h
prophets. 54 In treating of the mystery of this sacrifice
the writer weaves into the exposition a discussion of
££ c^A ...
suffering. Man is the sufferer,"^ but the .Lord; came
to earth to redeem and heal him. Thus the mystic Passover 
E>7is consummated in Christ’s sacrifice. There follows a 
series of hymnodic praises of Christ, relating Christ 
pre-existent•to a wide variety of Old Testament theophanies.
Homily 1.1 $ f.; 2.1-13; 6.1j/l £• (the' text' here has-
largely.been reconstructed) 7*7; of. 6.1-11; 6.18-35*
Homily 9.28-32
The transition occurs in the false etymology referred 
‘ to (p.232), cf. Homily 7*29~3lj-> a good example of the .
author’s sacrifice of accuracy for the sake' of rhetoric.
' ' ?6 I-Iomily 8.5-9. 2g.-
Homily 9.25-27? 11.1-9.
Homily 11.9-31.
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Emphasizing the wrong Israel has done in its part in the 
crucifixion, the writer develops the sub-theme that it was,
concludes with an invitation to receive the remission of
6?sins and a hymn of praise glorifying Christ as the 
Ao
Mediator par excellence, and, again, identifying Him, the
that here, as 
ian form of 
h?ical demands
of the treatise. See Homily 1 $.1 JL|.~20, and cf. Peter’s /
speech, Act 3513 ff*
Z Q
Bonner’s note to 1$.23 (p. 1$3) states that throughout 
this passage the Syriac seems to have understood the • 
sentences as referring to the past, whereas the tone of 
Melito’s words is that of one predicting punishment 
(cf. 1$.2O).. P. Kahle has observed, however, that the 
Syriac text can have a past as well as future meaning 
depending on the context, which was not known before the 
discovery of the Greek papyrus, (’’Was Melito’s Homily on 
the Passion Originally Written in Syriac?” JTS xliv (19^1-3),
PP* $2-$6).
Z ?j
Homily 1$.21 -3l|-* E. L. Gross directs our attention to 
the similarity in Melito’s themes of ’’passover” ’’unleavened 
bread" and "bitter herbs" to the Mishnah tractate (R. Gamaliel,’ 
Pesaohim (cf. espec. X.$), p. 108.
Homily 17*19-2$, which is a point in favour of the 
consideration of the treatise as a "sermon" (contra 
E. L. Cross, see p.234n*45).
Homily 17*2lp (but XoTpovis reconstructed); 17*27-28.
•5
On© proclaimed by the Law and the Prophets, with the 
Creator.^
Having established that the exposition of scripture, 
in particular the relation of the Old Testament figures 
to the suffering and passion of Christ, constitutes a 
pre-eminent interest in the development of the theme of 
the so-called Homily, we are now in a position to examine 
further the text for its Christological content. : Where . 
types and figures from the Old Testament are cited, we 
will observe carefully their interpretation by Melito, 
in comparison with their usage in the New Testament. ■■•••-
B. The Christology of Melito’s Homily 
Passover Sacrifice: The Tvnoj and the Abqezca
We have mentioned the opening sentence of the Homily in
connection with the development of the writer’s theme,-and
cited the conflicting views which the ambiguity of the words
have brought about. In considering our writer’s Christology
we may note the incisive statement at the end of the
prefatory sentence:
. • rrcvj to rrpofiazov fluerat zraut 
rrtuf o Aexoj <rojfe toll ,
22+0
6t|- Homily 17.3O-3U.
If the treatise was seen to have been merely a 
hortatory address, it would have had questionable value 
for our study.
In B, o Aao/, which is found here, is substituted for 
’’Israel” in the quotation cited on p. 2lp2 (5*20-36).
2)4.1
( ... how the sheep is sacrificed and the People 
are saved. 66)
We observe, here, ’ the simple acceptance of a< substitutionary
atonement,which is reflected throughout the writing. In
place of giving an exposition on the effects of sacrifice,
there is the simple assertion of Its efficacy for salvation,.
The benefits of the Passover ritual in the testimony of the
Old Testament is a matter of acceptance for our writer, .
> 68 'who is content with the view that it is a .
This is clear from Melito’s reflection on the deliverance ’ 
of Israel in contrast with the calamity which the Angel of
6 A a 6/ is viewed as a collective entity which our 
writer sees as the pattern of the Church, cf. Homily 6.31-32.
H. Rashdall, Th.e Idea of Atonement in Christian Theology, 
1919, p. 233# cites Irenaeus as the’"first of the ^Fathers who 
holds the theory of “an objective redemption approximating to 
the idea of substitution”, but this pre-dated the discovery 
of the papyrus containing Melito’s Homily. In our view, . 
Irenaeus can scarcely be considered as a proponent of 
“objective redemption”, for an essential characteristic 
in his doctrine was the fact of Jesus * identity with sinful 
man (adv. haer. III. 18.1; III. 21.9; -et passim, see my 
p. 372f.). .
Whether, properly speaking, Melito^s doctrine of 
atonement is to be defined as containing a ransom theory • 
or is one of simple substitution is a question for further 
inquiry, which cannot be developed here. According to Leon 
Morris, the biblical presentation of atonement.(including 
both propitiation and justification) demands the inclusion 
of the idea of substitution, (The Apostolic Preaching of 
the Cross, 1960, p. 27$, see also pp.’ 1 5b-1 .
66 Homily 1.5-8; 3.2-11+; 5.21+-28, 33-38; 9.25-27-
Destruction brought upon the Egyptians. The quotation . . ■
follows.
5.20-26 jJv <5e o Z&ftarjA <f>p oupoup c voj utro zou
7Tpoftazoy vfi&YQS 9 tro^L ft cruv£ 4>tu?tf£ Zo urro zcu 
XL'#£v"co; «<yU(XTO/, ?rat tftxoj q opc<rkzzo tou 
Aaou o zoo Tifto/9c».-coo tfav^Toj , «j tjpcou
zratvov /f(xt <xv c k d crj ft tjz o u fj Too rrpofl&.xou 4
cr^a^fj f] upctrn zza tou l<rp&r) A O' ouzrjp tc* 9 ...
(But Israel was guarded by the slaughter of the* ' ; , 
sheep, and was baptized^9 by the shed blood, and . .
a stronghold of the people was found to be the ■
death of the sheep. 0 strange and ineffable
mystery! The slaughter of the sheep was found ■ •
/to be/ the salvation of Israel70 ... ).
In contrast with the mere acceptance of the salutary effects 
of the sacrifice, the complexity, for Melito, occurs in the 
typological relationship between the Old (ritual) and the 
New (reality). The first is type (zurroj ), but the latter 
is reality (otA^atta). The former is a temporal expedient, 
but the latter is of perpetual, universal validity.
21+2
The verb is the aorist of and Bonner
translates ’’was baptized” (of. his f.n*, p. 105)* Obviously,, 
here, the sense is sacramental, and as Bonner points out the 
'association of ’enlightenment1 with ritual cleansing is 
facilitated by Justin’3 statement: ’’and this ,washing is 
called illumination” (Apol.I 61). The contextual usage of 
the verb here, however, is novel, presenting a variation that . 
is both interesting and perplexing, see Add’l Note III* 1. •
M. Testuz (p. 59) translates illumine*.
70 Cf. I Cor. 5:7_. z , - <
B reads • •• zov uutrz^ftcou ivc/r*7^17 rev * n rou /rp^aoizou 
crpaytj yopcrtzizo zcu Aaou ... see Testuz, pp. 58-60.
Of. Homily 1. 3-14. quoted above, p. 2i|.O.
21+3
Israel’s ’’baptism1’ through Christ’s shed blood would
• ...provide a sacramental link between the Passover and the
• Passion. But it is Melito ’ sjposition that the former is but 
a ’’type” of the true reality, which is the Lord’s Passion. 
Thus we are led to consider the typological relationship of
■ theanstitution of the Passovei* sacrifice (viewed as a
/ra'c<x<rK£vtj$ ep/ov’ ) and its fulfillment in the Lord’s self-’
.-.offering on the Cross, a thought that bears striking 
resemblance * to the relationship defined by Justin.73 xt is. 
significant to find that both Justin and Melito omit any
/reference to the humiliation of the lamb being led to the 
slaughter, which is included in the citation^* from 
Isaiah f>3: 7, 8 in Acts 8: 32, 33* •
Essential’ to the understanding of Melito’s interpretation
Homily 6.3*. • .
72 Homily 9.25-27. -
7 3 •Justin, Dial. 111.3; ’’And they also that were saved in
Kgypt, when the first born of the Egyptians perished, were 
/ rescued by the blood of the Passover, ... . For Christ was ,
the passover, who was sacrificed later, as also Isaiah said: ' <■ 
’He was led as a sheep to slaughter’.” However, it has been 
shown in chap. II that this Is in contrast with the Servant 
Christology of the N.T., as we also find here from the 
omissions of Melito (cf. n. 79 below).
7^ The Isa. passage is not strictly quoted according to ‘ 
the LXX. .
r'
w -i.'
’ ■ 2l|4 , ’
' of the Lord’s self offering and the typology which '
^preceded it is. his statement: .. • ,
5«33~36 s • . . /ro'7 zoif Huplou .
juu<r'cr}pLov fv t<3/ecu/ /jpofl^^ou j/tvo/icvoVj .
' ‘ —» Z . z, \ * -A. z •
TOO KUptOU JCUtyv EV T/? ZCU TTp 0 ft <X T O U 
i . z > t ■ <-» _ z- . .<T(p<xprj , ?ov too Kuptoi, Torrov cv tty tou 
Tt(>o/3a tou Gorvo^tu,
(You saw the mystery of the Lord solemnized/
. enacted in that of the sheep, the life of the
. . Lord in the slaughter /i.e. sacrificial slaughter/
* of the , sheep, the type of the Lord in the death '• .
• • of the sheep#) . ...
Considering the context, what is said here is' that Calvary
was an ineffable mystery, and that the only approach to its 
understanding was by way of the metaphor of the Jewish Pass­
over. For Melito, then, the link between the death of Christ 
and the believer’s (Israel, or the ‘true Israel’) baptism . 
into life is only an indirect link: the apprehension-,of the 
Passover as a "type” of the Lord’s Passion. Yet, it is 
central to the teaching of the New Testament that baptism •
means the acceptance of one’s own guilt and the' dying to. 
self and rising in Christ that is only possible as the 
believer is incorporate in Christ - this is baptism into 
His death and resurrection. In this connection,'the 
trenchant statement of C. F. D. Moule is worthy'of note:
Baptism ... is a willing acceptance of the .
verdict sin, in union with Christ, whose . '
perfect obedience to the sentence has been 
vindicated and crowned by the resurrection. ...
This conception of obedience, expressed in death, 
will repay some elaboration* ... According to the 
whole Bible, /man/ was intended ... to be subject 
to God in perfect filial obedience, and, with 
equal unanimity, he is recognized to have failed
'• of his intention - except in the man Christ Jesus. •<, 
/Cf. Ps. 8 as it is expounded in Heb. 2:5 ff.:> and 
’cf. Rom. 8:12 ff., I Cor. 1f>:12 ff../ Common to 
/these passages/ is the assumption that, in a ‘
world where mail’s disobedience has already caused . 
dislocation, perfect obedience necessarily, means . ,
death; and voluntarily accepted‘death, like Christ1s 
in the expression of his perfect obedience to God’s 
will, is the only gateway to man’s destiny. ... ;.
• If ... it is asked how man becomes united with -
the ’Proper Man’ in such a way as to share his 
obedience and his triumph, the New Testament answer ■ 
is ’By baptism into Christ’s death and resurrection’, a, 
Christ’s baptism was a sacrament of obedience - an. - •/<?, 
anticipated death; our baptism is likewise an ... . 
obedient acceptance of the situation caused by our 
sin, and of the triumph over it of /His/ filial •
. obedience ... '
... Baptism is essentially pleading guilty, 
accepting the verdict /Jn. 3:33; Lk. 7:29/> it. -
is dying, it is rising again; so that by baptism .-<• 
an individual, or indeed the whole Church corporately,/ 
is ... brought past the great assize., past the final f-G 
judgement of the last day, into the life of the new 
age /Jn. 5:21-1-/ ... If any man is in Christ, ...there 
the new creation is realized ... /II Cor. 5:17/. 75
We have noted that Bonner translated Homily 5*22 "... and 
Israel was baptized by the shed blood ...”. What the second 
century writer has expressed is that the Passover is' a ’’type
' . . . 2U5
C. P. D. Moule, ’’The Judgement Theme in the-Sacraments ” 
The Background of the New Testament and Its Eschatology,
(studies in honor of C. H. Dodd, ed. Davies & Daube, 1958)
pp. Ij.66-,7. . ... • •• ' ’ •' • ..
of the Lord’s death, but he fails to bring together the '■ ■ ■•
inauguration of the believer’s entry into life through •.
identity with Christ’3 death and resurrection that lies at
76 ••: the be art of the New Testament concept of ’’baptism”. .
The fact is that a corporate relation between the community " 
(Israel, or the ’true Israel’) and its Lord, Jesus Christ, 
whi.ch underlie s Pauline theology, was not possible for • ;
Melito, who had exalted Christ to a remotely divine status 
that all but destroyed real communication with man.
It may be said, then, that in the Homily the death of • •
Christ is submerged in an overwhelming emphasis on the . 
Passover ritual, so that while he maintains that the Hebrew 
rite was but a type of what was to follow, in actual fact - 
Calvary has been represented as little more than a continuati<
. of the Passover sacrifice. Emphasis on the ritual celebratioi 
has assumed importance where real communication with the 
Divinity has been. Ice t. In this connection, it will be'help- 
ful to examine in more detail the imagery associated with 
the Lamb which figures prominently in this writing, and
which, of course, constitutes a useful metaphor-in the. -
77 • ’■ Fourth Servant Song.1‘ - ■
; ' • , . 2lj.6
76 Cf. I Pet. 3:18, 21; Gol. 2:12. See also Lk. 12:£0 
and espec. Hom. 6:3- .
.. 76 7 Isa. 33:7. ,3 • *'• ■
, '■■■ ■ g-.;..‘H' '"'^-' '-'ggV ' ’ :-.'5’- * ’ ';t' • '‘ ' ”' \■' -:5
. ■•' -'•••■ ■ < ■'••■ -•— ••• • . • .-' .;•? 2l|.7
■ . Passover Sacrifice: Interpretation-- ’ '
The words a/ivoj and “/7f»o/3«Tov occur often in- the Homily
but, without exception, the context has to do with.the
sacrificial lamb who is spoken of in exalted terms. The
conception probably had the figure in Deutero-Isaiah. as its
basis, but it really is an Incomplete parallel, because 
79 •reference to the figure’s low estate is omitted’ in favor
.78
of the exaltation of the sacrificial rr-popoccoviigure..
This conception is not far removed from the exalted
sacrifice which became the governing idea of the theology 
of the Eucharist. The conception has been the! dominant 
idea in the f ormulation of Homan Catholic liturgy in the 
celebration of this sacrament. If we have here'-early roots 
of the changing view of the Lord’s sacrifice on- the cross, 
it is. of far-reaching significance in its consequences for 
the church. . ’ ” ’ - ■
There may be a subtle difference in the employment of ' •. ■
more than 12 times: , Homily 2.1, 6, 12 ff; , 
7.15; 10.29; . 11.25, etc.; rrpoftavov more than 25 times:’”*'
Homily .1.3>- 12:2,-3-, 5, 12 ff,; 3.2, 6, 17; 5.21,
et passim. ' .
' * ♦ J f C / ) ifThe phrase cv -cj? tc* vtu<r cc rj auzcu
is omitted in the quotation of Isa. 53:7 in Homily 10.28, 
as will be discussed below. Of. M. Testuz, n. In* 2, p.
djuvcj and rrpoftazov by the LXX translator,^ but it should 
not be overlooked that in the Fourth Servant Song both 
terms are used in apposition with the. Servant. . The 
suggests the more figurative usage, representing endurance " 
of the-world* 1s ill treatment, patiently, humbly and without
resistance. - The is the sacrificial; beast. In: •' VS
Melito’s treatise, a/uvo; is employed in the sacrificial . /
terminology when he recalls the command to take \the a<zrrtAov 
cx/xvov aol cyiu^avand sacrifice it, to eat the passover; . vVI
While it may be true that d/uvoj might always have • contained 
some, of the sacrificial imagery of Jewish liturgy,’we should; 
not overlook the fact that its employment by the Fourth J'.-r
Evangelist carried other meaning as well. Sp ec if ic ally,
in John 1:29 and 36 there appears to be a conscious linking
Isa. 53.;72 it is the a/uvej which stands-; dumb before 
its shearers, while the is the animal /led to ’
slaughter. ' • •• >
■ - In the N.T0<i/tvo) occurs (Jn. 1 :29,. 36$ VActs 8:32;, •'
I Pet 1:19) and 4f>vtov (aside from Jn. 21:15 only^in •. > . 
Revelation, where it is often vs ed) as figurative^allusions 
to the person and work of Christ. TZ/so/jatov is also found, r 
but'except for Acts 8:32, and possibly-Rom.8:36,jthere '■ -3 
is little relationship to the Servant Figure. -V'W-'f
*• ‘
c-
Y*z A" 
?■<a*
■
81 Homily 2*30-31 cf. the language in I;Pet..k'1 :18.
21+9
of the di/jvoj -cob tow with Deutaro-Isaiah ’S nifp-iay ,
although among scholars there is a wide range of-differing.
opinions in this respect. 0. P. Burney suggested that the lt;
Johannine reference was originally’to the title ’’Servant”,
8 2and not to the lamb or sheep of Isaiah 53:7. - M. D.- .Hooker’s?
recent criticism of this view rests in the first place on . ;; 
observation of 0. Ii. Dodd^ that the LXX never translated 
H 3 & by <x/x voj . Years ago, Joachim Jeremias noted that dprj u • i 
is not the only possible Greek equivalent of V?,for v 
and a/z vcj seem to be used interchangeably.In; addition,
o 2 ■ -G. P. Burney, The Aramaic Origin of the Pourth Gospel,- ■
1922, pp. 10L|.-8, suggested that the role of the ideal d
■ Servant c> od/jwv fav too/<J<?)u0</was realized by the "
baptist (Jn. 1:29 ff). His theory followed that 'of C. J. Ball 
(ET xxi ’/1909-10/ p. 92) that a/<voj was a mistranslation of. 
the Araqanaic taken in the sense of the Hebrew fl 0 .
The Hebrew term represents a ’lamb’, but-ft^d in T
Aramaic corresponds' to the Greek rralj , with its ambiguous 
renderings of both ’boy1 and servant’. Thus,‘for Burney, • ■ <5 
o d/.tvdj tou &cou could represent the Aramaic originaltfflk’KT 3 
which is. v intended as the equivalent of Isaiah’s mrP ~T3V 
•Cf. 0. Cullmann, The Christology of the Hew Testament, Eng. tr 
1959, pp. 71-2. • ' ' ty
M. D. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 1 959, p.. 10ij..
. 0. H. Dodd, ' The Interpretation of the Pourth Gospel,
1953, P. 235 f. •
p J. Jeremias tc>7, 0 too - /7otij 9 ZHTW, xxxiv:1 - ’J
(1935), p. 123. Jeremias observed in addition, that n L? 
is to be found/only three times in the O.T. (I Sara. 7.9,’•* ' '
Isa. Lj.0:11 ; 6>:29), and therefore we should not conclude from?;, 
these renderings by <x^^v,that oQ3'?* is .the only Greek equivalen 
for the Hebrew term. In addition, Jeremias connected Jn. 1:29 
with Isa* 53*: 12 (loc.-, cit.) ,;,.y ../b'b,:.-. . , •
2J?0
there have been occurrences where the Aramaic </’is 
■ 86used for the Hebrew *TIL>! , refuting the second reason
cited by Miss Hooker in rejecting the connection between
the Fourth Servant Song and John 1:29 ff..^? oan
establish, therefore, that there is a relationship between
the Johannine usage and the Servant figure. -T. W.-/Manson
found three things involved in the conception of Jesus as
the Lamb of God: His patience under suffering (cf. Acts,
8:32), His sinlessness (I Pet. 1:19), and the redemptive
power of His death, which extends to the whole world (Jn.
1:19-36; 1 P©t. 1 :1 9).Manson added, ”Just a3 the first-
Passover stood between the Egyptian bondage of Israel and
freedom, so-the death of Christ stands between the..bondage 
”89 ■of sin and the salvation of men, ... ••/• . , -
}
bb ‘ •As Principal Black, informs me: in the Palestinian .
Syriac Version, cf. Jer. 30:10­
87’ Hooker (loo. pit.) apparently favors the position of 
C. K. Barrett" ""(The Gospel According to St. John, 19>>5, 
p. 1/4.6 f.), that the Baptist’s allusion was to the Messianic 
lamb of apocalyptic, and the principal significance of the 
figure to the evangelist was in reference to the Paschal 
lamb, with which the lamb of Isa. £3 had become fused through 
the influence of the Christian Eucharist./ • •
T. W. Manson, On Paul and John, ed. M. Black, 1963., p. 125
Ibid.
88
89
—— ■■■■■
■'/I
i
There is a more dramatic illustration of contrast,.. in 
thought of the second century writer regarding’.Christ1s 
person and work when we examine the passage in I Peter. 
This is in reference to the sacrificial imagery under 
discussion, but also serves to illustrate the exalted 
Christology of the writer. In I Peter, the exhortation 
to steadfastness is based on the fact that the faithful
1
90.were ransomedov $60<xp-coiy . . . ti/jiuj qci/jochc ujj oyj.vob
•• *91’’things perishable”. 1
(x/jjyuou «at d<T77LAot/ x^> tcr-ecb. The emphasis here is -‘on the . 
permanent value of‘Christ’s shed blood, as’ opposed to
The author of I Peter follows- with
the assertion that this sacrifice was Christ’s destiny
before the foundation of the world, but was made, manifest
' '■ \ ’ 92at the end of time. This, too, is reflected.in Melxto, 
.but with an important distinction. Whereas in the-Epistle
.'3&
V'V
90 More precisely than ’redeemed’; cf. the important 
footnote in’Leon Morris’ study, The Apostolic Preaching of . 
the Cross, p. 357 in reference to this usage xn I Pet.
1:18, 1 yf ”It should ... be noted here that the manner of 
introducing the-ransom price ’the precious blood of Christ­
as of a lamb without blemish and without spot’, brings;, us 
into 'the sphere of sacrificial thought. Whether the.writer 
/of I Peter/ thought of sacrifice in general as in the nature 
of a ransom, he certainly conceived, that -the-death of Christ 
was both a ransom price and a sacrificial offering”.- Cf.
C. Bigg,-/.Epistles, of St. Peter and,St. Jude, ICC, p. 119 f..
■i
ij
/.I
91 Cf.: I Pet. 1 :23.,
92 ■Homily 9.28-38.
; ; WHS• ' r ■ ’ ~ . * ' - •► -i- j. >■ •'. .* . ;4 ' . J*’*- " .♦* <--• ; /.15 • *- v
r • s 2&C:
the sense is merely that Christ ’’was destined” .^(to this 
sacrificial office) before the foundation of the; world, , . 
Melito places the prerogative with Christ Himself/ as. 
he says: . ' ‘ \ '
Jf ■ r % / / Z • ‘ • • .
- o £ o Zfc^tcj Tr/oo<tv/fov oyci zycre v
\ •' fi/ ‘ ■’,>s . ' z ‘
' COt € * {C O U TT<*Qr}. :
(bu.t beforehand the Lord had planned His own
. sufferings.) 93
This has considerable bearing in illustration hf- the ,/ 
development of Melito’s Christology from the thinking in 
the most primitive stage. Ho longer can Christ be thought 
of as subject to the decision of the Father;it is/rather
Christ pre-existent (and equal with Cod the .Father) who has
determined this course of sacrifice with its benefits for 
mankind. In such a view, Jesus could not be/thought of- as 
’’Servant” even though the theme of sacrificial-suffering
may be drawn, as it-is in I Peter,from Deutero-Isaiah.
Homily 9t28-29< The italics are mine. / '
M. D. Hooker’s view (p. 1 2h f•) which re jects’/Esa. 53:7 
as a basis for the conception of I Pet. 1:18 f.'Xis not - 
acceptable. Miss Hooker’s denial of tne connection of 
thought between the author of I Peter and II-.; Isaiah is 
based on the difference in terms: fyuvof (I Pet. 1:19.) 
as opposed to zr^o^aTov (Isa. 53:7)* We have noted above 
the subtle difference in the usage of these terms, in the 
H.T.. -Sacrificial sheep (77700/301 toc ) were sold /in;- the temple 
(Jn. 2:1l|.), and it is true that ’’The Lamb of Cod”,*.who takes 
away the world’s sin is o'a/tvo; reft , (Jn. 1:29, 36). •,
'A'
• •’* - ■? ' < < ’ 2^3
This also'represents a significant departure from the 
lohannine usage,, where we found a direct relationship . 
with the Servant figure. As we will see, Melito, in 
quotations from Second Isaiah, has taken pains to omit 
those phrases which could connote lowly status,or a • 
link in context with the Servant of Deutero-Isaiah. .
In-keeping with this, and In illustration of Melitols
conception of the identity between Christ and God the
Father we may cite -the following passage:
2.13-2.22: tty yap cuoj Texdetj 5 cdj dpcvoj
c«xc?£tj , /rat ujj rrp ’Z o v cr 4><*yzt-j » /rait tuy .
& \/vpiAj ir 'ccu.fpzcj * «v ecr'cn zft tuj c/eoj^
‘ / Z \ ■>* x «^b 1 J s ✓(pucr^c &ZOJ tuv ftocc &\f Op CUT7 O $ » Oj t-GT'Ct'V T Ot TT&VTC*’
ft&6* d ftpcvti. vo/Liojy ft&O* o‘ d cd <x <j~k z L \opo$3
ft &■ &' G CTLvfCL X<XyO€j9 HOiO* O p £ V VOt TTQkTqp , K&.&\
o y€ v vex Tat uloj 9 fta.0 o va^xet 17 p ofi <x to v , 
ft&O* o Qqcttt: vtocc civQpwrrof f ftix&‘ o <x v ter Taxa t Gecj. 
C/UTOf t<rtLV J-rig-OU^ o Xp l <J~ Z C> f ,> OO q dogpx £tj 
'LOUj OLLtZyOLy Tcdv OLCCVVCUV. CXyU-ffV,
■*I5b For scribal peculiarities in the Bodmer Papyrus, see
Testuz, p. 15, on typical contractions and abbreviations 
followed by this scribe, cf. p. 16.
9l|. (conTt)
However, taking the l|.th Servant Song as a whole, It may be 
seen that both d/ivoj and Trpopoctov are used, and. both- are in 
apposition with the Servant Figure in the LXX. • -• •'
9c; .
See my discussion of the quotations in Homily
10.28-32, and 17.9-10 below. . • •
y 5 Q. The words preceding this quotation link the lamb 
(cf. Isa $3:7) and the Son ( Xq , but not zralj), see M. Testuz 
pp. 32-3 : n the type /became/ reality, and the lamb 
/became/ a son (tAoj ), and the sheep ( rrp673exov ) /became/ a mai 
and the man became God •
Among other scribal variants, B". omits the article before 
Xy>t<rro/, and the passage concludes with simply ’’into the 
ag e s, Amen.n.
(For born as a son, and led forth as a iamb, and 
slaughtered as a sheep, and buried as a man, he “
rose from the dead as God, being by nature God and 
man; Who is all things: as one who judges, Law, .
as one who teaches, Word, as one who saves, Grace, 
as one begetting, Father, as one begotten, Son, as .
- one who suffers, a /sacrificial/ sheep, as one who ' .
is buried, Man, as one arising, God. This is Jesus 
the Christ whose glory is fox* ever and ever. Amen.).
96It is in such passages' that we find a resemblance to the
1 Medalist1 form of Monarchiasm which existed in the 2nd and
3rd centuries. If we are to take the writer literally, It is
an implied assertion for the existence of One Divine Being,
appearing in various modes or forms, the incarnate Son being
only a more recent manifestation of the One who has revealed
Himself at various stages in Israel*s history. In this view
the Passion finds its place as but one of a series of .
97theophanies. Christ pre-existent was both Law ' and
967 Cf. also Homily 16.12 ff. and 17*30 ff* Bonner* 
classified the representation here (ref: Homily 2.13 ff*) 
as a naive modalism (Bonner, p. 16, cf. p7 28’), suggesting, 
as we have/noted (supra n* 12), this as a reason for the 
neglect and eventual loss of Melitots works. '
Cf. The understanding of Paul (e.g. Gal. 3:17-29) where 
the Torah has been replaced by Jesus (see W.' L. Knox,
St. Paul and the Church of the Gentile 55 ff.;
J. Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, p. fTTSTb In Justin, there 
is expressed the inadequacy of Lav; as a vehicle of Divine 
revelation: Dial. 122.5; if the Law had power to enlighten 
(the Gentiles, what need was there for a Hew . 
Covenant ( Kvcvrjf )? See also Dial 11.2: . "there
shall be a final'Law ...". . '
. • . ■' 255 ’ '■ii
98Word for Melito. Melito may be exhibiting here some
dependence on the Fourth Gospel in the title > and he is J
careful to refer these exalted titles to the One they •
crucified (16.7 f.). The crucifixion does no violence to, * * • r%,t5
Christ’s exalted status since the writer finds in Iiis being 
raised on the ci^oss the symbol of His elevation to glory, 
which again recalls the thought in Justin and may stem from
97 (cont’d) y
In reference to Law in Irenaeus, Harnack (DG, Eng. tr.- II,;
p..305) found the Mosaic Law and H.T. dispensation of grace ,j 
both emanated from "one and the same God, and were granted 
for the salvation of the human race in a form appropriate to . 
the times", (adv. haer, III. 12.11). '/
. ’ ■
98, ' The developed speculation on the Logos doctrine in •
Justin has been dealt with in chap. II, see also Add’l Note 
11.2. The Word in this passage is seen as giving instruction;^ 
cf. Origen, c.Gels. II. 9? 111.21, VIII. 13^ where the Word is 
often linked with such titles as Wisdom, and Truth, (cf. de 
princ. I. 2.6). In .comm' in Joh. 1.22, the Word was in tEe ■ ,f
beginning, that is, Wisdom, who is said to contain all -
things in idea before they existed. -yg
In Irenaeus1 adv. haer., the Word and the Son, pre- - 
existent', are identifI e cf HIV. 5*2, cf. III. 10.2), but 
perhaps the closest parallel to Melito*s thought (Homily 
17*30 ff.) occurs in adv. haer IV. 10.2, the identity of the 
Creator with, "Him who was 'Hanged upon the tree", as will be 
discussed in chap. IV. /-,i
The Logos, with probable reference to the Johannine 
prologue, was a key doctrinal element enabling-patristic - 
writers of the period to bridge the gap between Hebraic- ? 
Christian tradition and Greek philosophical speculation. •
99the Johannine tradition. .
Titles and descriptive phrases, however, are used with a -9
certain amount of abandon by Melito. On the whole,' it may I 
be said that the Homily betrays little theological reflection 
on Jesus as the pre-existent Logos. This is in contrast to 
the development of thought we find in Irenaeus* adversus 
haereses, as well as in the works of Origen. The Homily 
lists titles such as Law, Word, and Grace, which are applied 
to Christ, but avoids speculating on their meaning. In
* 4 J
Justinte Dialogue, we noticed that the presence of the pre- •'
existent. Christ was read into practically all Old Testament
theophanies which were cited, a practice that seems to have
had some influence on Irenaeus. As was true for the i
apologist, Melito1 s use of the titles obviously was ‘ \ >
facilitated by the writer’s emphasis on Christ’s true - • ■
fc.CS •* idivinity. On the other hand, passages may be cited -in- yp
• . • " : ' ... \ 2£6 /.
99 We have commented on Justin1 s interpretation of. the 
’raising1 on the cross and the double sense In this usage ' 
of the verb Evidence of this interpretation in
Justin is found from the frequent reference to the figure 
of the brazen serpent, (Dial 91; 91^1; 96.1). However, in 
the Ipth Gospel, it is the ’raising up’ and not the brazen 
serpent that is the type of Christ, according to C. K. 
Barrett, p. 178* cf. p. 60.
It is noteworthy that Melito includes a reference to 
Jesus being raised on the cross, with the addition that He 
was raised on a high cross ( ezrl Homily 16.8).
s* Uo 4-he. vu» v* t'Vev’j OitaU'(-<-4 C-K v»4 V* s‘ ,e—f-ea-t-ure—of—axal-tartion—to-^-t-he
4 Ucct
W
-P vv^cl<J£vv.$ <m>xv4 4*4lea v»«*-w<xUm «.scvrb<.*v 4-6 4he1 ' * • K . . . t t_ ♦ » n _t. • J_ - -_• rT _ -, »n vn _ ~ _n / *4 _*4»ract.ica
(~cv4V>fi'v“ , Vv«-\A-e V,vi.-e/w *4 v-<*v v-%x4©-v-®-4 4 © 4"fc4u(, ■ ■ ■ ’
*Ui~enaeus-1-.-f-xnds-—a—xtathcr—eons-r-s-t^ent—-pl^ac e-'-m’-^Eelri-t-o-hs—
Ghrd-eta-le-gy-. ’ Further inquiry into this aspect of\Melito.’s 
thought is justifiable for the interest of this study.
Patripassianism in the Homily
CO /In a later section, the Trpjefcozo ko$ zoo Ocou is identified
with "the One who caused light to shine, ... who divided 
" .100the darkness, ... who suspended the earth .‘wvz A few lines 
later, it is the God who called the Patriarchs, and the,, ' 
Deliverer > in. the Exodus narrative, whom Israel has wronged
- 'S
100 Homily 13«27 ff • • The thought/ of God as Creator and 
Sovereign “recalls Isa. l{.0:12 ff., £{.2:5; 18;.1|.8:13; . J
L}.9:8; £1;13>- 16, based on the Genesis narrative and which 
are central to the theology of the Prophet of the Exile. . 
In the N.T., we may compare Helito:s passage with Heb. 1:66 fJ 
Could our writer possibly have misunderstood verse 10: "and i 
thou, Lcr d, didst found the earth In the beginning
With reference to Melito*s Identification of Christ with 
the Creator in this passage, Bonner (p. 25>) observes: ■ • ;S
"The doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ as-.the Logos 
led the Church natir ally to ascribe to him the creation of - 
the world, the guidance of the patriarchs, and the protection! 
of the Chosen People. Hence praises that originally .belonged ; 
to the God of Israel might be also said and sung »to Christ;z
ii . ■ “ ' .. ’
On the subject of Christ = Logos as Schdpfungsmittler.% 
in Irenaeus, see my discussion in chap. IV. , ,
.‘j? • ’ , - > •
2£8
and. slain (1 L|.. 1 -1 8), Similarly, the writer declares:
1$.15 • (sel. ) ov yap rex zQvrj npor etxuvtc ...
Zfoet ixAAo^uAot ttiofafoVi • . . cru <$ q voutov
' chitLk 'cetvotj e v 'Cp /.zcfex/Xzy So/ot^.
(for him whom the nations worshipped, and 
the heathen glorified, *ot> even this one thou 
hast slain in the great feast. )
Admittedly, all of these passages illustrate the tendency
of Melito to allow the stylistic demands of rhetoric to 
101 •govern content.1* But this was only possible for a*writer 
whose theology did not hold a clear* distinction between God 
the Father and God the Son.
Campbell Bonner refers to Melito’s Christology as .being 
"of the type called ’pneumatic1 ", following Harnaclc’s 
definition where "Jesus was regarded as a heavenly 
spiritual being (the highest after God) who took flesh, 
and again returned to heaven after the completion of his ’ 
work on earth".^^
101 Cf. Homily 13*27 ff.with Ap. Const. 8.12. See; also n.20.7
102 Bonner, p. 27•
3 A. Harnack, DG I (Eng. tr.) p. 191 f.. It may be worthy 
of note that Harnack drew attention to a possibly primitive . 
formulation identifying Christ with God (Acts 20:28), but the 
variants of this passage give xvptou , and a conclusion of 
identity at this stage is hardly justified. Harnack observed 
that sometimes in. place of an identity in our period’ we find 
a distinction evident, cf. Ignatius, IEph. 1.1. ’ See also the - 
fragment of .Melito, M. J. Routh, Re 1 iquiae SacraeI,. p. 122.
7?">« VI■j'-' • ’-i'.
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The classic expression of "pneumatic Christology" is 
found in the ancient homily known as II Clement: ,
‘ II Clem. 9*5: * • • VtcrToj * xvpcoS , o
O'LVG'Oi] cuv tc 77p&?QV TTv s
cr&p£) $ „ . „
(♦ . . Christ the Lord, who saved us, being 
first Spirit, then became flesh . . .).
This expression of the Spirit who incarnate was Jesus of 
10k
Nazareth is also found in the Shepherd of Hermas?
The fact of importance is that in these primitive . •
formulations, Spirit, identified with the pre-existent 
Christ, is still subordinate to God’s will, who "made 
him to dwell in the flesh" (the intention of the render­
ing in Hermas, with God as subject)* Melito^ Christ­
ology, in contrast, illustrates a development where
Christ pre-existent is spoken of in the same sense as God, 
105as in the passages under consideration. For Melito, the
k.Sim. V.6.6. Harnack, loo, cit.9 regards the general 
formulation of Hermas as more typical of an adoptionist 
Christology. The passage cited here, however, could qualify 
as representing "pneumatic Christology";* it reads: 'co TrvCupv, 
•co wpiv , to rrpoov , to /-re c croc v Trourcxv ■vrjv itccrcv
6 0eo; sZf croi^h-«a tyv foo'iShe-eo. (The Holy Spirit, Pre­
existent, that which created the whole creation, God made 
to dwell * in‘flesh which He desired),/Hermas, loc. cit >/.
Cf. also Barn. 7-3*
■ ■ E.g. : Homily 13.27 ff.; Ik*Iff*J 15»I5 ff** ‘ \
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existent Being willed itself to become flesh. This 
feature is reflected in other places in the treatise, 
and indicates how little our author distinguished Father
and Son, so that Me.lito can slip into fatripassianism with 
relative ease, even as he speaks of the Creator suffering 
”on the tree”.
The concluding lines of the treatise perhaps form the
clearest illustration of this line of thought. The .
passage reads: . .. ;
. 17.30~3Ll. OU'CQj ccrrtv d t'ov oi^cxvov /Text .
pyv /rent v<- Gr&j , o %-V rov <x v < v zz <? v ,7rA<x<r<xj ,
< r S V _. i (t ' fj .o 6 t<x vojuou zt ot u 09) cuv voj , 0 £v
/70tyO vtju cr&ptf uGecj d irrl £>6kou Kp lyttot <r Q5 . . „.
(This is He who made heaven and earth, who in . . 
the beginning created man, who was proclaimed ■
, by Law and Prophets, who was made flesh in a 1 '
virgin, who was /hanged/ upon a tree 1.07 .*♦),. ...
* Homily 2.17 ff. - T. .
1071 A strikingly similar expression to that found in 
Irenaeus, adv.haer.^TV. 10.2, but with the important- 
distinction that ‘Irenaeus includes the mention of His 
redeeming work, see chap. IV, n. 96. Cf. also Deut. 26:66.
It is conceivable that this may have constituted part 
of an anti-Judaic polemic; ' see, for example, Trypho*s . 
charge recorded by Justin, Dial. 38.1. ' ' ■
vre must take note of the highly rhetorical style.
In the light of this fact, it would he too much to say
that Melito was consciously making an affirmation of
Patripassianism. Nevertheless, it is clear that he lacked 
' 108a distinction of the Persons in the Godhead, , Christ
being identified with God in every instance where .the
author returns to a series of hymnodic praises/ such as 
1 09we have illustrated in this instance. -
In the passage we have cited, where Father and Son . xj 
appear as mere aspects of One Divinity, Patripassionism 
must he the logical outcome, cf. R. L. Ottley, The Doctrine 
of the Incarnation, Vol. I, p. 226 f..
Melito, it must he said, freely uses the principle of 
commun i c a t io idiomatum, which Is found in the writings of / 
several patristic authors. This conception of * communion 
of properties’, while it professed to affirm the- distinction S' 
of human-and divine natures in Christ, yet so Identified the'y 
two in thought that the attributes of the one were equally. // 
predicated of the other.
H. R. Mackintosh, The Person of Jesus Christ, pp. 12$ fi 
following Loofs in his article O’Christologle, Kirchenlehre” 
in Real-Encyclopadic fur protes. Theol. u. Kirche., ed.
Hauck, 1896-1 909suggested that the origin of..this virtual
’deifying’ of Jesus may he traced to addressing prayers to 
Christ, citing New Testament illustrations (Acts 7*59;
I Cor. 1:2; Il'Cor. 12:8; Rev. 22:20). . * • j
Melito seems to have avoided Docetism with his /
assertion that the death and burial of Christ testify to His 
humanity, although there is scarcely the balance of* /ranee
and /roenot zzvelyza attested In the N.T., as in the 
theology of Paul (Rom. 1:3-U)* Of. W. D. Davies Paul and 
Rabbinic Judaism, p. 195$ and H. R. Mackintosh, p7 who ’
observes that Paul’s thought, far from containing a tinge 
of docetism, meant that, in fact, nthe unique personal |
constitution of Jesus, during his earthly lifetime, consisted;? 
of a' body of flesh and blood, and, in addition, that which
' * ''’.=• • * 1*4 ’’r> t* r’j-- *;- ' ‘
1-^
» .• • .. : <A - -~
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— "Our examination'bf Melito? s Christology has shown an 
identification of Christ and Cod that contains some • ,
interesting variations from the tendency we have observed 
in Justin. It will be recalled that In the theology , of the
.•Wki?<Sgse
apologist Christ is called God, but this referred'\tolag'g;
110Second Deity,- an intermediary between God and the"world.
In Irenaeus, in Ignatius and in an early Christian Hymn which
> * - . ’X? V-
speaks of the cosmic Christ, there is reference to his
pre-existent activity as Mediator--in creation, a-form of •
' O-111-,' • -
'ST,
■ "1
; br7i’ v/V“.r1
Christology that manifests a very primitive character.; 
The extreme position of Justin appeared to result from <
CV ... ■
a preoccupation with the epiphanies of the imminent" >* - 
Deity, with practically all those theophanies'/recounted-’
yZ&fe
... r
S-.• f,-?'is
$8
«r >'■ /■f'S 
5.-. 'x$->
109 (con!t)
the apostle denominates ?spirit1." He adds that the r 
sonship which was declared by the resurrection does not 
mean de facto sonship only after the resurrection, buF* 
rather that then It was fully manifested, (p. 65). '
JW
110 Justin, Dial, 56-62, 126, 12? and cf 
"Christ is called God".
1 2d where
r-
111 On Christ as Schflpf ungsmittier in the Colossiahs., 
Hymn (Cole 1:15 ff) and in Ignatius, cf. H. Hegermann/i 
Die Vorsteliung vom Sohdpfungsmittler, TIT 3d. b21 (1 961.)'- 
espeo. /pp. ;4-30 ff. In Irenaeus, the formulation of - this ; 
concept., does not depersonalise the Saviour, which , is the 
danger in Justin1s speculation.
Hegermann. (p. 133) opposes BultmannJs derivation of 
a pre-existence Christology from the mysteries (Buitmahn* 
"second type", -Theology of the New Test ament,Ij, tfcg’i'htr'. 
1952,-p. 131) as well as the' Schtipf ungsmi tFuer.„frbrnrthegg 
Gno stic Rede emer -my th (Buitm arm ’V '1 third typ e11 *: -p. 1 32, ,?; 
cf. p. 176).
-iW?.-’ ' I’; S'’2 ■- '■ ’!« i-’r • ,V-“'i* 4» “Tj/:
s.
-jy-v
’ ..kta 
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in the Old Testament being assigned to the pre-existent . ‘ 
Christ, a ’Second-God!, identified with Logos. The; . .
pre-supposition of God’s utter transcendence is a part ', 
of this view, so that all the historical epiphanies ■’ • ■'
had to be attributed to a Secondary Functionary. In’’
Irenaeus, the conception is developed so that Christ is ‘ 
Associated with this mediatorial function in the physical 
creation, but the cosmic role does not overshadow His •• 
unique oneness with mankind and the surpassing manifestation 
of His love in the work of redemption,, In Plelito, there-is 
lacking a distinction between the activity of the Father . . . 
and the Son, but, even while taking our author’s stylistic 
features into account, it would seem that he goes further.. - 
It was the same God who appeared in the Old Testament VJhom 
Israel has hanged on the. Cross0 It was God the Father who 
made the sacrifice. For one holding this view, • there could
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112 Professor A. T. Hanson, in a lecture given at;the 
L|.th International Patristic Conference ("Irenaeus1 Inter­
pretation of Exodus 3”) observed that although Irenaeus• ■ 
held that it was the Son who spoke from the burning bush 
(adv. haer. III. 6*2), there was in this writer at least 
some degree of-distinction between the Father and;the Son 
(in contrast with Justin). Justin, Hanson maintained,- < - 1 ’*• 
“attributes the whole of divine action In this, chapter 
/Ex. 3/ to Christ”, Dials 61 J.i., cf. 61.1. (The lecture 
will be published in Studia Patristic a. ). ' ; ' • *
H.' Hegermann examined’ parallels to the Logos; as 
Theophanie- trager in Philo (pp. 6? ff. ) and noted that . 
Justin, espec. in Dial. 5^-62, shows clearly, and through 
the same passages.as Philo, the existence of a 2nd God, 
distinct from the highest God, who is witnessed to In all 
the accounts of visions in the O.T. • ‘ _
be no question of ascribing to Christ a title which
inferred any subordinate status, which would not be
excluded if the term ttcuj had been employed Christologically. 
That Melito was careful to avoid such a connotation is seen 
from his quotations of passages from Deutero-Isaiah. •
C. Quotations from Deutero-Isaiah .
The first quotation from Second Isaiah is found in the
rare series of explicit Old Testament quotations, '-'which
• ' 11 T ' ' 'are cited as types of the mystery of the ford. ■' The ■ 
passage giving the quotation reads: •• ■
10.28 —32 o cf £ 5 tCj JT^o^txtov ctj
ryxOr)!} ot/Uv/oj £v av C tav tec K v COj .
auzov, oatcuj ouk dvoc'fzc co crcoyttot atco!, C/Jv
) <“* Z A Z | | 3&€ feveotv autcu tcj o cr f'Coct •
(And Isaiah, "As a sheep he was led to slaughter, :■
and a3 a lamb is dumb before him who shore him, 
so he opens not his mouth. And who shall tell 
his descent?”). ■
The quotation of Isaiah 53*7 follows the LXX except that •. 
is placed at the beginning of'the phrase, and
■ ' 26l|-
Homily' 1 Qo 11-32, including citations from'Deut. 28:66; 
Ps. 2:1-2; Jer. 11:19 and Isa. 53s7» .
The lines immediately preceding the quotations list a 
series of Old Testament figures that are regarded as "types" 
of the mystery of the Lord. They include: Abel who was slain, 
Joseph who was sold, Moses who was cast out, and Isaac who 
was. bound. Of interest Is the "Aquedah Isaac" which is . . 
referred to below, and In Add*l Note III. 2. ,
3a g reads ezzt <r0<x^v following the LXX, but substitutes 
oDcoj for the adverb o'wwj . Testuz (p. 102, n. In. 2) 
notes that L contains the important phrase "in the low estate 
his judgement was taken away", following the LXX (see p. 265)
Bonner reconstructs etj /<r^«x7**/ in place of Irri (LXX).
But our chief concern is with the significant omission of .. 
the initial phrase in the first half of verse ^6 found in 
the LXX: tv rp t«7t g< vcucrct <x’t/r<& (jpOg • (in the ,
low estate his judgment was taken away). That this appears 
to be an intentional omission cannot be doubted, for Melito •*, 
includes the phrase which follows, fcvtiv ... etc., and 1
adds the . This is of far-reaching importance for our 
study. In contrast with the quotation of verse 7, following^? 
with reasonable accuracy the LXX , we have here an omission 
that can only be accounted for on the grounds that the . 
phrase was unacceptable as a Ohristological reference. The < 
reason for these quotations is to demonstrate the ,pre- > 
figuration of phrist in the Old Testament, by citing what 
Melito held to^”types”. The lowly connotation suggested . 
in this clause was not in accordance with our writer’s 
exalted Christology and had to be omitted. '
Regarding the prefiguration of Christ in the Old Testament v 
through the media of ’’types’* and related to the prophecy, ■
we should mention the occurrence of the figure of ’’Isaac •
265
11L In commenting on the quotation, Bonner noted the 
placement of and the substitution of clj > along with the
textual emendation of «vtov after /fu/xxvto/ (supported by a 
corrector of A, V; of. Barn, and I Clem., among others).
He makes, no mention of the omission cited Here, i See Bonner’ s 
footnote for In# 28*-32> p# 1 29 .and cf. p.i . '‘.’M
who was bound like Him . • The figure, along with other 
types, precedes this quotation (Homily 10.U-5)• Properly . 
speaking, the figure suggests a type of Christ’s willing­
ness to offer himself as sacrifice, a subject related to 
the Servant concepts The interpretation of the Aquedah 
as a Messianic type is a subject that has sparked consider­
; able debate among scholars, which we cannot treat adequate- 
= ly within the limits of this study.However, it is of ; 
significance to observe that the conception of the ;Aquedah
Isaac, like that of the a/uvoj - nfi oft* to vis not developed
theologically in Melito*s Homily* The fact that it does ..
occur at least twice may have some significance as
evidence of the Aquedah being part of an early collection
Testimonia* We took note of its occurrence in ,
1'1 7
Barnabas, 'and it appears once in Irenaeus’ adversus 
11 8haereses* although in the latter case it is no longer. ..
. 266
A survey of recent material available on the'subject 
of the Aquedah Isaac is provided in Add* 1 Nota/lll^.X ■' : ;
116 Homily 10 * ; 11 -• 22 *, po s s ibly . in 17 * 5
Barn* 7*3-
Adv. haer* IV* 5*l|u
117
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a Christological type, but an example to be emulated by , 
the Church in the venture of faith. If this were a 
Messianic type of early origin that received emphasis 
in the Homily or in Irenaeus, it would have more than 
casual significance for our study. In Melito, it occurs 
in a list of types, but the theological significance-of the
1 Aquedah is not explored. The fact that by the time of 
Irenaeus the figure was not employed Christologically> • 
strengthens our position that in this period of an 
"ascending" Christology, references relating to the
. Servant figure are seen to decline. , •
The second quotation occurs near the end of the .
Homily 17 and is not from on© of the Servant Songs. The .
.passage follows: . ■ < .
17. 9-10. Ttj of ev oj nyooj e/xc j ;;
, « vtiarir) to* juol‘
■ ■ ■ 120 • ' ■. / (Who is the one who contends against me? •,
Let him stand before me). . 1
267
119 Homily 17. 9-10, ref. Isa 50:8. ; •.
120 The textus receptus of Isaiah gives instead of the
reconstructed with > and follows^ voter rzjTWyuot
with the adverb . . '' ‘ •
The reference is too brief for us to draw conclusions 
p ;in regard to omissions with any degree of certainty. .
. Here, as we have noted earlier, the writer has chosen a . '
passage for its rhetorical value, in this case the forensic 
terms of Deutero-Isaiah are placed in the mouth of the 
Resurrected Christ. It serves the writer’s purpose to .
> issue a challenge, recalling the courtroom drama, in the ■
. light of the vindication of the Figure’s power, the one ■
‘ who has raised the dead to life and who has freed the 
i pi,. captives. • • ;<
The passage is chiefly significant for the fact that in -
- 1 PP •Deutero-Isaiah it is the voice of the Servant speaking,
and these words are applied by Melito to the speech of the .. 'i:
.. exalted Resurrected Christ who has conquered the Enemy and 
. who has power over death. We note, in addition, that the ■
phrase used bears an interesting reflfe ction of its usage '
; in the Epistle of Barnabas Much earlier. The context . ,
, is similar, for in Barnabas the discussion concerns the ' *
268 ^
1P1 • ’' Homily ff., recalling, perhaps, the Lazarus
narrative of Jn. 11:1 ff. and Isa. 61 t1. , J. Quasten,
1 Patrology Vol. I (1950), p. holds that-Melltois /
description here may embody some parts of an older< 
liturgical hymn.
122 See Isa. 50:9-10 (LXX). 
12^ Barn. 6.1. ,
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glorified Christ who had to suffer for the remission of 
sins of the whole world, and quotations from the prophets 
are, adduced. to show that this was so ordained beforehand.
Of significance, however, is the addition of the words
jy tcj o 6<, k&i oyuevoj yuoc ; tyrcratcu '
r ' ' z77 oc t □ c KUpc ou,
(Or who is he that justifies me? Let him draw 
nigh unto the Servant of the Lord.) /italics mine/
The essential meaning in the statement iryc<r<Zzu> t<J> nacSl xoptou
’ in Barnabas has not changed from the LXX,1 but the explicit 
reference -c<£» irm&l trupteu has been substituted foryuot ,
. showing at the earlier period there was no hesitancy in 
using the zra?/ in reference to Jesus, as there was by the 
time of Melito. In the following chapter it will be noted
■ .that Irenaeus also quotes from Isaiah 50:8 (adv. haer.
IV. 33.13), but in . the phrase "let him draw near ..i etc.”
> the writer substitutes ttuptoj for rroCcj nuptou. This gives 
evidence in support of our general position, that vat;: etob 
as a title for Jesus diminished in usage during the second, 
century because of its ambiguity, and because rrcujy ■
, translated either as ’’Son11 or ’’Servant” (but generally
12^Ibid.< of. Isa. 50:8b.
’J*? Since the ia the subject;
understood by the time of Melito to mean "Soil"/, did not 
exclude the lower meaning. This tendency seemed to 1 G 
be concurrent with an increasing emphasis on a"high" • 
Christology. •
The occurrence of 7Tot7j t
In order to complete our examination of Melito’s Homily
on the Passion with regar d to the interpretation of 
Tratjr, we»will take note of the section where the single . 
occurrence of the term is found. The lines preceding, this 
section have recounted the sins into which men have fallen, 
"being by nature capable of good arid evil. Their \yG2-
grievous ways are exceeded by still more sordid conduct: ■■
/lk; -.mi1
■ ’vsxiy
■ i At
- i
'W■ SJ
' -V ■ ',*■$
’ .-.’'ffe "Tf-\v
■» 1
9.2~7i zzoAAot Jc zrott rvyoa^otv <x /rcu
tkm41<rt ottot tv rcij iv GpiCrro/ tfUfit<r?r e c o , . 4:<fe 4^.
ira-ufa trrt zroudoj 9 Jtaj rrri
<x4cX4o/ tire /rote oc^^v errt ot^cvej,
H<*1 CKoLtcpoj Zrrl yi/varin#, eou \ ' \
WA/7<rt0v expt^tt ifev.
?--
126 So Harnack,' "Die Bezeichnung Jesu als 1 Knecht- . .. 1
Gottes’ ..." in SAB xxyiii (1926) p. -21U* Harnack .observed ; 
this hesitancy in making na'tj a title for Jesus,in the light
of this fact, although he noted that the “T3.9 * not<j:;of 
Isaiah was used in a Messianic sense, in accordance with 
patristic dependence upon Old Testament proof.textsj-,/ 
(especially from the Psalms and Prophets)to show that in 
Jesusof Nazareth the promised Messiah was fulfilled
/ -IR- :
•/«’ Siyf.
7^
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(Many deeds they also did which were accounted < 
most horrible among men; the father lusted for 
his son/child, the son for his mother, the X X 
brother for his sister, male for male,. arid each 
man for his neighbor’s wife.). .
a-...'V3
The citation is significant for it is the only case 
128where rraij occurs in the Homily. 1 However, this usage 
need not detain us, for it is clear from the, context that 
the word rraij refers to ‘’son1’ or ’’child”, and does not . 
mean ’’servant”. In recalling the reasons for Israel’s 
punishment^ which the writer finds to be justly deserved, 
he cites the incestuous love of a father for his zrouj , 
and the term can only denote filial relationship. ; ; ;
Hie word rroftj, then, meant ’’son” or ’’child” to Melito, ..
but was never employed in the Homily as' a Christological
' 129 ’title. 7 Hie absence of the term is the more striking 
when we consider that Melito employed two quotations from 
Deutero-Isaiah, both of which referred to Christ. We may 
deduce, therefore, that Melito followed the pattern which
The textual reconstruction of the genitive 
is practically certain;s . cf. Lohse, p* 22, and/iM.v Testuz, 
p. 88, whd-*giv<es ”nc€oj ” with a footnote: ” ncSoj^^rai^oj ,
Cf. Acts 3:13> 26; U:27, 30> which someXauthorities
believe may comprise the earliest Christological reference., 
as referred to,in the^introductiohi’^:XsX^A^|^i^^'^> •" • X,,
# The occasional scribal errors are not uncommon, see 
Testuz, p«
.7,,’
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is seen to be typical of this period, and which was 
observed in Justin’s Dialogue, in relating Isaianic 
prophecy to Christ, but avoiding the designation that
could be construed in an inferior or menial sense. 130
• iff
’ . -i S. Summary . /
It has been shown that Melito’s Christology tended to
deify the person;of Christ to an extent that all but ;, 
obliterated any distinction between Cod the Father and - 
God the Son. It was in keeping with this high Christology 
that Melito did not use rrotj as a designation for Christ " 
in-the Homily. For the single occurrence of the genitive ■ 
form of ncd) (9. 3*-lj.), the context demands an interpretation 
of ’’son” or ’’child". Further, in the quotation from; \ 
Deutero-Isaiah> we noted that Melito omitted a phrase in 
reference to the Servant figure which suggested menial or ' 
lowly status. The omission could scarcely havebeen -
accidental. •/ , :
. In discussing the theme of the treatise It wa3 seen that 
the Homily as a whole gives evidence of the continuation
til
• *T-V
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130 Melito’s theological bias was somewhat .different
from Justin, and it is cle ar that Greek philosophical 
speculation did not interest him. . ,
As will be observed later, Origen, too,.interpreted 
Isa.: 53 as a prefiguration of Jesus Christ, but he?is 
even more emphatic in hie denial of a Servant-Christology: 
c.Cels. T;.5Usf.> cf. II#61i, VT*76> 77> and in particular ,4
:'”1 - ■’ j. ? '
VII.; 15 • f.....' S<! ■ •\c; r'/ . ’-wKi'
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of tradition that connected Christian baptism with the
' Lord’s Passion, but with an important distinction from : .
New Testament thinking in this regard. Whereas there
• the connection was developed theologically and depended \ 
upon real identification of the believer with his Lord,
so that baptism means the death of the ’old man1 and
’ his entirely new life in Christ, in Melito the connection 
was liturgical in character. With this emphasis on ritual,
; the result was a loss in the theological understanding of 
the event. The shift was easy for Melito, since it was - .
• directly related to his stress on the Passover as a :
Mtypeu of the Passion. The consideration of the Passover 
chiefly dealt with the ritual, rather than a theological , 
understanding of the Event to which the Passover celebration 
pointed: the full apprehension of God’s act of deliverance 
of His people. Similarly, the Lord’s Passion was viewed . 
sacramentally, and consequently, it is no accident that . 
the writer’s understanding of Christian baptism as a
■ real ingrafting of the believer into the Lord’s death 
and passion falls far short of the New Testament view. .
8 Theologically, the Homily thus may represent an important 
change of emphasis that is of far-reaching significance 
for the Church, both as regards the Eucharist and Christian 
baptism. This trend will be seen, also, as a continuation
27U
of Justin’s understanding of the Lord’s sacrifice-in 
ritualistic terms, which avoids a theological under­
standing of the benefits of the Atonement through the 
work of the Servant. For the particular interest of . 
our study, Melito’s position demonstrated how exaltation 
of the Lord to a status of "pure divinity” that obliterates 
His equally genuine humanity could obscure the significance 
of His role as the Great Servant: the act whereby in His 
voluntary^self-abnegation and self-offering, the character-? 
of God is most clearly shown. ;7
In contrast with an understanding of the figure of 
Deutero-Isaiah’s prophecy as connoting servile status, 
Melito has consistently employed imagery whioh exalts the ( 
figure. The sacrificial imagery of the Pas oh does not 
conflict with this view, for in our writer’s understanding 
sacrifice is glorification. We may see traces of a debt 
here, perhaps like Justin, to the Fourth Gospel, but the ./ 
writer has brought this conception together with a form . 
of modalism that goes beyond the thought of thejFvangelist*. 
Indeed, there was evidence that at points, Melito’s . \
rhetoric led him to make statements that hear traces. of-',, 
Patripassianism. . ;
. The pattern of.patristic dependence on the Prophets . / 
for proof-texts in support of the necessity for; Christ’s . 
sacrifice, has been maintained in Melito. ;However> -'as
■. X, , <
regards; the Servant of Isaiah, . the figure has been 
exalted far: beyond the conception which it^hOldj'ixi^its'
.. *. 4$ {#5
■
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original context/ and the writer’s real apprehension of
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Chapter III Additional Notes
’.‘‘rry'fe
III.1 With respect to the rendering of vtyx^.cZ/o/toLt 
(Homily 5.-20 f.), Bonner states that "the equation of 
fcutcfiiv = /Bot/rTcfecv is as early as Justin, Apol;T 
61.12,13, this application of the word was made/ easier 
by Heb. 6:ij.; 10:32", (p. 105, f.n.). In the Apology, the lW"’
context has to do with spiritual regeneration, with the ■ ':>
text of Jn. 3:5 employed in developing the thought of the 
* believer’s renewal and cleansing, with his-repentance.
All of this is symbolised in the sacrament of baptism, 
so Banner’s association thus far seems valid. However, 
the contextual meaning in Hebrews suggests rather , 
"enlightenment" (as the RSV translates) which-is/obtained 
but once,./and this not in a scholastic sense. This 
"enlightenment" cannot be restored to the apostate^ Here/.- 
again, we have a degree of parallelism with..the N. T. 
aspect of the singularity of baptism: i.e. baptism is . </ 
once offered for the remission of sins (Eph. A:5; 6f. I Pet.: 
3:21 andl8). However, /terr-rcftiv derives from the sense of / 
, immersion. In IV Km. 5:1U it translates the Intransitive . ■/// 
form of the root 53-^> meaning "to dip" or "to immerse", 
as in the case of Naaman’s cleansing. Thus the word 
retains the thought of ritual cleansing and spiritual 
refreshment in Jewish liturgy (see R. R. Williams* art. 
in A Theological Work Book of the Bible, ed. A. Richardson, 
pp. 27 ff. )7 In the N.T. the word carries the further ; . 
significance of cleansing and renewal through.the sacrifice 
of Christ: ’that in His death we are made alive’ (I Pet. * 
3:18 f.). 0. Cullman (Baptism in the N.T., Eng. tr.Jby •
J. K. S. Reid, 1950) saw the death of Jesus .in what he 
terms a Ceneraltaufe. that is, a universal baptism, that, 
lying behind every individual act of Christian baptism, 
gives the rite its significance and potency, (W.-'F. v 
Flemington, "Baptism" in IDB I, espec. p. 352)..' Indeed, 
the- Lord speaks of His own impending Passion as His 
"baptism" (Lk. 12:50)* •
which in the N.T. refers to the soul’s'enlight- 
:enment in contrast with its former darkness through the 
merits of the Light of the world (cf. Lk. 11:36/;
Jn. 1:9; !• Cor. A:5 etc.), cannot convey the meaning of
cleansing with its reference to the merits .of the sacrifice 
of Christ. Harnack, DG I, Eng. tr., p. 209/ thought * the 
word derived from the Creek mysteries, but added that if 
we think of $ui?c<r/.i6s as a miraculous communication of the . 
Holy Spirit/ its connection with baptism :was vlost very ' r 
early; although Paul uni ted baptism and /the communication 
of the Spirit Tp* 210). Alan,Richardson(An ^introduction. 
to the Theology of the/New Testament, p. 3$tJb/explained 4he
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reference to the baptized believers in the N.T*/ as the/. ? 
tftvno-eZvte; (Heb. 6:U; 10:32 Gf. Eph.1 :18)/ as signifying. 
the! pass age /from/ the realm of darkness /into ‘ light',/ but? 
adds that tvrtdyuoj is riot directly applied to baptism 
in the N.T. - .
i. --/i/ai*
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III. 2 The appearance of the Aquedah Isaac in Melito’s 
Homily is of interest, although there are,, only two un-
7
"3/
disputed references (10.Ij.-5 and 11.22). The figure of 
the Aquedah possibly may be the basis of the reference 
in 17•5, although Bonner’s reconstructed ^Me vcov is '/ 
not certain. , As Bonner notes, the“two extant letters: 
up may result from a scribal error on account/of the
in the line below (f.n. 5# p. 16l );. .It is ,
possible therefore, that 17*5 might be reconstructed:> ,
/roti efcocu cTt« tov'6cO e v ta (so A. Wifstrand/*in 
Li t er at ur-Ver z e ichni s). . s . /-
,We may compare the two undisputed references/with j 
Barn. 7*3 and Irenaeus, Adv_. haer. IV. 5*U* , Significantly, 
though, only Barnabas, the much earlier writing,, employs 
the figure as a Christological type.<.In Irenaeus,^It is 
found to be an example of the blind faith the/Church. •' 
should follow. ' . * ‘ /
The subject of the Aquedah has relevance fox*/our topic /V . 
in that it is considered by some as a Messianic type 
which was one of the formative elements in N.T. soteriology, 
going back as far as Paul, see H. J. Schoeps/Aus Frdh- • 
chr istrich er Z e i t, 1950# PP* 229 ff. and, more recently, 
Paul,; the /Theology of the Apostle in the Light ..of Jewish ■
■
ffisS
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He 1 i gio us ; His t or y, Eng. tr. 1 961, pp. 1I4.I/ffy < ?Schqeps
takes' up the argument advanced by Israel Levi,? ”Le '■ •
sacrifice d’Isaac et la morte de Jesus”, in Revuej des ;<
Etudes juives. (1912), pp. 1 £0 ff., who saw In Isaac’s • 
willingness ?to>; be sacrificed a Messianic type./;. Cf. ,also‘
Hugh Anderson, ? Jesus and Christian Origins, 196U,.and ' •//,;/ 
Earle Ellis, Paul’s ?Use oT the 'Old1 Testamohty/th 957# *” ' •... ?;
ad. loc.. Pere J. Dani6lou discusses/'the subject in the 
article ”La typologie d’Isaac dans le Christianisme, 
primitif”, Bib lie a* (1 917) PP* 363 ff«Y and,/in From •
Shadows to Reall t y, pp. 119 ff., vfoere Dani61ouj regards . ; 
the evidence insufficient;to find in the Aquedah a type ./ 
that was influential in forming the7 doctrine the/atoning
death of a Messiah.;// • . ' '//
./Challenging the position of Danielou an d,others^. we may 
cite the monograph of G. Verme3Scripture r and Tradition 
in .Judaism, ;?1961,/ pp. . 193-227 »•, Vermes/^races^^e^irter-?7 
: pre t ation-of|< Gen;M22/ in the Pales t inlan t argums (pp. T 93 f f • ) 
giving some evidence that the Aquedah tradltibh exis ted in!
‘’/S-M'
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the late pre-Christian era (see the summary of results, 
p. 209 and ef. p. 215), hut his premise that the Aquedah 
theology underlies the soteriology of the N.T. lacks • 
documentation. .Particularly far-fetched is Vermes1 
statement that "the Pauline doctrine of Redemption is 
basically a Christian version of the Akedah” (p. 219).
C. K. Barrett, From. First Adam to Last. 1962, pp. 26-30, 
refutes the position that the Aquedah governs Paul’s , 
doctrine .of the Atonement. This doe s not deny that a ‘ 
parallel between Isaac and Jesus may have occurred to 
Paul, but if it had been substantial to his thought, it 
certainly should have appeared in Rom* l|..« Moreover, as: 
Barrett remarks, it is probably the Day of Atonement 
which lies behind Rom. 3:25 f f • > if he had any Jewish 
liturgical act in mind. Further, Abraham’s faith that ... 
i3 considered most significant to the apostle is not 
his willingness to sacrifice his son, but his belief : 
that God would give him and his wife a child in their 
great age. The Aquedah, then, may have been known in 
the Apostolic
to find In it 
. , ’fS • .'.’5
Age, but there is insufficient evidence 
a formative element of N.T. - theology. <
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CHAPTER IV
:';-
IRENAEUS:• THE ADVERSUS HAERESES. LANDMARK IN
THE DEVELOPMENT OP DOGMA ■
•f'M
A* Prolegomena
The place of Irenaeus In the Development of Doctrine 
Irenaeus-of Lyons is by far the most considerable 
theologian of the second century# The date of his birth 
can not be. fixed with precision, but it was probably . 
between II4.O and 160 A#D.. In his letter to the; Roman 
presbyter Florinus , it appears that through Poly carp,- ;
Irenaeus was in touch with the Apostolic Age* ^Irenaeus, 
then, might be considered as the chief link in the 
development of dogma between the Church’s primitive 
period and the great thinkers of Christendom who followed, 
him. In the . First Council of Nicaea (32£>) the doctrines - .4 
which were established of t<£ mu/nand . .
vepwirtyraf clearly reflect the lnfluence<of isome of 
our writer’s most important emphases# Developing! the?
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iLogos doctrine set forth in the Johanxtfne prologue, :
Irenaeus was at pains to show that the Word, being the yv 
eternal expression of God, appeared on earth in history y* 
as Jesus Christ, "so that the Incarnation is,.atKleast ;i 
from one point of view, the expression in time of an;:: " 
eternal relationship which exists within the Godhead. ’■? '
Working this conception out, with the addition of his 
idea of recapitulation Irenaeus apprehended, that Christ 
incarnate is hot only the visible expression of God in 7 
time, but gathers in Himself the totality of human 
experienced :This insight places Irenaeus in the;front 
rank of the great theologians of all time; the . significancedy 
it has for an understanding of the atonement can not be 
minimized. ? , \ V
If Jesus was regarded as being at once in the essential 
unity of the Godhead, and yet sums in Himself all humanity, 
there Is the possibility of the paradoxical situation of a.
Christology characterized both by exaltation and sub- . y
' _ , , * • ‘S/**,- •*-* ' '
bordination. In the light of this possibility,ywe may • ;p
well afford to ask what part, if any, the interpretation •. 
of the Servant Figure takes in this ddbtrl^
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'■" '■ JDid Irenaeus find the prophetic testimony of Isaiah 53
. '. . , ‘ » i * * t •l“ *■ ' '”■ *
bearing a relationship to Christ’s work of redemption?
If he did riot, how did he regard the title rr<*Zj ezou $ 
or was it disregarded as inappropriate for the Divine Lord?A 
In our analysis, it has been maintained that the New 
Testament understanding of the muf-Figure related to
•'\”.c3w- * «. 4- ,s;j ,'rj. ••*,•. Jt™
-
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Jesus ’ life, and work has undergone significant modification^^
;in the post-apostolic period* If this is correct^ an, 
inquiry into the thought of irenaeus may serve to A 
illustrate whether this process of reinterpretation Is 
continuing in the succeeding years, or whether byAthe end h 
of the second century it has begun to crystallize into a 
fixed form. It may be that by this time we have reached 
the’’plateau” of this doctrinal development. Whatever
conelusions we draw from the examination of the advei* sus
v!.
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haereses in regard to the trends of the-period must remain 
tentative for the present. However, following^our a . . 
concluding chapter on the works of Origen, we will be in 
a better position to define the limits: of this -theological 
reinterpretation.
Our method of approach to the interpretation of the rirol/J 
in/irenaeus - will be to examine the relevant passages as 
they occur within the context of the writer’s Christology. 
To-study them in isolation would provide insufficient c"
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evidence to assess the subject, in view of the complexity . 
of thought contained in the adversus haeresesIt will be;
well to;keep in mind the theological trends, of- the time in •,-v ?; •
which our writer wrote. As the creeds and the canon were
'W
hammered out under the pressure of heresy, so-the high 
Christology which is developing was the natural outcome of 
the reaction to subordinationist tendencies. In struggling 
against this .heretical subordinationisra and the contemporary
f ' % » * ' ’ ' , ' I - *
movement which speculated on a Waole pantheon of deities, .. j 
of which Christ was only one, the necessity for a polemic; 
that reasserted Christ’s true divinity is evident. Along 
with this came the heed to stress the essential.unity.of 
the Godhead, if the Church was to safeguard the; orthodox 
monotheism of its Judaeo-Christian heritage* In both
these respects, Irenaeus admirably fulfilled the<task that
, ’ ■ . ..zA \■ '’AX
was set before him. His contributions exceeded those of 
any of his contemporaries since the Apostolic Age. . ;
1, The Text, and Related Problems ;r • - • A * . , • , •
As there are only fragments of the Greek original of- 
khe adversus haereses preserved, our ptudy is largely . 
dependent upon the reliability of the hatin 'text*W:This.--*• _' 
text; which gives evidence of being a translation, ^. , .
•v:
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hacomprises the primary source of our inquiry#- In places the 
text is practically incoherent, partly-as a result of the 
translator’s attempt to be slavishly faithful to the original. 
Our introductory statement that in the writings of Irenaeus 
we may have reached the ’’plateau” of Chris tological develop-?; 
ment in regard to the interpretation of tt0tou is s „ 
recognized as being subject to certain limitations# ?yFor onatf 
thing, the date of the Latin translator of our author’s 
magnum opus is by no means certain, having provoked more . .
than half a century of discussion among patristic .scholars ♦
C. H. Turner mentions two aspects of thwroblem in his
i.|. Our authority is primarily the editionTOf W. Wigan 
Harvey, Sancti.Irenaei, episcopi Lugdunensis, Libros 
quinque adversus haereses, Tom. I tc II, 1857j henceforth 
cited as' (Hv). • To avoid conf us ion, since Harvey’ s? system 
of chapter and paragraph numbering differs from.the edition dg| 
of A. Stieren and the conventional numbering of English 
translations, the citations will include the conventional 
designation, followed by Hv (giving the volume, page1 number,?^ 
and' lines, where applicable) where we refer specifically to, -Sf 
Harvey’s text. It is to-be noted that the chapter , 
numbering of the English translations follows:, the divisions:. ■?<? 
of Mas suet and Migne (see n. 7)» . .
The abbreviation (Stier) will be .-used where?reference ?-v 
is made to Stieren1 s text, Sancti Irenaei episcopi 
Lugdunensis 'quae sup ers unt omnia, Vol^ ^eixt; ‘j
II, essays and critical notes. V ’??;'£?
For Book III, reference has also been made-to the-text ??|? 
edited by F* Sagnard, O.P. , in Sources Chretiennes? 3d:
Ir£nee de Lyon, Contre 3e s Heres ies, Livr e III, 1952. . . X
nA
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5 ..preface to the New Testament texts of Irenaeus3, which
affect our study:
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the date, of the Latin does make this difference, 
that the earlier we place it the more likely it 
is that the Latin Bible of the translator . 
resembled the Greek Bible of St. Irenaeus; but 
to whatever; date we ascribe the translation, we^ 
have still the same two problems to face, the., one 
how far the translator had recourse, consciously < 
or unconsciously, to his Latin Bible for the 
rendering of the biblical quotations, the other,; 
how far;the translation in general -< as it was ’ 
originally made,, and as it has in' the course of. 
time come down to us - is a faithful and trust­
worthy rendering in Latin of what St. Irenaeus 
wrote In Greek.5 •
: ■ A’S
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There seems little doubt that Irenaeus wrote in Greek, 
since both Eusebius and Photius quote Irenaeus as <a Greek 
author. Furthermore, Jerome cites Irenaeus and Apollinarius 
as Greek writers/ and, although it was questioned by Erasmus
there are good reasons for believing this was a Preference
to the language in which the works were written.7 Against 1
those who subscribe to a relatively late date for this
v­' * V Kw' - $$
p W. Sanday, C. H. Turner & A. Souter, Novum Testamentum 
Sancti Irenaei episcopi Lugdunensis, 19237 (61d-hatliv3 7-S-- 
Biblical'ZText's 'No. VII), henceforth cited a3:N.T.:-;-
6- G. H. Turner, p. xiii, in N.T. - Iren,
.■"..v-ffe;* ^See hhe discussion by; P.R.M, Hitchco ck, Irenaeusof 
Lug dunum,; a Study of His Teach 191 U/\Py7l|J
* .*c»v • ■ {i-• - r' , ’ 5Vf# 5. x XV-**V‘»fc- J< ’ "V , -,~A >:
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Latin translation,0 there is arrayed impressive evidence 
that the translation, in fact, was made sufficiently early 
for Tertullian to have been acquainted with it when he // 
wrote his treatise against the Valentinians (probably ca. 
210-230 A.D.).^ We therefore take the position that the
Latin Irenaeus is a rendition that is in close accord
• • “5
Hermann Jordan, "Das Alter und die Herkunft der ' •
lateinischen /ftbersetzung des Iiauptwerkes des Irenaeus",' ’ ;. 
in Theologisches Studien Theodor Zahn dargebracht, 1908, .
pp* 135-192, believed the date fell 'near 42Y when it is 
first specifically mentioned in a quotation by Augustine#
Jordan followed Hort!s position in this respect, which ■
was originally stated in Hort1s Introduction to the Hew 
Testament, p. 160, and which was agreed upon by A. Souter,
"The Date and Place of the Latin Translator*of Irenaeus", 
in N*'T* - Iren*," p* Ixviii f.. Souter observed that the 
Church was almost universally Creek-speaking in Irenaeus1 
time, rendering a translation then unnecessary, and further, 
that there was no. instance before the Iqth Cent, of a Latin 
translation of any Creek Christian work comparable in length- 
to the adv* haer** F. C* Burkitt maintained essential 
agi‘ e ement in his article, "Dr. S anday ’ s Mew Test ament of "; ‘Sv 
Irenaeus, with a Note on Valent ini an terms in Irenaeus ‘and ' ••• 
Tertullian", JTS (192l|.), p. 67.
W* Sanday’s essay, "The MSS of Irenaeus"? in. N.T *•<--■• Iren *•■, , v 
see especially p. xxxv /reprinted from Journal of Philology/ASS 
xvii (1888), pp. 81 -9l|. J in essential agreement'■ with F Loofsyf yg
("Die Hands chr if ten der lateinischen Ubersetzung des ; . . . /
Irenaeus und ihre Kapitelteilung" in Klrchengesohichtliche 
Studien H* Reuter gewidmet, 1888, pp. 1-93), and earlier,. //
Mas sue t and Lip s ius. This position has been upheld by ?
F. R. M* Hitchcock, pp. 2p2 ff. (giving an approximation of 
200 A.D.)j A. d’Ales, "La date de la version latine de .
Saint Irene©" RSR, 1916, ppi 133-37; and H. Lietzmeuin, . .
The Founding of the Church Universal, 1938>TPP> 205 ff/?
(Eng* tr. of Ceschichte der Alton Kirch©’ II,7 1936/ p*y 208). ' < yy 
J. B* Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers? 1889, II/;1 :/'P*- =1 ;U3, 
gave the date of Irenaeus * work as, between 175 / 190yA;; D....
10
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with our author’s original treatise.
From the standpoint of our study, the chief limitation
related to the date of the text is that, if a gap exists 
of half a century or more from the assumed date of the
translation (ca> 200 A.D.) to its actual composition, we areSb
$3‘/!3S
> s
left with an indefinite factor regarding the development■of 
the 7r«cj for the interim period* However, in the course of 
our examination it will be seen that the reinterpretation 
of the rr<x7j follows in general the course of development
that might be expected for this period. The high Chris tology 
is emphasized, and Christ is not designated the "Servant of 
God". Moreover, there is lacking any serious attempt to J 
reconcile this high Christology with the Servant passages, 
an attempt which we find later in Origen’s contra; Celsum, ' 
although texts from second Isaiah are often citedi
X ,M-«
10 With reference to the history of the text, Stieren has 
noted in his edition the two principal families of the Latin 
translation, one represented by the Clermont (C) and Voss (V)| 
MSS (dated respectively, 9th to 10th cents., and 15th cent*) 
and the other by the Arundel (A) MS (12th or 13th cent.).
The principal.editions are those of.Erasmus (1526)t Grabe '
(1702)> employing the Arundel MS, and a list of“readings 
from Voss as well as a copy of readings made by Mercer from 
an unknown MS, Massuet (1710), using the Clermont MS among -f 
others, Stieren (1853), and Harvey (1857)• Massuet’s edition 
was reprinted by Migne in 1857 • Harvey collated the Clermont;; 
and Arundel MSS of the Latin text for his edition, and in 
addition made use of a Syriac* translation; since,- he held thatW 
Syriac wasj the; native tongue of Irenaeus (Hv i,, cliii — oli^ 
A;Hstiereh+s edition is a less accurate transcript from;
the Arundel MS. < ‘-W
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To provide a complete survey of Irenaeus1 thought with ■v.y..4fe. ' •« S $ }
. reference to our topic, certain passages in The Demonstration^
.11i of Apostolic Preaching are examined in addition. At first 
\ sight, they may seem to be out of accord with the general 
> pattern we have observed, but, by careful examination;of the 
context of these usages, we will see that our general ; ?<
} position is maintained. This will be dealt wi^^ixfjour’
( analysis of Irenaeus1 Christology. , \ :
: -,W, 4’*
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B. The exalted Christology of Irenaeus
The Structure of Irenaeus1 Theology in the Context of 
- ’ : his Polemic
<5.-:, Regarding Irenaeus1 major work, the adversus■haereses, it 
would be improper to develop an'exposition of the Christology^
»!••• £vA;:’
without reference to its place in his theology^; This would
„ 7’*(•1: *‘\V>suggest an undue emphasis on one aspect of the Triune Cod, 
which would not fairly represent our author’s total position.
11 Eor Irenaeus1 discourse on the Apostolic Preaching, we 
have taken recourse to two translations from the'Armenian 
text. The title of this work is mentioned in a list of 
•Irenaeus1 works In Eusebius (H.EO V. 26): <.
tcu ctJTo<r'toXcHou Kq^uyyuatzoj accordingly, the discourse Is 
often referred to by the transliteration, Epideixis, hereafter? 
cited as Epid. - ' */:•;, ■<- •
The translations are those by J. Armitage. Robinson,
The Demonstration of Apostolic- Preaching, 1920, and £ Jo s eph 
P.' ;Smith, S. J., St * Irenaeus, Proof of the Apostolic Preachings 
19J>2• A German translation from the Armenian appeared in .
1907 in tu 31.1. /-< - .
.. 99 contains an explicit reference to , the adv.haer.,
giving evidence that it followed the majoivworkingJ^A* Robihsc 
p.2i£ datesithe writing• ca* • 190 - ;
"'A.'' '-J<. - ■■!'/,?Aj''U«U
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Irenaeus is unique among the writers considered in this ?; ■ •-W?
study in pointing towards a formulated trinitarian doctrine. •/<
Nevertheless, we find that he exalts the person of Christ in
s'7 »&f
a manner which follows the general pattern which we have 
noted throughout the second century, but within the context 
of a considered dogmatic framework which exceeded in
'«■>' 0/
•rjv.
f - •« VS?*’*
terms of a-structured doctrine the thought of any writer, 
12
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encountered since the apostolic period.*Our inquiry does 
not purport either to defend or assail the systematic ■.'< 
character of Irenaeus1 total theological thought, but-to 
arrive at an understanding of his Christology1 with . '/
particular reference to the interpretation of the: '4/
rroftf -puer/filius1^ derived from Second Isaiah’s figure J
* s r. ■ ’
;\S'W
, i ■. > *■ fesf;
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12 We do not Infer that Irenaeus1 thinking represents a 
dogmatic synthesis as this is defined in the twentieth 
. century. The doctrinal system of our writer has been a 
subject for scholarly debate for many years. For./a survey 
of the studies on this subject, see Add1! Note IV<2;v- ■ '--'VUua
•- /-••vafc
13 See the conclusions of A. Houssiau (La Christologie de­
Saint Irenes, 1955) cited in Add1! Note IV.2. 1 - v .
14 It is to be noted that the Latin Irenaeus- gives puer 
• or filius. in quotations where the Creek form in'thh/iXX^and 
the N.'Tv is mart//. The differences are relevant/;to our ’ • 
.discussion, see^p. 306 , , and cf. also my notation on Otto’s 
rendering of rcafy in Justin1 s: Dial. :v/ somet imesj/ correctly '
■: as se^usy but often as/puer, p. l8£ ' J/<•</MiS '
/. *
. W
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of the Servant# In this respect the study deals-with ,'the^-^^SS 
writer • s .^ Chris tology in detail only insofar .as it is seenf,..
to affect this interpretation through the* exalt at iohy" ’
accorded to the Son#
t-J. ** > ’•"•*•' "r ■
. ' :i •/ ;•'. 4.5’ J* * »’- '• • • ■ r‘. ’lL•*-
:;<• •’:W 4?
It is a well known fact to students of Irenaeus that the
♦ *P'V'
first two books of the adversus haereses are devoted foainly , 
to an exposition of false gnostic doctrines; Whatsis, signi- -y
J
fleant and .ofteh overlooked is the additional fact that early/ &&
in Book I a credal statement occurs which contains; thei essential
15 •>elements of the later formulations by the Churchy- but to
.... . WXs-3
15 I. 10#1 (Hv 
omnipotentem qui 
quae in eis sunt 
probably for the
i, 90 f.): in unum Deum,.; Patrem .
fecit coelum et terr.am, et mare, et: omnia . 
(a): et in unum /of. Hv, n.1,; 90: . this is 
purpose of excluding the gnostic notion of; 
a four-fold Christ./ Christum Jesum filium Dei, incarnatum • 
pro nostra salute: et • in Spiritum Sanctum, qui per ; , 
Prophetas praedicavit dispositiones /Dei is added by the 
Latin translator/ et adventum, et earn, quae est ex^Vi^gine 
generationem, et passionem, et ~
in came., in coelos ascens ionem
nostri, et de coelis in Gloria 
recapitulanda (b) universa, et
humani generis, /dt Christo Jesu Domino nostro,; et Deo v.-- 
/italics mine/> et Salvatori, et Regi, sec undum plac it um 
Pairis Ivisib ilis ornne genu curvet coelestium,;etFterrestrium/
resurrect ionem ’a mortals > ; et 
dilecti Jesu- Chris ti;Domini 
Patris adventum ejus, ad 
re s us c i t andam oranem c arnem ,
et Infernorum, et omnis lingua confiteatur (cl; ei. 
cf. Acts V2U.
.•>*4‘®S
/?■'*• <v
•6’W//
'WM'
M2
V
Ffell;
(b) Av«/rc^aAoit«6cracre<xt.- cf • Eph# T: 10.The Importance 
/ of this doctrine;for Irenaeus1''/C^risiplogyFvls ';;;^;,..
evident, seeAdd’l Note IV. 1 
2:10.
which is appended an important affirmation of the exalted 
position of Christ. The writer’s introductory formula 
states that it is ea fides which the Church has received " , 
from the Apostles and their disciples, and it may have 
been part of the Regula Veritatis incorporated in the :
baptismal liturgy. Irenaeus’ quotation from Philippians /• 
2:10,11 is of particular interest ’, following the exalted >-
■ • • ' \ 290.
16 1We notice that Irenaeus, elsewhere, says that "the Rule 
of truth” is received at Baptism (I. 9.U, Hv i, 88), which 
is suggestive of the Creed-like form which we. have ihere, but 
we cannot definitely say that "this faith" and "the Rule.of7 
Truth":were identical in Irenaeus’ mind. Regarding "this J 
faith", of. I. 10.1, Hv i, 90: "... et ab Apostolis, et. 
discipulis -eorum accepit earn fidem, quae est In unum/Deum, 
Patrem omnipotentem, ..." .
Cf. Epid. 6, where Irenaeus describes "the order of 
the rule of our faith" in a similar fashion to the ereedal 
form cited (J. A. Robinson, p. 12). However, the Epid. \ 
gives it a more balanced trinitarian sense: "God the Father ; 
the first point;(lit., "head") of our faith ••• TheWord of 
God, Son of God, Jesus Christ our Lord,... The Holy Spirit, 
through whom the prophets prophesied ..." Again,-, it; is ,; < 
noteworthy that the Word’s^ Son’s activity Is included in 
the Armenian rendering of : it is the
Word, the Son, Christ Jesus "who also at the end of the 
times, to complete and gather up all things, was made man 
among men, ..." (J. A. Robinson, p. 75 n. 3). For the 1 
preferred emendation clarifying the contrast of,the. 
immaterial dr invisible Father with the visible Son / and .
His incarnation, cf. J.P. Smith on this passage (n;- 39, -
p. 110). See also A. Harnack, DG II (Eng. tr.) p.. 265 n.1 .
The Greek is available for this portion of the chapter, 
the quotation of Phil, 2:10,11 being^ given in the j^adv. haer.
I. 10.1 as follows: mxv ^rrLytiufy
Haci /rotTaxeovtu/v, /rat zratra yAiucrcra.efi c^uo caty
/at this point, the H.T. quotation ceases/ a Wr£ , ytytArtv
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titles which, are given to Christ especially &tof 
19
< 1.8 and
/JaiircAev/.' < ^/PHq context in which this quotation is found 
is. the, judgement scene, hot unlike the setting of= the ; 
parous ia; in the Kenosis Hymn. , The contrast occurs at the 
point where, the quotation is broken off. For Irenaeus, the 
confession of all things in heaven and earth is made ”to Him, > 
and that He should execute just judgement to? alln. ; In the 
Hew Testament, the conclusion to the hymn places/significantly^ 
different emphasis:...**'* 77a<r« pAa><r<r« ;; gg|
* 4 f O ‘
OTt HYPf OZ IHZOTE XPIZTOZ dj 6 c Tr<rqf ?f . The
exaltation,/for the apostolic writer, was to the-Father’s 
which is omitted by Irenaeus. ,, .
There are other places in these early books where the 
Father’s sovereignty is more clearly maintained. For . 
example, it is asserted that there Is but one Creator, who 
is God, and the Lord teaches us of this Father who!is in
’iV.vM
A*
J-SS
<• •
,* • f
>
T '/M
20heaven’. . Again, the Father was neither produced nor ■
18 'a a<•- €Although 6 Gtoj normally designates the- Father> may 
be a title for the Son, cf. f.n.UO. See A. Houssiau, p. 33VVMW
t \,f
^Soi<r<.Ae<Jj qualifies Christ 80 times in the; adv^:-haer., 
and 1£ times’ in the Epid., but is never found as /a? simple ‘ 
substitute for His name (Houssiau, p.32). > ^3
.,r , f,
20
......
II. 9.1 ■»■' cf.- Mt. 5:16, . l+5» and especially Jn?5ll4.:8 ff..
«2,
■ 'aS
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‘ 21begotten, and He alone is God and Father who formed the 
world and fashioned man , but it is to be noted that these 
affinnations take place within the framework of the argument 
refuting the false gnostic conceptions which separated the- • 
. Pleroma. When Irenaeus turns to the more positive formulations 
as found in Books III and IV, there is scant material> in 
» evidence of a strong assertion of the Father’s sovereignty —
-as over against an inferior position for the Son. ‘
The underlying position in the two earlier books, where a 
positive element exists, is the unity of the Godhead. This 
is evidenced from the inclusive statement that He nis all 
mind, all reason, all active spirit, all light, and always 
:exists one and the.same,” etc . .^3 shortly after this 
/statement;comes- an assertion that God is Mind and Logos. 21).
. II. 12.1 . ■ . ■ . •
22 II. 28.1. . •
II. 28,L|.-5 (Hv i, 354- f.): "Deus autem cum sit totus 
mens, totus ratio, et totus spiritus operans, et totus lux,
. et semper "idem et similiter exsistens,” etc.. - ; ..
pj ]
^II. 28.5 (Hv. loc. cit.): nDeus autem totus exsistens 
Mens, et totus exsistens "Logos...
A. RIchardson, An Introduction to the Theology of The 
New Testament, 1958, PP * 158 f f., regarded the us e of- the .. .vw
Ao^oj conception by the apostolicChurchasanatural; 
outcome in conceiving the. highest category of interpretation p 
of the person of Christ* The roots for the N.T*- usages
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This is to confute the separation of Logos from God in the 
gnostic system which assigned Logos the third; place'after
'•? X r W. X llowi IAJ I f-U «- t* "I"V 0 Vt © -j-
By thus and - Nous • ■ Then, and-having import anee-f drour-~study,.'
Iron aouo—quotas- Isaiah 53^8, in the Hebrew original a clear
{ reference to the Servant Figure, but here obviously referred 
25 ‘to the Logos. Logos and Mind are-held to be in essential- 
>unity with the Father, and, subsequently, the writer easily 
; refers to the Logos as the One who Is proclaimed in this ;
scripture from the Old Testament. Far from being inferior,
this exalted figure is the active power of God$ He will
26scarcely be conceived as Servant. Our subs equent ?analysis
2lj. (con’t)
(e.g., in I Cor 1 :2lj., Col. 1:158., and \6yoj in the
Johannineprologue), according to Richardson, are found not 
in Hellenistic religious speculation, but derive from the 
O.T. scriptures as interpreted by Rabbinic Judaism. In 
this reference, Irenaeus begins by speaking of God the 
Father, but then proceeds to identify Logos, Mind and the 
Father.
II. 28.5 (Hv I 355): "Similiter autem rursus et de Logo, 
tertianh prolationem ei a Patre donans: unde et ignorat 
magnitudinem ejus; porro et longe Logon a Deo separavit.
Et propheta quidem ait de eo: Generationem ejus quis 
enarrabit?" (a) •
(a) Cf. Isa. 53:8..
There is no real element of subordination in the 
.affirmation in II. 28.6 that "even the Lord, the very Son of 
. God, acknowledged that the Father alone knows the very day and;
hour of Judgement, tr (followed by a quotation of part of;
\Mk. 13:33, omitting the words "neither- the; angels 'whichare
in heaven."). This statement refers, to the Father!s . -
:omniscience, but does not specify an inferior position being
accorded to the -Son, suitable to the role of Servant. ; ,
/ OT the positive doctrinal assertions in Books III V will vi? 
: hear out this hypothesis, and provide further clarification < /
on the identity which our writer saw between Christ-and 
/Logos, who, practically speaking, accounted for every aspect/1 
■of God’s activity in the world described in the Old Testament.
\ ■ ■ The Unity of Father and Son • /
: It is. in accordance with Irenaeus’ basic assertion of the ;/
/unity of God that we find the citation of the Apostolic . /
; " ■ ‘ ■ -27
Kerygma near the opening of Book III. 1 This position is , * 
supported, as well, by citing the fact that it was the same •/'
/ doctrine which was held by the earlier Fathers, Clement and • 
28Polycarp being mentioned. Further, Irenaeus follows this ./ 
29with a credal statement, which in content bears similarity
^III 1.2 (Hv ii, 6): "Et omnes isti unum Deum factorem / 
coeli et terrae a lege et prophetis annuntiatum, et unum
■ Christum filium Dei tradiderunt nobis..*". It is.to be 
/noted that Irenaeus attributes the knowledge of this .
apostolic teaching1 to the working of the Holy Spirit. Cf. '.
; the assertion in III. £.1 that the disciples'made.no mention 
. of any other God nor called any other Lord except Him "qui
vere esset Deus et Dominus omnium, " (Hv ii, 19). . . /
■ III. 3.3-V ■ ■ . ' ' .
• III. I4-.2 (Hv ii, 16): .The traditional belief stated 1 
is "in Deum credentes fabricatorem coeli et terrae,/et omnium
• quae in eis sunt, per Christum Jesum Dei Filium. "//Harvey '. ?//
; nbtes that. Irenaeus here exhibits an abstract of ah Eastern
i Creed, rather than that of the Homan Church (loc. / cit., '/’•' ?
\f »Hv/n‘.3-.).
29$
. v.
30to the one cited earlier. It is noteworthy that'both of , 
these credal forms have a reference to the. doctrine/bf • ;;
recapitulation (<ivoh-t^cxAatuyere) « recapitulatio)although the 
statement in Book III deals more specifically*with Christ;
.• >?; 
‘ ' j!■
ir-?;
32uniting man and God. The credal statement,‘as in the earlier
' ■ /** * * - *"■** ‘ V’'?:’*"'v‘-X ' ► • * » -- 4 ' '*p‘h'usage, serves to set the stage for Irenaeus1 exposition^; and
•it may be observed that here there is only an implied v*
reference to the. supremacy of God — before Irenaeus,/.launches ”vh' 
Wn "hH h f*n11 * fAPhift Inlin n rK sinn/asH on nb. ; ftimn^+s-^An.tinAi V-?7l\'’-7
i
wit ; ull orce i to a di cus io which al ostSe tirely
t/VA ■;??ru. /)
z
••*^38r r
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I. 10.1, cf. n.1$.
See Add’l Note IV. 1 .
v :'-h-
j .tl
-.jj
'./F/.yThe credal statement in I. 10.1 contains the assertion 
of belief "in carne in coelos ascensionem diiecti\ Jesu-. ■ .
Christi Domini nostri, et de coelis In.cgloria Patris adventum y / 
ejus^ ad recapitulanda universa, ...” /Italics mine7.;.(Hv i, 91 ),W
In the present statement of III. Ij...2‘-following--the state-SS 
ment cited above (n.29),, belief is in this Christ/'Jesus 
propter; eminent is s imam erga figmentum suum diledtipnem,- earn 
quad, asset ex Virgine generationem sustinuit.Y ipse .per se . .
hominem adunans Deo, ..." /italics mine/ .(Hv;<il^M6l .//Here,
vi +•!-, « 4 .r n +• 4 vs r* "Pri « 4”A'«::!Af*' '--TT no.
qui - ■'L r
the emphasis is’ placed on the motivating factor-, of His 
surpassing"love for Creation: He Himself unites; man to God. 
The construction indicates that it is ”His love towards His 
creation/” with an apparent unity of the Person being 
-indicated. ■■ ‘ v h
33
i ';$y£vIII. V.1, which asserts that "Our Lord” /^Dominus nos ter"/, being the truth, would not, have spoken lies (as do 
gnostics), and He/acknowledged (one) God of all Deum <( 
omnium’/, the Supreme; King and His>s own .Father 1 /"summunl Regem 
et Patrem suUm”“ ?Y • ■*, 2-"_ J J
God
td-■/•//;
?■ ? s»?s
y'f/ViSs
■ ♦ li
■nt M -
’.s'/ '
•‘/i .«?•<;
a
refutation of Valentinian polytheism, and thee ©fore cannot .-.7^
be given equal weight with Irenaeus1 positive assertions; 
occurring apart from the polemical context, which virtually 
obscure the distinction between Father and Son* V?;'’< /j 
: This becomes clear as Irenaeus opens his discussion of 
■thejOld Testament witness to the verus Deus. He declares:
-
»K s'"'f-r 'j
t y*'*. C z - * i •
;Vere Igitur cum Pater sit Dominus, et FHIus-^;^a. 
:Vere sit Dominus, merito Spiritus Sanctus Domini"
* appellation© signavit eos. 3l|. " \ -f>:
(Since, therefore, the Father is truly ;-I«ordi<;-and^ 
the Son is truly Lord, appropriately has the Holy 
Spirit designated them by the title of. Lord)
Si!
’J
■ 'v, rf* «' * ii
•:s;-yWiiK
'•■s
r
3i+ III. 6.1 (Hv ii, 21). In fairness to Irenaeus,/it must 
be recognized that this statement is to be balanced'against 
the preceding explanation of the quotation of Psi >109:1 
(110:1) ("one of the fundamental texts of the Kerygma,”
C. H* Dodd,/ According to the Scriptures, p. 3^) which he 
understands as the Father addressing the Son (cf. I Cor.
15: 2l±i Heb* 1:13) • This marks; one of the rare occasions 
In this section where Irenaeus maintains this distinction; a / 
the fact that he follows it with'5: the cited statement - ascribing 
the title Dominus /to both Father and Son In ©.^context that 
Suggests/;w;^ :tends to nullify its effect. 1 /
2VJ;:i'S;
«1 © ?
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In the New Testament, the title "Lord" predominantly • /
3.5refers to- the resurrected Christ,whereas Qlrenaeus, has
made it a comprehensive designation, with the,.imp lie at ion
. ..;4ara
•v*- rfej
(following his ^explanation of Psalm 109:1 /l 10::1/)<;that it 1, -;w
applies to the Son pre-incarnate. There is moreto this ';O
- z /' j.
than that he merely proves "the unity of the God-of the Old / Mt
Testament with the God of the New" as John Lawson interpreted 
36
• •= #
’IIS
The ; distinction between God the; Father and r;;
* 4 ' . 4 ‘ 1 S ■ »’ • " T- -
the pass age.
God the Son has, in fact, gravely diminished, and,?Harnack 
has no evideic e for his statement that Irenaeus* ,!'’strictly
Aw* 
1 ti&g 
■. • ; s fe
:S8
MSS
35 We recognize that Kupiof (=Dominus) was employed;in the.
mi•• <• jW’fc
LXX as an actual translation onTy^of ' ] il(or,, in the K’thibh,| 
’’TIH), but often ttupcoj , or 6 *6pcoj , occurs as a peri-;
X* et -t ’a rtlrl Tvi 4*V\ fx T\.T rn 4-In a 4*4 4*T a motr ■MQ,Po'n»'4*A .t J?5
ff o u t
phrasi’s for fllFlh In the N.T., the title may refer to God 
the Father in, for example, .quotations or reminiscences. of 
the O.T. (LXX, generally), but except for Mk,» £:19> ° 
does not denote God in' the Markan and Q material# With Paul>£j 
ftuptoj refers to the apostle’s dominant understanding of 
Jesus, (cf# E. Burton, Galatians (ICG).,- pp. 399^ll*OL|.).
1
Since Paul’s experience was with the resurrected Christ, • 
this is in accordance with the general usage in the rest of 
the N.T., where *vp<.oj designates Jesus as the Resurrected 
One. Cf. Quell and Foerster ’ s article in TWBNT-III, - • - 
pp. 1038-98; E. Ro'cjjje, "Gottesglaube und Kyriosglaube.bei 
Paulus", ZNTW 22 (1923)> PP» U3 ff•J and 0. Cullmann, who
'as'
-Bo
&
suggested that the earliest baptismal creed ;(as; in Phil. 2:11. 
cf. I Cor. 1i.2:'S'3) >sy have been thc’islttple; affirmation, "Jesus 
is Lord1’, (The Earliest Christian Confessions, ;Eng., tr. .. !x,,.-a’f,
espec.;pp.. 28 ff.); pass
36 J, Lawson, P. 67.
■^1
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*> *?.Jn S’j&A
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t.. j ;*t. • >-•/
,, »' ■-f<'-- *’
maintains the personal distinction between Father aiid Son>^£df|• ' ■ ' ■ . < /' ,■ ■ 'V’V&S
■ ' ,<• . ■ . • ’ • .- - . />’ i!\^
Even Houssiau, in his recent study, seems to haveudWrlooked^W
this passage, as he says:
■ -si
-;;v; >1X
’Kyrios’ employe comme substitut du nom, distingxif "
le Christ „du Pere, et Irenee suit ici’13usage de ',/y’X'Xd 
lajdoijftunaUteV 38 ' ' '
although he admits that the title can qualify the Father 
just as well as the Son* The point we are emphasizing is
1 ' '• r ’ ‘ / J * ? s ••
that the personal distinction is lacking in Irenaeus, the 
unity that was asserted earlier in the aforementioned ’’ • 
passage is further supported when Irenaeus says ;that
* ' i W& 
• * iiafiJS
1 * • -
y C <j! 2
■‘Jg-
37 A. Harnack, DG II- (Eng* tr.), p. 263. But Harnack, 
discussing the Logos as the "revela tion hypostasis of the 
Father" says that "the Son always existed with Go dj: always 
revealed the Fathe r, and it was always the full Godhead • 
In other words, -;iie;is God
bb
that he revealed in himself, 
in his specific nature, truly God, and there is nod 
distinction of essence between him and God," (pd 26l|i) •
38 A. Houssiau, p. 28. Houssiau correctly states that the 
title "Lord"- seems to Irenaeus to suit the "Verbeconsider© 
des avant I1incarnation" (Ioc. cit.), but when he, uses> ‘ b; 
"Lord" • as a title in substitution for a name, he preserves 
it for the Word incarnate, conforming to current;?:terminology.^
In his .discussion of the designation 0t oj ,Houssiau • - . X’:
adds: "Latitre ’Dieu’ employcpmme substitut du nom. .sert 
a designer le?Pere,. 1 Seigneur<©tant reservd, pour.Xla.m^me 
functioh,djesus-Christ, . (p« 33)• . W- Vdx '• •'* X>
AXOiir maiii Contention is that , the title ^&brd" is 
applied’bn various obcasibhs bbt^^X.fekxe pre-inbarnade Son 
and to? God the Father, as the passage under consideration
-Ii•AA b
-
(III»x 6*1)
?'
■........... .al
The "Spirit designates both by the name of God. The 
same identity is maintained in the Bpideixis, with some 
additional theological reflection.^ Nearly a century and 
a half ago, Edward Burton perceived this characteristic of 
Irenaeus’ thought: . • ;
r *
... confining myself to the testimony which Irenaeus- ’ 
bears to our Lord’s divinity, • •• I must observe .. ’ .
particularly, that he expressly calls Jesus Christ . -v? . 
our Lord and God and Saviour and King. ,, :
In many other places Irenaeus calls Christ, :God>;’ 
without ever hinting that he used the term In an \ J 
inferior or figurative sense: and whenever ther. . ;
reader finds., our Saviour called God in the 
quotations made from this Father, I di ould wish?;?” 
him to bear In mind the following passages, .-.in 
which Irenaeus explicitly asserts his belief in - • \
only one God. Ip1 ‘ . . 39 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
39 ■/ III. 6.1 (hv loo, pit): "Utrosque enim Dei appellations f
signavit Spiritus, et’ eum qui ungitur Filium, et eus?qui .? ■
ungit, id est Patrem.” Regarding the anointing, Irenaeus at
least maintains a more orthodox distinction than Justin, who
held that every form of anointing referred to Christ, c.f.
Dial« 86*3 \ ’ • . ■. :
Further, in the same section, Irenaeus poseb the question
"Who is meant by God?” To which he gives the answer with a
quotation from Ps. 5>O:3, which, he says, refers to the Son
"who came manifested to men, who said ..." (quoting Isa. 65:1 ).
ffpid* U7: "So then the Father is Lord and the Son is Lord
and the lather is God and the Son is Godj for that which is
begottenJrGod is God." Cf. adv. haer. I. 1.T8: to rip t* 'y
eto/ rcrc<.v. it is “true "that flee/ , withoutthe?--?
article, is found in other literature of the period J ‘ .
designating Christ, see f.n. h3* . ' ■ ; ' .
Edward Burton, Testimonies of the Ante^icene<^athers ? ,
to the Divinity of Christ, 1826, pp. ‘65^66 /Italicswine/^" ;? /
. The quotation Is f ollowed by citing adv. haer. III8•1,.. • ; ;
in addition to; those; which :I have mentioned.' ’;.
There are other statements in the adversus haereses
supporting Burton’s interpretation. Typical is-the:; •
author’s discussion of the Old Testament witness to the 
Messiahwho would receive gifts from the Magi, stating the 
propriety/of gold "because He was a king", and frankincense 
"because He was God The willingness to designate r-Jg
mS
j • 'Vr 4^' • s-■ '&• h
nil
Christ as eto/ was observed in Ignatius, and recurs, although -
U3in a different context, in Origen.4*-'’ It can be/said,
*>however, that, of these writers, Irenaeus maintained the 
strongest assertion of the unity of the Gpdhead./?; ii -
In Justin’ s Dialogue, it will be recalledthat"Ini'-the 'VniiiiS 
attempt to explain various theophanies in the Old Test ament’,
< <
ill
rr 5»
III. 9.3, of* III. 10.5: ”... the prophets.did not • 
announce one and another god, but one and the same; 'under
?
various aspects, however, and many titles". 
III. 11.7-, III. 12.1, etc. '
_ ,'JAp
Seei .’It)'w
f-'XjMii
U3 Ignatius apparently used the term without, the,, article 
in thia way, but Ignatius’ letters were unique,in at least 
eight instances, in applying 0<©j to Jesus Christ :\ie.g., 
IEphb 7»;2; 18.2; IRom. 3.3; ISmyrn. 1.1, etc. (cf.' Virginia 
Corwin, St. Ignatius" and Christianity in Antioch, 1960^ -i 
p. 1 30 f.Vand my previous discussion,"1 ad? ioc/Ri" Origen, 
it will be seen, could speak of Christ as eCsj ,ibutlih a 
theological definition, he would say that the human in
w* A\
nr"
Jesus was ultimately elevated and perfectly xinitedrwith true
■ .r •-,!*? A-'-isi’<£ & IZ'Vi-Mns
divinity, (c. Cels. III. I4.I ). Other references in/Origen/
Honi cnfl+.’i ney/*nV»vi4 a+• * a a I a rt 0013^1/1^^56^ 60 )
ittagfti'&^G6cts;;s&s5y?y yivisw 
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but Christ, is more often considered the imag di oin God, ; i 
rather than being in absolute unity with tl 
c. Cels; VIl^t1?> •?. . .j
•w
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the concept of "Second God" was developed.^ It was. God 
the Word whom the apologist saw as actively involved with the 
physical universe, and whose revelation is recounted in the 
;Hebrew tradition. In its effect, this theology,could lend 
support to ditheism. Perhaps because Irenaeus was aware of 
the susceptibility of Justin's formulation to the pantheism
of the Valentinians, he was unwilling to dwell on a distinction: • •
of natures between God transcendent, and God who is zimr^Lhenit ^ 
in His creation. On the contrary, it is the unity of the 
Godhead that constitutes a pre-eminent interest for Irenaeus
«
-1
I know of no place in the adversus haereses where irenaeus
.-■/"SSrf;
' •; -.'Wo?
couldjhave referred to the Son as Jcirepo; $eoj.
However, like Justin, Irenaeus saw the presence of the zggg 
Word (= the Son pre-incarnate) in practically all the «« «5&jt
% Ag
''
See the previous discussion of Justin’s "Second-God”, 
espec. Dial. 57*.3 f*> .58-.3 and cf. the conversation 
(recalling Gen. 1:26; 3:22) within the Godhead, Dial. 62, cf.^«r% r-> r~* rm • _ i •  > -r» -n •  _ _   _ 3 j *3
f
Barn. 5.5* This divine form of conversationis reflected 
at one point in Irenaeus, Epid. ££, but this appears to be 
a figurative usage.
-Houssiau observed that the Word in Irenaeus,- instead 
of being a ’’2nd Visible God" (as in Justin)'is of itself. 
invisible-like the father; but while the Father will not 
be truly contemplated except in the celestialskingdom, the-A 
Word is given to.be seen and grasped in itslncarnate 
Presence (p«r 25W ♦
• «'*S>
. tit's*
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theophanies recounted in the Old Testament.fe?^ 
is nbt different from God in the sense of a distinct 
personality,. but is God who is in contact witir His| creation^
ZW /OS
-;-O ' * -
and- with humanity. ’’Word”, in this sense is the imminent
activity of God in the universe.^
Son pre-incarnate are identified, it will be seen that 
Irenaeus regarded Christ pre-incarnate as active in the
S inc e the Wor d and the)?
A «
history of creation and providence/. This emphasis jon the .WiMS
cosmic role of Christ apparently made it difficult for the 
writer to express any semblance of the Servant doctrine as • •- i,®•f.W
, ‘r**.£S
Prof. A. T. Hanson regards Irenaeus’ interpretation of
Exodus, 3* (adv. haer. IiT« 6.2) as illustrative of^this point,• ...
as he discussed in a paper presented at thetilth/international^^ 
Patristic Conference, 1963, (the papers aro to^b^ublished * 
in TU). Cf.; Houssiau, p. 2f>5: ’’the Word which was;active
K&i
. •' A.Ji’-X.
the history of Israel;3s also the 
actions of Christ.”
unique subject of the
■a-st■
J4.6 the Word^gfeE. R. M. Hitchcock asks the 
He finds it answered by Irenaeus 
Maintaining Christ’s pre-existence, the writer sets forth:i 
His relation to the Father, declaring that the Incarnation 
was the extension of God’s creative "and imminent/energy i 
In V. 18.1-3, the Word of God is described as Creator, \ 
sustainer, etc. (Hitchcock, p. 139)* v, z-< ,
' Cf. Ignatius. IEph. 7. andIMagn. 6, where the only- 
begotten Son Is called ’’God the W<r d”, accepting the /// 
Syriac (longer) version. In the Eplstula Apostolbrumtl7 
a writing of the", latter part of the 2nd cexitiwy,(;^brist ’ s 
indwelling in’the Father is mentioned along with the ; ;
identity with His Wordi &SX
question: Who-; was 
in III/ 18.1 and V. 18.1.
- -•/ *■-/ v 
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assertion
'•‘C’Z'S'/jJr
w
he interpreted the Scriptures. The extent to which % this 
is true will become manifest as we examine in detail the 
Son’s place and work in the Godhead*
Vs'S'K?;,-
‘ « *r ‘ ‘ • 4
It is clear that the unity of God the Father and God the
Son finds an essential place in Irenaeus’ theology. In the" 
early chapters, where we encountered credal statements, it / 
was seon that Irenaeus could address both by the title of 
6eoj, or Kupioj . Moreover, the strict distinction between ' 
the persons at Father and Son, from the evidence presented 
thus far, is seen to be lacking* In order to determine how 
the writer can maintain an essential oneness of theHGodhead, 
emphasising Christ’s true divinity, and yet stillgive / 
expression to the Lord’s humanity, we must inquire further : 
into the details of his Christology. In the process of' -
this examination, we will deal with those passages of 
scripture that are related to the Servant doctrine, and 
will seek to understand our writer’s interpretation of > :. 
these texts.
■ ’• W
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The Son’s (-Word’s) Place and Work in the Godhead .7*
■ * /
The Development nservus~pu.er-filius11 in the t,Context of the 
Father and Son’s Interdependence* Having affirmed the;essent ia' 
unity of the Godhead, Irenaeus’ statement of the;manifestation 
of the Father in the Son, which bears particularly upon the <77 
interpretation of*the n«7j can be considered in its
proper context* The Son is represented as apeaking the 
words of deliverance (Exodus 3:8) to Mosessince He/ 
"descended and ascended for the salvation of men". It is
•v,V-;W
’’.•h
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an assertion of the Son’s indwelling in the Father,.; and-thel./^'
h8true, as Harvey observed, that Irenaeus is leading up to
Father in the Son, but this is more than an "indwelling"
Presence/ since both the Son and the Father have already y
1 ■. ► ' v it » < ..tf’-.-Ti.i'SaW.
50been termed "God".^v It is a statement of the mode of 
revelation stressing interdependence: the Father;is; 
declared through the Son, and the Son is declared through
•/ k.:- w,’ - ■ v •1 ,v.wrv’h
the Fathers In this context we find the quotationyfrom
Isaiah h3stO, where puer is substituted in the translation
*•
U7 III. 6.2 (Hv ii, 22 f♦): "Et iterum, lo^uente•Filio 
ad Moysen: ’Descendi’, inquit, ’eripere populum hunc’." W -
U8 Harvey (loc. cit. n.1), considering the writer’s line 
of thought.: is leading to the affirmation of the Father 
being in the Son, as the Son is in the'; Father./ did hot find 
the manifestation of the Son in .the Moses account;; to ;be 
surprising. . • :T'‘ <'
■Si
U9 u *
this* as "the 
theFatherAand;theSon in a speculative; maimer; 
10-11
J, Quasten, Petrology, 1950, Vol^I,;p.< 295,/ regards 
firstv attempt', to grasp the relationship between^
tl -A« •; •?'» Cf. V Jn.;
59 See •,n>?: 39, /l+0, supra•
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of TrdLy-TrcTt/ , where we would expect to find aervus: *- . •' sA-Jf 
./V ST;
i/Ait
Per Filium itaque que est in Patre, •et habet * " vvP
:in se.Patrem, is Qui est, manifestatus est ,;
Peus, Patre testimonium perhibente Filio,;\et
Filio annuntiante Patrem. Quemadmodum et Esaias". 
ait: ’Et ego1, inquit, ’testis, dicit Dbminus
Deus,,et puer quern elegi, uti cognoscatis, et- ? • 
credatis, et intelligatis, quoniam ego sum ’ii 514 •.
(Therefore God has been declared through the Son
;.who is in the Father, and has the Father ;in^HimOlf
He Srefi the Father/ who is, the Father bearing
■ • -i
x > -‘'j
r -"V-.
. s., ■ &
witness to the Son, and the Son declaring the Father;
Just as Isaiah says: ’And I bear witness’ ^he 
declares ’says the Lord God, and the <Child? whom- 
I have*chosen, that you may know, and ’believe^ and 
understand that I am’.) r'*-
>•< *
It is noteworthy that the Vulgate retained the< word/servus 
in rendering this passage from Isaiah 1+3:1 It. may be
that this passage could be cited with those rare-; instances 
in Jerome’s translation from the Hebrew original,; that have
'Wj.•?w'
’’X/S■-j£
•>'S'®
not been subjected to recensions. 53. There may be ^significance^
. • .* »»,•-< • c £**• ’ “ ' srv5*
in the fact.that the Vulgate retains the designation servus
-3'>;meusy in the songs in Isaiah lj.2:1 and 1^9:6,'where;?ixi-neither.r~-'. 1 ■ . , • ■~ I ■ ■ ■! /- .... •;A ’ * * ' ’ •*- *•** -'• •• •-’/* ‘ ’< ‘ /£$gicase do we find the context to be one of specific subor:dixi-
ation. We noted earlier in our discussion of^'J*ustilt’s use
) III. 6.2 (Hv ii, 23)♦ Italics are mine.
r* o ,
See n. infra.
Of. thevdiscussion by B. J* * i Rob er t s A in We ak o’ s 
Comment ar^i (1962). # 6£ b-c;seealso<--#'!;5fed4d5^a^4
' . . *. f ■ - 4 'XX?;
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of the l+th Servant Song, the omission by the Vulgate of the ;
phrase supplied by the LXX *1/17 ppcc X<x>ue v ujj n&.cA.ccv evavttVv
o!ut& (53:2a) Zfattd/ov , in this case would normally have 
5Sbeen rendered by puer. But we do not find puer as ; a 
substitute; for n*at; in the Vulgate rendering of the Servant 
Songs; x servus is the re the normal rendering# . .'-dx.
. The picture Is further clouded by the fact that in the < 
important quotation of Isaiah 1^2:1 ff# in Matthew d 2:18, ; . 
the; Vulgate' does use puer, a variant from the Isaiah text *
s®
--- 7-.:
SM
■'&!WS
XXB
..2^'S/ ',X
A See my discussion on Justin’s use of the Ipth Servant 
Song, with reference to the context found in the;Vulgate,
pp. ■ . ' - < ....
55 As we have noted (see p.182), Otto sometimes rendered ,
? Justin's O.T. quotations containing with puer (Dial. g|g
? 13*2), but in Dial. 122, quoting the passage under c onside rat ioi 
; here (Is a. I4.3:i 0),’ as t oni shingly, Otto rendered servus., the ' xp 
; opposite of the Latin Irenaeus, but possibly in deference 
. to the Vulgate. . _
A. Harnack associated the Christ-puer apparitions with 
'' a different root from the Tn9 « zrot; tradition,; namely/that;
4 of the mythological accounts‘of Jesus’ appearance in the X ’ dx,;
form of a strahlenden Knaben, (cf# Justin, who dn Dial.
,. 121 #3 says that our Lord in His first coming, although He ;
■■was without honour and form He yet showed such brilliancy .
;; and majesty that no nation could fail to recognize Him). \
These stories, of His brilliance occur in numerous apocryphal-^'; 
stories of the apostles, as well as in the Acts pf . John. xx.
Jesus .also appears to martyrs as puer (of. Acta.:, X ;
Xanth ippae e t Polyxenae 66.30; 60 # 20; 7U* 8 xed. / M. R •
; James) . Harnack considered that these le gends ;seek; to 
express the ; ancient mythological tradition of eternal youth, x 
, an idea which finds similarity in the; portraits of Jesus in X;-X 
; The - Shepherd of Hermas, Vis. II# ii.1 J - ;III. ,10 ff# ;.x. (A. Harnack
Bezeichnung Jesu als"* Knecht Gottes1n, SAB- (1926) 
XxCfdxalso adv, haer# dV. ;20i1
v ./*;d ’• &r v- ’*1«... ,’f - J ■■>-..T 4 •
A .,*A ..jfc . A .
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noted above. It would seem to be indicated, then, that 
where the Isaiah, passages are quoted in the New Testament 
giving an unmistakable identity between the figure of the
’ 1■ • U’il/ '„;.V'•* ■ I, ;t3£S;*
Servant and Christ, the Vulgate rejected servus ’infavor - ’ £/j
Siof puer, 35bus the variant in the quotation in "Matthew 
12:18 reflects a conscious distinction on the part of the 
editor between servus (= rrot; ) and puer > (~ TToCij) <•; Adolph 
Harnack, in his study of the designation Knecht~Gottes 
applied to Jesus in primitive Christian; literature,'observed-^
o *
J ^>7.
«;• •»>#! 
I--.. S&
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that the Latin Church showed a different attitude from .the
Greek Church in regard to the title mx?j - puer,.;^fdenn:;-jpuerl; 
konntenicht so .leicht wie *jr£ij 1 als Sohn verstanden werden, e
obleich Belege fur diese Bedeutung nicht fehlen.”• A ' - ’ •» ' • - '• -■ ;■ - ' »•* The
further distihctioh and consequent substitution' of filius. 
for puer may•be seen.as representing the final stage;inX< 
this development, for filius, unlike puer, •could hot' be 
construed in a ^menial context. We will observe a marked
• - '• . y,;™1.
V,
* * «- -J^v
-
58 A. Harnack, p. 23? • He adds that the Latin Church 
would-be prone; to associate the concept of DienerBwith puer,LBi| 
an association that was'felt more strongly than in the use:vK|fM 
of notj by the; Greek Church. The more 'ambiguous ' was A 
found:fci prayer forms, where the connotation is not;lowly 
or servile, but there the term suggests the intimate p- . 
relationship of Son to Father (cf. Harnack,; p. 213) •
However, from the 5th Century on, /rot/:, - hs well.vas . puer, 
disappear completely "from the prayers and the liturgy' • 
r, The Latin MBS of Mart.Pol. 20.2 have
'<•
s - -? . a*- / ' £
(Harnack,;p. 23&).„...... . _ x ... L/. ,..., ,
omi11ed, entirely;;ref-erprice to' puer ,(= ) ih thedokolqgy,
substituting per dominum nostrum Jesum Christum; (Harnack,:
p./;-222)< ■■ “'' - ? W‘* B • J; ’ ■ W ' •
a!. • . '
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(preference for f.ilius. in Irenaeus1 citation of the speeches 2
' : in Acta 3 and. 4, which will toe discussed, below. 57 "'. ;3;;■' 5.;^r*i 
. VWK
A quotation of Isaiah l|.3:10 is repeated in Book IV, where 
; Irenaeus is chiefly concerned with the refutation of •
? heretical teachings based on the Lord’s sayings. Similar 
t to the citation in Book III, the context in which this- .
I passage is employed has to do with the unity of the Godhead: 
•J. Irenaeus had prefaced the quotation with the affirmation: c'
'<1
- V
Unus igitur et idem Deus, qui plicat coelum ho 
quemadmo dum 1 ibrum, e t r enov at f ac i em t err ae i ♦. ? .•
(God, therefore, is one end the seme, who folds 
up heaven as a book, and renews the face, Of the ?, 
earth...) . . :
* Vgj
•g:
■ s-
i
•• 9 
'■ f£* 5 ?
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In the context in which the quotation occurs, it is clear 
that the writer has returned to his former argument, that 
there Is but one God announced by..the law and the-prophets, • 
He is Creator and Sovereign, which testimony is found, in the
.» ■*
-- !?-w:
&
The Vulgate was not consistent in its rendering of the
four important occurrences of rrouj in the speeches in Acts 
3 and As Harnack pointed out (p.218), the oldest MSS 
generally offered puer, which in three of the four instances 7 
was later changed to filius: cf. adv. haer pill . -1 2X- ~$~6, -777 
and? by discussion, «p.•368 . harnack (loc. >cTt») /observed^that/; 
this later?resistance to puer as a title for7 Jesus? was ^£-8" / ■<» ! • , feSillustrated in this citation by Irenaeus .of the Acts ' 
passages^ as/well as , in other works (e*g.,. Tertullian, 
de bapt * 7; I adv; Pr ax* 28)«. See also below,; pp.»366ff«
/words of the, prophet of the Exile, but instead of God’s 
Jchosen a ervus b e ing:the witness, again it is the ;puer: • ;
r'WSWSM ?V* i'
:399ilS
- ' ' i S 'S'*'#‘ "-Q mi’:1 ? V’Mfc, . -
%
f/.J-VtV.’-.-J 
A\....
Ego testis, dicit Dominus Deus, et puer meus 
quern elegi, ut cognoscatis, et credatis', et 
intelligatis, quia ego sum. $9
;'«5&S
■M .?.wg
Mr.' .
(I bear,witness, says the Lord God, and my•child\ - 
whom I have chosen,' that you may know/ andbeiieve, 
and understand that I am.) "> . ; “/X. .
‘ . Lir.Fi®
; Two things are evident in the citations from Deutero- 
Isaiah and the passages quoted thus far. In.the>firstt.
•.'yrfV'-W?' -i-*?* ,£>i
place, the Latin Irenaeus has not rendered zralj in
6o|.: d‘
LXX by servus, but by the more ambiguous puer,
ter;..
'W
:IV. £.1 (Hv lop, cit.). cf. the citation of Isa. 1+3:10 
in III. 6.2; here, it“Ts nw child, . ,
:The Isaiah quotation follows a proclamation of God’s 
essential oneness and His providence. It was Heb!’/ qui;a". . 
/Lege et p.rbphetiA1 aiintintiatus est, quern Christus^suuat ' • ■
/Patrem confessus est. Ipse est autem fabricator; ? et 
.ipse est qui super omnia est Deus, . quemadmodum Esaias > 
ait: Ego testis, ...” etc. . , . \
Justin (Dial. 122.1) quoted Isa. 1+3 :10 in a context 
.that affirmed the prophet was speaking of Christ’s bearing 
witness to those who believed, with the words io 1 Trot/)uoo 
Puer meus, which Otto rendered servus meus (p. q.13)«
j|!
: ’J, S5$-5E*;
bib
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60 While it is true that the two Isaianic citations fall,:., 
outside the contemporary designation of the ’’Servant Songs”, 
there is no evidence that the ’’Songs” were separated from 1 
.the whole body of teaching of Isa. 1+2*53 in thisEperiod. . 
As often in Justin, and later in Origen, Isaiah passages ,
’ are pited us proof text that > 
Ghristological reference, both within, and«outside of the
’? ;*>?/ 
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Secondly, the .contexts in which these passages are employed 
have nothing to do with the Servant doctrine, hut treat Of 
God’s essential unity, and the mutual interdependence between 
Father and Son. No evidence can he derived from these . •
citations, therefore,, that the writer interpreted- the 
as "Servant". Moreover, the tendency to! further modify . the 
designation puer to filius excludes any possibility ,of 
menial interpretation. . '/ ‘ •.
In addition, Irenaeus moves easily from thinking of God 
who speaks with His chosen leaders in the Old Testament, to 
the Son who also speaks, as we noted in the. section preceding 
our first quotation of Isaiah I|3:10, both God the Father and 
God the Son were mentioned as having spoken'to Moses.
■ Clearly, a doctrine of the pre-incarnate Son’s activity: in 
the old dispensation underlies these statements. This 
interpretation of Christ active in the world before the 
incarnation was facilitated for Irenaeus by seeing in Jesus’ 
true identity, with the Word a necessary part of-the process 
of the atonement. True, salvation for man was once wrought .
61 •III. 6.2: God proclaims his sovereignty. in the. words 
of EXi 3s 1 . while the Son speaks to Moses the message of
deliverance of ;Ex. 3:8, since "the Son descended and . .
ascended foremen’s salvation," cf. ..
by.the sacrifice oh the cross, yet the Word who acted 
throughout ancient history also prepared the way for this . • y 
one Mighty Work?., The Word, it will be seen, is at once the
divine power of God in touch with His creation, and yet is ;
• ; < • • ■. • ' Ao V • ? ' /• ? * > '
identified with Jesus of Nazareth# 5 The do ctrine of ,
«vaKc^<xXaitu<rq is properly related to this:; "the Creator 
of the World is indeed the Word of God: and this is Our . ? 
Lord, who in the last times was made man# .# that He might' v 
sum up, all things in Himself".&3 As we continue our study, 
we will observe the effects of the Logos doctrine as a 
whole upon the Christology of Irenaeus, and seek to evaluate 
its .influence’ on his interpretation# 5 ,
The Son and Wbrd identified in Interpreting the Kenosis.
First, as; to 1 the identity of the Word with the Son, we * may 
cite a passage dealing with the atonement, in which Irenaeus 
declares since it was not possible that man (”qui sub peccato 
ceciderat") could reform himself, nor obtain the prize of . .
:“Cf. A. Houssiau, p# 38, who finds that Word" as a • 
Christological title used by Irenaeus acquired new value 
it: evokes not; only the divine condition, •: but refer s to an 
activity valid for all time in the world and close: to 
humanity?7'
V. 18#3, cf.¥Ephi 1:10 and see Add* 1 Note IV#\ 1.
<4..?1 * f '
X'
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victory, therefore: . • ‘
' utraque operatus est Filius, Verburn Dei exsistens, • .
a Patre descendens, et incarnatus ...
(the Son effected both these things, being the 
Word of God, descending from the Father, becoming 
incarnate ...). 6L|.
Similarly, in refuting adoptionism, Irenaeus declares that 
neither was Christ one and Jesus another, ”sed Verbum Dei, 
qui est Salvator omnium, et dominator coeli et terrae, qui 
est Jesus1’ ** Further, in this same section, our writer • ,
affirms that the ’’Word of God was man from the root of *
Jesse... But inasmuch as He was God, He was not judging
’ 66 , .according to glory ... etc.”. Again, and most important,
•. 312
J* III. 18.2 (Hv ii, 95)# italics are mine. ■' .
Other passages, dealing with the Atonement, are explicit
in equating the Word with Jesus: IV. 1 3* 2 ?(the .Word set free 
the soul), IV. (”...Our Lord, the Word of God, who in
the first instance assuredly drew slaves to God, but after­
wards He set those free who were subject to Him. ./• ”) , and 
V. 18.3# cited above. ; ' - •’.? /.
III. 9.3 (Hv ii, 32). ’ J • .
Cf. IV. 6.1 : ’’For the Lord Himself, revealing Himself
to his disciples, that He Himself is the Word...”/ ’ .
- 66 ' ' ' • . ' • ■ • '- III. 9*3 (Hv ii, 33)s "Nam secundum .id quod verbum 
Dei homo erat ex radice Jesse ... Secundum autem/quod : 
Deus erat, .non secundum gloriam judicabat,• ,
•*»
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it was "His Word ... who descended to death, even the; death 
on the cross . .
There are two other references to this portion of verse 8 
from the second chapter of Philippians in the adversus . 
haereses. . In all three cases, however, the phrase "He 
humbled Himself” (in the New Testaments iTocrrtcvcva-tv civ-cov ) 
Is omitted. "When corroborated with the fact that in each
instance the citation occurs in a context that deals with 
Christ’s exalted position , this omission is significant.
In the New Testament, the humiliation and descent from 
divine status precede the ultimate exaltation. Moreover, 
the context in which the Kenotio Hymn occurs includes an . 
exhortation to emulate the spirit of self-abnegation 
that characterized Christ. A discussion of the extent to
* «.
? IV. 2A.2 (Hv ii, 232): ”... hujus Verbum ... usque ad . 
mortem descendisse, mortem autem crucis...". . Cf. Phil. 2:8.
G. Wingren (Man and the Incarnation, 19U7, Eng. tr. 1959, 
p. 192 f.) referred to this passage in citing E*. Scharl’s 
study which emphasized the identity in our writer’s-thought , 
between r ec ap i tulat io and consummation, (Scharl, "Der •
Rek api tul atTonsb e gr'i'f'f des hl. IrenHus” in Orient alia, 1 9ip0
p. 14.15 £•, of. pp. 396 f., 24.07)* 
Modi at or .p. 258, n.1 .
See also E. Brunner, The
68 III. 12.9 and V. 16.3.
:!■
In III. 12.9, Christ is called "Lord of all, and King 
and God and Judge";; in IV. 2br.2, He is spoken of as the very 
Word of.God, invisible by nature, who was made visible and. 
descended to men; and in V. 16.3> it is the Lord, manifesting 
Himself in His- pass ion, doing away with Adam’s disobedience.
•' ' .;:y"V* .>• ■
' • ‘V
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which the Kenosis is organic to Pauline theology falls
.outside the scope of this study, but it is interesting to 
find that several of those who consider the. verses a pre- 
Pauline hymn, also regard Paul’s use of Servant language, 
wherever it occurs, as a borrowing from earlier tradition.\ 
If this is correct, and were pressed to the /logical conclu­
sion, It would indicate that as early as the-time of the
• ’ ■ *■ ’ . • < i ' ’ ’
' » ‘ * . r > *.-* :*•.** *
Apostolic Church the Servant tradition was already seen to
-70
•■vf
.„fa
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be receding, and could account for., the relative scarcity of
quotations from the Servant Songs in the New Testament# 71 vf V®
w
70 The analysis of the Kenotic Hymn as an independent 
composition on the basis of stylistic, linguistic and . .
contextual evidence by E. Lohmeyer (Die Br1efe ,an die -y
Philipper, Meyer Series, orig. 1930) still represents the - '-J
most complete treatment on (the subject. Lohmeyer’ 3'earlier • ••£ 
work, frtynof *l^<roui , 1927-28, in the papers .of the Heidelberg :|§ 
Academy, suggested an Aramaic original. A current evaluation 
of the evidence given by Lohmeyer and others ’denying apostolic J 
authorship is provided in R. P. Martin’s An Early Christian . ■ S;
Confession, 1960, pp. 13 ff.. Lohmeyer, followedfby " ■/-§
P. Bonnard (L’Epitre de Saint Paul aux Philipp lens, 1950, p. l|.8)J 
and ft* H. Fuller (The Miss ion and Achievement?of Jesus, 195U, YW 
p. 57), would deny that Paul makes use of the Servant language 
except where he is quoting from earlier tradition. .
71‘ V. Taylor, in his art., "The Origin of the Markan Passion 
Sayings”, NTS 1 :lj. (195l|J, p. 162, asserted-that ”all the 
indications in the Pauline Epistles ... go'to show that the • 
Servant teaching as applied to Christ is:pre-Pauline; ... 
they suggest that by the time Paul wrote this teaching is 
already on the,wane.” This follows the conclusion reached 
by J. Jeremias that from pre-Pauline timesJesus :is^extolled 
in psalms as thekServant of God,- (The Servant!of G-odr orig.
in WBHT, 1952, Eng. tr. 1957, p. VTJT
r 'y'-'FJt ''•• ‘ ' — «r>
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Morna Hooker/made much of what she considered the paucity ofM
. . n ^*^4?S-• »'i $2*
'x’j/ references to the Servant doctrine in the Synoptics and the i 
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literature of the primitive church* ‘ But, if ’ the Servant 
interpretation was already receding even at this primitive 
period, it certainly runs directly coimterrto the argument 
that the Church created the Servant doctrine‘and -imposed it 
on the person of Christ and His purpose.?'’ v' . ' .
What is now becoming apparent from our analysis is that 
second, century Christian writers did place a high lvalue on - 
the scripture in Deutero-Isaiah (including,/.but not 
distinguishing the "Servant Songs”) and found it important.. 
for their apologetic purpose. It is evident-that the 
references were usually employed as Christological proof- 
texts. " But it is manifestly incorrect to hold that the 
Church/ created the Servant doctrine, since the weight of 
evidence set/ forth clearly shows that Christian-theologians
'si
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of the/period could not bear to think of Christias/^Servant",
J VIS
4«-. even though they freely quoted passages containing
v 4/./;
72 M. D. Hooker, Jesus and,.the Servant, 1959, pp.. 102, 127-3* 'S 
Even Harnack.freely admitted that.yTra?/ ac<57> was not the ■ III 
usual title for Jesus as were "Christ” and "Son of God", (p.2110^1
Mi
I ‘ that she /the Church/ came to make^tlie 
IHis v^hristit SLZ'^dixfferihg'S: and the Servaht ’ S-Victolbtxs - 
.1 _■ atonement- ••• •*
.reference to the ttouj . The implication is that they used the 
/.texts’ more or less mechanically^ . at first without. theological : 
reflection. When such reflection began to take shape, the1 . 
texts were explained in a different way, as will be seen in ; 
Jour examination of Origen. Irenaeus certainly represents 4^ 
the most considerable effort in the sub-apostolic period : / 
•to preserve the true humanity of Christ, and to retrieve 
the real fact of Kenosis^^’ which was being obscured by the . ; 
apologists1 endeavor to assert Christ1s equally essential ' 
divinity. However, it was one thing to assert that Christ 
was truly human, but quite another to think of Him as "Servant
For our purposes, we may take note of the difference- • .
in context surrounding verse 8 as it is cited in the
316
• 7k ? 'h There is a current tendency to interpret - the Kenosis 
of the Chris t-hymn along existential, rather than^metaphysical 
lines, (see J. Harvey’s art., "A New Look at the Christ Hymn 
in Philippians 2:6-11," ET LX3CXVI:11 (1965), PP< 337-9, and 
implied by R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament I 
Eng. tr. 1952, p. 131, of. p. 175T* P’erEaps. this lie's 
behind Jeremias’ obscure but important notation in reference 
to the connection between the hymn and the Ijth Servant Song: 
,"The use of Isa. 53:12 shows that the expression /“cav-cov 
extytuye# implies the surrender of life, not the kenosis of 
the incarnation", (p. 97, f.n. l|i}.5). The helpfulness of this, 
conception, humanly speaking, must be acknowledged, {but 
Irenaeus and his contemporaries clearly understood the 
kenosis from a metaphysical point’of view, .which accorded 
with their acceptance of,the reality of Christ’s pre- -
existence.' To this writer, it is parti of the greatness of 
these verses that they should suggest -the two interpretations, 
but to limit the interpretation solely to the existential • 
meaning is. surely out of harmony with the Johannine Prologue.
a , adversus haereses from its occurrence in the Kenotic Hymn.
5 : It is particularly significant, we have found, .: that the
.phrase ”He humbled Himself” is omitted. Whether the hymn .
=: represents a Pauline conception, or originated from other.
sources as a confession^ and was incorporated into the •
epistle, it is clear that the verses were viewed as an
■ important testimony in Irenaeus1 mind* There is evidence.
of association of the hymn with a liturgical confession in
■ ■ 76 ' . • ’• ■ ■ *; the adversus haereses,' but Irenaeus gives the. kenosis. a , ■
■: more philosophically sophisticated interpretation. Since 
.S -the Son pre-existent is really identified with1 the divine. .. ; ' 
'Logos, the kenosis is only possible to the extent that ,
divinity is unimpaired. Donald C. Dawe, in a recent ' • .
' ;/ ' ' 317
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0. Gullmann, The Earliest Christian Confess ions, - 
■ Etng. tr.,191^9, p. 22, denied Pauline authorship/ and
• viewed it as perhaps the most primitive confession of =
=' the worshipping community. E. Stauffer acknowledged its
; composition, as a credal hymn, but found it to contain 
1 ■ • ’’characteristically Pauline incarnation formulae” and
so assigned it as an earlier product of the apostle’s ,
• pen, (Hew. Testament Theology, Eng. tr. 1955/ p/ 281|.,
f.n. 372). ’ P. F/ Bruce holds a somewhat middle position:.
■■ if the hymn is pre-Pauline, the apostle has integrated 
, it into his• argument, (see Bruce’s essay in■■ Pr omise and .
• . Fulfillment, the: festschrift presented to S. H.- Hoolce, ;
' f.).' ' ‘ : . •
?. The first quotation from the hymn (Phil. 2:10-11 ) .
occurs in I. • 10c 1 as a conclusion to a credal statement♦
historical analysis of the kenotic motif, has expressed
Vthis- succinctly: . * ' •
•S; Irenaeus stressed the eternal coexistence of the - 
U; ? Logos with the Father. Because the Logos is ;• ;■ '
; divine, the Logos is thereby immutable. The ‘ •• '■ ’• • '
Logos could descend to take up his dwelling in . . .
'•••'a. human life. But the work of the Logosi was;?:‘-‘^7 •••'
^''/ ' ' limited to those activities that were compatible.
. . with divinity ... /quotation from the adv . ■ haer'
• . The center of emphasis has now shifted, r-‘" The/?’ -I/' •'/■?•
? .. divine kenosis is no longer a change in ;the • '?•?
? divine mode of being, ... /But is/ the; act of.; • -
? the Logos in accepting human vesture.
I. Logos does not participate ;fully In the< ilfe;;
* of Christ, but only in those-parts which :/are?>?X . ? '
b appropriate, to deity. 77 - '? ? ?
If Irenaeus can not accept that Logos fully enters the
human condition, we may have here a view that was to 
78influence Origen in a later period.’
- It would seem that the Logos to a considerable^degree ’
(governs the writer’s Christology, ■■although this.question 
- 79: will be explored more fully later. From the evidence *. 
adduced, it appears that Irenaeus’ interpretation of the
Form of a- Servant, 1963, ; P* ■ f> 
19.3:- 0 For just as he^ was;, man
tempted, sotoo hewas Logos 
gl or if i e d. IVhen he • was 
dying, the?Logos remained
D. 0. Lawe, The 
<citing adv. haer.
that..
, , ______ III.
in order "th  he might be 
in order that .he. might be 
tempted and crucified and 
quiescent) when he was overcoming• 
again..., the Logos aided the human nature.
icf .?
79
See especially c.______
also VI. 77 and. VII. 16.
Cels. IV.15 and; my: discussion pp.l|lj.2ff
Infra, pp. 327ffi
' • '/s f j- -V;
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Kenosis was hindered in two respects: on the one hand, he 
views Kenosis as describing a metaphysical change which was 
impossible due to the incompatibility of complete humanity 
with divinity in his understanding, and on the other because 
his exalted Christology resisted the notion of Christ pouring 
out His life for the sake of others, the role of Isaiah1s 
Servant. Irenaeus was at pains to maintain Christ’s 
relationship to the world of man, and his doctrine of the 
atonement rested heavily upon the reality of Christ’s true 
communion with man 80, but it is Christ as the Son, identified 
as the divine Logos, to whom he refers. Thus it is only as 
divinity that He approached humanity, not as the equally 
important human Jesus of Nazareth, whose continued outpouring 
of life perfectly realized the role of Isaiah’s Servant.
An extension of the identity of the Son and Word is 
found in a later passage where Irenaeus affirms it was 
He who ordered things in the Old Dispensation. 81 
/In this context, the Son is listed along with Word, Wisdom®,^
80 ‘ '= .. For example, in a discussion of rccapitulatio, •
Irenaeus affirms we are saved by his incarnation: '"the.' 
Word has saved humanity which had. peridhed’* (V. ,
cf. ?♦ R. M. Hitchcock, p. 143. 1 ' . ’
81 IV. 7.4.
# ‘ Cf. Justin, Dial. 62«4> also 61.1, 100.4 and 126.1. 
Origen, also, linked.the title Word with designations such 
as Wisdom and Truth (de princ. I. 2.6), and in comm, in Joh. 
I. 22 it is said that the Word, i.e. Wisdom, contained all . 
things in idea before they existed. Irenaeus does not ■ ' 
appear to have been affected to this extent by Philonic. 
exegesis. . . *’ *
• It should be emphasized that the N.T. teaching in 
regard to Wisdom and the Incarnation id that in Jesus 
Christ God Himself has become Incarnate, and no mere 
emanation (e.g., presumably, Wisdom or Word as a distinct 
hypostasis). Hence Jesus can identify Himself as the---’ 
well-spring of this Wisdom, jxi* 4;14 (J* W. Montgomery, ■ 
!’Wisdom as Gift: The Wisdom Concept in Relation; to , ■.
Biblical Messianism", Interpretation XVI :1(1 962) V/ ' ;
PP. 5>f?~6. ' • • • ’ • ” . ..........
• 83 ■ • •-'and Holy Spirit as ministering to the" Father, but again 
in the context that affirms ’’there is one? and the same 
God”, . In relation to the incarnation,.it is interesting 
that we find in this section a play on words by Irenaeus,
Sin; .the dual sense in which he asserts that;”the Jews 
departed from God in not receiving His Word”, a?device . 
:,which Is repeated elsewhere.
Son and Divine Logos were clearly identified, and while 
he struggled with the fact of incarnation, Irenaeus was 
unwilling to accept the extent of the work of Christ 
incarnate: the complete self-offering that is well 
expressed in the Kenotic Hymn as befits the role of 
the Servant, Therefore, the writer had a limited 
appreciation of the fully human Jesus. On the other
hand, far from moving into" the camp of the docetists, It was 
not that the writer did not care to assert Christ’s true 
humanity, but rather that the greater concern was- to assure 
His true divinity. The Godhead is essential unity, therefore 
the Word ( = the Son) is of. this essence, He;cannot depart 
/from it. ■ ? /.
. See also IV. 20.1: Word and Wisdom, Son and Spirit, 
by whom He made all things, are, affirmed as being eternally 
present with<Him.— ' • ' '
IV. 7»3 f., hut Justin, as Houssiau observed (p. 2^U) r 
regarded the Word as ’’Second Visible God”, ' Irenaeus ’ more 
orthodox position holds it to be a certain manifestation of 
the Father, invisible like Him. (Houssiau, loc; cit.).
IV. 7.U, cf. - IV. £><1 (Abraham,£as ;well"as the apostles/ 
followed the; Word),. IV r. 6.1 (the Lord, who Is ; the/Word,; ' ‘ 
reproved the Jews). ' ' •'/ /' •
Further Exaltation of * the Word: Identity with God the
Father. We have cited the identity of the voice?speaking to
Moses with the pre-existent Son’s activity in the account of 
86Exodus Likewise this identity is expressed In the
following passage:
Qui igitur a prophetis adorabatur Deus vivus,' 
,,rhic est viXorum Deus, et Verbum ejus, qui et
locutus est Moysi, qui et Sadducaeos redarguit; 
j.qui et resurrectionem donavit: ... ~
•>
/(He, then, who was adored by the prophets as:// 
•. the living God, He is God of the living,;, and .«
the Word is He who in fact spoke with Moses;, 
who confuted the Sadducees, who also bestowed 
/the gift; of/ resurrection...) • r '
With this we: may compare what Irenaeus has/'adduced from 
the £th chapter of John, namely that there is testimony 
everywhere in the (Old Testament) scriptures to-the Son’s 
activity: "speaking with Abraham ... at another time '
* -V?.
with Noah ... and again directs Jacob on his journey,
" 88 •; - •. /-and speaks with Moses from the bush.
/is
86 III. 6.2, see n. i}-7; cf* also IV. 20.9, citing 
Hum. 12:8, and more significant Ex. 33:20 ff; interpreted 
by Irenaeus to assert both God’s invisibility,/and at -the 
same time His revelation through His Wisdom, in-any 
apocalyptic statement that includes O.T./citations// 
identifying as synonymous Word,'; Son of ‘• Man/? Stonex Lamb, etc .
87 IV. $.2.
- ~ w
? °° IV. 10.1 .
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• Further, we would call attention to the mixture of Old
'/ Testament citations that Irenaeus employs in a later chapter
•" ' ' 89 • ' ’; of Book IV. Here, in a series of exalted statements, the
• Soil of God (also referred to in this same section as the
Word) is alternately represented as the fourth figure in.the
• ■ • on ■ • ;
fiery furnace? , and a stone cut out of the mountain without 
hands. Even this same individual is beheld as the nSon
/.of. Man coming in the clouds of heaven,, and drawing near to ... 
h the Ancient of Days”.^^ It is striking to find that .
Irenaeus lists these figures in a section which, is . •
apocalyptic in character (generally reserved for.Book V) .J
: and which follows the above mentioned citations with 
numerous passages from the Book of Revelation referring 
to the Son’s glory.
The references provide evidence that the exalted Word is
/•conceived as God’s active power, who is also the Son. For 
Irenaeus, there is no ditheism possible in this view. .In 
maintaining that the Old Testament scriptures everywhere ,
89 IV. 20.11. ■
, i 90 Of. Dan. 3:25 f. ,5".. ..
■ ’ 91 • : '. Dan. 2:3U> cited also by Justin. Dial, 76.1. •
9? vj ' - ' • • ■ • >-The glorified Son of Man of DanT. 7:1 3 f., as in - . .
Justin, Diali--31 .and 76.1 . , v . . •
mention the Son, our writer refutes the claims of those
who say this, referred to some other being, for he says
"and they shall find that there was no other announced than
our Lord, Christ Jesus”. This is followed by a quotation
of Deuteronomy 32:6, Moses chiding the people. Whereupon,
our writer finds amazement in the fact that the people
still remain obdurate, for Irenaeus says: *
h.-.‘-;nEt rursus significans, quoniam qui ab initio ✓ ,
. condidit et fec^ eos Verbum, et in novissimhs /r/X
. temporibus redimens nos et vivificans, ostenditur f 
. ■,-‘pendens in ligno, et non credent ei. Ait enim:
‘ '</’Et erit vita tua pendens ante oculos tuos, :et ' . .
• .. non erodes vitae tuae1. Et iterum: !Nonne hie .. ■'
‘‘ ,;idem Pater tuus possedit te, et fecit.te, et ■' ••
. Vcreavit te?1 9U . ' •
/ (And again indicating, He who from the beginning 
. founded and created them, the Word, and who-dn the
<• ■‘- last times redeems and virifies us, is shown as ‘
. hanging on the tree, and they do not believe on Him.
.... For he says 1 and your life will be hanging, before . .
. your eyes, and you do not believe your life1. And
again: ’Has not this same one your Father owned you, . 
and made you, and created you?1)
Of particular interest here, in addition to the identity . 
between the.Word and the Father which:the passage suggests, 
is the exposition of Deuteronomy 28:66, which,:as Harvey
' . '■ . • 323'.'
IV. 10*2 (Hv ii, n ••• et invenient non/alium,
nisi Dominum nostrum Christum Jesum, annuntiatum.”
Ibid, citing. Deut. 28:66 and 32.6* Harvey, gives an 
explanation of. possedit te (Hv ii, 1j?7> f.n*' j>* )Y '
notes, was agreed upon by other early Fathers; following
•1 *. * * a^V*' ’
Irenaeus. .95 We' would add to those cited by Harvey . ■ 'I. . • ■ .• w-Sws^ra• , . ' . . 1 -
(following Francois Feuardent) the significant parallel . - • < ’X’^h -• --VdS
which we enoouatered at the conclusion of Melito's 
96Homily on the Passion. However, there is an important; 
contextual difference between the two writers*s Whereas, 
in Melito the phraseology was useful for the writer’s • 
highly rhetorical style but contained little theological ‘ 7<< ,
reflection at this point, Irenaeus employs the quotation
in such a way that identity between God the Creator, the
' 97-;.divine Word, ‘and the crucified Redeemer is implicit. 
The. writer waa ahead of his time in not allowing his
• . . r W
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For a similar1 interpretation of Deut; 28:66, cf. 
Cyprian, adv* Jud. II. 20; ‘ Ruffinus, exposy; symb.< -: • 
Tertullian, contra Judaeos; Athanasius, de incarnat. 
Verbis Augustine, contra Faustum XII. 5> and.•n'bv.aty 
lib, de trin.; and Lactantius, IV., 18. •.
■/
, ■**
I
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96 Homily 17, 30-36, see Ch. Ill, n. 103-
97 The emphasis which Irenaeus- gives to the unity?of the 
divine plan Is an important feature of his apologetic.
Against gnostic dualism, which held that everything that 
preceded. Christ (e.g., Creation, man in.his<original state 
the God-revealed' in Jewish history) was the work ,of the God ? 
of this world (the Demiurge), and that the Gospel-revealed. 
a totally different God, Irenaeus asserts it Is the-same God 
and Word of God who is - active, throughout , theyentirei course 
of history, (J. Danielou, From Shadows; to Reality, p. 31 !• ):y§
.-f -6
7^3
emphasis on God’s transcendance to obscure the imminent
98
/
activity of redemption.If we may judge by the 
considerable following which Irenaeus enjoyed in his 
Interpretation of the Deuteronomic passage, the early 
widespread influence is apparent. There are fother passages 
which express the identity between the Word and -the ‘ father,
aft
but it must not be overlooked that these pertainas well
99 ■ ■'
Ws
to the totality of God’s revelation.
'Ehe Word .(= the Son pre "-incarnate) as Mediator in the
Creation. Concluding this portion of our study of the-Son’s 
role in the Godhead, we will give brief attention to : 
Irenaeus’ conception of the Word as God1s..active-power (or, -/ 
functionary) in the creation of the material world.- Our 
study of Irenaeus’ interpretation of the rrotj has carried 
us in this direction, because evidence has been^’found that 
suggests the Servant doctrine ..was obscured by the writer’s 
high Christology. Prom our analysis so far, it^appears that 
the formative elements of this high Christology lie . somevihere
. g
i •*%>!
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98 Cf. Harnack.- DG II, Eng. tr., p. 263: nThe Apologists 'll 
have a cosmological interest, Marcion only a sbteriological, 
whereas irenaeus has bothr .•♦11 This reveals -the difficulties 
with Houssiau Vs s tatement that * ’ Irenaeus will;/take- wholly from 
Justin his’doctrine of the Logos’ (La Christologie de Saint 
Ir&d£e, p. 56). - • ’ ' * ' “ ' •■•#1
99 iv. 6.5-7Z
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.. between a concern for Christian Monotheism and a strong ■
; Logos doctrine; but, in developing a theology of the Logos,
A .Irenaeus has not departed from the xmityMof \the;2Pather and '- 
|-the Son in the work of revelation and redemption. It is ' 
^therefore of particular interest that we willfind.a<
/ quotation of I Peter 2:22^^ in a context that treats of 
1 the Word’s cosmic activity, but including^, as well,-reference 
to his redeeming activity, while still stressing!God’s >
/'•essential oneness. It is clear that such action, was to 
be considered as part of Godrs seif-revelation. . <
In Justin, -the attempt to identify the pre-incarnate Son 2 
• with the divine Word viewed as the active power in the .
Godhead resulted in the speculation of a ’Second God1,. But, 
vin contrast with the Apologist, we have'seen;;that Irenaeus • f • 
has consistently asserted the unity of the^bdheachMrWhere- ‘
ever, in fact, he has developed the arguments 2of his'Christology 
‘ that could suggest a division of persons within the Divine,.
/ he has followed-with an assertion that ”G6d;is One”, as if
.^:
-
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consciously trying to correct any contrary inference. 101
100 I Pet. -2:22' citing with slight modification 'Isa. 5329^: 
”... he did no lawless deed. (« vo/u'a ) neither was there
i/“ : ’’was. founddeceit in his mouth” (LXX• who
';.:j&id;nq2sin (<&ju<*pTux ) neither was deceit found In his 
• mouth” (N. Ti) r 6£adv, haer. XV. : 20.2.?-2 , 1 .2 .. '-', ‘
1 01 See n. lj.0 and i|.2 above +
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Mln.fthe light of this position in Irenaeus ’-^theology, we must' 
now'.ask two questions specifically regarding his-conception
‘x/ V. • *,?4 ’ * ’ vf' *’ , ._ .
•. of the Logos. -First, does the doctrinal ,development of the 
•7Logos.oppose in any way this essential unity? Second, is it 
■ true to say that the writer’s Logos doctrine is.; regulative 
f in /the formulation of his Christology, and in consequence
fW;
- I'? ?- >S'i*
•'S?
was this the determining factor of the writer’s interpretation^ 
",v'' y ■ ■ • . .. * \
, of <the /rat/ ? An, additional question is relatefcto both of . -S;?|
5V* the foregoing: In what sense does our writer ascribe to the
Word the role of Mediator in the Creation? It’is by way of : 
f:. inquiry into this specific aspect of the problem that we -v^f’ 
5 will seek an answer to the above two questions ♦’> -
For the moment, we must set aside the aspect, of our 
t. writer’s thought dealing with the ’’Word become flesh”, as 
•this properly belongs under our discussion of the Atonement,
: which is to follow. It is true, however, that no inquiry 8f
the. Word in Irenaeus’ writings would be able -to take serious 
; account of this aspect of his thought without: consideration 
V of the Word who became Man. As Danielouput it,Jit is
”la ■ theologie, du Verbe revelateur, dont il/Tbrenee/ est . i, - 
le grand docteur”* . • . *
fr '
<
,<v^i
^2 Danielou, - Message Frangelique et^Culture Heilenis- :
tique, 1961, (ci te’37hebe after' as MessagQ7p» 328. 7.Danfelou
’ i-jKl
7 % 
.77-;
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considered, here, that Irenaeus does not go beyond the
Biblical formulas to develop metaphysical7:speculations
.;v.;.?,.V.. ?«■<v«‘ f'
■ ■■ A /aIaIC'/ • ' ■ / -
■ The most important passage relating to the subject under - 
consideration is to be found in Book IV.-It will be < . >
'.recalled that this book bases its refutation of. gnostic . 
/.claims primarily on the sayings of the Lord. :■ Therefore, ' ?
Irenaeus opens a discussion of the testimony of Old ,
• Testament scriptures to the Lord’s death and passion with
, a quotation from John 3:39>U0: , . ■ • ,
/>. /You search the scriptures, because you think that 
/ . : in them you have eternal life; and it is' they that . ,
’/ > bear witness to me; yet you refuse to come to me •
that you may have life (RSV). ‘ .
, We note in this connection the importance of the Fourth
• Gospel in our writer’s thought, which.has been: manifest • • 
-/throughout the adversus haereses-.1^ Indeed, in an important
\ - ■ •’ ’ ’ ■ 328/
■ 102 (con11) . . ' ; .
... (in contrast with the gnostics who would; hold that the 
: Aofoj is produced by the vobj in an analogy, with operations
, ; of the human spirit). In this sense, Irenaeus is not a
creative theologian, but then such speculations are not the ..
•j interest of our writer. His pre-eminent interest centers •
; about the'theology of the revealing Word derived from 1
= Scripture. .
Cf. A. Harnack, DG (Eng. tr. ) ii,. p* 263’’Irenaeus
.//will not/ allow the designation ’Logos’ to beyinterpreted 
/.in the sense of the Logos being the inward reason or the .
Spoken Word of God”. . ; • ' /. • ' '
’IV. 10.2, quoted above, see p. 323. ■' . • .
1Q^ in, 10.2, where the words of Lk. 1:68 are applied to 
John; and it is John who imparted the knowledge of salvation 
(Jn. 1:1l|.j; III.. 11.2, citing Jn* 1:10,11 to refute Marc ion; 
III. 11.8, where John is listed first among the Gospels that' 
provide distinctive testimony to the nature of Christ; III. 
16.2, ’’John knew one and the same Word of God,‘and that He- .
,; was/ the: only begotten- ./.etc. • /• //./ y
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passage, prior to the one with which we .are chiefly • - ' •/
concerned,'. Irenaeus gives pre-eminence?to5 John’s/teaching /' 
about the Word (= the Son), over the teaching of"the other 
-evangelists, asserting that only John wisely•omitted the 
words of Jesus ”No man knoweth the Son,. ...etc.”., with . 
the implication that these words were too readily perverted 
by the heretics to imply Jesus1 subordination/-^ Is (
in accordance ,with Irenaeus* exalted Christology.
For the passage under consideration/ then, the context is
• 47’/#:
■
' ' '5s
■WW;
concerned with the testimony of the Old Tes t ament 3 which is
. -s.. ‘ . ■ ■ - , " 4 iaA *
interpreted as consistently pointing to Christ/-' Moses*.
rebuke of■ the people (Deut. 3216) is employed in a context 
that "suggests it is the Word speaking through Moses, who 
knew-, that He (the Word) would, as He became /Incarnatebe *
*
IV. 6.1, cf. Origen, de princ. I. 1.8.
IV. 10.2 Regarding Irenaeus* view on the Word of G-od 
(~ the Son) in the O.T.*, 0. Wingren remarks“it is character­
istic: of Irenaeus that he refuses to regard the frequent 
’theophanies* of the Old Testament as the visitation of 
angels,' but on the contrary sees them as signs of the 
immediate presence of the Son, the manifestation of the 
Verbum Himself,' the Logos,” (pp. 71-72)/ /In this view,
•then,Abraham actually possessed- Christ1, as Hep then was, ’‘there­
by grasping the Incarnation since the -future work of the Word 
or Son was . the Incarnation”, (Wingren, p. 7U)./,b.f./fV. £.1.
\ ; ’ There are numerous references in the adv/haer.. to .
Christ * s immediate presence recounted in the O.T. e.g. 
II/M.2,; 111/^-12, III. 32.i, IV. 18, /IV/ 1^0.1, -and 
especially Iv*;3/J see also p. 321,.. above////; ‘/
rejected by the children of Israel, just as His Word (the 
prophetic word) was rejected in the earlier dispensation. 
There follows the passage which is relevant for our • ?. ;
discussion:
’ --’7(And again indicating, He who from the beginning .
c f ounded and created, them, the Word, and who in - ;
■’;<’the last times redeems and vivifies us,/ ist shown 
/ 7, as hanging on the tree, and they dp not/believe on ' -
/; Him. For he says ’and your life will be hanging 
'before your eyes, and you do not believe,your'life *. . 
H;^;>And -again: ’Has not this same one your Father-•;<
owned you and made you, and created you’. ):'108 
As we observed in the earlier citation- of this passage,
there is illustrated the basic unity Irenaeus sees between 
the Word and God the Father (the Creator) so it; is not 
surprising that he can speak of the Word' ’who-from the 
beginning founded and created them’. It•is important 
to notice, ;as well, that in depicting the. Figure hanging on
the Cross, He (the Word) is specifically'identified with "
109 " : »Christ, but designated also the ’same one’.as the Father 
who-’ created you’. Tills threefold identity cliac ter izes • 
Irenaeus’ thought regarding the unity of the Godhead.
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This dual sense of Israel’s rejection of the-Word is 
paralleled' elsewhere: IV. 7*4 ("the Jews ‘departed/’from God, 
in not receiving,His Word”), cf.'IV. 6,1; / "; - ,
: ’ IV.: 10.2, the text is provided- on.• pi'323'
Cf, Melito, Homily' 17.30 ff.
Far from distinguishing the Word (or the Father) who
creates as a separate entity, the writer moves easily hack
and forth in this thought from one to the other. Obviously, .45* ’ ’Sj
for him, they are the Same Person. It is as easy for him toJ| 
say that the Word creates, as it is to say that .the Father ?;O 
creates. An activity that is predicated for the One, may 
just as well be predicated for the Other. This would seem .
' - '. • * . * **3
to summarize Irenaeus1 position, if our;judgement were to
rest solely on the above passage. The fact,is, -Irenaeus» 
thought goes much deeper. Indeed, examination of other ■ 
passages further provides a subtle and more orthodox • •»
distinction between the Word and the Father, while retaining
"'W^>2
what amounts to absolute identity between;the Word and Christ.; 
7/1ft Book III, it is asserted that = the teaching- of7 the ChurchS
has been to the effect : / , • , ,= ' -W
■f’ ... that we should know that He who made and
■■ formed, and breathed in them the breath of life, 
..- and nourishes us by means of theicreation/-7,,' .
establishing all things by His . Word, and ..binding 
them together by His Wisdom, this is He who" is 
the only true Cod ... 110 7‘-- ’’
III. 2U.2 (Hv ii, 132 f.): "... ht. sciremus, quoniam 
qui .fecit, et plasmavit,. et insufflatioftem;vitae insufflavit 
in (a) eis, et per conditionem nutrit nos,Verbosuo 
confirmans, et Sapientia compingefts omnia, hie est , qui est 
solus verus Deus: ...u - - ' '"7";:7-/.7 - ?\7-.
7v'7 -7 (a) 'in. is omitted in some MSS. ” 7 /"-’ r-B
i;Here,it is God who establishes by His Word. We may
* • ' t "’’'Si
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4-Comp are this with Irenaeus1 assertion of the
v"‘> f ' , • ‘
c of God:
invisibility ’
?< -For no one was able, either In heaven or on. earth, V 
v'i >;-or under the earth, to open the book of the Father, .,j 
X X or to behold Him, with the exception of -the- Lamb - - ‘ - 
X/. ..who was slain, and who redeemed us With His:,-own 
X blood, receiving power over all things from:the 
X . same God who made all things by the Word /"italics ‘
W; -minq/, and adorned-them by /ffis/*: Wisdom/ when the - 
Z? .’Word was made flesh1 ; that, even as the Word, of God ~
• had the sovereignty in the heavens, so - also -might 
‘ • He have the sovereignty on earth, inasmuch; as?/He was/
‘ a righteous man, ’who did no sin neither--was /there 
X guile found in His mouth’, /I Peter -2:22/ 111?
■
'4’^ 
a--
.* 11-1 "
IV. 20.2 (Hv ii, 211|.): ’’Nemo enim alius poterat nec 
in coelo, nec in terra, nec sub terra aperire paternum librum, 
nec videre eum, nisi agnus qui occisus est, et.'sanguine suo’1.
1 redemit nos, ab Modern, qui omnia Verbo facit et. Sapientia "X 
• adornavit, accipiens omnium potestatem, qu^ddXVerbum caro : X 
factum est’, ut quemadmodum in coelis princ ip at urn habuit 
: Verbum Dei, sic et in terra haberet principatum, quoniam 
.homo Justus, ’qui peccatum non fecit, nec inventus est 
dolus in ore ejus*;” /"I Pet. 2:25/. .
It should be noted in this and the quotation above ■
: (n.-110) that Irenaeus identifies ’’Word” with Christ,• and. '' 
’’Wisdom” with the Holy Spirit. Gf. Bp id. 5: ...”since God- 
is rational, therefore "by the Word He created the things ’
; that were made (a);- and God is spirit, and by the/Spirit he - 
.adorned all things ... /quotes Ps. 32 (33)26/. Since, then^ ' 
the Word establishes, that is to say gives body? and grants.„ 
the-reality. of being, - and the Spirit gives ordbr/and formato?. 
the /diversity of the powers; ' rightly and/fittingly is the X X 
Word'/called; the Son and the Spirit the Wisdom of >God”,
- (J. Armitage Robinson, p. 74) •
i!’-C. (a) J. A. 
play on words given
therefore by Aofojr * He
Dial.. 61.3
Robinson (loo, cit., f.n. 1) remarks on the
in the Armenian here. : Godwin XofCKoj 
created the/world. Of.ZJustin,
fj; ..
. . „.r Z A Z
(k Z' ?. ■..•?V'. i vr'-.
. * “ ’ > » C » S< »7»V '? x .5." x..( ? / <
Considerably earlier in the treatise, Irenaeus had held • 
that it was the Word of God, ’’per quern facta sunt omnia, 
qui est Dominus nos ter Jesus Christus”. r VZe should not 
overlook the fact that in this earlier statement of 
creation through the Word, ’’who is our Lord Jesus Christ”', 
Irenaeus identifies Jacob as an apostate servus, but servus 
is never used in reference to Christ. Indeed^ the writer
stresses the distinction between Jacob, the servus, and
’W- '’ ' ' ' ■ ' 113 • ■ .
Dominus noster Jesus Christus. We are now in a position to 
assess ,the relationship of the Word to creation, and to 
comment on the passage (I Peter 2:22) contained in the .'A 
quotation cited, which bears particularly upon; our problem 
of the it ax j , within its proper context. ~
\ First, the sense of Irenaeus’ consideration ofrthe/Word’s 
activity in creation, is that, comparabletto'the Word ' "■■■■
Ill. 8.2 (Hv ii, 29).
‘113 This was Irenaeus1 reflection on Jeremiah’s oracle 
stating that ’’the Lord hath redeemed Jacob...” (Jer. 31.1t) 
Jacob, therefore, who was an apostate servant (3ervus - • 
ap os, tat a), should not be compared-to the Lord: ,rnon enim . 
tantum hie, sed nec quidquam ex his quae const i tut a sunt, 
et in subjectione sunt, comparabitur Verbh'Del^ per quern 
facta sunt omnia, qui est Dominus Noster Jesus Christus” 
(III. 8.2. loo, cit.), . . ;-
A A./ Also on this "sub j e c t compare my diScubs&h^of//other, 
occurrences of servus, infra, p*357f« /--.A/ AA •
Father. The Father, Invisible Himself/has'nevertheless ;||
* * ■ * . ' ' * - *s, \
willed to reveal ’’Himself to all, by making his Word visible**
to all” p (the Word being visible both in Creation end in W
- • • - . ‘ 11 A *■£
Jesus of Nazareth). Again, ”no . one can know .the Father, 
unless through the Word of God, that is, unless by the Son .?;/
revealing /Him/” ? and in this context, the action is. .
■ ' . * ,,u:. . - , r ' , -u •&<. * *2?”*’ . ■ , • ' US
Incarnate in Jesus Christ, the Word in Creation reveals the.<7f
• IV. 6.6: ’’for through the creation itself, the Word h/ 
reveals God the Creator, and by means of the. world does the / 
Lord /declare/ the Maker of the World; Hv ii, 160: : ;,/S
’’Etehim per ipsam conditionem revelat . Verbum conditorem / 
Deum, -et per mundum fabricatorem mundi-.Dominum, • •. •). s ' ||
The concluding words to this chapter summarize1 our hg 
writer’s position: ’’Fox'1 the Son, being; present with His 
own handiwork from the beginning, reveals? the Father to ' "p,| 
all . . • Wherefore, then, in all things, and through all 
things, there is one God, the Father, and one Word, and ' -Ifif 
one Son, and one Spirit, undone salvation to all who 
believe in Him.” (IV. 6.7 )• Cf. Origen,de princ. II. 6.1.g| 
Origen’s idea of a Schflpfungsmittler follows^-from his , 
speculation on God’s trans cendanc e, and the need, to have' 
contact with the material world and-man, but.for.Irenaeus 
this is the natural outcome of a theology that- strongly ■ 
asserts Christ’s pre-existence. See Ch.V, n..;71 ** .. /
115 IV. 6.5. - . •
'? This prohibition of knowledge ; of .the Father ^except 
through the Son reflects a strong emphasis of the Fourth 
Gospel, and the idea of knowledge of God. 7is <closely linked -./g 
with Irenaeus’ conception of the Atonement./See'Add’ 1 ' \3
Note IV. 3. '
••• •••■; /F.‘? 335.
attributed to the Father’s "good pleasure”. Our writer’s7'- 
view of the dual sense of the Revealing Word in- creation . 
and the redeeming Word who was Jesus incarnate,^'provides 
a link between the metaphysical and the moral aspects of 
G-od. It is truly a profound insight on the part of this 
Second-Century writer.
‘ • ’ • . . ' . ' ' ' v.
In pursuing this inquiry, the writer’s interest was
stimulated by, the recent study of Harald Hegermann on the
11 8 f•’Mediator in Creation. Hegermann, who dealt particularly?;
with the hymn in Colossians 1:1£ ff. (and the parallel in 
I Cor. 8:6) was concerned to stress the importance of the 
kosmologischer Chris tug - und Heilsvorstellung,. Dealing 
particularly with the question of Philonic roots-of the 
SohSpfungsmittlervorstellung, he traced reflections of 
the concept appearing in the Colossians hymn in Ignatius 
and Justin, as we have mentioned earlier. It was. part of 
Hegermann’s conclusion that Paul used the Christology of 
the hymn only with' distinct reticence, and then?:only to 
ward off the claims of the heretics. • Is there an element
118 Vopstellung vom Schfipfimgsmittler im helienistischen J J; 
Judenturn und Ur chr is tentum, (TH Bd7 8 2) ‘, 1 961 . - ;; 7 '
119- . - - •H. Hegermann, p. 202. Hegermann found a further... '
illustration of this reticence in the- parallel text in
Rom . -. 6. '
”-;*/:0n the Kpyoj in creation in the cosmogony?,of 
Poimandres, see C. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, ,p. 116. '?■
-s'MO
of the Schdpfungsmittler in Irenaeus’ Christology, as it is XS■ _ ' "  ' 1 IN ' . - ’ * ’ /»
represented in the adversus haereses? The answer would seeping 
to he in the affirmative. The passages under consideration 
(III. 2l|..2 and IV. 20*2) cannot he separated from the ..
-w
,;X-
context of the writer’s understanding of the process of. 
120 --redemption. ' But redemption, for Irenaeus, has: a cosmo­
logical as well as a personal, or moral, application. . It' 
is not physical matter, nor a god responsible for-/matter 
that is evil, in Irenaeus ’ view. Some might hold that 
matter is-prone to evil (or, chaos), hut Irenaeus H assertion’;^ 
is that itjis-not> because it has been touched;bytthe Word-
VS
>*•
«fer
of God. . That is to say that what otherwise, would1 have
•to§35
j
120 This fact is important.- If Irenaeus’ Sehdpfungs- 
mlttler had not been developed within the context- of the ' 
redemptive process, he could be accused of approaching an 
equation of Logos with immanent reason or dynamicwnatural 
force, in the tradition of Philo, which is remote'from man­
kind. See n. 102. This is the difficulty with; Justin’s•'/
Logos : cosmology, rather than soteriology governs^ the tone \ 
of; the discussion, (see' H. R. Mackintosh, The ' Doctrine of -- .'■■•/'j: 
the Person of Jesus Christ, 1913, p. 1h3)*
<-f’W„ts3-
J-;
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121 Among the dominant principles of Orient al/.religions 
thought lying, behind gnostic dualism is the view-that .matter;-:,^ 
is essentially evil. Theref ore, as J. P. Bethune-Baker. has 
remarked, "if matter is evil, the Supreme God (who is good.) 
cannot have created the world, and the 1 Redeemer• (who- is-' 
divine) cannot have come in the flesh", (Ah Intr odi ction 
to the, Early History of Christian Doctrine,? 19Q3» P« 7h)* 
Irenaeus’ concern to assert a true Incarnationtherefore 
cannot permit a view that matter is evil* and he-,resolves 
this problem of the nature of matter;by accepting^fche^ ^ 
Word’s activity in creation.
' . rrrt . /’‘-I <‘v * ' ' .1’ 1
Z.$■£
■ •-
The physical as well as the moral effects-of:redemption
are part of Paul * s .conception, cf ♦ Rom. 8:21 -22>
m?
i
x '' - ’ ‘ 5 , I
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been chaotic has been ordered and redeemed by .God’s Word: 
this is the Word acting in Creation; Moreover,'/the activity?^
■j
of. the Word reveals 1 22 the One True God both in the material5
world and in the Word become flesh who brings salvation to
mankind# 123 Irenaeus recognizes the position of the
’ss-T;
'•Sfi
heretics who would assign the creation of ’’inferior” matter ^
,i-y
to another Power, the Demiurge, for instance# However, in
\ rs
his conception, it is not another power, but /fcher-Triune God'Xg
who accomplishes these things. 124
.•k
Such ditheism is not rMg
W
122 IV. 6.6-7# see n. 11 4 above. Thus, the. Word’s 
activity is always part of God’s self-revelation.
•i
123 The unity of the divine plan in the process of 
revelation may be expressed in a slightly different way by^fS| 
citing the typological relationship between the old order 
and the new. Again, this is applied both to man and to the 
physical universe: the imperfect, temporal order prefigures^ 
the state of perfection which is to come. Adam is the type 
of the original order (natural man), which is restored and />;§ 
accomplished in Christ, (see J. Danielou, - From Shadows to 
Reality,/pp. 30-32). Cf. adv. haer. IV.-1 : ';UGod, there- Sg 
fore, is>one and the same,*who rolls up the heaven as a boolcj 
and renews the face of the earth; who made the things of '^g§ 
time for men ... and who, through His kindness, bestows upon;?;? 
man eternal things and IV.. 20.4: . "Now this is His
Word, Our Lord Jesus Christ, who in the last times was 
made man among men, that He might join the end to the 
beginning, that is, man to God.” Cf. Rom. 8:19-23.
:-W.
1 24 Irenaeus was more successful than Justin in expressing! 
the idea that in Christ God Himself has come to us. . The 
Logos is not construed as "somehow, a portion of•the Godhead 
much, less a second inferior God, but as- God himself breaking!
forth in revelation”, (H. R. Mackintosh, .pi; 147 )* ■p-=y>4-.
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permissible for Irenaeus, who has related the redemption of ,< 
man by the Word made visible with the .very Creation of matter
(the deliverance from disorder and chaos); Release from sin,
. ■* . ' '129 ' 'therefore, is viewed as both personal and cosmic* <
In this perception, Irenaeus was a giant of his-time. The 
essential continuity of the Hellsgeschicht e accomplished 
by the One True Cod, who has both created and redeemed, is 
true to the Biblical perspective, viewed in its totality.
. Therefore, "He who from the beginning founded and created •;
them, the Word", is the same as He who "redeems and vivifies 6
• . ' '126 • ' -:4S;
us in the last timesand Creation and Redemption are '• V:'; 
part of One Mighty Act. The twin concepts of origination 
and sustenance are echoed through these quotations, not • <
125 is
it
As C. Wingren observed, this 
of Irenaeus1 Logos doctrine: that 
personal and the cosmic with.in the 
On the other hand, Clement’s Logos 
over-emphasis on .the Word’s cosmic 
partially results in the exclusion
humanity, "depersonalizing the historic Savior", (H. R. 
Mackintosh, p. 162). Similarly, Justin’s interest in the 
cosmic Christ tends to exclude his Humanity and. the 
resultant benefits for mankind (seen. 120, above).
the strong feature, 
includes both the 
Word’s activity (p. 69). 
doctrine, with its . • 
activity,, at least 
of His identity with
126
/
IV. 10.2 (Hv ii 17U): quoniam qui ab initio
condidit et fecit eos Verbum, et in novissim/s temporibus 
redimens nos et Vivifleans ...", cf. Col. 1:15 fi* There is a 
interesting relationship here to a distinctive emphasis in Il­
ls aiah, as von Rad interprets it. Remarking on the prophet’s 
mixture of two traditions (Creation and New Exodus), originall; 
unrelated, he points out that characteristically Il-Isaiah doe; 
not regard the Creation as different from Cod’s other historic, 
miracles ahd is a special testimony of His will for salvation.^ 
Thus, ’ to create’ and ’ to redeem’ can ber synonymous as Is clea: 
from the. etymology of<the Hebrew (Theologie•des alten Test amen.
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unlike the thought in the Colossians hymn:
hwhDieser Schdpfungsmittlei* ist die personhaft 
gedachte', schflpf erische Ciotteskraft,die das 
All durchwaltet und regiert<belebt und erhM.lt, 
und so gehdrt ihm die Welt zu als der voh-ihm 
erfdllte kosmische Leib; 127 ' ’’
In this connection, we may now assess«the quotation from •
I Peter 2:22, contained in the second passage which we cited 
from Irenaeus. It does not require further elaboration to 
seesthat Irenaeus has employed these words in a context that^ 
has to do ’with the most exalted conception oi" the Word. The 
Word, as Schflpfung srni 111er, is the same as the One who has 
redeemed us in these last times., but any suggestion of his; 
humiliation is entirely lacking. We observe further that//
i/7
the quotation is introduced with a declaration of His
128Sovereignty in heaven andon earth'<~w, and- is'• followed
by designating Him as King. In striking contrast, the 
author of I Peter has used the quotation from .Isaiah 5>3:9 . ;
in illustration of the'way Christ suffered,_and significantly? 
this is in. the context of an exhortation to the Christian // 
slaves ) to- follow Christ’s example. hThey are to be -/
•M2
‘/t
12? H. Hegermann, p. 200.-
128 IV., 20.2 (Hv ii 21U): 
principatum habuit Verbum
princ ip at urn,
ut quemadmodum. in coelis 
sic et in terra haberet -
♦ • #
• • •
’ * ‘ *?.. * " r& V, f rki S&ipi '?•*> . S ' ' • * \.r '' -* *- • • *, ~ 5? k
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submissive even to cruel and overbearing masters, after the 
pattern which has been set by Jesus.
. VZe are now in a position to answer the questions we set • 
for ourselves in tracing the concept of the Word as Mediator-g 
in Creation, The Logos may be said to represent the 
’instrumental1 within the Divine unity, Irenaeus hardly 
. ever speaks of God’s creative activity without appending
•h*
''5'-.'
theses crip tive phrase "through (or by) the Word". On the
other hand, it is not the Word that creates, but God, by 
the Word. This opens the door to the second question
regarding the extent to which the Logos doctrine is .
uA cvV ive • *. -J
foamulativ-e in the writer’s Christology. -irenaeus’ Logos - ■
'4is biblical because it includes the functions of both 
revelation and redemption. Central as it is to his . thought,-^! 
it-cannot be said that of itself it was.regulative in his 
understanding of Jesus Christ. His great concern, for the 
unity of the Godhead, together with a belief that assumed 
Christ’s pro-existence exerted a strong influence here.
The writer conceived of revelation as talcing place both 
in the Creation and Incarnation. Accordingly, the activity 
of the Divine Word is viewed in its relationship both to - . 
cosmology and soteriology. Unlike Justin who imputed the 
Word’s activity to a "SecondjGod", Irenaeus held that the 
Word not only revealed God, but was One with God. • All of
Jy .pW.
■■■
.'•O>'„>>! . - ;'/< 'V :
-j ’•bf'"-If* 'A
this accorded the Word a very high position, but in part 
this was a reaction to prevailing heresies, which, sought 
to assign Christ a place in a whole pantheon of deities.
It was in the context of this discussion of the Word’s 
exalted position that we found the quotation from . '
I Peter 2:22. The text is important for New Testament
, reflection on the Isaiah passages that have to do with 
the TrtCij , The quotation was used in anything but a lowly 
connotation, and clearly this text was not employed by 
Irenaeus to justify a doctrine of the Servant.
We have examined the Word’s function in Creation. We 
are therefore prepared to inquire into His part in the 
redemption of man. The remaining passages that relate . 
to the interpretation of the rrcRy will therefore be ‘ 
dealt with as they occur in relation to Irenaeus’ 
understanding of the Atonement.
The Incarnate Word and the Atonement
Prophecies of His Advent and the Aspect of His Suffering.
1 29The Word by whom Cod created and arranged all things ' was 
also the same Word through whom the prophets, ’’receiving, the 
prophetic charisma ..., announced His advent according to
129 Cf. IV. 20.2-Ll.
3U2
„130 'i
5
the flesh. ”‘>v To Irenaeus, their message was the Word 
of God foretelling from the beginning that God would be
1 31present with men, with His own creation, thereby saving it. o; 
It is to be noted that the Word, identified as the Son, was
-
.; .,'''■ A’1
. ' *;,5
■ 132 * "■ 'u-ieternally present with the Father, the Son declaring the-
133Father from the beginning.
Irenaeus uses the terms ’’Word” and ”Son” in this exalted
We observe the ease with which
B
context. Again, it is the Word who ’’became the dispenser
of the paternal grace for the benefit of men,,.l^
It is within this context of the high position which
1
Irenaeus accorded to the Word while describing the benefits'^
as
a
T30 IV 2) .U (Hv ii, 215) maintaining the identity of the | 
Word with Jesus Christ who in the last times was made man 
among men to join man to God: ”Est Autem hie Verb.um ejus* xB 
Dominus noster Jesus Christus, qui novissim^s temporibus 
homo in hominibus factus est, ut finem conjungeret principio>| 
id est, hominem Deo. Ft propterea prophetae qab eodem Verbo 
propheticum accipientes- charisma, praedicaverunt ejusA Wmi. i i|Wii iri iiiwii « an n< >. » w r ~ n i.hjw — n i. » • .?♦
secundum oarnem adventum /italics mine/ per quern commixtio '» ;■.( 
et communio Del et hominis secundum placitum Patris facta 
est, ab initio praenunciante Verbo Dei, quoniam videbitur |3 
Deus ab hominibus‘ 1
1^1 ibid: ” ... et adfuturus/) esset suo plasmati, salvansW^S 
illus, with this same Word (n. 130) as subject, /#-/,■
IV. 20.3 (Hv ii, 21U): "Ft quoniam Verbum, id est " ;
Filius, semper cum Patre erat, per multa demonstravimus”, *
133 IV. 20.7.
1M Ibid.
• i-
ii!
op ■. .
of the Incarnation, that we find a curious usage of an
expression which recalls Isaiah [j.2:3. Describing the Lord’s
advent in contrast to the rigidity of the Lav; of Moses, the
words of Irenaeus proclaim:
.• The Lord’s (= Word’s) advent would be ...
•’ "mitis-et tranquillus, in quo nec calamum • v;- •
quassatum confregit, nec linum fumigans . •
• exstinxit. Ostendebatur autem et regni ejus
mitis et pacifica requietio." 135 • •
(... mild and tranquil, In which He neither • ■
crushes the bruised reed, nor quenches the 
smoking flax* Likewise was indicated the 
mild and peaceful repose of His Kingdom*) a
This section need not detain us* Clearly, there is no 
suggestion of servitude here, but only that the approach 
of the 77<xtj to the World will be characterized by 
gentleness and tranquility.^^ Here, as elsewhere, ^7
133 IV. 20.10 (hv ii, 221).
J Jesus taught that it would be otherwise: Mt. 10:3U$ 
cf* Lk. 13:and Heb. 12:1|..
1 37 in the adv. haer, there are numerous references which 
clearly relate the prophecy contained in the Songs to Christ
III. 12.8: Acts 8:32 (Isa. 53:7,8); III. 19<2: Isa 53:8; 
IV* 23.2: Acts 8:32; IV. 33.1: Isa. 53:3,7) IV. 33.12: an 
incomplete quotation of Isa* 50:6, also refs.to Isa 53:3,U,7
IV. , 33.13: Isa. 59:8,9, with an important alteration; and
this passage (IV. 20.10) with ref* to Isa. Ii.2:3* As we will 
see from the discussion of these passages, the context In 
every case imputes an exalted* in some cases a royal, 
understanding to the Figure’s person. • • .
• .In II. 28.5, the citation of Isa.*53:8 is referred.to 
the Logos, equated with the Mind, of God. y
3UU
th© Figure described in the "Servant Songs" is clearly 
understood by Irenaeus to point to- Christ, but without the \?W 
accompanying suggestion of subordinate statusThe words 
following the expression from Isaiah lj.2:3 give added
support to this interpretation: that Irenaeus is thinking 
of a Royal Figure, as opposed to the Servant Figure, since ;;W 
this develops into a portrayal of His reign from the throne ./i
- Wi
‘-;vj
1 V "5s?
on high, with the: words of Ezekiel' adduced in testimony:
138 ' *WHaec visio similitudinis gloria© Domini.
(This/isy the appearance of the likeness 
of the Glory of God. )
As Houssiau noted, the title qualifies Christ
n ‘approximately 80 times in the adversus haereses, and perhaps
15 times in the Epideixis 139 With reference to Irenaeus’
theological reflection on this subject, he stated:
... cette royaute, qui n’est formellement abribuee 
au Christ que depuis son incarnation ou sa "parousie, 
n’est que le prolongement ou la manifestation de sa 
seigneurie initial© et d£miurgigtte. Le titre
atcivto; est done un titre divin.t 11pO
X
•J®
a
138 IV# 20*10 (hv ii, 221), citing as an'example Ezekiel, 
who also had seen the vision of God, the.- cherubim-and the 
throne, " and upon- the throne the. likenes sv as of: the '• figure 
of a man" (Ezek* 1:1 ff.)* •' • : • > >
;•> i »,
139 A. Houssiau, p» 32.
1 uo Ibid.
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Since the formal attribution of the royal title is but 
.1Man extension of Irenaeus1 view of the sovereignty*of 
■vfy the Word ( = Son pre-incarnate), it could properly qualify 
■ the Word become Fie sh on any occasion*
Other examples may be cited of the testimony from the 
1 Old Testament which Irenaeus has employed to show,-that 
prophecy pointed to the King who would come in the flesh. 
Those of old ’’used to hear by means. of■ (His.) servants
/famuli,/ that the King would come”/^ and, those who have
n 1actually beheld Him rejoice ’’because of the King’s arrival”. 
Again, following a quotation from Jeremiah concerning 
• tixQ dethronement 'of Joachim from his position-, as5 ruler1 over 
Judah, Irenaeus adduces that it was not from the- line of
IV. 20.L}.: ”... even as the Word of God had the 
sovereignty in the heaven, so also might He have, the 
sovereignty on the earth ; ' ;f -
Aq-2 iv. 11.3 (Hv ii, 175): ”Et illi enim per famulos 
audiebant venturum regem, .. • ”.
1^3 Ibid.
1 W Jer. 36:30,31.
•’«»*  >t ♦ .1 . .,« • * • ' - • . J. • * •* ••’ Z * -•» •*£'“• e- • 1 ■&•.'>> ' *T { '•■■ '<• .‘.r • &?.- • _•••’ * «»* V * t ' ‘ ' ■• ’i * •’ • r r? 5« « * ' »-rt> • - •*,«•.
•. - ■ ■ f ,* .... " ; • ,, » -,‘sf •>’ ’• ' •’■«’ . " • ;•
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Joseph that a King would come, but from David: ' • ■ ?,S
' According to the promise of God, from David’s - , A
’ • belly the King eternal is raised up, who sums j
up all things in Himself, and has gathered h 
into Himself the ancient formation /of maxi/. J*'5
If, however, it is a King that should come, how does • . 
Irenaeus reconcile this figure with the prediction of 
suffering? . ‘ ?
The answer is, Irenaeus really does not come to grips ' ,:A 1 
with this question. At least, there is not the attempt to J
* - ? r
reconcile the problem that we find later in Origen. He
acknowledges that certain passages in the Old Testament* • • * ■ - • .v
pointed to a Figure who would suffer.. He seems also to 
recognize that this necessity of suffering was so inter­
preted in the New Testament, as witnessed to by his citation 
of Peter’s speeches and Philip’s evangelistic appeal to the? 
Eunuch in Acts.However, instead of .confronting the 
problem of how an exalted Figure, who was from the
1 It '
I1I< 21.9. tl. Danielou emphasized the relationship 
which Christ’s Inauguration of the New Kingdom has to the
doctrine of recapitulatio: Christ must recapitulate 
mankind in Himself, that the Kingdom of God may--be . , .
established over1all men, (From Shadows- to Reality, p. 3&>)..
• III. 12.2-7.
dealt with below.
:A‘*
Peter’s speeches in Acts 3 and hj. are
beginning with God, and ’’who from the beginning founded
and created them /that is/ the Wcrd’’/^ could maintain
such an exalted status even as one suffering, ‘Irenaeus .
merely states that ”He who suffered ... is Lord of all”
and is content to say that it is a mystery. ? We may cite
the relevant portions of the adversua haereses which • .
surround this affirmation: .
Philippus autem rursus spadoni ... revertenti a • •
Hierosolymis, et legenti Esaiam prophetam, solus
• soli, quern annuntiavit? Nonne eum de quo-dixit.
propheta: ’Tanquam ovis ad occisionem ductus . .
est, quemadmodum agnus ante tondentem se sine • 
voce, sic non aperuit os?’ Nativitatem autem
.-ejus q.uis enarrabit? quoniam tolletur a terra 
, vita ejus; ’ I-Iunc esse Jesum, et impletam esse -
in eo Scripturam; quemadmodum ipse eunuchus .
credens, et statim postulans baptisari dicebat:
’Credo Eilium Dei esse Jesum”. 1 51 •. .
. 3U7.
IV. 20.7s ’’Therefore the Son ofy..the Father declares 
(Him) from the beginning, inasmuch as He was with the Father 
from the beginning ...” : = •
. iv. i'o. 2 ' •' . . ■ ' ' •••
. 1^9III. 12.9 ' ■
Ibid. . . . ;
/^'III. 12.8 (Hv ii, 62) quoting Acts. 8:32 ff. with its 
citation of Isa. 53:7,8 that includes important modifications
* 4J• * * *
S.jBut again, Whom did Philip announce to the 
. Eunuch ... , 'returning from Jerusalem, and . •
■ .' reading Isaiah the prophet, when he and this . • .
. man were alone together? Was It not He of ... • ■■
. whom the prophet spoke: ’As a sheep He was . ; • . ..
•. fled to the slaughter, and as a mute lamb ' • .
• 1 before its shearer, so He opened not the •
. .-. mouth?1 ’But Who di all declare His nativity? , . * ’ ;
... ; For His life shall be taken away from the A • .. = .
: ; - earth1* /Philip declaring that/ this was ' ' ' . ;
Jesus, and /that/ Scripture was fulfilled.In ' •
\ Him; so also the Eunuch Himself believing,
and immediately requesting to be baptized, . r
.said: ’I believe that Jesus is the Son of
' God1.) ‘ • •
This is an important passage for the indication it provides
of Irenaeus1 interpretation of the rrcfcj ezoii, First, it is
clear that the Figure of the Fourth Servant Song is identified
with Jesus Christ, and that Irenaeus believed that this was
the interpretation given in Acts 8:32 ff.. This in itself
provides an important early witness that the Servant
* ; 1 92. passages were, related to Christ in the primitive tradition;
Irenaeus has Philip specifically assert that the 
Figure referred to was Jesus ("Hunc esse Jesum, 
whereas the N.T. only infers it from Acts, 8:35- .
j. Jeremias (P. 91, f.n. Ij.11) found evidence from 
the way baptism was performed that the Acts passage 
belonged to the early tradition. Cf. also 0. Cullmann,
The Christology of the New Testament, Eng. . tr. 1959, p. 73-
?. . • a; ; 3;
3M-9•• X'?
What we may have here, however, is theresidual association 
of the passages, when the thought of Jesus as Servant is now 
denied. The important fact is that the Isaiah passage 
provides a proof text, hut the context in which it is 
employed has to do with exaltation, and not at all with 
vicarious suffering or humility. In the section immediately 
'preceding, our writer has spoken of Jesus in exalted terms:.
• ’’the Son of God, the Judge of the quick and the dead”,^^ 
and he follows the quotation with the words‘.placed in the 
mouth of the Eunuch that he believes ’’Jesus to be the Son 
of God”.^^* It will be recalled that the words, ”1-believe 
that Jesus (Christ) is the Son of God” are omitted in some 
early manuscripts, although they are found in- the Vulgate 
(textus reoeptus). Further^ the following section-adduces
support for this confession of Christ as the Son of God
- - ■'i d d , ,
from the preaching of Paul, and with this, it is asserted
12*?,
Z| |
" '’X^ttrcov is appended in the Greek of Irenaeus, but 
Christum does not appear in the Latin, (cf. IV. 36.1) (see 
Harvey n. 1, p. 62). It is lacking in a codex of the 
Vulgate. The portion of the citation of^III. 12*8 available 
in the Greek gives (Hv ii, 62): to'Jtov sTvo-t 'iqrovv, kql\.
77 t77h rjpcvcr Ootc cv ciuzut Yp&jljv , tuj <f!uzoj o ecvovxfj' 
TTZlvQ clj , zrott rrapat/TcKOL a£twv (3&ttt c <r Grj vat , cAEft'
fov 7\ov fou Geoy c^yat l^crQuv tpi.(TZQVt 
III* 12.9* of. Acts 9:20. ’ ’ •
that Jesus is the same ’’Lord of all, and King and G-od and 
Judge”, which, in the light of His suffering,'he admits is 
a mystery. •
. However, neither the fact that He suffered, nor the 
imagery of His being led as a sheep to the slaughter 
suggested humility to our Second Century writer, for he 
has omitted, deliberately, it seems, the crucial phrase in* 
the Acts passage which pertains to his low estate:
£v Tp r<x zr vtutrct Kpccrcj oct/xob rjpOq,, ^5
1 <?8(In (His) p humiliation His justice was taken away.)
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1 £6 •■ III. 12.9a. The Latin and Greek (in a small part) '
are available for comparison (Hv ii, 62-63), which we may 
cite in illustration of the context in which these titles 
occur: ’’Paulus quoque et ipse., posteaquam de coelo locutus
est ad eum Dominus, et.ostendit quoniam suum Dominum ;
persequeretur, persequens discipulos ejus, et misit Ananiam •; 
ad eum, ut iterum videret et baptisaretur: ’In synagogis’, 
ait, ’in Damasco praedicabat cum omni fiducia Jesum, quoniam 
hie est Christus Pilius Dei. (a) Hoc est mysterium quod 
dicit per revelationem manifestatum sibi,> quoniam qui passus 
est sub Pontio Pilato, hie Dominus est omnium, et Rex et ? 
Deus, et Judex;(b) ab eo qui est omnium Deus, accipiens 
postestatem, quoniam ’subjectus factus est usque ad mortem, 
mortem autem crucis’.” The Greek is included for the portion
ZOUticTZL TO(a) to (b): Tovzttrz to ^uu<rz^pcov 
d.TTozraAuytv ef vtupqlvtcv , ott o 
JTlX&tqu , c/Stoj kupcoj tcuv ttvlvtujv
X V / »aroj , /rat Kptzrjf ttrtcv . • .
Acts 8:33.
6 Atycc /r«-c«x 
77<x(?iv e/rc. ZTovvtfov 
/raft
Au too is added in most MSS from the 8th Century and 
also appears in Cod. C. ...
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This affords an interesting parallel to the similar omission 
in a quotation from the LXX of Isaiah.53:7 f* which we observed 
.in Melito’s Homily on the Passion. Here, Irenaeus, like
Melito, has demonstrated an unwillingness to employ any 'Jr
passage which, could explicitly assign a subordinate or humble J 
role to Christ. This is altogether in keeping with the high Zj 
Christology that has been manifest in his. theology. It is ; V'
to be noted that even the quotation from Philippians 2:8 '
contained in the passage is not employed with any suggestion -Z 
of servility, rather it is stated that the exalted Christ 
•received "power /italics minq/ from Him who is’ the God of all,
because Hie became obedient unto death, even the death of the
*1 An icross1." .In the New Testament.it is being found in
(the) form as man He humbled Himself becoming obedient• unto ; *■ 
death, even (the) death of the cross’." * The contrast ■
159
160
161
Homily 10.28-32, see my discussion, p.264f.
III. 12.9a. For the quotation, see n. 156 above. 
Phil. 2:8 : . .. cr t ctz/atGcl; tvj tv 7to;
> tecvujcrc y caf-cov utr^Koos jutxpt. Savaxou+
Otvatcu dc (TvoLupeu. Regarding the < w; <xv Opcurrcj,
R. P. Martin (p. 28) has emphasized that the N.T. phrasing
uaffirms that He was truly man, and not merely "like a man1 
or in the "appearance" of man, so 0. Michel, in Theologie 
als Glaubenswagnls, Festschrift Karl Helm, 195^-!-# P• 90. . '
Tlie comments of I. -B. Lightfoot (St. Paul’s Epistle to the ■
Philippians, 1913, P» 11 2 f.) and H. A. A. Kennedy.. (EOT III
p. U38) could easily be misunderstood in this regard, but what
scarcely could be more apparent.
It is apparent that our' writer can go no further than to
hold in paradox the suffering of Christ and His Kingship with 
power and glory. He does not attempt to reconcile the problem
of how this can be, as we find Origen doing later in his
162apologetic treatise , but only asserts that this is a
mystery. We should add, however, that for Irenaeus the
suffering was real. The evidence for this is found in a
1 Ao
later passage, but several things are to be noted here.
First, the passage occurs in a polemic against Docetism, and 
a strong assertion of Christ’s true humanity was therefore 
called for. Since this section-is part of our'Writer’s 
apologetic, it cannot be given equal weight with those 
passages which contain positive formulations of.doctrine. 
Further, we have just seen that suffering did not infer 
lowly status for our writer, and it seems unconnected with 
his understanding of the Atonement. In the second place,
352
161 (con’t)
is intended, apparently, is that His outward semblance showed 
Him as man. As will be seen in Origen’s interpretation, the 
3rd Century writer may have been influenced incorrectly here, 
by deducing from the Verses that He only appeared .as man. , 
(0. Cels. IV. 15) •
^^See,; for example, the argumentsin c*. Cels. I. -5U, •
II. 6)4. (cf^.VI. 77 b and IV. 15. ■ ' ■
163 III. 18.5-6. :
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it is to be noted that the high position is maintained in 
this passage, when he says "He both suffered and did .
Himself exculpate those who had maltreated Him".
This high position is explicitly stated in a passage
preceding this, when Irenaeus says: .
The Lord Himself, too, makes it evident who it 
was that suffered; for when He asked the disciples 
’Who do men say that I, the Son of Man, am?’ and 
when Peter had replied, ’Thou art the' Christ, the 
Son of the living Cod, ’ ... He made it. clear that 
He, the Son of Man, is Christ the Son of the living 
Cod, 165 • '
Clearly, it is suffering that Christ must undergo, but not
lowering. Irenaeus adds further (with probably the wards of
Luke 9:22 in mind) that:
"He made ‘ it c3e ax* that He, the Son of Man, is
Christ the Son of the Living Cod". 166 -
All of these citations illustrate that even while the writer 
struggled to assert the fact of Christ’s humanity, and the 
reality.of His suffering against the Docetists, this implied 
no essential lowering in his view. An Interesting usage of
in. 18.£ (Hv ii, 99): *ut et ipse pateretur, et ipse 
excusaret eos qui se male (X) tractassent.”
—-Clermont gives—f
III. 18.4. . , • • •• .
166 Ibid.
3^
IsaiahJ53s8 is found that corroborates our conclusion in 
this respect. The phrase ’’who shall declare His generation”
• . A
is used in a context which affirms that since He is man,
167who will recognize Him? ' This Is followed by emphasizing 
that He is known of the Father, ’’not born either by the will 
of the flesh, or by the will of man”.^^ Then the writer 
adds a quotation using the titles, ’’Son of Man”, ’’Christ”,
and ’’Son of the Living &od”. Underlying this reference is
the thought that Christ can not fully participate in 
1 69human life to which we have referred previously.
The closest that Irenaeus comes to a reconciliation between
the'Figure of Suffering and the Figure of Glory is to be • 
170found In a later passage, ‘ ^foich is important for this • 
study since it picks up the threads of Justin’s argument 
of Christ’s ’’Two Advents”, ‘ Scriptural proof is adduced 
to 3hxw that Old Testament prophecy foretold the nature of 
Christ’s First Advent, including a citation fromDeutero- .«
16? For the-tradition of Christ disguised in Justin,
Ch. H , n. 118. , . . ■,. / ,
of.
168 Jn. 1:13*
169 • P- 3I<1* r-t r-'r^1D« C1 a "Daw o,
Adv. haer. »TV. ”33. 1 ff.
171 Dial?. 3Ut2cf. 1 21 ,3
A
170
■ • ■' ' ‘A : \ : . 355
Isaiah, but the emphasis here is, on the misunderstanding . 
by the Jews of His true Person. ' This is followed ‘
immediately by the declaration of His Second Coming which 
will be "on the clouds *’^73 "smiting the .earth with the 
Word of His mouth". Thus* the Second Advent shows His 
true power and majesty. • • .
The last passage for our consideration of these prophecies 
of advent provides conclusive evidence that the Word 
did not mean "Servant" to Irenaeus.. It follows later in the 
chapter to which we have just referred, and pertains to the' 
writer’s apocalyptic vision.^^ The loosely quoted words 
from Isaiah f>0:8, "whosoever is judged, let him stand ' 
opposite; and whosoever is justified, let him draw nigh to 
the child^ . of God", are adduced in testimony of God’s ' 
absolute victory and exaltation in the parousia. It Is
? IV, 33*1* citing Isa. 53:7 and 13, Zech. 9:9, et al 
including an interesting identification of Christ pre-*existent , 
with Moses in the account of the destruction of the Amalekites : 
(Ex. 17:11)• The tradition of the Moses-like Prophet, the 
parallel of Moses’ rejection by the people and the rejection 
of Jesus, may be reflected here; cf.'M. Black, "The Servant 
of the Lord and the Son of Man", SJT 6 (1953), PP« 3 ff • ♦ d,
173 Dan. 7:13. . ' • , "'■' X' ■-
^7^ Isa. 11:4_. •
173
176
IV. 33.13. > •
The g.M.r... . ■ ,
Both Harvey and-Stieren- rende-r tho word as puer.
’ -p ■)
• ?'•
. 'i . 
... .
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to be noticed in Irenaeus1 comment following the quotation,
that God and Christ resurrected are synonymous in the
writer’s form of expression, following the unity of the Godhead
that has been dominant in the thought of the treatise: • .
... it is thus indicated that, after His passion . *
and ascension, God shall cast under His feet all '
who were opposed to Him, and He shall be exalted .
above all, and there shall be no one who can be
. justified or compared to Him. 177 
There are several points of interest for our study in the
occurrence of this passage from the Third "Servant Song".
First, it recalls two other usages of the passage which we
have observed in our period, each of which contained certain 
178modifications of the LXX version. ' It will be recalled 
that Barnabas included the explicit reference to the ,
implied In the Septuagint, but the Latin Irenaeus gives puer 
instead of aervus. In addition, instead of reading" errL<r<*zuj
" as in Barnabas, the Greek original of 
Irenaeus apparently emended the expression, omitting reference ,
177 IV. 33*13.
^7® Isa. 50.8-^* o< KfH.VG/^£VOJ C* V ttCTTjJ T /.iOC *
Mt zcj 6 k/> cv6/.i ev of /lot; yzot. (Since it is the
Servant speaking, the added wcu; nuptov found in Barnabas could 
be deduced.).
Cf. Barn, 6.1 .... Ttj or dtKaiov/uvoj crar
'VUJ TT0LL&1 * up LOU, ; ' . ..
In Melito, only the first half of the verse was cited, 
omitting any explicit reference to the
Homily 17*9-10: tc/ & Hpivc^ucvoj rrpQf .
yxot*
A,/* ' . *.
■y, .
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to the wouj, ao that the reading would bej "let him draw 
1 79near to the Lord.H '7 If Houssiau’s theory represents a 
correct version of the original then it is clear that by the 
time of Irenaeus the 7rotj Christology has given way entirely 
to the /rufccf Christology. If the theory is incorrect, we are 
still left with the factor of puer being substituted where we 
would expect to find servus, an indication that the title 
containing the inferior meaning was unacceptable. This 
conclusion will be supported by the examination of a few 
passages where servus occurs.
Contrasting Terms: the Occurrence of ’’servus”• Several 
examples will suffice to show that this term was in distinct 
oortrast to those exalted titles used in a Christologioal 
reference. Quoting from Luke, Irenaeus uses servus in 
rendering the word Jot/A of of Simeon’s prayer:
Simeon . .♦ dixit ’Nunc dimittis servum tuum 
($imeon .«. said ’Now lettest thy servant ...’)
IV. 33*13 /cf. Hv ii 268, In. 16). Houssiau (p. 35 n. 4) 
observed that Kuptoj was substituted for the expression 77ouj 
Kupcou. The latter is implied from the LXX version of Isa. $0:8 
(it is the Servant speaking), but it is explicit^ in Barn. 6.1.
100 III. '16.U (Hv il 8$).
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Believers are called the Lord’s ’servants1, as in the
quotation from the psalms in a later chapter:
181Pilii servorum tuorum inhahitabunt,
(The sons of thy servants dwell-, .♦•)
Of particular interest, are two citations from the Old 
Testament where leaders in Hebrew history are identified as 
the Lord’s servij/« In the first instance, Jonah is called 
a servant of the Lord:
182 'Servus Domini ego sum, •••
(I am. a servant of the Lord, • ••)
In these two .'cases, servus has been used to render dcGAoj 
of the LXX. This last occurrence will illustrate the point 
of contrast in the writer’s interpretation between the • 
position of these persons, and the exalted Christ, the • . 
context being a reference to the sins of men in Israel’s
ancient history who did not recognize the "Wisdom that
• ■ 18 •proceeded directly from the Son of God”: ■
181
r ;• r \ Ot CH.OC
IV. 3.1
xtuv
(Hv ii 131 ),
(fowAwiv <rcu
182
£yuj
' 183
III. 20.1 .(Hv ii 106 
Ct/ti, ...
iv. 27.1. '.•••
in a reference to Ps. 101 (102):29
/cd cr/v 17 v tu<ro Merev « «• .
, citing Jtfnn.i :9: AduAcj
/
Salomon enim servus erat; Ghristus vero 
. ; Filius Dei, et Dominus Salmonis. I8I4. , <
(For Solomon was a servant; (but) Christ :
/is/ truly Son of God, and Lord of Solomon.)
Clearly, the contrast is establiSi edhere between Christ’s 
sovereign status, and that of a personage, however honored
t '
his position may have been among men, who was called 
"Servant" or "Servant of the Lord". Since we have no 
occurrence of the word wacj with the Latin translation of 
servus, but only the use of puer or filius for the term, 
our conclusions as to Irenaeus1 understanding of the word 
zrotj must be guided by these renderings, and by the choice 
of terras in contrast which have been observed. It is 
important to notice that where there was a quotation which 
could be traced in the LXX, the term which servus translated 
was 6ou\oj y and not no?/ .
From these citations, it is clear that the term 3ervus, 
which in the Vulgate of Isaiah 52:13 did render the rr<*lj of 
the LXX, was avoided by Irenaeus where there was explicit 
Christological reference* If 77*01/ was used in the original, 
the context of the occurrences has dictated that there was 
no inferior sense attached to the term. The remaining
- ■ ' . . . 359
18^ Ibid., . (Hv ii. 2l+0).
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P8U33 ages to be examined will be considered as they occur . 
in the respective divisions of Irenaeus1 theology, and we 
will observe with interest the particular renderings of 
important New Testament passages which employ the rroCL$.
God, The Word (= Son), fulfilled His own promise in the
Incarnation. The context of the section -with which we are 
concerned has to do with the threefold conceptions of the 
recognition of God, the unity of God, and the declaration of 
God. Basic to the first of these is the testimony of the 
Gospels, in particular, the witness of the Fourth Gospel. 
Involved in the recognition of God is His physical manifest­
ation (the Word, become flesh) without which there could be 
no salvation. Irenaeus therefore says:
/Deus7 ... promisit, salutarem suum facturum se 
omni carni visibilem, , (a)
Haec enim est salutis agnitio quae deerat eis quae 
est Filii Dei, quam faciebat (b)' Johannes dicens,
’Ecce agnus Dei1, ... /etc.,/ (c)
. sed agnitio salutis erat agnitio Filii Dei., qui • 
et salus, et Salvator, et salutare vere et 
dicitur et est ...
/Quoting Ps. 97:2Z(98:2)’Notum fecit Deus salutare
.. suum in conspectu gentium’. Est enim Salvator 
quidem, quoniam Filius et Verbum Dei; salutare 
autem quoniam Spiritus ... Salus autem, quoniam
■ caro: ’Verbum enim caro factum est, et habitavit •• . ‘ • 
in nobis’. Haric igitur agnitionem salutis faciebat 
Johannes poenitentiam agentibus, et credentibus in 
agnum Dei, qui tollit peccatum mundi. 185
18^ III. 10.2 (Hv ii 3U-36).
(a) This.statement is made In the context of a rhetorical
361
(/God/ ... promised He would make His salvation
: visible to all flesh ,
For this is the knowledge of salvation which is . - 
lacking to them, which is the Son of God, which •
John made public, saying ’Behold the Lamb of /
God’, etc. ... *•
but the knowledge of salvation was the knowledge 
. of the Son of God, who is both called and truly is . .
• /.salvation, Saviour and salutary ... ■. • .
/Quoting Ps. 98:2/ ... ’God has made known His 
salvation in the sight of the heathen’. For He 
is indeed Saviour, as being the Son and Word of . .
’ • God; but salutary since He is Spirit ... But .
>. salvation as being flesh: ’The Word was made ’
flesh and dwelt among us’. Therefore John \ •
imparted this knowledge of salvation to those 
repenting, and to those believing in the Lamb 
of God, who takes away the World’s sin.)
Therefore, the Word made flesh is the fulfillment of God’s
promise that He would make known His salvation. Moreover,
knowledge of salvation is knowledge of the Son of God which 
186Irenae.us illustrates by the Baptist’sintroduction.
185 (con’t)
question which asks who else may reign over the house of 
Jacob for ever except “Jesus Christ our Lord, Son of the 
Most High God, who promised . • * ” ‘
(b) As it stands, the construction scarcely makes sense.
Harvey (p. 35, f,n.3) suggests supplementing the adverb
palam.(palam factum,est, idiomatically, means ’it is public’, 
or ’it is well known’, see L. & S., p. 1291)*
(c) Of. Jn. 1:29 f.. Harvey (p. 36 f.n. 1) observes that
the Syriac expresses priority in point of time for the 
passage which follows (referring to the Lamb antedating the 
Baptist), but the Latin, without reason, makes it the ’
precedence of honour. This is additional evidence that the 
translation accords the highest exaltation to the Son.
186 • 'The subject of knowledge of God is an important part of 
Irenaeus’ understanding of the Atonement. Much of his thought 
on this subject is derived from the Fourth Gospel: see 
Add’1 Note IV. :3. •;
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The writer moves easily into the typical form of identity, when 
having quoted Psalm 97:2 (98:2), he states that He (God) "is 
Saviour, as being the Son and Word of God". The Baptist’s 
introduction contained in the Johannine testimony Is followed 
by the witness of Luke and Mark, with the inclusion of mystic 
reasons for the four Gospels, and the specific assertion 
that the Son declares the Father (who is Invisible).^
It is in this context of the revelation of, God through
Christ which means salvation to those who know Him,
that we encountered two parallel instances of recognition
that are introduced by the assertion: "they know Him to whom 
189the Son reveals Him". 7 The first refers to the recognition 
1 90by Nathaniel, .7 Irenaeus adding that the Israelite
recognized His King, which is followed by the confession 8.
1 91of Nathaniel. The second instance refers to Peter’s
187 III. 11.6.
188 It should be noted that this thought has not only 
prefaced the citations of the speeches from Acts 3 and If., 
but also concludes them: "For this was the Knowledge of 
salvation, which renders those who acknowledge His Son’s 
advent perfect towards God” (III, 12.5, followings the 
testimony of the apostles from Acts).
189
190
191
See Add’l Note IV. 3. 
Jn. 1:li7« •
Jn. 1 :l|.9. :
:rAX'iJfS
S. W .7. ■■
confession, with which curiously, is associated an
important quotation from Irenaeus’ text of Matthew 12:18* '
•A quo et Petrus edoctus, cognovit Christum 
Filium Dei vivi, dicentis: ’Ecce Filius 
meus (a) dilectissimus, in quo bene sensi:
.ponam Spiritum mourn super eum, et judicium '■■■■.■ >
* gentibus annuntiabit ...’192
(By whom also Peter, having been taught, * ,
recognized Christ the Son of the Living God, 
saying: ’Behold my dearly beloved Son, in whom 
I am well pleased: I will put my spirit upon 
Him, and He will proclaim judgement to the 
Gentiles' .. • ’ )
There are several factors of significance to be-noted in 
this•quotation. First, we have cited the context in which 
it occurs, curiously associated with Peter’s- confession 
(which affirms that Christ is the Son of God), but completely 
divorced from the context of the Matthaean citation, where 
Isaiah Ij.2: 1—Ip'is • quoted in the context of Jesus’ withdrawal 
from the multitudes and His command of silence to His followers. 
It will be recalled that the Evangelist records that this 
command was given after healing the man with the withered
' III. 11.6 (Hv ii L|l|. f.).
(a) ” ... Filius meus”: Harvey (ii p. lj.5 f.n. 1) says the 
Greek has o rroCcj /xou (etc.), but this is a Greek rendering 
which in Harvey’s view translated the Syriac, and, it should 
be noted, follows basically the H.T.text.. It should not be 
confused with the Greek original of the adv. haer., which 
is not available for this section,.cf• .StierT i, p• h^6 f.. 
Houssiau, apparently, accepted the Greek as representing the 
original (p. 35 )♦ ’ -
' • «’7 • ->>. «, .
hand in the synagogue. In the New Testament, then, the1 '•'*L.
context has to. do with the One greater than David who is 
here, yQt d-09 9 not announce Himself, It is employed in
* $
precisely the opposite sense by Irenaeus, in connection with 
His recognition by Peter as the Son of God. The sense is 
that this passage provided part of Peter’s instruction, 
enabling him to recognize Christ as the Son of God.
36U .
The use of filius here, as a substitute for ttolLj 
(found in all New Testament manuscripts) is significant, but 
should not be pressed, for Sanday and Turner’s New Testament 
texts of irenaeus show that puer occurred foria number of
manuscripts in Matthew-12:18, although one fourth (or 
possibly, fifth) Century codex had filius / ^3 It is to be 
noted in this connection that the Vulgate (Mt. 12:18) renders 
eooe puer meus, which may have exerted an influence here 
for the preponderance of puer,
Following the quotation, Irenaeus reiterates the 
conception of the unity of the Godhead, found often through­
out the adversus haereses, particularly where citations
193 *See Sanday and Turner, N.T. - Iren., p, 19, cf. p. clxxxiv/'
. ■ v
■ 19h ■On the alternations between filius and puer, see my 
discussion above, p.306f.
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1 99relating to the Old Testament witness occur. In this
same section, the four gospels are mentioned as emphasizing
various aspects of Christ, with John cited first, the words
of John 1:1 being adduced to prove ”His original, effectual 
196-and glorious generation from the Father.” Following «
the reference to the Gospels, Irenaeus summarizes:
Et ipsum autem Verbum Dei, illis quidem qui ante ’ •
•' Moysem fuerunt patriarchis, secundum divinitatem
et gloriam colloquebatur ... post deinde nobis 
homo factus, munlus coelestis Spiritus in omnem 
misit terram, • protegens nos alls suis. 197
(And the Word of God Himself, U3ed to converse 
with the patriarchs who were before Moses, according • 
to His divinity and glory ... afterwards being made 
man for us, He sent the gift of the celestial Spirit 
into all the world, protecting us with His wings.)
Again we have reference to the Word who spoke with the pre* 
Mosaic patriarchs, and who was made man. His divinity and 
glory are affirmed, and we observe with interest the fact 
that Irenaeus speaks of Him who became incarnate as sending 
the Spirit into the world. The Divine unity dominating our 
writerls thought here may be held responsible for this.
Although the Word made flesh could be said to have
199 ■ ■ • •See above, p. 297*
196 III. 11*8
197 ' •- ,Ibid., (Hv ii, Ij.9 f. ) ♦ The Greek is also 'available 
for this reference, see Harvey, loc. cit. J
declared God, the explicit declaration is envisioned by
Irenaeus as occurring after the Lord’s resurrection, and
following the blessing of the Holy Spirit when the apostles
were gathered at Jerusalem* It is at this point that
citations from Acts 3 and i|. occur, which are extremely
important for. our particular Interest in the interpretation
of the rrcTij Gzou. It will be recalled that these chapters
from Acts contain some of the rare instances in which
zrolj occurs in the New Testament as a Christological title.
The primitive character of these passages has been remarked 
198upon, ' and It is uncertain what meaning was understood by 
the evangelist, but the Jewish prayers suggest the earliest 
rendering of ’servant’.
As we have suggested, the context in which the Acts 
quotations occur has to do with Irenaeus’ fundamental 
doctrinal position that maintains a close identity between 
Christ and God, and here asserts that the same God who
ja
1 98 oSee my introduction, pp.l4.8ff.
1 99 So A. Harnack, "Die Bezeichnung Jesu als ’Knecht 
Gottes’" in SAB xxviii, p. 217> M. D. Hooker, p. 108, citing 
the usage of the title for David in Acts lp25;‘ cf. Lk. 1:514., 69/* 
and G. H. C. MacGregor, IB IX, p. 61. However, E. Haenchen 
(following Gewiess), holcls that the writer’s» intended meaning 
in 3s13> 26, is !|Son of God", Die Apostelgesohichte,V1959. 
pp. 165, ' 169; . cf. Gewiess, Die urapostolische<Hellsverktlndigung, 
hach der Apostelgesohichte, 1939, espec. p>/55/ ‘(
promised to send His spirit, is announced by Peter as having
fulfilled His own promise :
, Deus igitur, qui per proplietam promisit missurum 
so Spiritum suurn in humanum genus, ipse.et misit 
ZoV et ipse Deus a Petro annuntiatur, suam 
promissionem adimplesse. 200
(God therefore, who by the prophet promised to 
send His Spirit upon the human race, was both He 
who did send and God Himself announced by Peter, 
having fulfilled His own-promise.
4 * - \
•This introduces Peter’s speech, which, it will'be recalled, 
opens with the reference not to God but to Jesus of 
Nazareth. ^01
Within the quotation that follows there are included the
four references to Jesus, the zratj . Harvey’s text renders 
202the four citations, without exception, by filius.
In the first instance (Acts 3:13) it is God who glorified 
Filius suus > Similarly, the words filius suus are found 
in 3:26, God having raised up ’His Son’. In the next 
quotation, including the references to Acts l|.:27> 30, our 
writer speaks of sanetus fi1lus t uus Je sus, against whom 
the people and the leaders had gathered. It may be stated
367
200■III. 12? 1 (Hv.ii, 53)
201 Acts .2:22 ff.
202 III. 1 2.3--5 (Iiv ii, 55
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then, that in contrast to the more ambiguous designation
puer (which does not exclude the lower meaning) used for
David (Acts i|.:25), we have here the variant form of filius
for all the references to Christ, in our text of the adversus
haereses. This represents a contrast with the rendering of
the Creek New Testament, and illustrates a more rigidly
adopted usage than we find in the Vulgate.3 It may be 
tA 6 j
concluded therefore that Irenaeus preferred the title^(£ilius) 
to the more ambiguous^fpuerj where there was unmistakable 
reference to Christ. This was in keeping with his high 
Christology, that at times expresses actual identity between
203 textus receptus in the Greek for these passages 
gives 7r«?/ iif all four cases referring to Jesus, as well ' 
as in the reference to David. Harnack (p. 217) held that in 
none of these cases was rrcTtj understood by Luke to mean 
nSonn, and he attributed the usage to the old prayer formula.
The Vulgate gives filius for Acts 3*13, 26 .and if:3Q, 
but puer for Acts U:27* Harnack (p. 218), from ah examination 
of the old Latin versions, observed that the original 
translation was always puer, but that at a very early time . 
this was replaced by filius. For example, except for Cod. ■
d and e, Act 3*13 renders filius; only Cod. d. gives puer 
in Acts 3*26. The retention of’ puer referring'to Jesus in 
Acts U*27 is out of accord with this general pattern, which 
Harnack could only explain by noting its proximity to the 
similar title referring to David (Acts lj.:.25), and conjectured 
that the translators. hesitated to change it here.
Except for d7, e, p, and Codex Beza, the Vulgate offers 
filius for Acts if:30.- . •;/' ' '
Cf. the New Testament texts ed. by Sanday & Turner,
N.T. - Iren., pp. 96-97, 99 • . .. .. ' .
God and the pre-incarnate Son, the Word* The identity is 
so established in Irenaeus’ thought, that what is true for 
One may be predicated similarly for the others. It therefore 
was possible for Irenaeus to say that ”... He who did send 
and God Himself is announced by Peter, having fulfilled His 
own promise".2°^
Of particular importance for this study were Irenaeus1 
citations of Matthew 12:18 and the speeches in Acts 3 and ij.. 
We noted with interest that in quoting from Matthew, the
t
Latin Irenaeus rendered the n-«x7j by filius, and that the 
quotation was curiously associated with Peter’s confession 
that Christ is the Son of God, divorced from Its context in 
the Gospel which dealt with the ’’Messianic secret”. In the 
case of the Acts passages, the zza7j in Peter’s speeches was 
rendered without exception by filius, whereas in the original 
the interpretation of ’Servant’ is held by a number of 
commentators. Clearly, whatever rr<*L) may have meant in the 
earlier tradition, by the time of Irenaeus those New 
Testament passages in which it is found were understood 
as referring to the Son of God, and the title was treated 
as a designation in keeping with His exaltation. •
2°U, t2. 1, cited above.
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The Virgin Birth and the Significance of Christ’s
Humanity, In concluding our examination of Irenaeus’ 
interpretation of the rrcClj , we now undertake a more detailed 
examination of the Incarnation, which, indeed, is at the core 
of his doctrine of the Atonement. This analysis will provide 
an important vantage point from which the writer’s Christology 
can be viewed as it is related to our subject, for if he 
believed that the Incarnation was genuine, we must determine 
if this implies any lowering in his view, of Christ’s 
exalted position. We have touche^/Gn this matter briefly in 
our examination of Irenaeus’ use of certain,verses from the 
Kenotic Hymn in-Philippians. There, from the contextual 
evidence adduced, it appeared that the writer found the 
hymn to be an important witness to.the act of the Incarnation, 
but Kenosis seemed to have been regarded as an ontological 
change from divinity to humanity, which was > unacceptable.
Now, however, we must inquire into this matter further.
In the fact of Christ’s human birth, in His■ suffering and 
death, in the Incarnation as a whole, is there implied an 
element of subordination, or lowering of His divine status 
so that He actually stands merely on the level of man?
This is to ask, did the Word-become flesh signify for
j Irenaeus subjugation, even if only temporarily,,of Him
37X ;
who was "with the Father from the beginning"
There are several strands of thought in Irenaeus’
doctrine of the Atonement "which bear on our problem. In
the first place, we have already found that he was at pains 
pn A • <to assert that the Incarnation was genuine. The need
for a strong affirmation against the position of the
Docetists would have been sufficient to warrant this, but the
fact is that Irenaeus1 thought goes deeper than a mere polemic.
Basic to his position is his grasp of "the fundamental truth
of the ’solidarity of humanity1" as Bethune-Baker has pointed 
207out. Individual man does not live in isolation: what one
20man does touches, and is shared by, the totality of humanity.
2°5 IV. 20.7.
206 See, especially, III. 22.1-2; cf. Epid. 38 and 33.
207’ J. F. Bethune-Baker, pp. 333~^U or, expressed with a 
slightly different emphasis: the solidarity of mankind in 
every age resides in men’s common origin in God (Creation), 
and their common destiny (hast Judgement), (V/. Hunger, “Der 
Gedanke der Weltplaneinheit und Adameinheit in der Theologie 
des Iren&us", Scholastik, 19/4.2, pp# 171 ff• • )
208 — iThe Pauline expression of crcvjua., as appliedfco a group
of individuals, meant a living organism. As it rfefers to the 
called (and redeemed) community, this represents a Hebraic 
rather than a Hellenistic derivation, (G. Ernest Wright, The 
Biblical Doctrine of Man in Society, 19/• ©2 3Pec. pp. 81-83.) 
Paul could liken "individuals as being as closely inter- . 
related as the members of the human body (I Cor # . 12:1 2 ff.). 
In Christ Jesus, theyare one person (Gal. 3:28). Moreover,
Hence, it is not that Adam’s sin becomes unjustly the
legacy of the human race, nor that Adam only ’typifies’
man (although this comprises a part of the conception), ■
but rather that Adam’s sin is our sin:
For in the first Adam we stumbled, not doing 
His command; but in the Second Adam we were 
reconciled, showing ourselves obedient unto 
death. 210
As Adam is the representative of the human race in its 
vanquished condition, so Christ represents humanity in its : 
victorious condition* However, Christ is not solely the 
Victorious Man, He also follows the path of ’Vanquished Man’
372
208 (con’t)
he speaks of the worshipping community as the <zu?yu<x tgv 
X^urcoD (I Cor. 10:1 6-1 7) > thus, corporately, they are member s | 
of the body who share in Christ ’s sacrificial act, but also in 
its benefits. In this respect the Hebraic concept of the 
community incorporate in its leader doubtless had an influence,; 
see n. 228.
If we follow Paul (cf. Hom. 5*12 ff.) this is not a • • 
theory of seminal transmission, but rather the realistic • 
acknowledgement of the fact that after the Fall, man is not ; 
born into a ’neutral’ society, but a society that is basically^ 
inimical. Thus, the doctrine of original sin holds not that 
humanity is dealt an ’’injustice”. on account of Adam’s fault, 
but rather that one man’s sin forever taints human society >
as a whole, and that what is true for Adam,is true for all 
of mankind, (see C. H. Barrett, From First Adam to Last, 1962, 
pp. 19-20). . • ’ • ' ;
210 Adv, hasp. V. 16.2, cf. II. 33.2. . ' . j
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but instead of suffering Adam’s defeat, he. has overcome 
211it. Therefore it is appropriate that Christ was born
”of the substance of flesh from a human being”,and that
He has walked the human path in its entirety that every man 
21 3must walk. < The conception bears an interesting reflection 
to Paul’s understanding of Christ as the great representative 
of the human race, in whom are summed up all its ripe
P1 11experiences as they were contained seminally in Adam. % 
Expressed in another way, the relationship between Christ 
and Adam could be apprehended typologically: Adam is the 
tvTzo; cJJ yueAXovTo;. in this sense, Christ both
yfingren offers that when Jesus lived, He therefore 
lived the humanity of Adam that God created, not of the 
Adam who was defeated, (p. 102).
21 2 ’III. 22.1: Irenaeus adds that if He were not born of .
the flesh, ”He did no great thing in what H© suffered or 
endured” (cf. I. Cor* 1^:21), thus the Ward ’’recapitulates 
in Himself His own creation11 (citing Gal. Ipl}. in testimony 
that God sent His Son, made of woman).
III. 18.6. G. Wingren (p. 86), commenting on the 
•’’natural endowments” in Jesus Christ, observes ’’according to 
Irenaeus, there is not a single part of humanity lacking in 
Him,” cf. adv. haer. III. 31 • 2, V. 1.2, etc.
Cf., for example, Rom. 5:12-21; I Cor. 15-20-22; see n.2
"A type of the Man. to come", as C. K. Barrett translates' 
Rom. (p. 92), When a ’’type” of the Hew Car enant is seen-
in the Old, Irenaeus maintains it contains a reference of 
what is to come, but this in no way destroys' the uniqueness 
of the Incarnation, (Wingren, p. 73 cfi f.n. 89*).
’ 216accomplishes, and restores what had been done by Adam. •
Thus the writer can say:
Ostendimus enim, quia non tunc coepit Filius
d3@, existens semper apud Patrem: sed quando /
incarnatus est, et homo factus, longam hominum
expositionem in seipso recapitulavit, in . . ,■£
compendio nobis salutem praestans, ut quod 
perdideramus in Adam, id est, secundum imaginem 
et similitudinem esse Dei, hoc in Christo Jesu >
reoiperomus. 217 •
(For we have shown, that the Son of God did not 
then /italics mine.7 originate, since He exists •
always with the Father; but when He was incarnate, 
and made man, he summed up in Himself the long-roll 
of humanity, securing for us all, comprehensively, 218 
salvation, so that we should recover in Christ Jesus 
what we lost in Adam, that is, /a nature/ according 
to the image and likeness of God.)
Christ is Adam restored, that is, Adam as he was to be in ;
. 37U ;■}
J. Danielou (From Shadows to Reality, pp. 30-37)> 
accepting Eph. 1:10 as genuine, considers Irenaeus’ Adamic 
typology to derive from Paul, but cf. F. hoofs, ’’Theophilus 
von Antiochen adversus Marcionem und die anderen theologischen ; 
Quellen bei IrenMus” (TU U:1, 1930), who held that Irenaeus1 
recapitulatio was not related to Ephesians. • •
j ' ;
III. 18.1 (Hv ii 95), Bethune-Baker adds a notation ■ 4 
that the thought of recapitulare, recapitulatio,x applied in 
this way to Christ provides the chief clue to the full 
conception of Irenaeus, both as to the Incarnation and as 
to the Atonement, ’’The doctrines are one . and the same: the j; 
Incarnation effects the Atonement, It brings to completion 
the.original Creation, and is its perfecting as much as its 
restitution,” (p. 33U, f»n. 2.).
218 ‘I have so rendered in compendio; 
which is balanced together” (L & S, p. 
loo, cit., f.n.
literally: ”in that 
387 f.)• Cf. Harvey,
the economy of God. Further, as Wingren has observed, . -
"the miraculous birth of our Lord testifies ... to his 
21 9connexion with Adam", that is, to His humanity in 
the sense that it is the restoration of the True Adam.
It is interesting that Irenaeus uses the title "Son of 
Man" in this connection, which appears to be related to 
the Pauline concept of Christ as the True Adam, but it will
be recalled that Paul avoided "Son of Man" as a title
221designating Christ. The evidence of Irenaeus1 use of
the title in relational ip to the recapitulatio of the '
original creation is clear from the following quotation:
This, therefore, the Word of God was made '
/referring to His being made man/, recapitulating 
in Himself His own creation; and on this account 
does He confess Himself the Son of Man ... 222
• 375
G. Wingren, p. 96, cf. p* 97* See adv.haer. III. 21.10.
220 Cf. III. 19.2: the miraculous birth was not by human 
will of Him who "is the Son of Man, this is Christ, the Son' . 
of the Living God;" also, III. 19*3: ’’He, therefore, the
Son of God, our Lord, being the Word of the Father, and the 
Son of Man, since He had a generation as to His human 
nature from Mary •
221 For Pauline reference to Christ as the Last Adam, and 
related to the Son of Man figure, see S. E. Johnson, "Son of 
Man", IDB III, espec. p. [0 6.
On this whole subject, see M. Black, "The Pauline 
Doctrine of the Secondkdam", S JT 7 (195^), pp. 170-9; and 
cf. C. K. Barrett, From First"Tdam to Last, pp* 76-103.
^^.III.' 22.1, following with quotations of Mt. 5*5,
Gal. Ipli., and Rom. 1 :3,
. *<
On another occasion, Son of Man is identified with the * J
Heavenly Man apocalyptic figure of Daniel 7:13:
Then too is this same individual beheld as the • • .
Son of Man, coining in the clouds -of heaven, 
and drawing near to the Ancient of Days, and 
receiving from Him all power and glory, and a • . -
kingdom. 223
Principal Black has pointed out that the Son of Man concept 
of primitive Jewish Christian tradition was the bridge between? 
the Man Jesus and the Lord Jesus, and further that the phrase 
from the Kenotic Hymn of Philippians cup c eelj co; ,
oiv3p^noj is traceable to the text of the Daniellic passage.
If Irenaeus thought of Son of Man as a Ghristoiogical
reference depicting both the Lord’s miraculous human birth J 
as well as the apocalyptic Figure whose kingdom is established^ 
eternally, it may be seen that the divinity and humanity of '•>
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IV. 20.11, following with a quotation of Dan. 7:1^» .•
For a comparison of Justin’s use of the Son of Man Figure,- * 
see Oh. II.- pp.l8lj.ff. /
M. Black, ’’The Son of Man Problem in Recent Research 
and Debate”, BJRL 1^:2 (1963)> p# 315 citing passages 
in the Fourth G-ospel, as well, that employ the verb uy-CuVriveu. 
referring to Christ’s exaltation. This term, along with
, occurs in the LXX rendering of Isa. 52:13# and 
Dr., Black poses the question of whether we have here the 1
original foundation in the O.T.- of the Christology of the 
suffering and exalted Servant of the Lord, (p. 316, f.n. 1.)*
4
Christ are not two separate and opposed conditions. '* /v
In like manner, man and God are not fundamentally opposed •
* ’ . ■ . ‘ 226 ' • " '■in his thinking. Therefore the Incarnation restores *
what should have been true for the original creation: 
the.urfcroken relationship between God aid His creatures. I
Thus, the Incarnation both symbolizes and is the; embodiment of| 
this unity to a perfect degree: humanity and divinity are • 
united in Christ. - .. . •
The importance of recapitulatio for this perception of . 
our writer can be appreciated. It may be that to some i
extents the roots of the thought derive from the ancient
■ ■ ' • ‘ . 2P8Jewish concept of the community incorporate in its leader. "j
• ■ ' ... ■ . • • . ‘ / 377 ;’v'|
22^ III. 19.2; III. 20.U? HI. 21.1;: "The Holy Spirit • 
has pointed out ... His birth from a Virgin, and "His '
essence, that He is God (for the name Emmanuel indicates 
this); and He shows that He is man .. cf. V.* 17*3- 
G. Wingren remarks: ’’Irenaeus does not rega? d the divinity, 
and the humanity of the.Incarnation as being.mutually 
exclusive concepts,” (pp. 10£-6.). •/
226 ‘G. Wingren, pp. xiii-xiv.
227 ~1 For Irenaeus salvation bestowed by Christ is a
’’return to the natural condition of human life”, Wingren, 
p. 128.
Perhaps the cle arest exposition of the Hebraic concept 
of ’’corporate personality” was given by H. Wheeler Robinson, 
Religious Ideas of the Old Testament, p. 87 f.,* and 
Insp if at ion and;Revelati on in the 01d Test ament,<pp♦ 7 Q-7 > 
The concept included a sense of the ’’true representation” •
• ?v. * * K
v
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It certainly is by way of the Pauline expression of the 
redeemed community living "in Christ” that we can comprehend 
the depth of Irenaeus1 thought of recapitulation. It is to 
bring together that which was unnaturally separated, that 
Christ summed in Himself the ’long roll of humanity'.
Because Christ is God as well as man, man's true semblance, 
which is the slmilitudo Dei, is restored. Thus, from man's 
point of view, the Incarnation may be apprehended both
228 (con't)
of a people in their leader, so that the leader's sin was 
the people's sin, and his glory was their glory. For 
other literature on this subject, see J. Pedersen, Israel 
III-IV, p. 78 f., A. R. Johnson, The One and the Many in the 
Israelite Conception of God, pp. 1-137 &hd 0.' R. Worth,
The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah, pp. 103-110,
202-207.
Related to the Messianic concept, T. V/. Manson, The 
Serv an t Messiah, p. 7^> offered the succinct observation: 
’’Were' the tendency to think of the social group as a /
single organism ('one flesh') is powerful, there is often 
also a strong tendency to see the corporate personality 
as embodied or expressed in an individual .... It is 
at this point that the transition from Son of man as • a 
name for the people of the saints of the Most High 
/recalling the Daniellic apocalyptic Figure? to Son of ./• ;
man as a messianic title becomes possible”. . /
As Harnack observed, DG II, Eng. tr., p. 238, and 
acknowledged influence on the writer by Ephesians, Romans 
and Galatians.
As to whethe r 
’’pristine unity” or 
into a final unity,
EGT III, p. 260 f.
restoration of unity with God.
this meant the recovery of an original 
the gathering of objects now apart 
see S. D. F. Salmond on Eph. 1:10 in 
In either case, the final result meant
objectively and subjectively: Christ inoarn^te has ‘ mani­
fested the true image of God, but He also re-established - 
the true, original similitude of man, ”assimilating him 
to the invisible Father by means of the visible Word.” 
Objectively, we behold the visible Word, this is the 
Incarnation; subjectively,' we are gathered and restored, 
completing the original creation, this is the Atonement.
This completes the relationship of the physical creation
to mankind’s redemption. The end leads to the beginning, 
pqp ■ ••as Bousset suggests, < but only in the sense that the true 
end of mankind is God; therefore the world, the; universe,
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V. 16,26; cf. V. 16.2a (Hv ii, 367): autem hoc
Verbum ostensum est, quando homo Verbum Dei factum est, . 
seme tip sum homini, et hominem sibimetipsi ass imi Ians, ut 
per earn quae est ad Filium similitudinem, prebiosus homo 
fiat Patri.”. ■ ■ '<
(...so this Word was manifested when the Word of God = 
wa/tf made man, assimilating Himself to man, and mancto 
Himself, so that by means of this similitude /italics mine/ 
to the Son, man might become precious to the Father.).
Cf. J. F. Bethune-Baker1 s comment (p. 33h> n.2), which 
regards the Incarnation as essential in effecting the - 
Atonement. ”It brings' to completion the original creation, 
and is its perfecting.as much as its restitution”, which'is / 
included in Irenaeus1 recapitulatio. • *
W. Bousset, Ky r i o s Christos, 1921, p, 356, held that
recapitulatio- comb ined evolution”with supernatural inter­
vention^ WeTmight question the reference to evolution, but . 
what is clear in the thought of Irenaeus is that the / .
Atonement is God’s Act, as creation and humanity are part
of this act, that' is expressed personally in Jesus, but is 
cosmic in its effects. ' . - * , * >' .
man, and all that relates thereto, arises in God and finds 
its ultimacy in Him,
As to the means of man’s redemption, there is no develop­
ment in Irenaeus1, thought of the idea of ransom paid to the
the ransoming of the soul was the Wtord acting with sheer 
power in bringing the soul back from its condition of 
estrangement. This‘power was not applied with naked-force 
on the individual, but with persuasion that would not 
infringe on the principle of justice, and individual free­
dom. To achieve the end for which he was destined by God, 
man must render perfect obedience. Whereas Adam through 
his disobedience became a debtor to God, Christ through 
obedience, even to the Cross, reconciled man to God,^
233 This error in Origen’s thought was followed by Gregory 
of Nyssa as well as Gregory Thaumaturgus, cf. Bethune-Baker,' 
p. 336 f. On the trace of the idea in V. 1.1, it is acknow­
ledged that the writer took seriously man’s bondage in sin, but 
he does not dwell on any compensation paid to Satan, who 
has no right to it, sL nee he has taken what is not his own,
(V. 2.1). Cf. Harnack, p. 290.
The obedience of Christ, the True Mai , recalls 
Rom. 5:19; cf. adv. haer. III. 18.7*
;:w?
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Por Christ’s Lordship to have existed even at the 
Crucifixion seems„a contradiction, but as Wingren”
- ' ■ • , • ’-5
observed, Irenaeus held that His dominion is revealed, yet 
hidden, in this final act of His passion.2^ Even when 
Christ submits;to the Crucifixion the government ‘ is upon 
His shoulders.2^ The Word of Cod governs all things, was 
made visible, and yet hung upon the tree, to sum all-things 
in Himself.2^?. • 1 -
We have discussed in some detail Irenaeus’ thinking -in 
regard to the Atonement. It was seen that the Incarnation • 
was viewed as the comple tion of the original creation, 
indispensible in effecting the Atonement. Moreover* Christ 
Inoarnate is at once the manifestation of Cod and’the 
restoration of True Humanity. In this sense, "True Humanity 
was viewed as man in the similitude of Cod, the natural 
condition in which he was destined to be by the Creator. 
Clearly, while this doctrine combines the divine and human 
in Jesus Christ, the ’human element’ infers'no degree of 
lowering or subjugation, for, ideally, it was humanity in
G. Wingren, p. 137-8. S 
II. l|3.1.
Epi-d. 56 (of. Isa. 9:6)j 
237 V. 18.3.:" •:
ee Epid. 62 and cf. adv. haer.
adv. haer. V. 18.2 ? ‘
».»» - • -3,
2• . *■' 
•the state of perfection. In addition, while accepting 
the truth of His‘Crucifixion, there is no diminishing of 
Christ’s exalted status. Indeed, it is by this Mighty 
Act that the extent of His power is made manifest: the 
Power that overcame evil and death. . ‘ .
Irenaeus’ thinking on the Atonement represents a care­
fully wrought out conception, based on many of the great 
thoughts expressed by Paul and the Synoptic writers.: It 
sought an expression.of the divine and human elements in 
Christ incarnate, but avoided the concept of Servant as. 
having achieved its greatest expression in the way of . 
the Cross. .
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C < Summary
In our examination of the Christological aspect of 
Irenaeus1 theology, we found an emphasis in maintaining the 
essential unity of the Godhead, while at the same time the 
writer asserted Christ’s pre-existence and active power 
by way of his exposition of the Logos doctrine. Because 
of the Word’s true divinity (which meant the true divinity 
of the Son pre’-existent, incarnate, and resurrected), and - 
because he accepted the monotheistic princip^tf, Irenaeus 
could predicate equally activity of the Son, they Word, or 
the Father. Thus, the title tfeo; could apply to Christ 
functionally,' or to His true identity, following Ignatius,
h\\
;• 3°3
although as with the earlier writer it cannot he proved 
to have been used in an absolute sense. Illustrations 
of equivalent predication of the Father and Son were 
found also, in designating both by the term "Lord”, and by 
an interesting usage of Philippians 2:11. Here, confession 
is made to Christ the Judge, instead of giving the Hew 
Testament sense of the confession that Christ is Lord to 
the glory of God. ' - .
Related to the Logos doctrine, Irenaeus’ acceptance of 
the divine unity was in contrast with Justin1s "Second-God"
4-J
■v
r-formulation, necessitated by the apologist’s speculation 
e
on God as utterly transcendent and the consequent need , 
for a mediator with the material world. However, like 
Justin, Irenaeus saw the activity of Christ, the Word, 
manifest in theophanies recounted in the Old Testament, 
witnessing to the exalted position of the Logos * All of 
this pertains to the writer’s high Christology and 
illustrates a theological presupposition that would 
affect the writer’s interpretation of ttouj as a 
Christological title.
Since our-analysis was based on the Latin translation' 
of the adversus haereses, word studies of the various 
renderings of were of primary interest. Although
the trans la tion is generally regarded as a faithful
2(<'
v-;,
' __ _ - < ' _ • ■ L_
rendition of the original, the possibility of influence 
of the translator’s theological bias cannot be ruled out, ' 
accordingly, the context of quotations was of comparable ■<;
importance as a guide to the writer’s original intent♦ ®
A quotation from Deutero-Isaiah was cited where puer . ’
rendered 7r<x?j , in contrast with the Vulgate, which at . /
this point used servus. Although the quotation occurred 
outside of the ’’Servant Songs” there is no indication that \ 
the "Songs” were separate from the remainder of the
prophecy in Irenaeus’ time, and the quotation was clearly 
a Christological reference. Further, the context did not 
imply subordination, having to do with the Father and Son’s 
mutual interdependence. We compared this with Irenaeus’
* <xs o. s uba+ifu'ta’ -foi'
consistent use of? ffiliusj to trans late- rroCtj in the Acts 3 and
. iv» ‘H-xe. Utt'Hvx -V r-av\i\ci'Viflv, >
I4. passages, and noted the trendAfrom a ervus to puer to
filius, where the concern to avoid ambiguity seemed to be 
exerting progressively greater influence in passages that 
were unmistakably a Christological reference.. The Acts 
passages were dealt, with in more detail in our later 
discussion of references having to do with advent of Christ.
A wide variety of passages were considered that related 
to the true divinity of Christ, the Word. In the context 
of this emphasis on His divinity, we encountered references < 
to the Kenotic Hymn of Philippians, specifically, verse 8
----------- 1 < •• 51 < ' '
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of the second chapter of this epistle. In all three 
cases, the phrase "he humbled himself’1, occurring in 
the original, was omitted. When this is considered in - 
the light of the primitive character of the Hymn, and 
the inclusion of the phrase in the original, it is . clear, 
that we have Important evidence of a theological reinter­
pretation in respect to the person of Christ, Emphasis
on divinity Is obscuring the essence of Kenosis: 
that Jesus, the incarnate Lord, has freely offered 
His life for the benefit of man, "taking-the form of 
a slave to suffer death on a cross. If, as some
scholars maintain, the Servant doctrine was imposed by ; 
the Church, we are left without explanation of why, after 
one generation, it should have reversed itself, now to 
deny a servant Christology.
Among those passages that gave equivalent expression to 
the identity, between Christ incarnate, the Word and God 
the Creator, we cited'the interesting usage of Deuteronomy 
28:66. The passage was useful in Melito’s Homily for 
expressing the typological relationship between the Old 
and New Dispensations, but here it was employed to justify 
the unity between the "Pounder and- Creator, the Word" and 
the Redeemer who was hanged upon the tree.
A similar identity between Christ pre-existent, the 
Word, and God was expressed in the activity of creation. 
Here, the Divine Logos was regarded as the Mediator in
the creation of the material universe. As distinct from 
the Philonic Logos, conceiving of an ancient inanimate . ' 
Power that stands between the Self-Existent and His world, 
which bore some reflections in Justin’s speculation, 
Irenaeus assumed a Biblical understanding of Christ’s 
pre-existence, and the Logos’ activity follows from this 
■assumption. Indeed, the concept of Schdpfungamittler is 
correlated in our writer’s thinking between God’s 
providers e in the redemption of man and the completion 
of His creation. The essential continuity of the divine 
act that created the material world and redeemed mankind 
is thereby at once expressed and fulfilled in the person 
of the Word, Christ pre-existent, who became incarnate.
In all respects, this is a revealing of G-od and His saving 
love. Likewise, this view asserts that matter is not 
alien to God or His purposes (against the Gnostics); 
redemption, therefore, has a cosmological as well as a 
personal aspect. In contrast, however, with earlier 
writers 3uch as Clement and Barnabas, where emphasis on 
the cosmic Christ tends to obscure His personal relation­
ship to mankind, Irenaeus here strikes a balance between 
cosmology!and soteriology. The Wo?d active in creation 
can never be separated from the Word who became incarnate 
effecting the Atonement. As some commentators have , 
observed, the Incarnation is therefore the expression in.
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time of an eternal relationship that exists in the -
Godhead* That this oneness is extended to mankind is 
part of the truth and the necessity of His Incarnation*
This speaks in the highest terms of the goodness of the •" 
Creator* For our particular interest, this aspect of 
Irenaeus* theology illustrates the exalted position of . ,
the Logos, but also shows the concern for a genuine . -
Incarnation; yet he still avoided expressing. Christ1s 
humanity through the figure of the Servant. . ■
In our concluding section on Irenaeus1 Christology, we 
considered the Incarnation as essential to the Atonement, 
completing the creation, and the related prophecies of Christ’s 
human advent* Where references from Deutero-Isaiah were cited, 
they invariably occurred within the context of the writer’s 
assertion of Christ’s sovereign status* The frequency of 
citations from this prophecy affirmed the importance of 
the texts, but the context in which they were employed. . • , .
demonstrated' an unwillingness to think in terms of a 
Servant Christology. A citation of Acts 8:32, with its 
reference to Isaiah 53?7, 8, omitted the phrase. expressing •' 
the Lord’s humiliation, and followed it with the explicit 
confession that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, placed 
in the mouth of the Eunuch. A reference to Christ’s \
suffering is ’ cited only to give emphasis to the true . • :
identity of the One who suffered: it was ’’Christ the ?
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Son of the Living God’\ At this point it was clean 
that suffering was unrelated theologically to ■’
substitutionary Atonement. It was not the Christ 
despised and rejected, who has borne our-chastisement 
in His voluntary act of self-abasement, rather the 
emphasis consistently is on Christ glorified.
Traces of the Two Advents doctrine, ;h ich was stressed 
in Justin, were found, and like Justin the emphasis is 
placed on Christ’s Second Advent, which demonstrates His
true authority. This was justified with citations from
• • , , . , , . the, Lout vv\
vision of the writer^rendered rratj by puer
zDaniel 7 and the Messianic prophecy of Isaiah It. 
quotation from the Third Servant Song in an apocalyptic 
The
citation of this text recalled its earlier usage by 
Barnabas which included the word rroCij , and a similar 
reference found in Melito, but the Homily omitted explicit 
reference to the rrotij. In addition, Irenaeus gave a 
quotation of-Matthew 12:18, with its reference to Isaiah
"4* he. Lcu4-m*. rv-evi«.«-tvr r TTtdj few I <kf.
1^2:1, where fillw1 fat uood fro rondor , In contrast' . 
with the, Vulgate’s rendering of puer, which was* cited - 
previously." This passage was particularly important 
on account of its curious association with Peter’s a
confession of Christ as the Son of God in its context
'j
i-. ?„
■hka
i A
in the adversus haereses, which is practically- the exact
y.i ■4
•a- '• 1 ■ ' ,
opposite of the context surrounding the citation in the •• 
New Testament. There it justifies Christ ’ s command of ; ; 
silence to His followers by an association with the .' • 
Servant figure who avoids self-aggrandizement.
Similar to theuse.of filius in the Matthean quotation 
wa3 its^ccurrence in all four instances in the quotation 
of Peter’s speech in Acts 3 and I|., where was a reference 
to Christ. It will be recalled that the Vulgate alternated 
between puer and filius, so that here again the Latin 
Irenaeus gives evidence of a fixed form that excluded the 
possibility of a lower connotation. Likewise, the term 
filius was in contrast to the Lord’s rraij , David, which 
was rendered by puer. The examination of other usages in 
contrast showed that our writer had no hesitation in 
referring to Old Testament hero figures by the term servus, 
which translated <F©oA©j in the nXX. The context in which 
the Acts passages occurred was as a witness to Irenaeus’ • 
position that it was Christ who sent His Spirit into the 
world, as proclaimed by Peter. Here, as elsewhere,
Irenaeus counters adoption Christology with the strongest 
possible assertion of His pre-existence: Christ was He 
who did promise and who in His Incarnation fulfilled this 
promise. . • ' . . '
In those passages, related to the Atonement, .Christ- is
found to be at once the true revelation of God, and the 
restoration of True Humanity. In this sense, ’True 
Humanity1 was viewed as man in the similitude of God, 
the natural condition of his destiny by the Creator. 
Accordingly, while Christ became human to actualize and 
gather in Himself all humanity, this does not mean 
reduction of His. position, for it is perfect humanity 
that appears at the Incarnation. Rather than Inferring 
a lowering of the person of our Lord this amounts to an 
elevation of humanity. In addition, while asserting the 
reality of the Crucifixion, even at this point Christ’s 
true power is manifested as the Power which overcame 
evil and death.
The frequent citations from Deutero-Isaiah attest that 
this scripture was valued by our writer. However, the 
connection between, the understanding of Christ’s person 
and work and the Figure of the Servant whose voluntary 
self-abnegation and vicarious suffering is effective in 
redemption has been lost. The preservation of Isaianic 
testimony, and some important New Testament passages 
referring to it ha^been preserved in form, but the 
theological content of this connection has been 
obscured. In fairness to Irenaeus, the heretical . 
tendencies of the time must be taken into account.•
, The Ebionite heresy of Jewish Christianity which denied 
Christ's divinity, and the more iniquitous influence of 
a wide variety of redeemer myths circulating in gnostic 
circles had to be countered by a strong assertion of 
Christ's uniqueness and true divinity. It was part of 
the merit of our writer's thought that this' divinity 
was always affirmed in the context of a monotheistic - 
understanding of the Cod whose creation and
providence were known in Jewish history. • Avoiding 
speculation that could give a philosophic explanation 
to the history of revelation, Irenaeus was essentially 
an interpreter of religious views. As suchphe was 
perhaps the most considerable Biblical theologian* of ■ 
the age.
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Chapter IV - Additional Notes
IV. 1. An understanding of Irenaeus’ development of the 
theme of aw/re^A«^q - recapitulatio is fundamental to 
an appreciation of his view of the Atonement• •- Considering 
the etymology of the term, we may note in particular the 
classical usage in Quintilian 6.1 cited by S. D. P. Salmond 
in his discussion of Efch. 1:10 (EOT III, p. 261), where the 
noun is explained as rerum repetitio et congregatio. The 
Pauline (accepting Ephesians" as autHentic) derivation is 
clear in Irehaeus (cf. adv. haer. III. 16.6), and we may 
trace the term to Eph. 1:10, but the concept is enunciated 
by Paul in various ways, cf. Rom. 5s12-21; I Cor. 15s22,
H5-It has to do with the final ingathering of humanity 
in Christ: the accomplishment of tho des-tiny- in the •
of G-od, ofxorigiii^lly created man. /.
In discussing Adam and Christ in Irenaeus’theology,
Pere Jean Danielou observes: "the Adamic typology, broadly 
enunciated by St. Paul, finds its fullest development in 
St. Irenaeus," (Prom Shadows to Reality, p, 30)* To 
Danielou, this theme "of the Adamic typology is expressed 
in Irenaeususe of recapitulatio. In Paul, parallelism 
between Adam and Christ bore the two-fold aspect of both 
accomplishment and restoration of what had been done by 
Adam. In hi3 original state, man was created in the 
imago Dei and the similltudo Dei. By the former, ; Irenaeus 
referred to man’s reason and free will, by the latter he 
meant endowment of the Spirit (adv. haer. III. 23.*5)* The 
Spirit endowment does not refer to righteousness, rather 
he was but the creature of God (see J. N. D. Kelly, Early 
Christian Doctrines, p. 171 f.)< Where we refer to the 
’perfection of design,• which necessarily is distinguishable 
from perfection in actuality. The two are brought together 
in the theme of r e c ap i t ul at io, which signifies-the reunion 
of all; things ^in Christ in the fullness of time. The 
summary ( e 0<£x<x<ov) is a resumption of the. original 
creation, but also its restoration, surpassing the original 
work in accomplishing it (Danielou, loo, cit.). Danielou 
held that recapitulat1o "expresses the fact that Christ 
is the ’head.’ (> t ) of the new (<xv« ) creation" (p. 37)*
However, Salmond traces the verb not to • 
but to h e4>& Aouo^ (loc. cit.; of. Bauer, p. H31 )
which stresses not summing under a head, but gathering- in 1
Christ. This accords with Paul’s -redeemed man being "in 
Christ". If we refer to the tou rrhtjpuywzoi zujv Ka-tpGjv j
at the first of the verse (Eph. 1:10), the significance is
4
5
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V;"■s’. found In that: the ultimate in-gathering in Christ occurs 1
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IV.1 (con’t)
as a definite part of God’s plan, in accordance with His 
providence, cf. Dial. JLp^> 120; adv. haer, I. 10; ?c> Cels. II.9
All men participated in Adam’ s deed ,(adv, haer.f. TS^3), 
and in,Adam,„ wilful man suffers the consequences (V. 34*2). 
But Christ is the "Second Adam" (V. 16,3), and recapitulates 
the first event, in its entirety, gathering the dispersed 
peoples dating back to Adam (III. 21.10; III. 22.3). In 
the Incarnation, Christ summarizes in Himself the whole 
long sequence of mankind, including Adam (III. .1 &, 1; ’ 
cf. II. 22.ip; Kelly, p. 173)* • .
We have;referred to J. P. Bethune-Baker’s statement that. 
recapitulatlo.is the clue to understanding the-relationship 
of the Incarnation to the Atonement. As he puts it, "the 
Incarnation effects the Atonement", bringing to completion, 
the original creation, and perfecting its restitution 
(Early History of Christian Doctrine, p. 33U> f.n. 2).
N. D. kelly (p. 173) warns against the acceptance of 
such a statement as misleading, and cites the central fact 
of Christ’s perfect obedience even to the Cross, effecting 
Man’s restitution (p. 1 7/j., cf. adv. haer. III. 21.10;
IV. 1/1.1; IV.-17.1-5; v. 16.3; V. 17.1, etc.). However, 
the two viewpoints are not mutually exclusive/ and when 
Bethune-Baker-affirms the connection between Incarnation 
and Atonement he clearly refers to the Incarnation In its t 
entirety, citing the fact of Christ’s obedience’to the 
extent of the death on the Cross as effecting man’s 
righteousness, and destroying the power of death (Bethune- 
Baker, p. 335* citing Rom. 5:19 and Heb.-2:lJi; cf. adv, haer. 
III. 18.7; III. 21.10).
Re cap itula15.o must retrace its steps over the course of 
the first creation to restore and elevate it (I. Danieiou, 
p. Z]4, cf. Epid. 31-33). Recapitulatio is the> accomplish­
ment of God’s plan of salvation, an accomplishment within 
history, in a time sequence, but not an episode-’ isolated - 
to a particular point of time (G. Wingren, Man and the , . ..
Incarnation, p. 81).- Christ must have a complete human ‘ > 
history to accomplish this, His biography is not:, that of ■ 
a "cosmic aeon swooping to earth for awhile, but never 
identifying itself with humanity11 ( J, Pelikan,:.. The Shape 
of Death, p. 102 f.). Yet this utterly individual 
historical person must contain within Himself the common 
history of mankind. His history is His alone, but in this 
history one sees, one’s own; His death is His alone, but 
by it comes our crucifixion unto life (cf. Rom.c6:6, -
Gal. 2:20, and see*also adv. haer. III. 23*6-7;F•V. 16.3; 
the concept, was dramatized in the play by R.; H. vWard, f ' • '
The Figure on the Cross , see espec. p. ■ 2o)-.With his 
exposition of • recapit ulatio, Irenaeus has/graspedfthe ■
■"4-
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IV.1 (con,’t)’<
concurrence of both the unique and the universal in 
Christ.
IV.2. The question of his doctrinal system'has occupied 
writers for .more than a century. The first., of these, L. 
Dunker, envisaged IrenaeusT doctrinal system as a coherent 
unity in which his Christology occupied the center, with 
Johannine (“theological") and Pauline (’’anthropological11) 
conceptions merging in its formation, (Pea heiligen Irenaeus 
Chris tologie- im Zusammenhang mit dessen theoiogisohen und
anthrop o 1 o g i a chen Cr undl ehr en, 1 6~U3r*
Since Dunker, a number of writers have contested the 
"systematic” character of the adv.haer:
H. Ziegler, Irenaeus der Bischof von Lyon. Bin Beitrag 
zur Entstehuhgsgeschiohte der altkatholischen Kir Che, 1671, 
found contradiction in Irenaeus1 dogmatic ideas. - -He
regarded Irenaeus1 thought not as representing:a personal 
system, but as a reflection of the common doctrine of the 
Church. Ziegler was concerned with the birth of the ancient 
Catholic church, and therefore centered his study on the 
ecclesiastical problems of the period, in particular the 
Ebionite and Gnostic heresies. A. Harnack, Lehrbuch der 
Dogmenges chi chte 1 :l|., 1909, pp. 550 ff., suggested a 
syncretistic approach. To Harnack, it would not be true 
to the thought of Irenaeus to construct a solid theological 
system. Rather, Harnack felt that the bishop was bringing 
together streams of contemporary thought: Western (Roman) 
tradition, evidence from the primitive Jewish and Christian 
literature, apologetic interests, a contrast between 
gnostic and Christian Ideas of salvation, and primitive 
eschatological hopes. There are passages suggesting that 
all of these elements may be found at some place in the 
massive adv. haer., but it is wrong to suggest that Irenaeus1 
Cfi Harnack’scentral position is dictated by syncretism.
PCt II (Eng. tr.), p. 263, where Irenaeus’ Christology is 
viewed as occupying a middle position between" that of the 
Valentinians and Marcion on the one hand, and the Logos of " 
the Apologists on the other. P. Beuzart, Essai- sur la 
theologie d* Irozn£e, 1908, placed the thought of Irenaeus 
irfll’t s "actual sit uation as an anti-gnostic polemic, without 
attempting to; resolve paradoxes and difficulties within the 
work.
P. R. M. Hitchcock, Irenaeus of Lugdunum, a Studyu of His 
Teaching, took.'-a thematic approach to the ,adv. haer., citing 
those passages that related to the subjects under discussion. 
Hitchcock organized his analysis around the two basic themes 
of the Incarnate Word and the Incarnation and Atonement. 
Although written in 1911|., this study does justice to
-•/H
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Irenaeus1 main position. E. Loofs, Theophilus von Antlo- 
chien Adversus Marcionem und die onderen theologischen
Quelien bei Irenaeus (TO L}.o:2), 193G> accepted the paradoxes 
in the work, while primarily exploring the theological 
sources for Irenaeus1 thought, in an attempt to isolate 
the essential traits of the writer himself. 'J. Lawson,
The Biblical Theology of Saint Irenaeus, 1948.> maintained 
that Irenaeus was "not an exact and systematic writer’1 
(p. 20). Lawson’s approach takes the form of "Idealizing 
the various themes in the adv. haer., and deals in general­
ities, As a critical examination" of Irenaeus1 thought, it 
leaves much to be desired.
Among recent, works, A. Houssiau1s La Christologie de 
Saint Irehde, 1955, represents a thorough inquiry, taking . . 
into account the anti-gnostic polemic, but going much .
further, as he seeks to give positive emphasis-to the 
doctrines which are especially set forth in Books III - V 
of the adv. haer. . In making a synthesis around the 
problems arising from the heresies of the Ptolemaen and 1 
Marcionite systems,- Houssiau believes his organization 
coincides with the intention of Irenaeus in the '■ composition 
of the work, (p. 21). Houssiau does not attribute to our 
writer the logical approach of the modern systematician, 
but sees Irenaeus1 form of interpretation as* a theological 
reflection. He did not regard the adversus haereses as a 
treatise which methodically expresses the faith of the . 
Church (p. 8). He correctly observes that when-; Irenaeus . 
refers to the Scriptures, he means the doctrinal content 
of the book3, and this is viewed in the context of the 
whole body of truth, (p. 23)• Stylistically, I-Ioussiau 
observes that 11 il se complait dans les harmonies et les 
convenances plutot que dans les deductions logiques"
(loo, oit.). It will be seen that the harmonies are 
sometimes stressed at the expense of sound exegesis.
Houssiau regards Irenaeus1 theology of the Word as a 
certain manifestation of the Father, but above all, as 
the Epiphany of the Word itself (p. 254.) • The , eternal 
unity of Christ is found In the fact that the Word which 
was active in O.T. history is also the unique subject of 
the actions of Christ incarnate (p. 255)* In summing up 
the writer!s Chfistology, Houssiau finds it could be said 
to be contained in the celebrated formula: "invisible, 
the Word became visible; the Son of God became the Son 
of Man,” (loc. cit.). ,
G. Wingren, Man and the Incarnation, (Eng. tr. of 
Manniskan ooh Inkarnatronen enligt Irenaeus, 1947) bases , 
his work on the theme of man and the "be coming-man" in 
Christ as: represented in Irenaeus* If Wingren is correct,
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in emphasizing the prominence of this evolutionary scheme 
In Irenaeus1 theology, we may have an early precursor to 
the late Alfred North Whitehead. Whitehead held that the ;O
fundamental reality in the universe is the' fact of "becoming”, 1 
or change, and for him this excluded the possibility of a 
static Creator. Irenaeus, however, is careful to safeguard 
God’s transcendence. The revealing Word is also the Word e/ 
which preserves God’s final invisibility, (cf.z Houssiau, 
pp. lj.0, £•? 25U-9 and J* Danielou, Message Evangelique f
et Culture Hellenistique, p. 330)* It is necessary that I
Go.d’ remain Master, and man, the disciple» But there is 
another reason for the mystery of God; it is that man 
has always to progress (I. Danielou, p. 331)• God gives 
and man receives, otherwise man would be self-sufficient. q
Metaphysically speaking, it is the essence of man to become, J 
while that of God is to be - consequently progress is f
constitutive^of the nature of man, (cf. adv. haer. IV. 11.2; I 
Danidlou, loo, pit.). G. WIngren defended Irenaeus as a J
systematic’~tHeologian (p. 10^), and it is clear that the f
writer exceeded the efforts of his contemporaries in 
working out a structured doctrinal system.
IV. 3* On the subject of knowledge of God in the Fourth 
Gospel; 0. H. Dodd has provided a compact summary, citing 1
the conclusions in Rudolf Bultmann’s article " in 5
TWBNT I, pp.;711•ff*9 and the relationship of views on the I 
concept in Hebraic prophecy as well as in Hellenistic
literature (The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, pp. 1 £1~ J 
169) . Certain observations made by Dodd and others may be 
enumerated briefly in examining the Biblical presentation 
of the subject of knowledge of God, which affords an interesting 
comparison with Irenaeus’ position. In his exposition, the 
subject relates both to the unity of Christ with the Father | 
and to a definition of salvation. According to Irenaeus, 
knowledge of ‘ the Father through Christ is at once acceptance 
of evidence of his eternal generation and essential unity with 
the Godhead (adv. haer..IV. 6.7; IV. 7«3-Ub as well as 1
belief in His>being the self-revelation of God (IV. 6.3 ff*)» |
Related to salvation, it is the hire of the labourers in the 
vineyard (cf.. Mt. 20:1 ff.), which is immortality (IV. 36.7)» 'f
For the Hermetists, saving knowledge meant disciplined 
cosmological, theological and anthropological speculation 
culminating in the mystical vision, which Is deification, .
(C. H. Dodd, p. 1f>1). For Philo, yvu/<rt; is attained through 
the understanding of divine revelation through the Scriptures; 1 
it is awareness of "pure being", but it also meant communion 
with God (C.-H. Dodd, loc. cit.)♦ As Bultmann pointed out,
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the basic difference between the Greek and the Hebraic «
view on the process of knowing is the difference between ' 4?|
objective apprehension and subjective experience, or ’ •
communion. The root 9Tn refers to that awareness of - ■
something that vitally affects oneself (Dodd, p. 152r .
cf. Isa. 53:3> U7:8; Bzek. 25:1^); related to knowing 
God, it often involved obedience and worship (BDB p. 39i|J •
For the Greek, to know God meant to lose oneself in ’ -J
contemplation of the ultimate reality. : ft
In the LXX, yt v<Z-<r/r c<. v is often used to render the Hebrew : •
but sometimes etJevat is found, although there seems 
little difference in meaning (see Isa. 59:8; Ps. 78 (79):6, /•
Dodd, p. 152, f.n. 3.). The substantive y v£><r<.j: assumed .
importance in Gnostic speculation as expressing that higher 
knowledge which in its ultimate form was really a gift of 'Vjt
the divinity (see R. P. Casey1 s essay, “Gnosis,. Gnosticism /;f| 
and the H.T.n in The Background of the New. Testament and Its 
Eschatology), but the’substantive is never used-in the Fourth • 
Gospel (C, K. Barrett, The &ospel According to St. John, pp. 68 
135). It is of interest' that Irenaeus affirms that *!lmowledge , 
of the Son of God“ ( >7 t:ou t»tou too Oeou agnitio
Filii Dei, Hv./ ii, 284) is immortality. It would seem at this 
point "that verbal similarities between Irenaeus and the Fourth 
Gospel are lacking. Conceptually, however, we may reach a |
different conclusion. - v
It can be shown that the Johannine expressions draw upon O.T. J 
ideas of objective knowledge, as well as knowledge that expresses
relationship. From a survey of the teaching of the Ipth Gospel 
in respect to knowing God, we deduce the following: the people of 
God ought to know their Owner and Sustainer, but do not (Isa. 1 
cf. Jer. 975»;-1O:25> and see In. 1:10, 17:2>). On the negative 
side, we see that the failure of man’s knowledge of his Creator 4 
is set over against the positive emphasis of the Father and Son’s 
knowledge of the creature, according to the Johannine testimony:.f 
The people have not known (ytvcUtr/rttv) the Father (Jn. 8:55), butj 
Jesus knows (eWt'veu ) Him. The leaders of the synagogue will -j 
persecute the faithful, because these apostate leaders do not 
know (ptvuwftiv) the^ Father (Jn. 16:3). But Jesus,* the
Saviour, knows ( y<. vtvrKtcv) his sheep and knows ( ytv 
the Father, and He lays down His life for the sheep, (Jn. 10:1i|.t^
ff. ). The^r should at least believe His works that' they might 
know ( yt.vcZy<rrt*£tv in the aorist subjunctive) that the Father is 
in the Son and the Sonkin the Father (Jn. 10:38). If the 
people had known ( ytvsome MSS offer the perfect) the 
Son, they would have known (MSS vary between e’tdtvou. and . \
y<. vusmiv) the “Father (Jn. II4.27, of. 9~11). In the Final 
Day they will know ( ftvcvv/r£<.v) that Jesus is in the Father, 
and will be incorporate in the Son as He is In them (Jn. lip20).
r’*
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In the ‘High Priestly 
Life is that they may 
s uh j unc t iv e);the only 
has sent (Jn.' 17:3> of. 
At the conclusion of the prayer, the
four times in the aorist and once- in 
world did not* know the righteous Fata er, 
and the disc ip les" knew He had sent Him. 
them the
Father’s
Prayer” it is asserted that -Sternal 
know ( yt vcucr/rtcv in the present 
true God, and Jesus Christ--whom God 
• adv« haer. IV. 1.2 and IV. .-.1 Ij.. 1 ).
same verb is; repeated 
the future: the
Father1s 
love for
name, and villi make 
Him may
but Jesus knew Him, 
He made known to 
known that the________________XL __________
be in them. C. K. Barrett (p. 68) ■;
in citing the parallel usage of rr<.<rx eu£t.v with yc vuj&xllv 
(cf. Jn. 6:69; 17:3 with 3:15) points out that such knowledge 
implies relationship in addition to cognition, giving evidence 
of the .Hebraic influence, and that Jesus’ knowledge of the v? 
Father issues in a relation of love, obedience and mutual ♦ 
indwelling, (p. 136). • •
The teaching in John can be summarized as follows:
It is not stated that man knows (in the indicative) the 
Father, although Jesus knows Him. Through the mediation 
of the Good Shepherd they may know the Father, which is
eternal life. it is not through human striving, 
the Son that man may arrive at this knowledge. ' The 
includes relationship, which is manifested in love, 
and mutual indwelling.
With Irenaeus, it is impossible for man to know God through 
his,own efforts, but God can freely reveal Himself to man: -• 
Father and Son are equally inaccessible to human striving, 
yet,, equally accessible if they wish to show themselves (cf.
J. Danielou, Message Evange1iq
aux He et Hie siecles, p
through i 
” knowledge”-' 
obedi ence;?|
■ ue et Culture Hellenlstique
Johannine teaching is 
only the Lamb who was 
Iv. 20.2), and no one
(IV. 6.3). 
in the old 
proclaimed
Christologie
of the divine 
Til. 10.2).
330). A further reflection of
evident when Irenaeus affirms that 
slain can know the Father (adv. haer. 
can know the Father except’by-the Son 
'Wen the Word already present in-creation and 
dispensation becomes visible, the- vision of God 
by. the prophets is realized (A. Houssiau, La
de St. Irenee, p« lj.0). Here i.s the fuXfTTlment 
promise to make known His salvat 1 on., (adv. haer
CHAPTER V
THE CHRISTOLOGY OF ORIGEN IN RESPECT TO 7TAIZ 0£OT
. Prolegomena
The Plaoe of this Examination in the Study
Our interest thus far has been centered chiefly on three 
works of the latter half of the second century which provided 
varied illustrations of the interpreters’ approach to 
scripture during this period* In spite of wide divergencies 
of style, the writers exhibited a common theological bias in 
that they had significantly modulated the Servant Christology 
of the New Testament* It was admitted in the first chapter 
that roots for this change may go back at least as far as 
the early sub-apostolic period, but from the standpoint of 
considered theological reflection the major evidence for 
the reinterpretation falls near the mid-second century*
As a conclusive chapter in this field of inquiry, we will 
examine certain works of the eminent third-century exegete, 
Origen, in order to provide a basis for comparison with 
the views of' Justin, Melito, and Irenaeus. Further, 
our purpose will be to determine whether the theological
reinterpret; ation of the zzaij-Ebed Figure had., in fact, .
. * ' . • ‘
crystallized by the opening of the third century, or, \
•• 4 ‘ * - ’ * „ * * 4
if not, to discover what further modifications may be
seen to have taken place. _ • ' -S|
In considering Origen1 s Christology from this standpoint,
several questions arise which constitute our main area of 
interest: Following the pattern exhibited in the apologists 
(which may have derived from an early tradition)> did Origen- 
make use of prophecy from Deutero-Isaiah as Old Testament - \ | 
evidence for the prefiguration of Christ? If so, - did he 
rely on the Servant Songs, especially Isaiah £3, in ■. this .,
respect, and how was this adapted to fit his total '
Chris tologie al scheme? If this scripture was employed, waa, 
it merely used as a proof-text, or is there evidence that 
he explored, its theological significance in regard to the 
person and work of our Lord? Finally, did 7r«lj connote . |
the relationship of "Son” or "Servant", in the writer’s . 
view, and is it found as a Christologioal title? - A?-'- -
Some have regarded Origen’s doctrinal views to evince -
q ' -
a tendency toward subordinationism, so that it will be
' ; \ ; •• 4-00 /
I ■
Among Origen1s early followers, Dionysius of Alexandria 
may be cited in testimony, but it should be recalled that 
Dionysius’ objective was the rebuttal of the Sabellian 
form of Modalism and therefore he would emphasize the 
personal distinction between Father and Son, cfi-■•Athanasius
necessary to investigate the validity of this charge V
in the light of the thesis which we have maintained.
If Origan’s views are in reality characterized by 
subordinationism, it will be seen to have bearing on 
our position which found in the second century increasing . J 
emphasis on an exalted Ohristology that obscured the role 
of Christ as Servant. On the other hand, it may be found
that certain statements of Origen were seized upon by the |
. 2 ■
Arians to justify their position, but which, in fact, are /
, - Xs
less representative of his Ohristology in its totality
than a ’higher* form. Such a usage by the followers of 1
Arius, as well as by others, could have contributed to |
th© charge of subordinationism, which actually may be V
contrary to Origen’s views, if taken as a whole. V
1 (con’t)
de sent.Diop. J. Danielou, Origen (Eng. tr. by W. Mitchell,
1 93T)TV* 261 f holds that through his idea of the superiority .5 
of the Father to the Logos, Origen falls into subordinationism^ 
but cf. E. de Faye, Origen and His Work, (Eng. tr. by . • T
F. Rothwell, 1929) p. 103, who denies this. On the basis of X 
passages in the text, this will be discussed further below. x-t
£ E.g: "The Father is <xbro0coj ... /He is/ the principal J 
goodness,.while the Son is the image of goodness’, c. Cels. • | 
''•39; de prlnc. 1.2.13, Also in discussing the subject ion < -
of world government to the Creator, Origen says ”... the X
Son is not mightier than the Father, but inferior to Him”,
(c. Cels. VIII.1^). On the other hand, the. explicit X
affirmation of the eternal generation of the Son almost S
seems to anticipate the refutation of the .Arian heresy,
(de princ. I. 2.9 f; IV. comm, in Rom. !.$.)+, V
Significantly Harnack found that Hto Origenzthe highest xg 
value of Christ’s person lies in the fact that the Deity has -T 
here condescended to reveal to us the whole fulness of his 
essence DG- II (Eng. tr.), p. 37l|.* ■ x\.. ' ■■X
. •' ' ' lj.02
The problem, with such a prolific writer as Origen, 
is to limit the field of inquiry.falls beyond the . 
scope of this, study to expound the total dogmatic system 
of the patristic author* We therefore approach the 
subject by first mentioning certain faots of Origen*s 
life^ and intellectual orientation that provide an, 
introduction to the main area of interest which is the
author’s "idea of Christ”^ and his use of texts from the 
Old Testament in application to Jesus of Nazareth.
□ 1 ■ •Jerome, who knew of a list? of Origan*s writings, 
numbered them at 2000, (adv, Ruf* 2.22), but Epiphanius 
believes there were 60007 (Haer. 6)1*63). We have knowledge 
of some 800 titles, (Jerome, Epist* 33)* The fact that 
many of his writings have perished, and others are 
available only in fragments or Latin translations, gives 
evidence of the later condemnation of his teaching.
Origen’s-life is recorded in considerable detail, 
thanks to the special interest of Eusebius of Caesarea, cf. 
H.E, VI. See also the panegyric on Origen by Gregory 
Thaumaturgus, published in Migne, PG 10.
6 It Is to be noted that Harnack avoids the use of the 
term "Christology” in reference to Origen*s views. This- 
is founded on the principle that the advanced believer 
knows no such ’theory* or ’ Christology*, as Origen saw it, 
nbut only an ^Indwelling of the Logos in Jesus Christ, with 
which the indwellings of this same Logos in men began”, 
p. 369 f.. My employment of the term in the- chapter title, 
et passim, is not necessarily to dispute this view/but 
merely provides a convenient reference by which is 
inferred Origen*s doctrinal understanding of the 
scriptural presentation of Jesus Christ. ; ' *
n?-'
<
Perhaps the most considerable apokesman for Church 
orthodoxy in the ante-Nicene period, Origen should 
provide significant evidence of theological trends with 
which our conclusions thus far may be compared, and we 
may expect such an undertaking to provide a profitable 
yield, whether this yield is agreeable to pur-estimate
of the Christological trends of the period or not.
Origen the Man •
“It was Origen, “ wrote Harnack, ’’who created the v
dogmatic of the Church, and did more than any other man 
”6to win the Old World to the Christian religion. In
the opinion of Pere Jean Banielou, Origen, not unlike
Blaise Pascal, ’’belongs at once to the history of thought 
7and science and to the history of the spiritual life.”’
A man of many parts, Origen comes to us “as an active • 
Christian, as a learned exegete, as a philosophical
6 Quoted by:H. Mackintosh, The Person of Jesus-Christ, 
1913, P* 16I|,. Harnack regarded Origen as “the father 
ecclesiastical science in the widest sense * the founder 
of that theology which reached its complete development ■ 
in the fourth^and fifth, centuries, and which in the 
sixth definitely deniecyLts author, without, however, 
losing the form he had/impressed on it,“ p* 332. .
7 Danielou, p. 310, of. P. b. Cross (ed.) ODOO, p. 991.
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genius, /and/ as a great master of the spiritual life.1’
Modern sources are plentiful which review the life of 
9 •Origen ; for our purposes it will suffice to state some
- -t
pertinent facts which typify the zeal of the man and the 
heritage upon, which he drew. He was born in Alexandria,
; - ' . 7, * f
of Christian; parents (oa» 105 A.D.) and died at Tyre 
(•aifcJ/iF)* When his father-was arrested in the persecution 
of Severus, the young Origen wrote to him exhorting him 
not to recant, and would gladly have joined his father 
in martyrdom,- After the persecutions ceased, Origen 
succeeded Clement as head of the Catechetical School of 
Alexandria* -The period of greatest literary production 
occurred after his removal from this position, which would 
be in the last twenty to thirty years of his life, when he
pw b o. Vi U) | Cv.e’ •' Vv%
lived-both-itv-Egypt-and Caesarea in Palestine;
-I
-X:
■ Danielou, p. 310, of, F. L. Cross (ed.) ODCC, p. 991*
9 Most of these draw largely on the account of Eusebius,
B* B» VI* - The biography by E. R. Redepenning, Origenes,
Bine Darstellung -seines Lebens und seiner hehre,"T2 vols•,
- f8lj.1 is; perhaps the most complete treatment•> A summary
with current viewpoints, ds found in J. Dani6lou, pp. 3*26* 
See the bibliographical list inJ* Quasten, Petrology,
Vol. II (1962), pp. l+O-J+l •
10 Eusebius, H.E. VI 2.2-6.
- *■£
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Origen’s Intellectual Outlook and Methodological 
Considerations of his Interpretation
Among those studies which have attempted to categorize the 
intellectual orientation of Origen, the recent examination 
by Pr. de bubac emphasizes the biblical foundation of his 
thought/* 1 while older works by De Paye1^ and Hal Koch1 
regarded Origen’s theology as essentially a systemization 
based on the principles of Middle Platonism. This • 
controversy' still continues over whether our writer is to 
be regarded primarily as a biblical theologian* or as a 
neo-Platonic philosopher whose dominant interest was the 
Christian Paith. Adolph von Harnack considered? that 
Origen did not adhere to a fixed philosophical system, 
but, as an idealistic philosopher, he transformed the 
whole content of ecclesiastical faith into ideas.1^
11 H. de Lubac, S.J., Histoire et esprit. • L’Intelligence 
dea Eoritures d>apres Origene, 19$0 * ....
1 ? . •E. de Paye, Origene, sa vie, son oeuvre, ses pensees,
(3 volse, 1923/2877"^
Hal Koch, Pronoia und Paideusis. Studien liber 0rigene3 
und sein Verhdltniss' zum Platonismus, (Arbeiten zur 
Kirchengeschichte 22, I93U)«
1^ Harnack, DG II, Eng. tr., p. 336. The point is, however 
that Origen proceeded to an inquiry of Greek philosophy from 
a starting- point;of having been reared in the - Christian 
faith. This -was ; the reverse of the situation of Justin, 
Tatian and Clement, (b. Duchesne, Early Historytof? the .
Christian Church, Eng. tr., Vol* 17 p. 2l+9) •• • g- '; . • ' *
Harnack admits that Origen was an exegete who believed in the 
Holy Scripture,5 and who, in the final analys is > ’’viewed all 
theology as a methodical exegee is of Holy Writ, but his 
view that (Christian) Gnosis is a philosophy of revelation 
that underlies Origen’s approach to scripture is-applied 
too broadly. In so doing, Harnack makes Origen appear
more susceptible to the influence of Hellenism than is
16 . • -warranted. As one who was conversant with the Greek
classics, Origen was ably* equipped to deal with the ‘
attack of his learned opponent, Celsus, but as a biblical 
he belteved • ... .
theologian, they(ultimate knowledge was to be derived from 
the scriptures. Hence, Danielou can say of Origen that
Harnack, p. 335*
16 E.G., so that he can say regarding the Logos, ’’the 
content of Origan’s teaching ... was not essentially 
different from that of Philo and was therefore quite 
as contradictory”, p. 35>2. Harnack seems to compromise, 
however, when he observes, regarding Origen’s approach 
to Scripture, ’’/Origen/ rather adopted, to its widest 
extent, the critical method employed by the Gnostics 
particularly when dealing with the Old Testament; - but 
the distinction he made between the different ^senses of 
Scripture and between the various legitimate human needs 
enabled him to .preserve both the unity of God and-the 
harmony of - revelation, ” (n. 1, pp* 339*40)
’’all of his writings are really commentaries on the Bible”. 
Using what our own age would call the ’’scientific method”,
Origen was concerned initially to ascertain the correct 
18text.’" However, since Scripture was essentially spiritual, 
the exegete’s specific task was to remove obscurities in 
order to discover the spiritual meaning and transmit it to • 
others, as Danieiou judges it.^
Considering this in more detail, we may note the ’’three 
senses of scripture”; the literal, the moral, and the 
intellectual (or spiritual), which characterized Origen’s 
understanding of the content of Holy Writ/ Danieiou holds • 
that this idea of the three senses (corresponding to the 
three-fold division of man into body, soul, and spirit) is 
derived from Philo, but R» P* C# Hanson objects that there 
is nothing precisely corresponding to this treatment of
' "vS
•■±5
17 Danieiou, p. 311; cf* Harnack, p* 3^6* who finds that 
while Origen held that the speculations of Creek philosophers 
contained truths, the only real certainty is offered in the 
Holy Scriptures’’which are a witness to themselves in the 
fulfillment of prophecy”.
18 Wile his .monumental work on the Hexapla is well known 
in the case of the OT, it is interesting that the writer, 
so far as we know, did not employ the critical method'to 
discern the most accurate form of the newly gathered 
writings which formed the NT, cf. Danieiou, p* 137*
19 ,Danieiou, p* 139*
J-i"' '
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20scripture in Philo’s writings. It Is to be noted that 
Origen*s understanding of the three-fold yield of meaning 
from Scripture is supported by an interpretation of
Proverbs 22:20 f., giving biblical sanction to his method,
21 • * as he sees it. Broadly speaking, the ’literal* sense 
of Scripture tends to be associated with Jud^astio
22interpretation and with its meaning for the unintelligent.
It is significant for our particular field of interest that 
Origen ascribes certain passages of the Bible to the 
necessity of its being understood by the less enlightened * 
proletariat, as when the Logos, who^in the form of God, 
’emptied Himself’ that men might be able to receive Him.2^
R. P* 0* Hanson, Allegory and Event, 1959# p*. 236, but 
he acknowledges*that some instances of Origen’s use of, 
allegory may be traced to Philonic borrowings, pp>, 21+9 ff., 
also p. 323.
21 De princ. IV. 2.U5> see Hanson, p. 235.
22 Hanson, P. 237-
oqIs. IV. 1 but Origen is careful to add that this 
implied no change from ’good to bad’ nor from ’beautiful to 
shameful’, for the immortal divine Word only assumes a body 
... but remains Word in essence..
He only comes down to the level of those who are unable 
to behold ’’the radiance and brilliance of the Deity,” as an 
accommodation, to lift these unenlightened to a higher state 
(loc• ext.) .■
Harnack,• p. 3^6 f. cites among other c. Cels. VI. 6, 
and comm, in Joh. 12.59, in illustration of the"’-deeper 
meaning of Scripture which Jesus imparted only to a few.
1+09
In consequence, we will see that in certain cases, the
Servant passages are explained in this sense: that the 
literal meaning is to be taken as a form of Divine 
accommodation ’to get down’ to the meaner level of mankind, 
but this does not infer any real lowering of the true nature 
of Christ.2^ *
<
With reference to Origen’s regard for historicity, Hanson 
finds that the writer exhibited undue readiness to dissolve 
historical events into allegory, but avoids saying that
.M
Introducing a quotation of Isa, 52:13 ff* Origen - ;
points out ” ... it was said that he shall be seen with 5 |
a form dishonorable as men regard it /italics mine/ ...”
(q« Gels, I.5U)# Again, He asks ” ... how did /Celsus/ 
fail to notice that /Christ’s/ body differed in accordance 
with the capacity of those who saw it, and on this account 
appeared in such form as was beneficial for the needs of . 
each individual’s vision?” (0, Cels, VI.77a., Chadwick’s ‘ 
tr>, cf. II* 6l+) • The suggestion of the Lord’s unattractive 
countenance (Isa. 52:1H) is confuted by applying Ps. ip+sS M
(H5s2) as a Messianic predication (0. Cels, VI. 75)• These 
significant passages are discussed further below. &
25 ' ■ *Hanson, pp. 26H, 272, 275, opposing the theory of 
De Lubac (pp. 102 ff,) that Origen sacrifices the literal 
sense only on minor points or to preserve symmetry, (p. 269). | 
See Origan’s view on the Resurrection appearances, c* Cels.
II. 63-6. Cf. also the numerous examples in the commentaries | 
e.g., Comm, in Matt. 11.16, where Origen spiritualizes the 
meaning of-Jesus’ retirement to the ’’borders of Tyre and 
Sidon”. P. Schaff, History of the Christian Church,-Vol. II, f 
P.2UH# remarks on the tendency of the Alexandrians to allegoriz 
citing the feeding of the multitude in illustration. , ■/§
--The fact is that he believed that most. of - the \ 
narratives were accounts of events which'did • j • 
happen /although there exists a considerable'’ A > ' '- ..
list of exceptions/:, but he believed that . 
what was significant about these events was
. not that they happened, * but the non-historical ,
truths‘.of which they were parabolic enactments.-' ...
' 27 ' • " 'R. M. Grant ‘ attributes Origen’s theory that the 
evangelists had interwoven spiritual and non-historical 
statements with historical event to a similar treatment ,
such dissolution was complete:, . . '
in Greek traditional myths, and regards the influence of
the Greek rhetorical writers as constituting the most
, ’ * ’ - spersuasive force on Origen1 s method. However, Hanson will $ 
not discount Philonic influence in this respect, and finds
that nPhilo was the chief influence upon Origen in his ' 3
• . « 28 • 41attitude to historicity”, and we accept this position.
In the earlier chapter of this study on Justin, we 
discussed the relationship of typology and allegory and , 
their bearing on the interpretation of scripture. Danielou 
is careful to distinguish the two, and remarks regarding |
Hanson, p* 277* "
R. M. Grant, The Letter and the Spirit, pp« 99 ff*
, s * ,
Hanson, p, 269, see n, 32 below. \
the relationship of the Old and New Testaments that .Origen1 s
views ’’represent the tradition we have already met with in 
29 'Justin, Irenaeus and Clement”. 7 On the development of 
this tradition he adds:
From the Pseudo-Barnabas to Justin and from <= >
Justin to Irenaev.3 and Clement, the idea 
gradually emerged that the difference between , 
the Testaments was that one was imperfect and 
the other perfect. »»» One© the New Testament 
was in force, the Old Testament lapsed as far • 
as its literal meaning was concerned, but kept 
its value as a figure. 30
Danieiou has also found this conception of the reality 
which is preceded by the figure, or type, to be represented 
in the Adamic typology of Irenaeus.^ Similarly, as Origen 
conceived it, the figure, when it has served its purpose, is 
destroyed, to be followed by the reality fulfilling it. The 
manner in which one economy gave way to the other is
P
Danieiou, p« 1 i|_0 f.. ’ . .
J Cf. Melito, Homily 2.1-2, 11-13, et passim; the former 
is the zold, being the tJ/to;, while the latter is the new, 
the . Danieiou finds that this provided the Church
with a reason for the retention of the OT as well as the NT 
in the.Canon, and it enabled the apologists to reconcile 
statements which appeared to be in conflict in >the two, 
cf. the approach of Justin, p.143f.
31 xJ. Danieiou, From Shadows to Reality, (Eng. tr. by 
Dom W. Hibberd, 1 960) p# 31, finds’ this' illus trates Irenaeus1 
emphasis on the aspect of progress. He adds, ’’typology ... 
can only be expressed in a theology of this kind, for its 
basic principle is that there is an imperfect order which 
prepares for and prefigures an order of perfect* ■
illustrated in a sermon which compares Moses,;who has died, 
to Jesus, who is the substance of life itself and has -
replaced the temple sacrifice.This is a recurring . 
feature in Origen1 s thought, and is found with different 
types referring in one way or another to Jesus Christ.^3 
The conception of the imperfect order which is succeeded 
by the higher, perfect order, will be seen to have a 
parallel in Origen’s interpretation of Isaiah £3. . In treating 
this prophecy, in particular the Figure’s marred or lowly 
guise, the writer explains that this is a form of divine 
accommodation which is assumed in Jesus’ First Advent, to 
be followed by his true divinity in the Second.^ The 
explanation recalls Justin’s ’Two Advents1, but it will 
be found that Origen has enlarged upon the concept by '
32
x in Jos* 2.1. The text may be found in Sources
Chretienne s, ? 1Y Origene, Homelies sur Josue, recently 
(i960) edited by A. Jaubert, p* 110, Cf. the view that 
regards Jesus’ miracles as far superior to the wonders 
performed by Moses, c» Cels. II. $2
33 •See horn. in hey. 10>1, which deals with Jerusalem
and the t enipl'e in 'c ompar i s on with the true Temple, which 
is Christ’s body (cf. Jn. 2:19)* Further, if a new 
covenant is to be made with God, the existing one must 
first be abrogated, (horn, in Gen. 6.3> horn, in Jos. 1.3).
Cf. also the view that the OT is valuable as preparation 
in the rudiments of faith: we are to ’’appreciate it ,
highly, but not abide in it”, (comm in Matt. 10.10, -
J. Patrick’s trans. In ANF X, p7Tp~5T7~
Gelaum I.SU ff., VI. ?6 ff.} oomm, In Matt. 12.29-30.-
emphasizing the marred appearance in the First as but an • 
assumed (and therefore not real) aspect of Christ. The 
suggestion here is that we have a relation between historic 
content and methodology: the genuine nature of Christ 
follows the temporary or assumed guise, much as the 
reality follows the figure in Origan’s typology.
Christ is therefore prefigured in the Old Testament, 
and essentially the writer would find only two meanings 
in scripture: the Christological and the literal. It 
will be seen that the Christological can be subdivided . 
into as many aspects (err/voiot ) as there are aspects ■ 
in Christ Himself, This enabled the author to find 
Christological significance in a multitude of Old 
Testament narratives, where such an interpreta.tion might 
be found questionable to modern exegetes.
The author considered that It was Christ who dispensed 
the innermost understanding of scripture, the “knowledge 
of the most real part of its content. However, not
only was Christ subjectively encountered in the search 
for truth, but the content of scripture was also Christ- 
centered. He “is also the Object of this spiritual under­
standing, for all scripture is about him and him alone. n
J. Danielou> Origen, p< 160 
36 Ibid.
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It was through the attainment of this final Truth, that 
Origen found the soul of man marks his progress in the 
search for God. In a mystical way, it seems our author 
regarded the attainment of true spiritual understanding 
as union with Logos, and that this union is the final 
outcome of a series of stages through which the* soul 
passes in its spiritual pilgrimage. 1
With a scholarly approach to Biblical criticism, it 
may be seen that Origen was ahead of his time In applying 
the 1 scientific method* to ascertain the correct text. .
We have noted, however, that the writer’s tendency to 
allegorize scripture often resulted in the reading of a . 
spiritualized meaning into faots recorded in the Bible 
that fails to take seriously the historicity of recorded 
events* Perhaps more important for the interests of this 
study, has been the observance that Origen emphasized the 
typological relationship between the Old and New Testaments. 
Thus the old, imperfect order was but a shadow of the reality 
to follow* Prom the. methodological standpoint, any prophecy 
that was out of harmony with the writer’s concept of Christ
On this subject, see W. Volker, Das Volkommenheitsideal 
des Origenes, 1931 > and cf* Harnack, p. 3^» Pr. A. 'Lieske 
regarded Origen’s views on the spiritual life as dependent 
on his theology of the Logos, and redemption meant the union 
of the soul with Logos, (Die Theologie der Logosmystik bei 
Origenes, 1938)• .
tli© divine Logos could be explained away, and it will be 
observed that this has particular bearing on his inter- ' 
pretation of the Servant texts. Prom the standpoint of 
content, Origen^s view of the.imperfect as opposed to the 
perfect order is used in explanation of the humble guise 
of the Servant Figure as it referred to Christ.?/ . ■
B. The Interpretation of 77b<7j '
in the Context of Origen/s Christology
The Writings
For our field of interest, the most important of Origen’s 
works are his de principiis ( tnpi cyjxwv ), 38. oommentaries 
on John^^ and Matthew,^"0 and the great apologetic work,
■<
■V
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38 Our primary source is the edition by the Benedictines / 
of St. Maur, Charles de la Rue and C. Vincent de la Rue, 
published in Paris between 1733 and 1759, and reprinted by 
J, P, Migne, PC (1857), Vols. 11 to 17, (the de princ, : PC 11),^ 
Migne has been used due to availability, but reference has been/ 
made to the more recently edited critical texts in CCS. For / 
the English reader, a translation is found in ANF IV,- ed.
A. Roberts and J. Donaldson, Amer. ed. rev. by A. C, Coxe, 1951/
39 The text: PC 1 Eng* tr. in ANF X, ed. Alan Menzies. .
For a history of~the MSS, see A. E. Brooke’s essay in 4
Texts and Studies I'si|. (1891), pp. 1~30* *
The text: PC 135 Eng. tr. in ANF X, by J.'Patrick.
'3
hl 1 •• .. ’contra Oelsum.^ The writer’s interests spanned a wide 
variety of subjects, from textual criticism and exegetical 
studies, to theological expositions, sermons aiid practical 
orations. Due to the limits of space, we will deal with 
representative passages from these works which illustrate 
the development of his Christology, paying particular 
attention to the interpretation of srotj
Generally regarded as Origen1s most important theological 
production, de prlnclpiis contains, certain texts which will 
be helpful in approaching our subject, but two things must 
be kept in mind in evaluation of this work. In the first 
place, all that remains of the Greek text are some fragments 
in the, Phi loo alia and in several edicts of the Emperor, 
Justinian I. Jerome’s translation of the original is also 
lost, so we are dependent upon the free rendering of 
Rufinus (ca. 3i4.5~i4.IO), who evidently tampered with the texts, 
removing dubious passages at will. The second noteworthy 
fact is that de princlpils belongs to the earlier period 
of Origen’s literary activity.^2 This is also true for 
the first five books of his commentaria in Evangelium •
‘ : I4.I6
1+1 The text: PG 11; or GCS 1, 2 (1899), ed. P. Koetsohan. 
For the English reader, the edition by H. Chadwick, Origen: 
Contra Celsum (1953) is superior to anything that has 
appeared in this form. . .
B. F. Westcott’s art. "Origenes”, in DCfi IV (1887), 
p* 103, based on Eusebius, H.E. VI. See Fi/ L; /'Cross,
--- j— ; ' * $$ n - \ ,- ..".•'X r.-.* , '■■-•’ ' . • ' «?/* •• ’•■' ' . ’ ,' t5
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Joannis Decidedly, these works were written before, the
great apologetic treatise, contra Celsum#^ The point is, 
that whereas some mention of Christ as "Servant” may occur 
in the earlier writings, judgement of the writer’s inter­
pretation should be withheld until all of the relevant 
material is examined# It will be seen that a particular 
explanation as to the interpretation of the Fourth Servant 
Song occurs in contra Celsum#^
It may be observed, as well, that with Origen’s atomistic 
exegesis, we must be on our guard to avoid the difficulty 
of misrepresenting the exegete, by summarizing his thought 
on the basis of one or two isolated passages# It is
A
I4.2 (con’t) .
The Early Christian Fathers, p. 122+5 C. Bigg, The Origins 
of Christianity (1 909), p# This would be between
220 and 231 A#D#, before Origen’s compulsory withdrawal 
from Alexandria#
Eusebius, H#E# VI#2^.
Origen was over 60 years of age when this treatise was,, 
written, or, not before 2^5 A#D., (Eusebius, H#E# VI.36.1).’ 
Cf. F# L# Cross, p# 130; J. Quasten, p. 53; H# Lietzmann,
A History, of\the Early Church, Vol# II, trans# 1950, P» 301.
Henry Chadwick regards "the contra Cels urn "as the 
culmination of the whole apologetic movement of the second 
and third centuries,” (p# ix).
C±_Gels. ..I, $1+ ff., 
below#
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cf# VI. 15 f#, which are discussed
significant that there may have been just such a mis­
representation when the Arians seized on isolated phrases 
to justify their position, resulting in the widespread • 
view that Origen*s teaching was characterized by- ’ •
subordinationism.^&
Our approach, as indicated, will be on a oh ar thematic 
basis# First, we must give attention to the Logos doctrine, 
after which we will consider the writer*s understanding of 
the incarnation and the atonement. The order follows 
naturally, since in Origen*s thinking the subject of the 
incarnation grew out of his answer to the problem of how 
the all-permeating Logos could gather Himself into an 
earthly lifer The taunt of Gelsus about a cruoified God 
is of particular relevance to our topic, and we"will see 
how Origen answered this attack, citing the Servant -
passages of Isaiah, but giving a somewhat novel explanation
Based'on passages such as de or at# 16.1, or comm# in 
Joh. 13# 25# B# <T# Kidd noted the distinction Origen-made 
between the Father and Son, but remarks upon the readiness • 
with which the Arians took isolated phrases out of context, 
considering the writer’s teaching as a whole, /A History 
of the.Church Vol# I# (1922), p# I|.22/. Kidd adds 'Wat the 
subordinationism which was taught by Origen is no more than 
what we encounter in the NT, of# Mk. 10:18; Jn. 17:3,
(P# U23). ,
See J. Quasten, p# 77: "subordinationism /in Origen/ has 
been both affirmed and denied. "Jerome accuses him ofit, 
while Gregory Thaumaturgus and Athanasius clear him of / 
all suspicion. , . . : ; .
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for the relation of the passages to Christ.
. The Logos Doctrine
In Origen1s system, the Logos plays an essential part in
God’s self-revelation to His creation, both, in the realm of 
the heavenly beings,and in the material world of men. The 
controlling importance of the ideas of the Logos^ will 
become apparent, as we begin our detailed study where all 
theology must take its inception, with the doctrine of God* 
God as transcendent Being, was the one true essence in 
Origen1s view, but He is not confined to essence, being 
above both thought and essence.11-8 He alone is very God 
(txvrpaco; ), alone He is ingenerate (« f t vijtoj). The
J. Danielou, p* 2^1: ’’the theology of the Logos, ... 
an essential\element in Origen1s system”; and'E* de Faye, 
Origen and His Work (tr. 1929), p* 99 f • * ’’the doctrine 
of the Logos, at that time current among most philosophers, 
constitutes the very essence of our author’s Christology.”
Qod is ’absolute unity and simplicity1; above thought 
and substance. Cf. comm, in Joh. 1*20, de princ. I* '1-.6-, 
and c. Cels. VII* 38. See Harnack, p* 3^0: J’the omni - 
presence of God . . . suffers no-limitation .. ♦< he neither 
encompasses nor is emcompassed.” "
Ll9 Only the Father is God ’in His own right1 the primal 
goodness, 0. Cels * V.39, cf. comm, in Joh. 2*2. The contrast 
is remarked upon by J* Danielou, p* 253• " God* is 6 Gt6/, but 
the other gods ’’are Geo J only by participation”. Danielou 
believes this is based on Philo, de somn. I. 2*30. *
> 3 M’i
created spirit, belonging to God as the unfolding of His 
essence ’’after fall, error, and sin must ever return to 
its origin, to being in God.”.^° Although God the Father 
is absolute being and unknown, He may become comprehensible 
through the Logos, who is Christ.Logos is* the inter­
mediary between God, absolute unity, and the multiplicity 
of creation. Thus, the central problem that Origen seeks 
to solve is the same as that of Middle Platonism, namely, . 
of how God is related to the many. The solution for our 
writer is to be found in the Logos, where Logos fdrms the 
intermediary between God and the cosmos of created rational 
beings. As T. E. Pollard suggests, .
The Logos concept was demanded by his cosmology, 
as also were his two key doctrines concerning- 
the Logos. 53 / .‘
Since God is perfect goodness and power, it was necessary 
that He have^objects on which to exercise these attributes, 
thus He brought into being a world of spiritual beings,
50 Harnaok, p. 346, cf. pp. 344# 349. See de princ. pref. 4*?
51 De Princ. I. 2,8; c. Cels. VII. 1?* The Logos, Christ,
is the figura expressa substantiae et subsistentlae
52 •,Danielou, p. 256 f., cf. c. Cels. Ill,34-
53 T. E. Pollard, ’’Logos and Son in Origen . ..H Studia 
Patristica Vol. II, pt. II /TU Ixiv (1957)//P* 282. • '
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(tcx ), coeternal with Himself. In Origen’s
metaphysics* the underlying structure of thought represents 
a borrowing from the,contemporary form of Platonism. 
Danielou has cited Albinus’ teaching in reference to the 
world soul, which, provided with its constitution, in turn 
made the rules for the remainder of creation. This recalls 
Origen’s thought of the Word (i.e., Wisdom) who was in the 
beginning, containing all things in idea before they 
existed. The fact that creation is regarded as an . 
eternal process, and hence that the generation of the , 
Logos is considered to be eternal, does not destroy its 
connection with the cosmos. This teaching is found-in 
Middle Platonism.Not only the Son (» Word) was re­
garded as existing coeternally with the Father, but* also 
the Their relation to the Word parallels the
J. N# D* Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 1958, 
p* 128, citing de prino. IT 2« 10, ii»3; II. 9*1. *
Danielou,* p. 257. Albinus taught that a first god, 
indescribable himself, called the soul of. the world from 
its sleep, this world soul then providedjthe pattern for 
creation, (Epitome 10♦ Ip), In comm> in Joh,, 1*22, the 
word (Wisdom)‘ was in the beginning, containing; all; things 
in idea before they existed, and Origen also states7 that 
Christ’s character as Wisdom is prior to His other- 
characters. , * •’ .
Danielou, loc» cit.. . ;
57 Cf. comm, in Joh» 1*22. To,Origen,.there.never was a
time when Logos did not exist, this Is in contrast,with
k -J'■* ‘ *4 - 'XX s'-P-R •■',.(^5
relationship of the Word, at a higher level, to the
■ : 58 - ' ■ '
Father# The Logos is the mediator, who is active in 
creation: "the immediate creator and, as it were, direct
- CfG - * ’ ‘
maker of the world • The parallels between our
writer’s system and conceptions in Philo can not; be
overlooked# 60 The reasoning that the Father must? always
57 (con’t) ‘ ; ,
Tertullian and Hippolytus who saw neither Logos nor
Aofc/o* as eternal, (Danielou, p# 255 f ♦ ) > see c.Cels. III.U1. 
but cf. VI. 63. • ~
58 Danielou, p. 252; Kelly, p. 131. See c omni 4- in Joh. 2.2 
and cf# A. Lieske, p. 186.
C* Cels. VI. 60 (Chadwick’s trans# p. 375). It is 
added that the Father was "primary creator" since He 
commanded His Son, the Logos, to make the. world. The 
various ways that Christ is Logos are enumerated in 
comm, in Joh..’1.U2; cf. 1.14.O where He is called in 
addition to Righteousness, Agent of the Good Cod, etc.. 
Origen’s Logos, says de Faye, "existed long before Jesus 
Christ, and was at first quite independent of him.
/Logos/ has always been Cod, the divine principle immanent 
in the cosmos", (Origen and His Work, p. 1Q3). » .
Numenius taught that a first god was absolute, while 
the second is the Demiurge, (in Eusebius, Praep. Ev# XI. 17f.
60 Philo knows a transcendent Logos with infinite powers 
(de sacrif. 15*59), but also represents Logos as< the -
place where ideas for the world to be oreated are residing; 
in this sense, Logos is uncreated and eternal (de op if. 
mundi 5*20, cf. lj.,16). It should be rioted that Philo 
regarded the act of creation by the Divine Mind as taking 
place before the entry of time, (de opif, mundi 7*26). For 
the created Logos occupying an int erme d iate pTace between 
Cod and the world, see Philo’s leg, alleg# III. 61.175 ff., 
and cf. II. 21.86. In leg, alleg# II. 1.1-3. we find that 
Cod was alone and anything besides Him must have been brought 
into being by Him, cf. Origen, 0. Cels. VI. 60x# - .
Regarding a similarity to Or1gen’s Acre** , -we find
have: had a world of spiritual beings on which to exercise
r ' • ■ J. - *
His.power is a borrowing from Middle Platonism, ’’but its 
effect is to'undermine the Christian idea of a. triune God 
who transcends the contingent order,’1 as J. N. D. Kelly 
has observed.63*
If the Logos originated from the need for an intermediary 
between God, the absolute, and the created realm of Irits 
and matter, we may properly ask what is the point of contact 
between this exalted Being and humanity? It Is' In the 
solution of this problem that Origen d evelops his doctrine 
of the incarnation.
The Logos and the Incarnation 
To answer the problem of how the creative and all-
• ■
permeating Logos could gather Himself into an earthly life, . If 
Origen explains that the human (and pre-existent) soul of -J
Jesus provided the link. It was His soul that was the
mediating bond uniting the infinite Logos to finite flesh. .
60 (con’t)
from Philo’s de!-plant. 2.8-9 that the totality of spiritual 
beings are called the Powers or angels, and .are sometimes 
spoken of as the Logos; further the function of-harmonising 
■opposites is,.-attributed to Logos (quaest. In^ExMlP* 68), 
there is a two-fold Logos both in the cosmos, and "in man,
(de vita Mos.,11.~ 13.127).
61
62
Kellyloc. cit..
De princ. II. 6.3.
-
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Origen makes reference to Christ (= the Word), whom he 
calls the HOnly-begotten of God ... through whom all things 
were made, visible and invisible, . and states the 
relationship of the mediator both to transcendent God 
and to the flesh:
This substance of a soul / Haec... substantia ... 
animae/, then, being intermediate between God
• and the flesh - it being impossible for the 
nature of God to unite with a body without an 
intermediate instrument - the God-man 6 3 is 
born ..., that substance being the inter­
mediary to whose nature it was not contrary 
to assume a body.^M- . , ,
In his understanding of the^lncamation, Origen makes 
reference to his belief in the world of spiritual beings, 
in which he held that all souls existed .from eternity.^5
/ □ ■
As Quasten observes (p. 80), Origen is the first to use 
the designation ’God-man1 (in the original, doubtless 
0e<xv0pu/iToj, cf. horn* in Ez. 3»3)> which remained in the 
terminology of Chris tian Trheolo gy. .
De prino. loo. cit.,(PG 11, 211 c).
69
This theory of the origin of the soul was probably 
suggested to Origen by Platonism, although he defended it 
on the basis of Jn. 9:2 and the allegorical account of the 
fall of the finite pre-existent spirit (cf. Rom. 8:19 f.). 
The theory accounts for <original sin’, but it makes the 
soul the reality of human nature, the body being but a 
temporary prison (a Gnostic conception), and destroys the 
solidarity of humankind. It was condemned in Constantinople 
in fJJfO. A.D., :see, J. P. Bethune-Baker, The Early/History of 
Christian Doctrine, p. 302 f.. . . ,
One of these souls (the one destined to be the sour of -
Jesus and a human soul like the rest) was from the
beginning attached to the Logos with mystical devotion,
66 -desiring to pour forth love and exercise justice.
■ The other souls fell away, but this unique soul was 
indissociably united with Logos.flesh into which 
this soul of Christ entered was uncontaminated. To justify 
this doctrine Origen employs a citation from the Fourth 
Servant Song. In this context, it is certainly a novel
ZD
use of Isaiah 53:9. But since the soul was very closely 
69united with the Logos, and yet properly belonged to the 
body, it formed the ideal meeting point between-the
$
b.\
Kelly, p* 155, citing de princ* 11*6* 3-5*
Be princ* II* 6*3 f • • Here and in co mm* in Joh* 1.23 
the beginnings of a (ffyctpo/ Qc6j conception: • the ;,£6gos not- 
a mere attribute of God, but a separate Person. Of. Justin, 
pp.196ff.
Aft De prino* II* 6*U cites Isa 53:9b ("He did no sin 
neither was any guile foundjin His mouth ♦ .♦") as scriptural 
evidence of Christ’s sinlessness, also combining parts of 
Isa* 8:14- and 7:16*
9/0, Cels* V*39: We say that this/Logos -dwelt in the
soul of JesUs and was united with it in a closer union-than 
that of any other soul, **♦"* . ’ "Sr :
' *70 -•• 4 ' f ’Infinite Word and finite human nature. Origen insists
on the duality of natures, speaking of Christ’s manhood
•zj.■ 71 ' '•as well as His divinity, but his metaphysical speculations 
have kept the Christological discussion in the realmof the 
theoretical, obscuring the fact that Christ became;a pure 
person, subject to all the whims of the flesh. '
As to how, or why, this exalted Being became man, Origen 
affirms that it was to provide the intermediary between 
the created things and Cod, ’’whom the Apostle Paul styles 
’the first-born of every creature’”.*^ Emphasizing that • 
the Word as Reason, "this Wisdom, this Truth, is known to ... ‘ 
no other but the Father”, he regards it as extraordinary
70 1 * 'Cels. VI. U7: the perfect man is joined to -”the
true Lord, the Logos and wisdom and truth”, and they are 
one spirit, (cf. I Cor* 6:17> and 0, Cels. II. 9). In - 
VI. I4.8 we find the rhetorical question: . •• ”what4difficulty 
is there in supposing that the soul of Jesus', indeed.,Jesus ' 
without qualification, by virtue of his supreme7'Shdruh* 
surpassed communion with the very Logos himself, was not 
separated fromfthe only begotten and first born of;all 
creation, and was not distinct from him?”.
See comm, in Joh. 10.6, and cf. c. Cels. III. 28; 
hi. 10. ~~ ‘ < MW'
De princ. !!• 8.1 citing Col. 1:1$. Origen’s 
Schdpfungsmittler is derived (cf. supra, p.420), as dis­
tinguished from Irenaeus, who assumes Christ’s pre-, •k■ 
existence and activity in creation, based on whatti 
scripture teaches of the Word’s mediatorial role'tjt^
’• He princ. loc» citi. . : .
that the Son of God, being of "such a nature, pre-eminent 
above all others, should have divested itoolf of -Its /
condition of Majesty and become man’1,^ However, the 
truth of the incarnation and its importance for the 
atonement is lost at the deepest level to our writer, 
for there is little evidence that he perceived Jesus 
as having fully entered the condition of men. Instead, 
the mediatorial function is described with reference to 
the divine Logos and his relation to creation. Cosmology 
rather than soteriology dominates the thought.
Of further interest is the occurrence of language 
that is reminiscent of the Kenotic Hymn in the 
de prinoipiis, but in the context of a description 
of Christ as the governor of the world. The 
Author and Creator Himself had to restore discipline 
and obedience, and it is Christ as a model of exemplary 
obedience that was obedient unto death, thus restoring 
the rule and government which had been corrupted:
■ Unde unigenitus Filius Dei qui erat Verbum et 
sapientia Patris, cum esset in ea gloria apud
- Patrem quam habuit antequam mundus esset, 
exinanivit semetipsum, et formam seryi accipiens
■efficitur obediens usque ad mortem, ut obedientiam 
dooeret eos qui non aliter nisi per obedientiam 
salutem consequi poterant; *..75
7k princ., loo. ci t..
De princ. III. £.6 (PG 11, 331A), the trans, follows 
Roberts and Donaldson, ANF IV.
, . ii.28
(And hence the only begotten Son of God who was 
■ the Word and Wisdom of the Father, when He was. ,
in possession of that glory with the. Father which 
He had before the world was, divested Himself of .
it, and taking the form of a servant,, was made; ' .
• obedient unto death, that he might teach obedience
to those who could not otherwise than through . .
obedience obtain salvation; ••♦)
Nuances in the language of this quotation can not be 1
« *
pressed, for, as we have observed, the translation of 
Rufinus is a free rendering of the original. Of significance 
for our study is the fact that the Kenosis is cited in 
illustration of the Lord’s obedience, through which world 
government, that had become corrupted, is restored. At 
this point, there is no reference to that extremity of ,
obedience which is the work of the Great Servant par 
excellence, His sacrifice on the Gross, as we hate in 
Philippians 2:8; it is consequent that there is no
relation of the Servant’s death to the atonement.
Mention of the death on the Gross follows later in the 
section, but its effects are viewed as the cosmic re- . 
ordering of creation. This universal aspect of the 
redemptive process is biblical (Colossians 1:1£ ff. 
cf. Rom. 8:22), as we found in Irenaeus, but the difference 
is that in Origen the cosmic effects tend to be emphasized 
at the expense of that which is personal: the restoration 
of humanity. Indeed, it is found in the teachings of Jesus 
that the resoue of the individual maxi is of central ;
1+29
importance, ’ But it is possible to lose the balance 
that is maintained in the Old and New Testaments which 
witnesses to the essential continuity of the divine act 
that both created and sustains the cosmos, and redeems • 
mankind* In Irenaeus, the Schopfungsmittlervorstellung 
was correlated with the view of the redemption of man seen 
in its wider context: the completion of creation. Through­
out, the Bible portrays this as a revelation of God and his 
saving, sustaining love. Creation and redemption are wrought 
by Christ who embodies this love. Both are done through 
Christ’s mediation, which is cosmic as well as personal in 
its effect.
Origen may speak of Christ ’’embracing in Himself all whom 
he subjects to the Father” and of ”all things, subsisting in 
Him” without relating the efficacy of the sacrifice to the 
individual, but as the Kenotic Hymn is found in the Pauline 
corpus, this aspect is an important sequel to the Servant’s 
self-emptying which results in glorification.^^ For Origen 
preoccupation with the cosmological has obscured what was 
done when the Word became flesh, and was regulative in
76
76 •‘ The parables of the Lost Coin, the Lost Sheep, etc,
77 prino. III. 5.6; of. Phil. 2:12> 13.
—U30
78forming a conception of the Logos,' which is now carried 
over into his ideas of salvation, From this point of 
departure, «salvation* must strain to touch humanity.
■ The deviation noted here almost inevitably would follow 
when the process of the atonement is limited to the 
vanquishing of hostile powers. Atonement occurs for 
, Origen when all Christ’s enemies are "put under his feet", 
and the cosmic warfare in which Logos emerges as victor is 
: the principal element in the atoning process. The in­
carnation is acknowledged, but it constitutes more a 
setting for the battle on the plane of history than it 
does as divine-human encounter. The world of humanity ‘ 
becomes the battleground in which the crisis aotion occurs,
victory follows when the Logos wrests from the Powers 
79authority over the nations* There is no denying the
78 As T. E. Pollard has observed, see above, n. 53*
See Danielou, pp. 269 ff*,. and cf. p. 233* Origen’s 
basic position is that mankind is under the yoke of evil 
Powers until Christ became incarnate, the Powers being the 
whole company of wicked angels (cf. horn* in Jer. 10.6, 
horn* in Jos. 22.3)» Christ’s life was'a struggle with the 
alien Powers (horn, in Luc. 13, comm, in Joh, .; 12•£0, ■
of. °«. Cels* VI. U5) • He incurred 'the wrath'; of the Powers 
since he despoiled their authority over the nations,
(horn, in Gen. 9*3)* He himself, the Great Power,•> weakened 
them, gaining the final triumph at Calvary, (comm.. in 
Matt.. 12.1|.O). .. v -
There is much that' the N.T. has to say. about 
soteriology in respect to victory over the Powers, see 
Ernest Best, The Temptation and the Passion, The Markan
considerable part that demonology plays in the New Testament .’•> ;; 
thought, but- to limit understanding of the atonement solely ;
• ’ . «■ 1 .. .c
to the cosmic war with the Powers, makes man but a pawn in ZZ 
a struggle in whose outcome he has little, if any, part or (
involvement, ;■ ' ■ • . ' ‘ -Z
In the quotation.cited from de principlis (III. 5*8), X.?
* Christ is« spoken of as having taken the form of a servus, i
•and we must evaluate to what extent Origen exhibits here ■ : 
a Servant.Chrls-fc'ology. First, we need to ask whether the 
original here would have been n-alj or dooXoj , In another
work which the writer produced at about the time, the 
de principlis was written, we find quotations from - 
Isaiah Ip9s3**6 which include both terms, 0 It will be
recalled, as vell> that <S6vXo; (which is found in , *
Isaiah U9:3,5 referring to Israel) is supplied by Aquila 
8land Symmachus' in place of zralj in Isaiah 52:13. •
Moreover, Lucien Oerfaux regarded the occurrence of ,
4obAoj in the Kenotic Hymn (which he attributed to?Paul)
79 (con't) ' -
Soteriology, 1965. But the point Is that the N.T. teaching 
on the subject does not confine itself ’to the supra-^ • --Z 
historical, but is concerned with the Christ event as - 
divine-human encounter, on the personal level, -Z \
Comm,; in Joh. 1.23; the first five books of . the 
commentary belonging to Origen1 s earlier writings x 
(Eusebius, -HE vi. 2i|). .. .. • Z ’
81 See F. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum I,;p.;v533.Z(^Z.‘;
sJfc
v -V> ‘5
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as a choice imposed on account of the implicit antithesis
82with Kuptoj,which would he a parallel to the dual theme ■
in the Fourth Song of abasement and exaltation, and which < 
83 . -we have remarked upon earlier.
Some traces of this dual theme are found in Origen1s
commentary, for he has introduced these quotations by 
referring initially to the Word’s eternal existence,/ 
equating Word and Wisdom, and stating that Christ’s 
character as’Wisdom is prior to His other characters.:' 
These titles clearly belong to exalted categories for '
V.-
V/.V&sf
V,
•■bW.
our writer adds that this is the Divine Wisdom, which 
.81+contained all things in idea before they existed.
82
• pps
RecuetL Lucien Cerfaux, Tom# II, 19$U> PP* U27-8.
83 Cf. L. Cerfaux, p. 2+26; and K. F. Euler, who traced 
the usages in the LXX; where <5ouXoj occurs, it may be a 
reference to a court official or a designation describing 
the master-servant relationship, (Die Verkund igung v om >:■ 
leidenden Gottesknecht, 1932+, P# 86 f.). Euler believed< 
that the subs t i t ution by Aquil., Sym. and 0 resulted from < 
an anti-Christian polemic fp# 88), but for Origen/the < 
choice would obviously result from other considerations.
It may be that he follows here the terms of the-N.T. t ; 
Kenotic Hymn, or that the 77 eft/ simply does not carry 
the meaning formerly attached to it. —'
814- Comm# in Joh. 1.22. , For a cosmogony which holds that 
the intelligible world had its location in the Divine Mind, 
of. Philo, de opif. round! 5.20, also ^.17 and 7> 26. W'
:<Xy■? -x ;’:X
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The variety of-appellations which Origen cites from the 1
Fourth Gospel show that "Word11 is not the only title he . -
recognized as fitting for the Son of God.8^ Such a
variety of titles is paralleled, Origen suggests, in
prophecy, .. > \ *
§o that He calls himself a chosen shaft .
/Isa« U9i2/ju and a slave of God /lsa« ;
and a light to the fieatllos /Ssa« .
Following this, the author gives a quotation from1-Isaiah 
49:1 ff*, where the title 6ov\oj occurs* Then we>have the 
following citation from Isa. ip9:6 : ’
' rtiycx, (Toe t<rtL tou K\rjQr}Y&.L <r c 7rcu4a yuow, •;••• .
: ; It e Is a great thing for thee to be called
my Child/servant) .•
Here, the writer seems to be struggling to reaffirm " 
the centrality of 1 Son of God’ as the basis for his 
Christological formulation, as compared with Logos, but 
as T. E* .Pollard observed, nthe cosmological basis of 
his system prevents him from effectiv ely replacing the .
-Logos concept with the Son-concept,” (p* 283). •; ; .
O z .Ji
Comm, in Joh* 1*23: on fteboj e/rX 
KocXsi, -/roti dduXov too Geou /totl e(?vwv (£5 61A)
Ibid*., PG 14, 61B, following the LXX, which, "it will be 
observed, reverses the meaning of the MT. / /.,
. It is a matter of interest that the LXX rendered ~iilm '
by rfouXoj where the term was found in apposition with the-’ 
nation Israel, while rralj was used where the reference is 
to the Figure* who was mediator to the Nation, whether it . , 
be the righteous remnant or an individual* Yet,< Origen 
added that /”Isaiah knows Christ to be spoken of under the 
names of Jacob and Israel when he says, ’Jacob-is my nou/ 1 ”, 
comm* in Joh< 1 *23» (PG 1i|, 6JfD). • 'r . :
It is not certain whether Origen understood the n-alj in 
this quotation as "Child” or "Servant", ?-but the foimier 
would seem the likely choice on the basis of what follows, 
and in view of the fact that there is an occurrence of
, $ »ws
t. •ti'i-r'fc-S
; a®
lrcCij outside of quotations, where the context demands the 
88translation of "Child".Origen first describes Christa 
role as mediator (), using such exalted terms as 
Wisdom (<zo£ox) and Power (<5u voymj ) 9 He then ,turns to the-' 
question of how that Being which is said to be "Word" ■ 
(Aofo/) can be a Son (6to/)* Apparently, the writer5 is 
struggling to;assert the filial relationship,/which ‘ 
provides reasonable grounds for our deduction that n-oq 
in the quotation cited here meant "Child", along with the/ 
usage elsewhere that demands this interpretation. Xqilt may 
be added.that the preoccupation of the writer is:still - 
with the exalted Logos, even though he is attemptihgltop? /
Pv-X-
•••'• •
5 ■
ft
return to the- category of "Son" for the basis of -his 
89Christology. z This is obvious since he digresses,with; 
the observation that "Word is not one of thevhames^by 
which Christ “designates Himself, but which the evangelist
^T
C, cels. 1.61: Origen making reference to the)/angel’s" ; 
int ervent ion of Herod’s plot, when he told Joseph to with- r 
draw with the■ rralj and His mother into Egypt. £ . - ' ,
’ . WS
te,*r.>V •?«?
89 See n. 8£ for Pollard’s observation ih^this^rbspbcti
88
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nevertheless records:
the Word who. was inv the beginning 
(J gcoj ), God (etoj) the Word.; 9*
Our inquiry of the usages found in Origan’s commentary on 
John was undertaken in order to determine the original form
with God
which was translated by servus in the allusion to the 
91Kenosis of Philippians, cited in de principiis* zi ? Thus far, 
our examination of the quotations from Isaiah occurring in 
the commentary is inconclusive, since both rralj and JeaXcj 
are found* The probable^ answer to this question will be ;...
found in a further reference to the Kenojis where Origen
‘ ' •* 92 'gives an exposition to the various titles of Christ. •< \ 
Here, the context of the discussion unmistakably has to 
do with that of a servant, in the sense of a menial, or ’'• 
one who ministers to the needs of others. At this point 
we have the closest approximation to the New Testament
90 C6mm»>. in John* 1 *23» PG 1U» 6£A. The title 
(without the article) occurs in other places referring 
to the Word (= Christ pre-existent), of. c. Cels* 1*60, 
III.I4.I. , . .
91 De princ* XII* 5.6 quoted above.
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92 0omm* in Joh* 1*37» following an exposition of ... :r 
numerous ChillstoTogicdl titles such as Light, Resurrection, 
Way,; Truth, Life, Door, Shepherd, King,: Teacher>>etcVfi ' . 
(i i 2U-36)* ' / < ,'7 V>
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doctrine of the Servant:
Again let anyone consider how Jesus was to His 
disciples: not as He who sits at meat, but as 
He who waits on the tabley-h^w-~£heugb the Son 
of God taking the form of a slave ( o£x tuy 6 
<4va/r ciyti et voj , «XX* «Sjj o tftcxrtovZuv » tfouAou
o rlof tov (, Aa/3u»v) for the sake of the
liberation of those enslaved in sin; and He - 
will be at no loss to account for the Father’s 
saying to Him, ’Thou art my slave1 ( AoDAoj mou 
cl cru )* 93
. ■' ■' ■.
I
">w
if*
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To the writer, the goodness of Christ appears in a greater
light because He humbled Himself, rather than if He had
judged it a thing to be grasped to be equal with God and
had shrunk "from becoming a slave for the salvation of the
world"* ( irrl tq l?cu> /rocruou f t vecrflai dot/Aor) .
So far, the evidence in this citation in favor of a genuine
Servant Christology seems convincing* It recalls the theme
of Mark 10:lj.5* Further, the position of servitude which He
assumed is seen in the light of Its benefits, for mankind:
"if He had not become a slave, He would not have raised up 
u 9$the tribes of Jacob.".The connection of this thought 
with the similar passage which we cited from the de . . 
principiis seems to indicate that <5olAoj was the word
93 Comm. In Joh. 1*37, (PG 11+» 85b, 0).
9l+ Ibid.,PG 1U, 8£C.
95 Ibid.. following with a quotation from Isa. 14-9:3.
rxCJ
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translated - there by servus.
In what follows, it is important to take note of the
hems which our writer uses to describe this nkenosisn:
...
o TTQLfrt 'tov 
' TTCOV
<
O(/ KOptJYO^ &U/UOLCV £ OJA( VtU
fviCrrtov rov /teZ/oovrej <x^ujvtu4 ott*vj tu» £<xwatu> 
rrctv'ccj /ra0«^0cv/tcv ; •' ,
(the One who supplies reason ( AoVej) to all 
is made like a lamb which is dumb before its ' 
shearer, that we might be purified through’
His death,)
. M-sSxc
The use of the verb o/iotolv in the context found here is
significant* Being found In a variety of pagan'literature
the word often occurs in the New Testament 
98
and in Philo, 97
to connote a comparison of form. Its derivative, the 
noun faatuyua (likeness or resemblance) is found-in the 
Kenotic Hymn, but there referring to Christ’s being born
’in the likeness of 99 Here, He Is made like a
96 Ibid*, PG 1k,
97 Hern* Wr. 1,26a} 
Philo? QJ575T7I* 1+8.
98 '
Diodorus Siculus 1, 86*3} K:‘iS»■;WT
E.g. Mt* 13*2k$ 18:23 and 11:16, cf. Lk. 7:31}\
also Mk. k*30* ; But in Acts Iks11 the word is foundTon 
the lips of ;, the pagan crowd at Lystra who consider ,the 
apostle ; as^a god come down in the form of men.
• Jr:.
- -
. ” *S'i-
99 Phil. 2:7, ev Ave^XTrcuv/some later witness
giving tofTtdah^ (sing,)/, instead of: t in the likeness of
the «yov^jf.
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100 *•* ‘ * vlamb; the author may be combining a part of-the’ Servant
Song with the work of the a/<vej toI Otci> in John 1:29# who,
,s • - ' ■ '--'i. '■ . I
takes away the world’s sin. Interestingly, instead'of
I e ‘ ?4±. *? A. s -, *
referring to .this removal (otyoctv) of sin, the word used is •'W
"to purify" (K*6ap<.fct.v ), with the thought of sacrificial ,i .<‘
/ ■ vQ ■'(ritual) purification probably underlying our writer’s 
101conception.,w' What is clear, however, in spite;!of the 
fluctuation of terms,-is that the writer conceives-of 
Christ taking on the form or likeness of/the lamb, ; and
-v-;
*•«
77 ff*
*/* -SKKi
uses this sacrificial imagery in reference to Christ’s 
assumption of a form that would accomplish the redeemer’s 
task. With the mixture of terms it is difficult to determine 
if the writer is considering the Kenosis as the act of 
incarnation, similar to Irenaeus, or whether his thought 
is governed by the sacrificial language. Whatever it may be, 
he has prefaced with the remark, o ... roo
(the One supplying reason), showing that Christ’s entry 
into the world is not characterized by lowering or 
subordination. As to the ’’form” He took, this is but an
100 Origen combines the ayuvoj, the Figure before the 
shearers (Isa. 53*7)# with the slaughtered rrpoft^^cv , 
since it is by His death we are purified. Of. chap. Ill, 
n. 9U- '
f-
101 Of. Heb. 9*23#. where the reference Is to the;copies 
of heavenly things purified by the rites of theiOld . % 
Covenant, cf. 9*22 and9*1U# purification by the blood 
of sacrifice, and Christ’s blood, respectively^' Cf. 
liturgical emphasis <ih>%istin, pp. 1fe2.ff, and Melito,
k:.-' r i
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e
jpp.Z44ff
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outward manifestation, it does not imply the humble
condition of a servant* As we may find in the
. -V • ' . . I
interpretation of the Servant prophecy, this guise would 
not be representative of Christ’s true nature, ,
It may be helpful at this point to provide a brief ‘
summary of our inquiry concerning the Logos and the
incarnation. Having noted that Origen emphasizes the *
cosmic aspect of the Logos’ position, and that, in fact,
he is a God (ezaj) /but not the God (<£ )/, we observed
that Origen may have understood Kenosis as the outpouring 
of divinity to enter the role of humanity. However, on this 
basis the problem of exclusion of divinity would have been 
formidable to the writer, so he meets this by explaining 
there was no change from divine to human, and Logos remains 
Logos in essence. We found certain servant texts employed 
in a discussion of the Philippians passage, and were closely 
related to it, in our writer’s view. The employment of terms 
was of interest, since in the material examined only the title 
cfouAo; appeared In this connection outside of quotations, but 
not , where the position of slavery or servitude was
intended.
There Is reason to question whether Origen exhibits a true 
Servant Ghristology, for in explaining the citation which 
combined the sacrificial imagery of Isaiah 53:7 with 
language from the hymn of Kenosis, the writer opened with 
a reference to Logos in His cosmic role: “the One who 
supplies reason1’. Further the content of the writer’s 
Ghristology emphasizes the role of the divine Logos.
We deduced that the writer has misinterpreted the Kenosis 
as solely a divesting of divinity to enter the plane of 
humanity. Logically, therefore, the consequent problem of 
loss of divinity had to he met by presenting the incarnation 
as but an outward guise, assumed for man’s benefit, but not .■
implying a truly human person in Jesus of Nazareth. This 
interpretation is related to the writer’s exposition of the 
prophecy of Isaiah with an explanation for the Figure’s
marred countenance being attributed to on^6f a variety of 
aspects which the Lord may assume. It was consequent that the 
Kenosis, the outpouring of the Great Servant’s life on the \
plane of true humanity, was also lost to our writer. s
An Interpretation of the Servant Passages V , x,.
Contrary to Eknphasis on Jesus1 Humanity - f
Since the Commentary on the Gospel of John, or at least the .1 
material .included In the first five parts, belongs to Origen’s 
earlier literary activity, the interpretation of the Servant 
which was suggested in those passages must remain; tentative L ;; 
pending our examination of his further (and later) treatment ? 
of the subject. There Is, in fact, an extensive discussion y-l 
•on the subject in the contra Celsurn, citing passages from 
Deutero-Isaiah, and there is also reference made in the ’ \I ’
Commentary on the Gospel according to Matthew. These two
• i o p * • ’works belong to the latter period of the writer’s life, • .<v.-
M+-0 ,
According; to Eusebius, H.E. VI.36,, when Origen was 
about 60 years of age (e.g., Sp?-2l|.8 A.D.) * :From the stand­
point of internal evidence, references in the comm. ?in Matt • "
to comm, in Joh. t. homj in Luc., and other works, confirm JK LL f ‘
Ithis.i < ,; . A. <. -v . 'L’q,. Ln
W- : vis®
reflections on the scripture♦
his ’ i
• r . ‘ ’ . -:.k
glory in
i words of
the Fourth Song:
he had no form nor beauty -qe
he was dishonored and not esteemed,
■ .<<<;• • ■
* i /€
He adds that it was necessary for Him to come in such a 
manner, since it was not fitting for Him to come in glory 
to hear our sins.Origen follows by asserting that He 
also comes in glory, and then goes on to explain how Christ 
-in His glory could be spoken of in the paradoxical terms of
■
•/>. -‘g’.-ifi’
--i
Isaiah 53.
Discussing the Word’s appearance in different forms he says: 1'-SrS:
7.
But if you will understand the differences of Xoro/, 
which by foolishness of preaching (I Cor, 2:21 j 
is proclaimed to those believing, ... you will 
see in what way the word had the form of a <fot/Xc; 
to those who:are learning the rudiments, so ; that 
they say ’we saw him and he has no form or beauty’ 
(Isa. 53:2). But to the perfect he comes in the . 
glory of his, own Father (Mt. 16:27)**> For indeed 
to the perfect appears the glory of Aoyoj ••• : 106
life
8 '
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103
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105
106
Comm. in. Matt. 12.29. -'Wifi
Comm, in Matt. 12.29 citing Isa. 53:2 f. 
Comm. in Matt, -f (lo6» cit.) ' V
■ * ”. -.4
Comm, in Matt. 12.30. following J* Patrick's trans., 
(ANP X, p. U66). of. PG 13,101+9A. ffl»^fealiofb-»a-«iaar
■ '•*' u. »r»» ■ . • !E'<-■ ^.<5 ... «£**.« $ ’t . '-Mi';.;$
Thus, the form of a Slave can be explained as a .certain
manifestation* or one among several aspects which the
divine Word assumed for the benefit of those with limited
understanding, as represented in •Celsus1. ' The very fact
that Origen feels the necessity of the explanation is
indicative of the paradox which the problem poses for him#
The exposition must be developed further, and our writer
does not neglect to do so in his apologetic treatise#
In the contra Celsum, he leaves no doubt of his understanding
of the Isaiah passages, which indeed he has associated with
;the exalted Word# They are not to be construed as inferring .
any negation of the exalted Word’s status: /
P/p If the immortal divine Word assumes both a human 
zP body and a human soul, and by so doing appears ‘
to Oelsus to be subject to ohange and remoulding, ;• .
g/P/let him learn that the Word remains Word ,in-essence# • • -
■ ; ; He suffers nothing of the experience of the body or ‘ • 
p; / • the soul (“italics mine f.' But som e t imesvHe comes - . -
? PP down to the level of him who is unable to look upon f 
j ' the radiance and brilliance of the Deity, and •
p:.;. becomes as it were flesh, and is spoken of in . -
P . physical terms, until he who has accepted Him in \
t this form is gradually lifted up by the Word
and can look even upon, so to speak, His absolute
■ form# 107 • . ’
The negation of a genuine Kenosis expressed here is 
reflected In a later passage which, with father complex
- ? Q* Gels# IV.15, H. Chadwick’s trans*, pp# 193-U* It *
is noteworthy that these remarks occur in an exposition of • 
Phil#2:6 f., as Origen undertakes to explain in what sense 
He whowas in the ’form of God’because of his love for 
•men,/emptied Himself’#p-‘P 4 \ •
W+3
logic, goes further to ejqplain away the original emphasis 
\oh the voluntarily accepted suffering of the Great Servant:
• • • even if it is really true that the prophets 
foretold such things about God’s Son, it would 
be impossible to believe in the predictions that 
He should suffer and do 'these things • •• 108 - • ■
s SwR
He adds further:
The prophecies did not foretell that God would 
be crucified when they say of him who accepted 
death: And we saw him and he had not form or 
beauty; but his form was dishonorable, deserted 
more than the sons of men; being a man in 
affliction and trouble and knowing how to bear 
sickness (cf. Isa. 53:2-U)» Notice how they 
clearly say that he who suffered human sorrows 
was a man . Surely, His essence as Logos is 
understood to be of a different order than that 
which concerns Jesus’ humanity. 109
'W'
In order to grasp the writer’s Intention, two things must be 
taken into account: first, what he believes about the Logos, 
and second, what inference is contained when it is said that 
Christ has assumed various ’aspects’.
We have devoted some space to an analysis of Origen’s 
intellectual orientation* It Is clear that categories of 
thought that are prominent in neo-Platonism exercised
importance for Origen’s metaphysics. Frequently, we 
encountered parallels of expression with Philo’s exposition 
of scripture. In these works which represent.the mature
y:
108 0, Celsurn VII,15*
109 0. Celaum VII.16 (PG 11, 1iu#C),
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stage of Origen’S theological reflection, there are several 
-points -made about the . Logos which have bearing on our , ,
subject. ’ ;
Prom the quotation just cited, it is manifestly evident 
that, while Logos assumed a human body and soul, it was still 
Logos, who at the deepest level suffers nothing of human 
experience. This view, running close to adoptiohism, finds
?'• parallels elsewhere in the contra Celsum, as Origen has • ;
affirmed, . . ,
*•• in our opinion, it was the divine Logos and 
• Son of God of,the universe that spoke in Jesusy . ■
\ saying ( I am the way, the truth etc*)* ,110 < s .
He adds that the Son of God was not confined
• '111. only in the place where Jesus1 body was visible ••• :
and that 4 <
After the incarnation the soul and body of Jesus 
became very closely united with the Logos of God. 112
In addition, where the writer struggles with the-; aspect of 
humanity, it is. not a lowering to the ordinary walks of life 
Of man that is Regarded as - important, but rather a certain - 
raising of this ’humanity’ to a quasi-divine state:
110 0. Gels. 11.9, see H., Chadwick,; p* 73 f
''1
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; We affirm that His mortal body and the human; soul 
• ' in Him (referring to Him whom we 1havebelieved 
’• to be God and Son of God from the beginning ....
the very Logos’) received the’ greatest elevation 
not only by communion but by union and intermingling 
so that by sharing in His divinity He was transformed 
into (a) God. 113 •
b‘:
That the humanity which He bore was far from being the true 
experience of the flesh is manifest in another passage:
Even supposing that it appears that Jesus ate,
He only ate because He had assumed a body. 11I|. .
With regard to the diverse ’’aspects”^ it is .clear that
Origen’s somewhat mystical conception of the nature of Jesus 
115incarnate was of a different order from ordinary humanity 
Denying that.an argument for the physical resurrection of the 
flesh oould be based on Jesus’ resurrection as recounted in 
the Gospels, Origen, as Henry Chadwick observes, maintains
113 C. Cels. III.lj.1, (H. Chadwick, p. 156). There are
numerous other references emphasizing the Figure’s divinity: 
"He was <?cdj , saviour of the descendants of men, raised far 
above.all the angels .•.” (comm, in Matt. 1.60, PG 11 772B); 
the image of God is ’’the firstborn of all creation, the very 
Logos and Truth and very Wisdom Himself” (c,,Cels. VI.63, 
of. A0 princ. !• 2.6); all things are made by the Logos 
(o« Cels.VI,71 , cf. de prino. IX. 6.3); and we worship
tHe" Father of the truth and the Son who is the Truth”,
(c. Cels. VIII.12). .
11i+ 0. Cels. VII*13; In our writer's view only the divine t. ■ i ,•
Logos could lead men to God (o. Cels. VI.68, cf. comm, in 
Matt. 12.29.). ..... ................
115 Cf. °» Cels./ II.6I4. (PG 1J , 896C); / ’’Although. Jesus was
one, he had several aspects ( en-tvoiat );.J and toythose who
3aw .him he did not. .appear alike to all”, y? / / - " ; <
••
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a distinctiveness:;
}'• For the body of Jesus was sui generis, as is* 
L immediately apparent from the consideration 
z ., of his virgin birth. 116
a
Chadwick adds that for our writer even before the resurrec- i
jtlon, certain things said about Jesus in the Gospels do not
; : J
in any way correspond with our normal physical experience, j
ias in the Transfiguration: y
*•'. It is clear to any careful reader of the Gospels /
that Jesus appeared differently to different .-J
? people, and had many aspects ( errtvotat ), so that • i
his appearance varied according to the spiritual
• capacity of the beholder. 117
.•Origen uses the explanation of Jesus’ diverse forms, or as­
pects, in a later chapter which comprises the rationale for -5 
the Isaiah passage referred to Christ which says "He had not .
,.... ...........—. ....... ......... ......... . . ........ ....... ........ . ... ...... ................ .
. • • ' .
116 ' J
H. Chadwick, "Origen, Celsus and the Resurrection of >
the Body", HTR xll:2 (191+8), p. 100. ' J
' J
117 , i. . Ibid., referring toe. Cels. V.23. Chadwick is in «
'agreement with other students of Origen in that the idea of ;
the varying entvetat is fundamental to his Ohristology, cf. fi
C. Bigg, The Christian Platonists of Alexandria (2nd ed* 1913),! 
p. 209 f*$ Hal Koch, Pronoia und Paideusis ... (1932), 
p. 66 f«; E. de Faye,~~0rigene III (1928)-. p. 138 f. |
"In order to make the idea of a resurrection more t
intelligible to his pagan contemporaries, and-to rationalize j 
Christian doctrine ... in terms of Greek philosophy, Origen j 
makes use of the Stoic conception of Aofo/
(Chadwick, p. 101; cf. c. Cels, v. 23)* In the case of j
Justin, Ragnar Holte traced the "Logos Spermatlkos",
(identified with Christ, to Philonic borrowingsC^’Logos J
Spermatlkos: Christianity and-Ancient Philosophy according 
to St, Justin’s Apologies", Studia Theological 12 (1958), p. 127?
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118form or beauty • ••”♦ To the writer this is credible 
since at one time He possesses such a quality, but
. •• at another time a quality so glorious and ... 
striking and marvelous that the apostles who 
went up with Jesus and saw the exquisite 
beauty fell on their faces. 119
He adds that this doctrine proclaims that the different
forms of Jesus are to be applied to the divine Logos.
This is a unique explanation to account for the marred
appearance of the Servant Figure. Citing the passage we 
-1 PO
have referred to above, Jean Danielou believes that
in essence Origan*s theology of the Word is 
simply a catalogue of the different Wvouu, 
the ’unfathomable riches of Christ'. 121
Further, employing the quotation from contra Cel sum II,6lj.,
although Jesus was in fact one, there were •
many ways of looking at him, *
Q* Cels. VI.77, citing Isa. £3:2b>
119 Ibid. (PG 11, 1I|/I3-D - 11+16A).
120 G» Qela. 11,614..
1 P1 J. Danielou, p. 2^8, citing Eph. 3:9 and comparing this 
passage with comm, in Joh.- 2.8, finds that some of the names 
such as “Wisdom, Word, Truth and Life denote the Word as he 
is eternally in himself; others are bound up with the 
economy of redemption1’*
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Danlelou adds,
Those who look at Him in a purely natural 
light think there is no beauty in Him, to use 
Isaiah’s expression (Isa. 53*2)J hut those 
who study Him with the eyes of the soul see 
Him transfigured. 122
We would agree that this is basically Origen’s understanding,
but there is scant testimony to the conception of degrees 
or forms of beholding Christ in the Bible. There is not the 
slightest suggestion of It In the Songs of the Servant.
The final passage to be mentioned in this connection falls
near the opening of the writer’s argument, and prefaces a
quotation, basically conforming to the Septuagint, of
Isaiah £2: 13 ff* It reads as follows:
... zrat AeXt/tto on eTdoj att/iov nv&putrroij 
tfatvojuvvov t'xcov o <j>G rj cr ... 123
(...and It was said that he shall be seen having 
an appearance dishonorable as the form /is/ to men.)
He follows with the quotation
<rc/v>7<ztt 6 V<xl; /lot* . .. 12lp . ,
i , . *A.vtder-XTcx
(Behold my servant/child shall prosper).
The writer’s Intention clearly follows the mystical view of
£
Christ’s qualities, which, it appears, may be assumed at
J. Dani&lou, p. 260, citing c. Cels. VI. 77 • 
123 C* Cela. 1.54.
12U Ibid*
> K'' ' ' i■Oitll i'i"
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will* There is nothing to resemble the teaching that Christ 
empties Himself of His divinity and truly shares the human 
experience of mankind, nor is there anything that recalls 
the Markan teaching of true greatness, which we have cited 
as one of the evidences in the Hew Testament of the Servant 
Christology.1The quotation is followed by a discussion 
of Christ’s two advents, essentially presenting an argument 
similar to Justin’s, but the emphasis throughout the ,
treatise is to deny that Christ’s humiliation was anything 
more than an assumed form, distinguished from His true 
essence, the exalted Logos.
Occurrences of 77olj
There are several occasions when Origen used the word 
rroq outside of quotations. These may be mentioned briefly
for the light they shed on his interpretation. The first 
occasion was referred to above, and dealt with the flight 
into Egypt. Origen describes how an angel intervened and
1 2E> Accordingly, there is no evidence for Benjamin 
Brewery’s statement that ’’Christ was the true Servant of the 
Isaianic prophecy, who died to heal the'sins of all .
(Origen and the Doctrine of Grace, p* 121, - cf. p. 1£>lu)*
For the N.T., cf.' 'Mk/10^?, and Phil 2:6 ff. It is 
true that Origen follows the quotation by offering that 
Christ’s two advents are prophecied, and that in the first 
He is subject to human passions, but this occupies no 
prominent place in his thought. , <
;• told Joseph that
, i * d vet Ktufi yvoa. yUtta too rra-tdo;
attOV ££/ AiyUlTW
hAi
126
(... he was to withdraw with the child 
mother into Egypt.)
and his
• Clearly, from the context, the word nolj can only here mean 
’’child”. There is another example where the usage probably
4 is to be understood in the sense of ’’son”. It is■found in 
- a discussion refuting Celsus’ claim that Christ was a demon.
Origen affirms that He who converted so many to God was
•. • co <5cx.tyi.icu v • •. <xAA<x Geo; Aopor note
„ - 127Ocqu nacj
(♦*• not a demon, but God the Logos • and Son of God.)
The evidence from these occurrences of the term -outside of 
quotations goes to show that was not understood as
Servant. The writer’s use of the Servant Songs supports 
this when he explains away any inference of self-abnegation 
or real lowering of the pre-existent Christi ';y
C. Summary
In our approach to Origen1s thought we posed several
126 Q. Cels. 1.60. (PG 11, 772 C).
127 G- Cels. VII.39 (PG 11, 1576 B), and the translation 
recorded in Migne is "non ille daemon est,lsed Deus Verbum
et Dei Filius”., (1^75 B)* Cf. the words- ofgCelsus in VII.9, 
speaking of God, the not; , and the Spirit where again the 
context indicates the interpretation of ’’Son’1..
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questions as- a guide to our inquiry. In* the first place, 
we were interested, to determine if prophecy from Deutero- 
Isalah, especially Isaiah was used as one of the proof* 
texts from the Old Testament to justify the prefiguration
.• of Christ. The answer from the evidence we have available 
is clearly in the affirmative. But how this prophecy was
■ used Is the more important question.
Origen*s methodology provides us with the first clue.
Broadly speaking, the writer seemed to approach scripture
with the presupposition that it contains both a literal and
a "spiritual" meaning. The Intent of the exegete was to
get behind the "literal" meaning and to uncover the
"spiritual". In effect, this often took the form of
juggling the meaning of texts to suit a- pre-determined
Christologlcal position, at times reading into a passage a
mystical Interpretation, advanced as the "spiritual" which
lies behind the "literal". This is an unfortunate and at 
129times dangerous legacy to which all have .fallen heir. 7
Or, as J. Danielou believes (p. 139f.J, there were 
for Origen the three senses of scripture: literal, moral 
and spiritual, as we discussed previously.
129 It is remarkable that this tendency took hold 
Immediately. That Origen*s spiritualizing of the Servant
• passages set the pattern for understanding the aspect of 
Christ*s low esteem, at least until the1 time of Augustine, 
is witnessed to in the Third Oration of Gregory of Nazianzus
i'C •’?
In spit© of Origen’s advanced techniques in the exposition 
of scripture, there was the tendency to dissolve historical 
events into allegory, a tendency hearing similarity to the 
intellectual treatment of traditional Greek myths. In other 
oases, Origen considered texts from the Old'Testament as 
typological; as he used It, this meant that the shadow or 
the ’type’ preceded the reality, recalling the methods of 
Justin, and especially Melito. This methodology bore 
application'to the prophecy of Isaiah 53, rega? ded as the 
’type* 1 of the First Advent, with the modification that this 
prophecy represented but one of a diverse number of ’’aspects 
(enrtvcn.au. ) that the divine Logos might assume.. The doctrine 
of these various ’hspects” was to assume importance in the 
application of the Fourth Servant Song to Christ.^The
•A .129 (con’t) • . ■;
He;comments on the contempt with which Christ’s hearers 
regarded Him: ”He had no form nor comeliness, in the eyes 
of the Jews - but to David he is fairer than the children 
of men. (Isa. 5352 - Ps. l|ij. (lj.5) :2) • And on the mountain he 
was bright as lightning, and became more luminous than the 
sun,1Initiating us into the mystery of the,future” (Or. 19 
cited in E. R. Hardy, Christology of the Later Fathers, 195H> 
P.M7I4., and cf. c. Cels. VI.77 and VI.75T f
1 30 n vCommenting on Isa. 53:6-8 as evidence of :the great
loying-kindness of the Word nearly a'century later,
Athanasius offered: ’’’For all we’, it says ’like sheep have 
gone astray ..;;(etc.).’ Then, lest any should from his 
suffering conceive him to be a common man, Holy; Writ 
anticipates the surmises of man, and declares -the: power . 
(which ,worked) for him and the difference of his nature , 
compared with ourselves % (de incar,tione, 3U) « ' A
l|53
lowliness of form spoken of in Second Isaiah, meant a mask 
to our writer that was utterly out of harmony with His 
true nature* Self-abnegation was not seen as part of 
divine revelation, but essentially as an obscuring of the 
true nature of God. This propensity lies at the heart of 
the reinterpretation of the Servant Figure.
Origen1s Christology manifests a philosopher’s speculative 
interest in Greek categories of thought as regards the divine 
intermediary between the Transcendent Absolute and His 
creation. Yet, as a Christian thinker, he appeared aware 
of certain inadequacies of the Logos concept.to express God’s 
concern and contact with the created beings. As a 
Biblical exegete, the authoritative Scriptures must be the 
final court of appeal for truth, and yet still must be made
intelligible to the pagan ^oxmnunYty ^oriented..in- Hollon-iat-i-e
phUese^phy^ Origen went far towards achieving a presentation 
of scriptural truth in terms of Neo-Platonism, but in so 
doing the personal aspect of God incarnate was submerged in 
an objective apprehension of the divinity that left little 
room for the subjective experience of the divine-human
, T. E. Pollard found that Origen was aware of this, 
and, although recognizing that the regulative concept for 
Christian thought and scriptural exegesis must-be the Son- 
concept, he was unable to make it regulative for his 
own‘thinking and exegesis, (p. 283). .
131 '
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encounter. It was a natural outcome of this trend that 
brought the Church to the brink of the Arian controversy, 
which essentially meant commitment on the side of either 
soteriology or cosmology.Further, accusations of 
subordlnationism in Origen can be attributed to,the Arians 
who sought to make a rigid distinction between Logos and 
Son.-
Origen*s emphasis on the exalted Logos at the expense of 
the human Jesus went hand in hand with a reversal of the 
interpretation of the Servant Texts. It is clear that these 
texts were regarded as important by our writer; and it is 
significant that he evidenced a compulsion for. dealing with 
their Interpretation. Such a necessity would not have 
existed if the texts had not already at some period been 
associated with Jesus Christ. Particularly5 in the contra 
Celsurn Origen is seen to be grappling with their meaning.
The Fourth Servant Song was quoted in Book I, and the writer 
returns later in Book VII to attempt to develop a logic that 
would overcome the paradox of the Divine Being who descends
1 32 T. B. Pollard concludes that the Arian controversy 
"is thus in the arena in which we see soteriology triumphing - 
over cosmology, Biblical faith becoming victorious''over 
philosophical construction, for there the Church was forced 
to replace the Logos-concept with the Son-concept as the 
central and regulative concept in Christian thought.” (p. 287)
to humanity and suffers* But true suffering of the flesh 
of Him ’’who was with the Father from the beginning11 is not 
compatible with the writer’s theology* It is therefore no 
surprise that we see the earlier attempts to solve the 
problem by application of the Two Advents doctrine, or by 
denial of Christ’s suffering on the plane of humanity.
By seizing on a somewhat mystical explanation of Christ’s 
various naspects”, Origen offers that the Servant figure was
but a guise - assumed for those with limited understanding*
The genuine Kenosis, the outpouring of life as the ,
Servant’s self offering on a truly human level, was 
lost. In this theory, and the idea of an outward guise, 
contrary to Christ’s true nature, runs close to Docetism. 
Instead of developing a Servant Christology, our writer has
gone far to eliminate it* The trend parallels a preoccupation 
with metaphysical speculations about Christ’s pre-existence 
and consequent de-emphasizing of His humanity.
Our debt to Origen and the advanced methods of analysis of 
scripture which he developed will always be considerable.
A man of great learning and true piety, his work continually 
manifested a dedication that’few have achieved or equalled.
His attempts to bridge the gap with the Hellenistic community 
were more successful than Justin’s, drawing upon an 
intellectual capacity of a very high order. But the 
apprehension of Christ incarnate in all the fulness that is 
expressed in-the New Testament was Tacking in Origen1s
1^6
theology, although he struggled for it* The balance between 
divinity and humanity which paradoxically is asserted without 
attempts at resolution throughout the Gospels and Epistles 
was* in the final analysis, lost to our writer* As a result, 
his Christology was essentially, incomplete* . " •
. • • ••- • . ••'.■. ... .?<. :**“ ' • • •”
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CONCLUSION
Some years ago, Karl Barth pointed out in his 
Erklfirung dea Phllipperbriefea that Kenosis does not 
mean loss of divinity, hut is the affirmation that God 
is Lord in the very face of His choice of self-abnegation 
and outpouring for the sake of others* On these terms, 
the incarnation of the Son of God is far from a denial
1
of His divinity, but is the truest revelation of His deity, 
1
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of His truly divine sonship. As Hugh Anderson put
It, the essence of faith in the New Testament is that it ■
I <x
must live with the scandal of Jesus’ humanity.
It has been evident from our examination of writings In
the second century Church that the tendency was to shrink 
away from strong assertions of Jesus’ full humanity. It 
Is likely that the writers of that period regarded this 
as a threat to His perfect divinity, having failed to grasp 
that divine self-emptying poses no such threat, but rather 
provides one of the truest Insights into God’s own nature.
1 K. Barth, Church Dogmatics IV. 1, Eng. tr. by G* W. 
Bromiley, p. 211. .. . ' -
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For the Christians of the post-apostolic period, self­
abnegation was not seen as part of divine revelation, but 
as obscuring God’s true nature* Psychologically speaking* 
this tendency may lie at the heart of the reinterpreta­
tion of the Servant figure.
Those scholars of the last half-century who have no 
difficulty with seeing the Figured lowliness as a 
manifestation of his divinity may have the clearer view, ■ 
in the final analysis. A fundamental fact in the Christian 
Kerygma is that voluntary self-offaring for the sake of . 
.others does not limit the power of God, but provides one 
of the moot effective means for that Power to be fully 
actualized, founded in humiliation, where strength Is 
made perfect in weakness. The voice from the Hebrew 
Exile grasped this fact about God’s nature and action 
very clearly, whatever may have been the model for his ' 
interpretation. This is not to suggest that a man living 
In the fifth century before Christ knew how the prophecy 
would be fulfilled, for prophecy is not divination nor 
Speculation, but the discovery of God’s intention through
p
K. Barth, loo♦ clt.} this fact was perceived by P.
T. Forsyth many years ago (The Person and Place of Jesus 
Christ, 1909, p. 261). ....... .... ......... ~
See II Cor. 12:9* I Cor. 1:27, and cf. Isa. £3*3 £•* 10*
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events of history# It is far less prediction then it is 
interpretation. There is a sense here of the reality of ■
history that is Important for the Interpreter of scripture* 
The Servant figure is a historical figure, whether it was 
the nation Israel or an individual so committed to God’s 
purposes that in his life poured out for others he manifested 
the divine nature# It is historical} if it be the nation, 
there is ample evidence from the massacre of the^children of 
Israel in the twentieth century that this community may have 
Its own part In the redemptive process of mankind, yet It > 
falls short of the final act of atonement. If it is an 
individual, the interpretation is fully realizediln Jesus 
of Nazareth. But accepting the fluid nature of Isaiah’s 
expression in the original, It is both the Individual and 
collectively, the people of God In the world, the True 
Israel, who bear the vocation of God’s Servant.
It was no visionary who made the proclamation, but a 
man in a real life situation controlled by God’s spirit, 
and acquainted with His power In the face of the most 
unfavorable circumstances of history. These were not
3 Thus, as Professor Davidson has pointed out to me, a 
contribution of those who have challenged Jesus’ relation­
ship with the Servant may be to have enlarged the scope 
of the Servant concept: it is not limited to Christ but 
applies to His Church, corporately, as well. < : - T 3
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empty words uttered as a last faint cry of hope, but an 
accepted certainty by one who was acquainted with the 
nature of God so that he could make the unbelievable 
statement,
See, my Servant is victorious!
1« eveJ tUI
This is an Inerbdulous affirmation in the face of dis­
astrous events,;but it is a historic actuality, and not 
reserved ■for the parousla, It is existential, not an 
objective platitude to be speculated upon* In the center 
of a historic religion stands the Servant whose life has 
accomplished the redemption, and all that Is required Is
: that God’s people apprehend the accomplished fact* The 
fact is trustworthy because it is God that acted and not
, man, yet He acted as man. In Luther’s commentary on the 
Epistle to the Galatians the fact Is stressed that to 
effect redemption, to conquer the sin of the world and 
death, is not the work of a creature but of the Almigjhty.^ 
When justification through Christ Is taught, and that
Christ is conqueror of sin, death and the curse of man,
it is manifest that in His nature He is God. This
op. Lat. 30, pp. 22 ff.
I;
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E. Brunner, The Mediator, p. 239, n. 1.
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is the doctrine of the incarnation, and in the same sense
as Luther, Irenaeus observed >
the Redeemer is Jesus Christ, who apart from " - 
all other men is called Cod and Lord.*, 
and Word made flesh. 6
‘ '*'■*« . , * -
As Gustaf Aulen has put it, •- “
the Christian confession of faith in Christ is 
essentially a confession of faith in the incar­
nation of divine love, thus the incarnation o?: ■
God Himself, in the man Jesus Christ. 7 :
The existentialist emphasis upon love and the possi­
bility of the practical demonstration in life is 
Impossible without Christ, and at that only a very human 
Christ. It is part of the Chrlstological dilemma that 
since the earliest days of the Church, the theological 
pendulum has swung to and fro between full acceptance 
of divinity and of humanity. However, if, in what is 
understood to be the rtI-Thoun relationship (in Martin 
Buber’s sense), man limits encounter to the this-worldly 
plain, he may apprehend the Jesus of history, but be
Irenaeus, adv. haer. III. 19.2 and IV. 1.1; of. 
Ill, 11.1, V. T57C .
7 ■ ' ,
G. Aulen, The Faith of the Christian Church, Eng. 
tr, (2nd ed.) by E. H.~Wahlstrom, 1961, p. 186.
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far from Jesus who is the Christ of the Bible*
In the idea of what is meant by incarnation, there *
is no other Christologieal concept that has so faith* 
fully preserved the intentions of the Christian faith*
• It affirms that the essence of Cod, that is,the divine /
P i-esseci Q
and loving will, is inoe-rnoto In Christ * This con* ’ >
ception of the incarnation preserved the distinctiveness •
. of Christianity. Augustine was right in asserting- that
the chief failure of neo*Platonism was itslnability to * ..
9understand the incarnation* It was the incarnation
that was Integral to preserving the fundamental motif
of Christianity during the early centuries, when moralistic
or speculative influences threatened to destroy the
Christian concept of Cod. Again, citing Aulen,
The incarnation proclaims the gospel of divine 
self-giving, and has thus guarded the fulness 
of the Christian revelation of Cod. 10
And he adds that the decisive element in the Christian^ 
confession of faith Is stated In the simple and expressive
8
9
Jn • 1 * lip *
As C* Aulen (loo,* cit*) has noted*
10 ibid.
"<?■ •>'
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words of Luther: "we find the heart and will of the
Father in Christ.11 Therein lies the unity of sub*
* 11 „ stance with the Father• The event of Christ has shown ..
’ us what Cod is like•
; In contrast with the second and third generation
Christians, the difficulty in some current theological
.trends is not an unwillingness to assert the true it> 
carnation, but a tendency to find that since the
12Incarnation Cod has annihilated Himself as "being beyond*" 
That is, in the radical speculation of some quarters, 
strongly influenced by existentialism, which rightly 
reacts against a pietistlc clericalism in the Church, 
there is no difficulty in accepting the truth of the 
incarnation. Even though this approach to theology is 
at the opposite pole from the stress on divinity of
C* Aulen, p. 187: "The event of Christ removes the 
veil and reveals the heart of God." Cf. Heb. .1:3; Jh. 10:30
IP
I refer to the philosophical speculation known in 
America as "the death of God." See the series of essays 
by Thomas, J. J. Altizer and William Hamilton* Radical - 
Theology and the Death of Cod, and more recently in the 
title witHa’^curiousT mixture of terms, The Gospel of 
Christian Atheism, 1966* ..
n •. ••
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the second century Church, It fields a similarly divisive 
effect* The end result is the same, for both must sepa- v-| 
rate God transcendent from the world of men, and the <2/
separation extends to the removal of ’revealed1 religion 
from historical reality* Both fall to find satisfaction 
with the New Testament’s position that in Jesus of 
Nazareth is true God and true man# The primitive,Christians 
stressed that He is God, and lost sight of the fact that 
He is man, which grossly weakens the atonement* while con- . 
temporary speculations emphasize that He Is fully human,
;but deny His ultlmacy. In both positions, God transcendent 
and God who is imminent are regarded as incompatible* But 
the New Testament asserts the contrary, that this;Incom- 
patibility is overcome in Jesus of Nazareth* The?flgure. . 
of the Servant provides an aid to this understanding. As 
wfq could be an honored but also a humble title, and as 
the Servant prophecy speaks of a victorious accomplishment 
from the most unlikely source, so is the assertion of-the 
divine-human paradox In Jesus the Servant. <
; A7 similar difficulty besets the Church. The Church,
. which by definition is a gathering summoned to a specific 
purpose, is made up of people, humanly speaking, ttfio
U6S
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would ’see God.’" Orlgen held that God in all his 
majesty would be beyond the capability of the vision of 
the beholder, and so He assumes various aspects to raise 
progressively the faithful to this level* To desire this 
divine vision Is not unnatural. Since the beginning of 
civilization the remnants of artificers and craftsmen
,'i
. $ 
-P‘8
give evidence that man has desired to see God. But the
Church’s difficulty is that It has not liked, or has not 
II4.
understood, what it has seen.’""r The difficulty which 
faced the Twelve is our difficulty, for the task of a 
menial, or the role of self-destruction for the sake of 
others is not fitting for the One whom the Church would 
call Lord and Master.^ Unfortunately, the root of this 
tendency is not to be found in a spirit of reverence, 
but In ilppy , for if man lowers God whom he worships he 
lowers himself, which Is unbearable.
The words of scripture exhort us to be imitators of 
Christ, but they do not call upon us to be divine.
"1
'•!
"1
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Jn. 12:21, cf. li|.:8.
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Mt. 16: 21 ff.; and see Lk* ff*
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Essentially the Bible calls on man not to be divine but 
16to be human.By being fully human as God intended 
him to be human is man holy, even as His Son was holy# , 
A part of the problem since the apostolic age has been 
a confusion between what it is to grasp at divinity and 
what is meant by the imitation of Christ# Christ reckoned 
divinity not a thing to be grasped at, nor jealously ' <
guarded. If the Church searches for a vision of/ God# i;/ 
here is a vision worthy of emulation#
In the Christian literature of the second century we 
have encountered a variety of methods in treating scrip­
ture, most of which had the common goal of making' the 
Bible a Christ-centered collection of literature# . Some 
of the writers, in their zeal towards this basically 
laudable end, stopped at nothing to read Christ’s 
presence Into all the books of scripture. Their means 
were allegory# typology and at times sheer Imagination 
in giving the texts meanings which would have astohished 
their authors. The point is, the early interpreters
16
The impact of this suggestion I owe to my colleague, 
Kev. Frederick Btfonkema. .
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need not have been preoccupied to force the issue, fbr
the Bible as it stands is Christocentric from beginning 
to end. The Abraham narratives ,bespeak of Godrs purpose 
for the nations; the thought of a future Prince who will 
restore his people to their heritage can only be God1s 
antj/ointed. The great lament of suffering in Job cries out 
for a redeemer, who restores the balance of justice in 
an unjust world. The apocalyptic vision of Daniel sees 
the perfect manifestation of Godfs Kingdom on earth*
In Second Isaiah the figure of the Servant Is a paradox, 
on the human scale of values, even as was Jesus of 
Nazareth. It Is noteworthy, however, that Christian 
writers of the second century found this paradox unac­
ceptable.
. For Origen, the key word related to the interpretation 
of the Servant figure in reference to Christ Is the t erm 
£Tr/vo<a. A hapax legome non In the New Testament, the word 
refers to ’’intent” or “purpose”, in the sense of disposi­
tion of the heart, as In the Acts usage referring to 
Simon the magician* In the intertestamental period, the 
word was used to denote “thought”, “conception”, or even 
“aspect.” In the latter sense, It occurs In Origen’s :
apologetic treatise, contra Celsum. While apparently 
attempting to preserve the unity of divine and human in 
Christ, Origen uses this term to show how Christ^revealed 
Himself in a variety of <£rrtvo«xt, as befitted the needs of 
man. Thus, he could say "the person and essence of the? 
divine Being in Jesus is quite a different matter from 
that of His human aspect*1’ The explanation io applied f 
to the Servant figure, so that the marred countenance is 
regarded as one sarong various "aspects” that Christ may 
assume*
While holding that Deutero-Isaiah’s prophecy is to be 
understood in reference to Christ, the writer asserted 
strongly that this did not mean the Lord involved Him­
self in any real change of self-abasement or servitude* 
The effect of this explanation is to suggest that Christ 
as Servant is only a mask or guise which appears to man 
at an inferior stage of his spiritual development* > 
Logically, it assumes that such a misrepresentation of 
the true nature of our Lord has no bearing on divine 
integrity. . ,
By his refusal to acknowledge a genuine Kenosis, 
Origen’s thought has departed at this point from Bihhcal
. ... - .’ - ? • , , W-V «', .. . ’
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foundation* To use the explanation of “guises” or 
“aspects” does considerable violence to the realities of 
human experience in the incarnation. In other earlier 
works of Origen, there are parallels to this idea of the 
diverse roles of Christ. In the Commentary on John, 
a widely varied list of Christologlcal titles is found, 
with accompanying., explanations for each. Many of the 
titles belong to New Testament usage, but there they are 
functional descriptions, usually in reference to His 
redemptive work. There is no suggestion in tie Bible 
that Christ assumed any sort of guise that was out-of 
character with His true nature.
Farly In the de prlncipila Christ is spoken of as 
taking the form of a servant (servua) of the Father to 
assist in the creation, but the Latin translation con­
tains Interpolations, and we cannot be sure of the 
original. Statements follow that assert although He be­
came man, he remained Cod which He was. On some occasions, 
texts such as Isaiah ^3*9 are used In support of His 
sinlessness.
In all these respects, it Is clear that Origen could 
not accept any reduced status of our Lord. The 
Christology has given way to emphasis on His. divinity
that left no place for the Servant. There Is specific 
evidence outside of quotations that rwuj connoted filial > 
relationship to the writer. Since Orlgen has used the t 
notion of Christ’s several "aspects1*' to explain the 
application of the Servant prophecy, it may he noted that 
his theories of atonement are related to this view. One . 
of his principal considerations Is that man must pass 
through various stages, to which these "aspects" conform, , 
to achieve spiritual perfection. Accordingly, the guise 
of Christ who suffers was suitable for man at a lower 
stage of understanding, but the more perfect considers- 
tion is to behold Him as divine. He refutes dogmatically 
the notion that Christ truly suffered. The doctrine of 
atonement is correspondingly weakened, and Orlgen holds 
a form of the ransom theory for this explanation. Cer­
tainly one of the most original thinkers of his time,
It nevertheless must be stated that.Orlgen’s speculation 
Is Influenced at times more by Hellenistic philosophy > 
than by the tradition of the Judaeo-Christian heritage.
Irenaeus;, perhaps lacking some of the intellectual 
sophistication of Orlgen, nevertheless deserves a place
in the front rank of Biblical theologians of all-time
In his Christology, he struggled with the fact of Christ’s
divinity as over against his humanity^ Maintaining an
■ i '’J'
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exalted Chrlstology, this writer was unable, or un- . 
willing, to “explain how the Servant Songs could have 
relationship to the Divine Son, who is Logos incarnate#. 
Accordingly, key passages referring to Christ’s humili­
ation from the Servant Songs are often omitted, which is 
similar to what we encountered in Melito’s Homily, but 
distinct from what is found much earlier in Barnabas, ; 
where the reference to the Lord’s servant is included.
In citing certain New Testament quotations yr<Ttj is 
translated by puer or filing. Clearly It did not mean 
‘’servant1*, but connoted intimate relationship for our 
writer.
Irenaeus worked out a theory of the atonement that was 
in advance of any of his contemporaries since the 
apostolic age. Although he strongly asserted Christ’s 
divinity and complete unity In the Godhead, necessitated 
by the prevailing heresies which sought to assign Jesus 
of Nazareth a place in a whole pantheon of lesser 
duties, he found it equally Important to maintain His 
identity with humanity. Albert Houssiau has stated that 
Irenaeus defends monotheism by a Christological considers 
tion: he appeals to the pre-existence of the Son, or 
rather, the activity of the Word in the Old Testament,
It is the pre-incarnate Son% (theWord’s)activity that-
constitutes a pre-eminent interest for this writer and 
bears on his doctrine of the atonement. If the human 
Christ, gathering In himself the whole of humanity, could 
accomplish the work of universal redemption of mankind, 
then the cosmic Christ was no less able to redeem matter 
from chaos, the Saviour’s work in Creation. This com­
pletes the task of universal creation, and salvation and/ 
creation are not seen as two separate and distinct acta,’>• 
but represent the whole continuous process of divine^ : < 
revelation. Taken together, to use Von Rad’s phrase, 
creation and salvation constitute the major realities ' ' \ 
of the HeIlsgeschicht e. Christ’s cosmic role,as 
Schbpfungamit tier (the activity of the pre-existent 
Logos) Is equally Important to his human role. As God’s 
exalted Word He has fulfilled the task of creation, and 
as the Word made flesh He has gathered in Himself all the 
triumphs and failings of human experience, fulfilling the 
incarnation. • Irenaeus has grasped the unique as well as 
the universal in Christ.
In Melito’s Homily, reference to humiliation Is omitted 
In a specific citation from the Fourth Servant song. Al­
though not a theological treatise, the sermon constitutes 
an exposition of scripture
study In that it manifests
and Is significant for our
a concern to relate figures
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from the Old Testament to the passion of Christy but - 
avoids the doctrine of the Servant* It is a mark of 
continuing Interest throughout the works of the four 
writers with whom we are,chiefly concerned that the \
presence of Christ in the Old Testament is sought or .
established by diverse means* For Justin, epiphanies 
recounted in Hebrew history manifest the presence of the ; 
pre-existent Logos* For Melito,,the narratives offer 
"types" of Christ. In Irenaeus' interpretation it was 
Christ, the Logos, really present, and Orlgen combines 
the pretextstent Logos with a typological, and occa­
sionally allegorical treatment of the Old Testament.
In the case of Melito, the sacrificial imagery was im-\ 
portant to develop his theme: the rJn-oj of the passover f ,, 
lamb has been fulfilled in the self-offering of^oxirc: A ; \
Lord* TJixij did not mean "servant" to Melito, asils clear 
from an occurrence which demands the interpretation of 
"son" or "child." ...
Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Is chronologically the 
first of the* writings constituting our primary interest* 
Justin combined an Inquiry of scriptural content with’
philosophical speculation, but from the evidence available 4
' . , ? ' >; V t •'' 4
*“ Uctod the Intellectual capacity th.t .en.bi.a Orl*W .. 
to apprehend the body of truth contained in Hellebistic
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instruction, and apply it in the development of doctrinal 
formulations< Significantly, however, Justin was the .
first of the apologists to use the term Logos in its 
double sense of philosophical reason and revelatory Word.
It may be seen that his was one of the early attempts to 
bridge the gap between neo-Platonic speculation and the. 
Judaeo-Christlan body of teaching about God’s self­
revelation. For the Logos doctrine, Justin used terms 
that were compatible with the thinking of the philosophical 
schools, but which he justified with scriptural references. 
The discussion of the Logos in the Dialogue has signifi­
cance for our study In that it intrudes Into the discussion 
at a point where the writer has related the person and 
work of Christ to the prophetic testimony, in particular, 
Deutero-Isaiah. If we may assume that the writer has 
employed the literary form as a structure In which the 
basic themes are to be cast (an assumption that can be 
disputed), we could affirm that the reason for the Logos 
speculation at this point is to assert unquestionably the 
divine status of Christ. In a remarkable transference of 
meaning, Justin turned the phrase ’’who shall declare his ,
’ • ' i * *
generation?”*1’? to refer to the exalted Logos’ hidden
origin, .which bears similarity to a primitive tradition 
that Christ’s descent was disguised to deceive the 
Powers.
Justin made liberal use of prophecy and other Old . 
Testament scripture. But the apologist had a shallow 
regard for the context of the original when it suited; \ •/ 
his purpose. His view of sacrifice is affected by the 
limitations in his understanding of sin. He fails to 
regard sin as complete moral and spiritual corruption; ; 
therefore, he underrates the costliness of redemptive 
sacrifice. The order in which the themes are developed, 
in the Dialogue follows roughly the following sequence; 
Christ is proclaimed in the prophets (citing Isaiah £3 
with others); a discussion of the merits of sacrifice; 
the doctrine of Two Advents (the exalted Christ first 
subject to suffering, and later Is glorified); and 
finally an exposition of Christ pre-existent (the exalted 
Logos)* To Justin the discussion of the last led him 
to conclude that Christ was a ’’Second God.” He could not 
afford to think of Christ as Servant, but' ins tead he . 
dwelt on assertions of His divinity. The atonement was 
wrought by Christ’s supreme sacrifice, although there 
is no evidence of how this took place* •’-'-A:
fT,'.'*' ■ :.-.;-- y,>v • •“ • •." - -' ■ • • ■.<.. . - - v> . *•
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TTouj in the Dialogue occurs in quotations, bub the 
way these are used suggests it was not understood in • 
a menial sense* Where the context infers the position 
of subordination, as for Moses, who was God’s servant*4 
other terms are employed* Justin’s Dialogue was a 
clever apologetic effort that set out to refute the 
Ebionites and other Judaizing sects by giving strong 
assertion to Christ’s true divinity, yet using the 
Jewish scriptures in the process. At the same time, 
this provided a refutation of the Marcionite tendency 
to sever the Old Testament from the New* Justin’s re- 4 
sponse was to read Christ pre-existent into practically 
every recorded theophany in the Hebrew scriptures*
These four writers, as we have mentioned, share a 
common bond in their emphasis on Christ’s presence, 
actually or symbolically in the Old Testament. Where­
as for Justin a series of texts, perhaps a compilation 
of testimonia,provided the evidence for Jewish acknow­
ledgement of Christ, to Irenaeus It was actually Christ 
pre-incarnate whose activity is recounted in the pages 
of scripture* Origen seems to combine elements from 
both these views: It was Christ foretold of whom the 
Bible speaks, but this Is allegory, Christ’s activity
?: & 
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must be understood In its "spiritual" sense. Melito 
believed that figures in the Old Testament were types of 
Christ who would come.
' As to the Christological development, we need to 
return to a more primitive period than the time of Jus­
tin and Melito in order to ascertain its beginning. In 
Ignatius we found the title 6 tiioj used for Christ, but 
only once for God the Father. Earlier writers In the 
sub-apostolic period addressed prayers to God through 
Christ the beloved rrcfis • In the primitive prayer form, 
perhaps, as Harnack suggested, Is to be found an in­
fluential factor for the changing Interpretation of the
term, but this Is coupled with the psychological factor 
that shrinks from calling the true divinity by the name 
of Servant. The last of the sub-apostolic Fathers to 
refer to Christ as the Servant (or, Slave) of God may 
have been Herraas, although the date of the Shepherd is 
by no means certain* Here the term used is /cTuXoj , and 
not /rd?/ , which occurs also In Origen, but decidely there 
in the exalted context of Christ being God’s instrument 
in creation. In Herraas doubt as to the propriety of the 
term Is expressed, and Hermas is not classified as a 
doctrinal treatise in the same company with the works of 
Origen, or Irenaeus’ adversus haereses. In form it is 
apocalyptic/ and in doctrinal content it Is fragmentary.
Justin dealt with the problem of Christ’s suffering 
by his doctrine of the Two Advents# but this was ex­
tended to a form of chiliasm, with the writer’s tendency 
to literalize certain texts. The question of the place 
of the exalted Christ in the Godhead was met in the 
Dialogue by the concept of a ’’Second God.“ Irenaeus 
reasserted the unity of the Godhead, which had,;suffered 
in Justin’s formulation. Emphasizing His divinity, 
Xrenaeus still sought to give expression to His humanity. 
It is consequent that his doctrine of the atonement was 
more complete than that of his contemporaries. Origen’s 
views were weakened by a mystical understanding of .
Christ’s “aspects,0 and an idea of the incarnation that 
essentially regarded the human Jesus as the habitation of 
the Logos.
In considering the observable trends it may be seen that 
the Initial stress on Christ’s divinity is coupled with 
a need to fill the role of mediator between God trans- 
Cendant and His creation. The latter is the product of 
Greek thought, and as Aulen observed,Inevitably yields 
a separation within the Godhead. Justin’s “Second God” 
is a clear example of this, which was resistedby IrenaeUs 
The third stage yielded in Origen a Christology Running 
on the borderline of adoptionlsm. '■ ""
We have seen that by the third century there wag un­
willingness to acknowledge any real lowering on the part 
of Christ, or self-abnegation after the pattern of the 
Kenosls. There was a consonant refusal to regard Jesus 
as the Servant. But in all probability the Servant 
Christology was the first theology of the Cross* Prom \ 
beginning to end the pages of the New Testament witness 
to our Lord’s sense of His vocation as one of service* ; 
He actualized in His own life the content of His spoken ■ 
ministry. Implicitly, the footwashing of the last 
supper was a symbolic summation of the principal Instruc­
tion He wished to leave to His disciples. In the 
figure of the Great Servant we have the impossible but 
necessary standard of Christian behaviour. As Christ the 
Great Servant, He has filled the gap between the short- ;
comings of His followers and the lofty ideals of that 
standard, which always lie?, beyond man’s striving. But 
with recognition of the accomplished fact, in just this 
striving lies the destiny of the Church whose worship is 
directed not indiscriminately at an ideal* but to a/Person,
. whose sacrificial life gives meaning and content to this 
ideal. . ' ■ i •
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